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0.1

Abstract

'Antigonos Gonatas: Coinage, Money and the Economy' is a presentation and systematic
issues,
in
`king
Antigonos'.
Most
the
these
the
of
of
name
coinages
analysisof
preciousmetal
including (a) gold statersand silver tetradrachmswith the types of Alexander III and (b) silver
with individual Antigonid types (tetradrachms,`Pans' and 'Poseidons'; a few drachmae,`Pans'
and 'Zeus'; pentobols, `Zeus'), are traditionally assignedto the Makedonian king Antigonos
Gonatas (r. 283/277-239 BC).

However, their relative chronology and their respective

for
distribution
from
homonym,
his
later
in
hoards
Gonatas
their
to
wider
allow
presence
Antigonos Doson, and for their production at a single mint, demonstratingthus a strong sense
of dynasticcontinuity among Gonatas' successors(chapter2). It is arguedthat the numismatic
iconography aligns itself with the main threads of the Antigonid international policy
by
established Gonatas:the Antigonids, following the example of the Temenids, deliberately
Hellenic
identity and piety, in order to becomeassimilatedto the military and
their
emphasised
political `debates'both in mainland Greeceand on an international level. The introduction, in
particular, of the secondAntigonid tetradrachmtype, the Poseidon-head,meantthe resumption
of the naval claims of Monophthalmos and Poliorketes in the Aegean concomitantly to
Gonatas'victorious naval battle
againstthe Ptolemaic fleet at Andros (chapters2.1,2.4).
The analysis of the numismatic material (chapters3-6) is a prerequisitefor a tentative
estimation of its approximate quantity and for a better assessmentof its distribution pattern.
The disproportion between the low annual production rate of these issues and the Antigonid
financial requirementsmay be explainedby the use of other precious metal coinagesfollowing
the Attic weight standard(chapter 7). It is therefore arguedthat the exerciseby the Antigonids
of pro-active economic and administrative control was limited and that the introduction of the
Antigonid individual issueswas inspired by political alongsideeconomic forces.
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Hess

Adolf HessNachf., Lucerne.

Hess

Adolf HessNachf., Frankfurt am Main.

Hess-Dietrich

A. Hess-E.Dietrich, Zürich.

Hess-Leu

A. Hess-BankLeu, Luzern.

HesperiaArt

HesperiaArt, Philadelphia.

G. Hirsch

GerhardHisch, Munich.

J. Hirsch

JacobHirsch, Munich.

Huston

S. M. Huston, S. Francisco.

Italo Vecchi

Italo Vecchi Ltd., London.

Jacquier

Paul-FrancisJacquier,Kehl am Rhein.

JNFA

Journal of Numismatic Fine Arts, California

Kurpf ilsizche Münzhandlung Kurpfälsizche Münzhandlung,Mannheim.

Knobloch

FrederickS. Knobloch,Bronx,New York.

Knopek

Hans-JürgenKnopek, Köln.

Kölner

Kölner Münzkabinet, Köln.

Kovacs

Frank Kovacs, USA.

Kreisberg-Schulman

A. Kreisberg-M. F. Schulman,New York.

Kress

Karl Kress Mainzhandlung,Munich.

Kricheldorf

H. H. Kricheldorf, Stuttgart.

Kroh, Empire Coins

Dennis Kroh, Empire Coins, Holy Hill, Florida.

Kiinker

F. R. Klinker Münzhandlung,Osnabrück.

Lanz Graz

Lanz Graz, Graz.

Lanz Graz 48

Lanz Graz, Vienna.

Lanz

Numismatik Lanz, Munich.

Lepczyk

J. Lepczyk, Michigan.

Leu

Bank Leu A. G., Zürich.

Leu-Spink'87

Bank Leu-Spink & son, Zürich.

Lugano

Marco Olivari-Massimo Rossi, Lugano.

Maher

J. L. Malter, Los Angeles.

Martin

C. J. Martin Coins Ltd., London.

Malloy

Alex Malloy, Inc., SouthSalem,New York.

Merzbacher

E. MerzbacherSale Catalogues,München.
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MMAG

Münzen und Medaillen A. G., Basel.

Monetarium

SchweizerischeKreditsanstalt,Monetarium, Zürich.

Müller

H.-W. Müller, Solingen.

Myers

Robert A. Myers, New York.

Mygind

SydneyMygind, London.

MZA

Albrecht & Hoffmann GMBH, Münzzentrum Auktion, Köln.

MZK

Heinz-W. Müller, Münzzentrum Lagerkatalog,Köln.

MZ

Heinz-W. Müller, Mainzzentrum,Köln.

NAC

Numismatica Ars Classics,Lugano, Switzerland.

Naville

Naville et Cie., Geneva.

NFA

Numismatic Fne Arts, Los Angeles, California.

NFA GansFPL

Numismatic Fine Arts, ed. Gans,Cataloguewith Fixed Price
Numbers,no. 2, New York.

Nicola

L. de Nicola, Rome.

NR & CG

Numismatic Review & Coin Galleries, FPL, New York.

Numifrance

Numifrance, Paris.

Numi

Numismatica, Vienna.

ca

Oldenburg

H. G. Oldenburg, Kiel.

Ponterio

Ponterio & Associates,inc., USA.

Clement Platt

M. Clement Platt, Paris.

CNA MBS

CabinetNumismatique Albuquerque, MBS, Paris.

Peus

Busso Peus, Frankfurt am Main.

Phillips

Phillips, New York.

Phoenix

Coincraft (publ.), Phoenix, London.

Pilarz

H. Pilarz, Köln am Rhein.

Poindessault-Vedrines

Vedrines, Paris.
B. Poindessault-Josianne

Poinsignon-Pesce

A. Poinsignon-M. Pesce,Strasbourg.

Proschowsky

Proschowsky,Arne Bruun Rasmussen,Copenhagen.

Ratto

Rodolfo Ratto, Milan or Lugano/Switzerland.

Rauch

Hans-DieterRauch, Vienna

Ritter

Münzhandlung
Ritter,Düsseldorf.

Rollin-Feuardent

Rollin-Feuardent,Paris.

Rooke

H. Rooke Galleries, New York.

Rosenberg

S. Rosenberg,Frankfurt am Main.

Sambon

J. Sambon,Florence.
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Santamaria

P. & P. Santamaria,Rome.

SB

SchweizerischerBankverein, Zürich.

Schulten

Schulten& Co., Frankfurt am Main.

Schulman

JacquesSchulman,Amsterdam.

Superior Galleries

Superior Stamp& Coin Company, Superior Galleries,California

Schlessinger

F. Schlessinger,Berlin: Charlottenburg.

Schulman

J. Schulman,Amsterdam.

Sotheby

Sotheby,Wilkinson & Hodge (1924) or Sotheby& Co. (1969),
London.

Spink

Spink & Son Ltd., Spink Coin Auctions, London.

Spink Genlive

Spink & Son Ltd., Genlive.

Spink-GMG

Spink & Son Ltd. - Gallerie des MonnaiesGeneve,Geneve.

SpinkNew York

Spink& SonLtd., New York.

Spink Taisei

Spink Taisei, Zürich.

RCCA-SSCC

Rare Coin Company of America Superior Stamp &

Company,Chicago.
Stack's

Stack's, New York.

Sternberg

Frank Sternberg,Zürich.

SuperiorStamp&

SuperiorStamp& Coin Company,Los Angeles,California

Coin Company
Thieme

C. G. Thieme, Leipzig.

Thirion

Dominique Thirion, Brussels.

Tjetjen

Tjetjen & Co., Hamburg.

Tkalec

Münzauktion Tkalec AG, Zürich.

Toderi

G. Toderi, Numismatica, Florence.

Tradart

Tradart, Geneva.

Vecchi

V. C. Vecchi& Sons,London.

Vedrines

JosianneVedrines, MBS, Paris.

Vico

J. Vico, Madrid-Barcelona.

Vigne

Jean-BrunoVigne, Paris.

Vinchon

J. Vinchon, Monte-Carlo or Hotel Drouöt, Paris.

Waddell

Ed.J. WaddellLtd., Maryland,New York.

Walla

F. Walla, Vienna

Weil

A. Weil, Hotel Drouöt, Paris.

Zschiesche& Koeder

Zschiesche& Koeder, Leipzig.
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iv) NUMISMATIC COLLECTIONS
ANS

New York, American Numismatic Society.

ANM

Athens, Numismatic Museum.

Ashmolean

Oxford, AshmoleanMuseum.

Berlin

StaatlicheMuseen,Münzkabinet.

Blackburn

Blackburn Museum & Art Galleries. SeePrincipal Published
Numismatic Collections.

BNF

Paris, Bibliothbque Nationale.

BM

London, British Museum, Departmentof Coins and Medals.

Brussels

Brussels, Cabinet des Medailles et de la Bibliotheque Royale

Albert

Ier.

CBNC

Athens, Credit Bank Numismatic Collection.

Edinburgh

Edinburgh, Royal Museum of Scotland. SeePrincipal Published
Numismatic Collections (Rutter, Edinburgh).

Fitzwilliam

Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, Department of Coins and

Medals.
Glasgow

Glasgow, Glasgow University, Hunterian Museum.

Göttingen

Gottingen,Archäologisches
InstitutderUniversität.

Hungary, Mayar Nemzeti

Hungary, Mayar Nemzeti Museum, HungarianNational Museum.

Israel, Eretz

Israel, Coll. Eretz Museum.

Kavala

Kavala, Archaeological Museum.

Leiden

Koninklijk Penningkabinet,Rijksmuseum (collection formerly in
The Hague).

Li

Austria, LandesmuseumJohanneum.

Madrid

Madrid,MuseoArqueologicoNacional,GabinetoNunzismatico.

Manchester

The ManchesterMuseum, The University of Manchester.

Marseille

Marseille, Cabinet desMonnaies et des M6dailles.

Milan

Milan, Museo Archeologico, Collezione del Communee del
GabinetoNumismatico di Brera, Castello Sforzesco.

Munich

Munich, StaatlicheMuseen, StaatlicheMünzsammlung.

Neuchatel

Neuchatel,Cabinet de Numismatique, Musee d' Art et d' Histoire.

Private Collection PRF

Private Collection P. R. F.

Private Collection L. C.

Private Collection L. C.

Royal Ontario Museum

Toronto, Royal Ontario Museum.
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Salzburg

SalzburgerMuseum Carolinoaugusteum.

Stuttgart

Stuttgart,WürtenbergischesLandesmuseiun.

Vienna

Vienna, KunsthistorischesMuseum.

Vienna 2

Vienna, Institut für Numismatik der Universität.

Wales

Wales, National Museum.

Warsaw

Poland, Warsaw,Museum Nadorowe w Warszawie.

Zürich

Zürich, SchweizerischesLandesmuseum,Sammlungder
Zentralbibliothek.

V. JOURNALS
AA

Archäologischer Anzeiger, Berlin: de Gruyter.

AM

ApXatoAoylKC AvciAcKra 44 ABtvwv, 'Aica&qNia'A6gvwv.

Ad

'Ap aioAoyiKÖV

4EAn ov

`Ynovpydiov

roü

'EKKýiýa,acnIKwv Arai rdr di7poaias

rwv

'EKnaýSFÜacc vols. 16-,

Athens:Hestia,1960-.
AE

ApXatoAoyuK4'£p17,uFpis nepIoSIKÖVTrjc v'A66vaiS
'ApXaioXoyuKrc 'ETaip¢iac, Athens.

AJA

American Journal ofArchaeology, Archaeological Institute of
America, New York

AJN

American Journal ofNumismatics, American Numismatic Society,
New York.

AJPh

American Journal of Philology, Baltimore: The JohnsHopkins
Press.

AncW

TheAncient World, Chicago: Ares Publ.

AnnArch de Syrie

AnnalesArcheologiques de Syrie: Revued' archeologie et d'
histoire syriennes,Damas: Al-Taracki.

Antike Kunst

Antike Kunst, ed. by Vereinigung der Freunde antiker Kunst in
Basel, Olten: Urs Graf-Verlag.

AM

SeeMDAI (Ath).

ANSMN

American Numismatic SocietyMuseum Notes. New York, New
York, USA.

ANSNNM

American

Numismatic

Society

Numismatic

Notes

and

Monographs, New York, New York, USA.
ANSNS

American Numismatic Society Numismatic Studies, New York,
New York, USA.

Apxaloyvwoia

Ap cuoyvwaia, University of Athens.

BCH

Bulletin de CorrespondanceHelldnique, Paris: De Boccard.

BMCR

Bryn Mawr Classical Review,Bryn Mawr: Bryn Mawr College,
Pa.

Cl

The Classical Journal, Athens, Ga: University of Georgia.

CQ

The Classical Quarterly, Oxford: University Press.

CW

The Classical World, Pittsburgh: DuquesneUniversity.

Hesperia

Hesperia: Journal of the American School of ClassicalStudiesat
Athens, Athens: American School of ClassicalStudies.

Historia

Historia: Zeitschrift fair Alte Geschichte,Steiner,Wiesbaden.

HSCP

Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, Cambridge, Mass. &
London: Harvard University Press.

JDAI

Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Berlin: de
Gruyter.

S

Journal of Hellenic Studies,London: Society for the Promotion of

ClassicalStudies.
JL4N

Journal International d' Archeologie Numismatique,Athens.

JNFA

seeSaleCatalogues.

JNG

Jahrbuch für

Numismatik und Geldgeschichte, Kallmünz:

Lassleben.
JRA

Journal of RomanArchaeology, University of Michigan,
Departmentof ClassicalStudies,Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Kadmos

Kadmos: Zeitschrift für vor- und frühgriechische Epigraphik,
Berlin: de Gruyter.

Klio

Klio: Beiträge zur alten Geschichte. Akademie Verlag, Berlin.

MDAI (Ath)

Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts (Athen.
Abt. ), Mann, Berlin.

MH

Museum Helveticum: revue suissepour 1' etudede 1' Antiquite
classique,Schwabe,Basel.

NAC

Numismatica e antichitä classiche:quaderni ticinesi, Lugano: Arti
graf. Gaggini-Bizzozero.

XIX

NC

Numismatic Chronicle, London: Royal Nomismatic Society.

NCirc

Numismatic Circular, London: Spink.

Nomisma

Nomisma,Association desCheminötsNumismats,Paris, France.

NZ "
OAth

NumismatischeZeitschrift, Wien: Num. Gesellschaft
Opuscula Atheniensia: Acta Inst. Ath. regni Sueciae, Aström,
Lund.

/7AE

l7paKTIK6T& Iv A04vaic ApXaio lopK4s 'Eralpeiac Athens.

Phoenix

ThePhoenix:thejournal of the ClassicalAssociationof Canada,
Toronto: University of Toronto Press.

RBN

Revue Beige de Numismatique et de Sigillographie, Brussels:

SocieteRoyaledeNumismatiqueet de Belgique.
REA

RevuedesEtudesAnciennes,Annalesde la Facult6 des Lettres de
Bordeaux, Bordeaux, France.

REG

RevuedesEtudes Grecques,Paris: Les Belles Lettres.

RN

RevueNumismatique. Paris: Societ6 Francaisede Numismatique,
CentreNational de la RechercheScientifique.

&4N

Journal of the Societyfor Ancient Numismatics, Santa Monica,
California, USA.

SCI

Scripta ClassicaIsraelica: yearbook of the Israel Society for the
Promotion of ClassicalStudies,Jerusalem:Academon.

SM

SchweizerMünablätter(GazetteNumismatique Suise).
SchweizerischeNumismatischeGesellschaft(SocieteSuissede
Numismatique), Bern, Switzerland.

SNR

Swiss Numismatic Review=SchweizerischeNumismatische
Rundschau.

ZfiN

ZeitschriftfiirNumismatilc Berlin.

ZPE

Zeitschrf für Papyrologie und Epigraphik Bonn.
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VI. SECONDARY LITERATURE

Heritage

W. L. Adams - E. N. Borza (odd.), Philip 11,Alexander the Great
Washington
1982.
Heritage,
Makedonian
the
and

Aleshire, Asklepiefon

SaraB. Aleshire, TheAthenian Asklepieion. Thepeople, their

Adams-Borza,Macedonian

dedications and their inventories, Amsterdam: Gieben, 1989.

Ameling et al.,

W. Ameling - K. Bringmann - H. von Steuben(odd.),

Schenkungen

Kherrscherin griechischeStädteund
Hellenistischer
Schenkungen
Heiligtümer, Teil I, Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1995.

AMNG

F. Imhoof-Blumer - T. Wiegand (odd.), Die Antiken Münzen
Akademie der
1-3, Berlin:
Nordgriechenlands, vols.
Wissenschaften,1898-1935.

Andronikos, Vergina

M. Andronikos, Vergina, TheRoyal Tombsand theAncient City,
Athens: Ekdotike Athenon, 1984.

Ashton, Colossus

R. H. J. Ashton, 'Rhodian Coinage and the Colossus',RN630
(1988) 75-90.

Ashton, Review

R. H. J. Ashton, Review of Y. Touratsoglou,Disjecta Membra,
NCirc (2.1996) 9-10.

ArchaiaMakedonia

ApXaia MaKFSovia 'Avaicoivwa£iS664v

Fuinooiwv, vols. 1-

5, OEccaA0v1Krl:'1Spuia MF ArrwvXfpoovrlaou Toü A'iiou: vol.
I, Thessaloniki 1971; vol. IV, Thessaloniki 1986.
Babelon,Melanges

E. Babelon, Melanges Numismatiques, vols. 3-4, Paris: A.

Numismatiques

Dieudonn6,1900-12.

Bagnall, Administration

R. S. Bagnall, The Administration of the Ptolemaic Possessions

outsideEgypt,Leiden:E. J. Brill, 1976.
Bell, Sardis

H. W. Bell, Sardis, XI: Coins, Part 1 (1910-4), Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1916.

Bellinger, Essays

A. R. Bellinger, Essayson the Coinage ofAlexander the Great,
New York: American Numismatic Society, 1963.

Beloch, GG

Beloch, K. J., Griechische Geschichte, vols. I-IV, StrasbourgBerlin 1912-1927.

Billows, Antigonus

R. A. Billows, Antigonus the One-Eyedand the Creation of the
Hellenistic State, Berkeley-Los Angeles-London:University of
California Press, 1990.

Tod

Billows, Kings and Colonists

R A. Billows, Kings and Colonists,AspectsofMacedonian
Imperialism, Leiden-N. York-Köln: E. J. Brill, 1994.

Bliimel, Knidos

W. Blümel, Die Inschriften von Knidos, Inschriften Griechischer
StädteausKleinasien, Teil I, Bonn: ÖsterreichischeAkademie der
Wissenschaften,1992.

Boehringer,Chronologie

Chr. Boehringer,Zur Chronologie Mittelhellenistischen
Münzserien, 220-160 v. Chr., Berlin: De Gruyter & Co., 1972.

Boehinger,Hierax

Chr. Boehringer, `Antiochos Hierax am Hellespont', in Price et al.
(edd.), EssaysCarson-Jenkins,37-47.

Borgeaud,Pan

Ph. Borgeaud, The Cult of Pan in ancient Greece, (transL
Kathleen Atlass & J. Redfield), Chicago: University Press,1988.

Borza, In the shadow of

E. N. Borza, In the shadow of Olympus: the emergenceof

Olympus

Macedon, Princeton 1990.

Brown, Royal Portraits

Blanche R. Brown, Royal Portraits in Sculpture and Coins,
Pyrrhos and the SuccessorsofAlexander the Great, Hermeneutics
of Art, vol. 5, New York: P. Lang, 1995.

Bruneau,Delos

Ph. Bruneau, Recherchessur les cultes de Delos ä l' epoque
hellenistique et ä l' epoqueimpJriale, BEFAR 217, Paris 1970.

Bulloch et al., Images and

A. Bulloch et al., Images and ideologies: self-definition in the

Ideologies

Hellenistic world, Berkeley: University of California Press,1993.
K. Buraselis, Das Hellenistische Makedonien und die Ägäis,

Buraselis,HM
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Beiträge zur Papyrusforschung und Antiken Rechtsgeschichte,
Heft 73, Munich: Beck, 1982.
CAH VII. 12

F. W. Walbank - A. E. Austin - M. W. Fredricksen-R.M. Ogilvie
(edd.), The Cambridge Ancient History, 2d edition, vol. VII.!,
Cambridge:CambridgeUniversity Press,19842(repr. 1989).

Callatay,Axes

F. de Callatay, Les monnaiesgrecqueset P orientation des axes,
Glaux 12, Milan, 1996.

Callatay, Recueil

F. de Callataji, Recueil quantitatifsur les emissionsmonetaires
hellenistiques,Wetteren:Editions NumismatiqueRomaine, 1997.

Callatajy,Review

F. de CallatajY,Review of Y. Touratsoglou, Disjecta Membra.
Two New Hellenistic Hoards from Greece,RBN 142 (1996) 2969.
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Casson,Shipsand SeamanshipL. Casson, Ships, and Seamanship in the Ancient World,
Baltimore-London, JohnsHopkins University Press,1995.
Corolla Numismatica

Corolla Numismatica: Numismatic essays in honour of B. V.
Head, Oxford-London-N. York-Toronto 1906.

Coulton, Stoa

J. J. Coulton, The architectural developmentof the Greekstoa,
Oxford: ClarendonPress,1976.

Courby, Delos

F. Courby, Delos V, Paris: Fontemoing, 1912.

Cox, Gordion

D. M. Cox, A third century hoard of tetradrachmsfrom Gordion,
Philadelpheia: The

University

Museum,

University

of

Pennsylvania,1953.
Crawford, RRC

M. H. Crawford, RomanRepublican Coinage, Cambridge:
University Press,1975.

Crawford, Coinage and Money M. H. Crawford, Coinage and Money under the RomanRepublic,
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Ltd., 1985.
Cunliffe, Celts

B. Cunliffe, The ancient Celts, Oxford: University Press,1997.

Davesne-LeRider,

A. Davesne-G.Le Rider, Le tresor de Meydancikkale(Cilicie

Meydancikkale

Trachee, 1980), vols. 1-2, Paris: Editions Recherchesur les
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Dintsis, Helme

P. Dintsis, Hellenistische Helme, Roma: G. Bretschneider,1986.

Eggebrechtet al. (odd.),

A. Eggebrechtet al., Albanien: Schätzeaus dem Land der

Albanien

Skipetaren,Mainz am Rhein: Philipp von Zabern, 1988.

Errington, Macedonia

R. M. Errington, A History ofMacedonia, (transl. Catherine
Errington), Berkeley: University of California Press,1990.

Ehrhardt, Studies

Chr. Ehrhardt Studiesin the Reignsof DemetriusII andAntigonos
Doson, (Diss.), vols. I-II, Buffalo 1975.

Ellis, Philip 11

J. R. Ellis, Philip 11andMacedonianImperialism,London1976.

EssaysCarson-Jenkins

seePrice et al., EssaysCarson-Jenkins.

EssaysRobinson

SeeKraay-Jenkins,EssaysRobinson.

Fellmann, AG

W. Fellmann,Antigonos Gonatas, König der Makedonen, und die
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FestschriftMildenberg

A. Houghton-Sylvia Hurter-P. Erhartt Mottahedeh-J. Ayer Scott
Festschrißfur Leo Mildenberg, Wetteren 1984.

Flacelibre,Aitoliens
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Florilegium Numismaticum
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Preface

The compilation of the coinage of `king Antigonos' was started at University College London in
September 1994, under the supervision of Professor M. H. Crawford. The groundwork for this
project was laid with the guidance of my first supervisor alongside ProfessorsKaterini Liampi
(ResearchCentre for Greek and Roman Antiquity, Hellenic National ResearchFoundation)and K
Buraselis (University of Athens), from whose comments I have benefited throughout this task.
Since 1996, Dr. A. Burnett (Department of Coins and Medals, British Museum) has been comentoring this project, constantly encouraging and stimulating its writing.

To them all I am

enormously grateful for generously providing an inspiring forum for discussion at all times, and
for having been an endlesssource of stimulation, advice and enthusiasm. Their guidance would
have brought this thesis to an end much earlier, but for my reluctance to set a firm limit to this
dissertation.
Financial support was provided by the Hellenic ScholarshipFoundation and the writing-up
of the project was further sponsoredby the Alexander Onassis Foundation. The collection of
material at the early stagesof the dissertationwas considerablyenhancedby the prompt response
of the keepersof all the museum collections and of those directors and archaeologistsof Greek
ephoreiai of antiquities who gave me permission to see, make notes and include material in my
doctoral dissertation. To all of them I owe my deepestthanks. The University College London
Graduate School financed my visit to numismatic collections at Berlin, Heidelberg, the Vatican
and Leiden, for the in situ observationand collection of material.
My initial ambition to compile a corpus of the bronze coins alongside the gold and silver
was eventually confined to the last two metals by the abundanceof the evidence. It is inevitable
that the conclusionsfrom the study of the precious metal coinage `of king Antigonos' do not fully
reflect the monetary production in Makedonia during the second and third quarters of the third
century and hence cannot be extrapolated to an assessmentof the entirety of the monetised
economy in this region during this period. It is also likely that the results from the study of the
silver coinage will require revision in the light of the reconstruction of the Antigonid bronze
issues. Abbreviations common in numismatic monographs, i. e. `0' for 'Obverse', `R' for
`Reverse', `mon.' for `monogram', `l. ' for `to the left' and `r.' for `to the right', have been
studies.
in
in
in
Classical
to
those
employed addition
generally use
University College London, the Institute of ClassicalStudiesand the British Museum have
provided an appropriate academic environment for systematicwork on this project The -nearly
endless- researchthrough past sales catalogueswas undertaken at the Department of Coins and
Medals at the British Museum and was completed in November 1997; coins that have appearedin

Centre
Occasionally
Research
have
been
March
1998
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considered.
not
salescataloguesafter
for Greek and Roman Antiquity at Athens also hosted my project. I would like to thank the
director, Professor M. B. Hatzopoulos, both for granting me permission to utilise the Centre's
researchfacilities and archivesand for reading and commenting on the final draft of my historical
chapters. I also owe a lot to most beneficial discussionswith ProfessorsJ. K. Davies and G. Le
Rider, as well as with G. G. Aperghis, Andy Meadows, P. Paschidesand Graham Oliver. G. G.
Aperghis, Andy Meadows, Benet Salway, Eva Parisinou-Nicklaus,Michael Metcalfe and Graham
Oliver have commentedon drafts of parts of my work at various stages,they have improved the
style and eliminated a number of errors. I am most indebted to the Librarian of the Institute of
Classical Studies, Mr. Colin Annis, and to the library staff, for patiently and considerably
facilitating the final stagesof my research;also, to the librarian of the Royal Numismatic Society,
Mr. Antony Holms, for his help with practical issuesand for his encouragement.As for technical
matters,the map of the hoards was made with the help of Kleopatra Papaevangelou.Last but not
least, my deepestgratitude is due to Giorgos Papaioannoufor the effective presentation of the
plates. Needlessto say that any errors that remain are my own.
The accomplishment of this project would not have been possible without a band of
strongly supportive colleaguesand friends. In addition to those mentioned above, I am grateful to
Elena Isayev, Photini Balla, Elpida Kaimaki, Yannis Papadatos,Jennifer Cargill-Thompson, Lina
Georgiou, Anne Alwis, Athanassios Efstathiou, Annabel Brooke, Sophia Diamantopoulou and
Spiros Pilos, whose stimulation has been invaluable at critical moments during the writing of this
dissertation.
I have reservedthe final mention for my parents. I have benefited from my mother's full
support throughout this thesis. This was not the casewith regard to my father, Themistokles. An
economist and lawyer himself, he instilled in me the virtues of systematicand tedious work, he
was the first to teachme how to think and was unsurprisingly the one who inspired me to focus on
economichistory. May this thesisbe my tribute to his memory.

London, January2000.
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`It is Zeus' anathemaon our epoch for the dynamism of our economiesand the heresy of our economic
methods and policies that we should agonisebetween the Scylla of. numismatic plethora and the Charybdis
of economic anaemia.
It is not my idiosyncracy to be ironic or sarcasticbut my diagnosis would be that politicians are
it
Although
they
they
energise
rather cryptoplethorists.
emphatically stigmatise numismatic plethora,
through their tactics and practices.

Our policy shouldbebasedmoreon economicandlesson political criteria.

Our gnomon has to be a metron between economic, strategic and philanthropic scopes. Political
magic has always been antieconomic.
In an epoch characterisedby monopolies, oligopolies, monopsonies,monopolistic antagonismand
be
have
be
But
inelasticities,
this
to
not
orthological.
should
more
polymorphous
our policies
metamorphosedinto plethorophobis,which is endemicbetweenacademiceconomists.
Numismatic symmetry should not hyperantagoniseeconomic acme. A greater harmonisation
betweenthe practicesof the economic and numismatic actions is basic.'
(Statementby the hon. Xenophon Zolotas, Governor of the Bank of Greeceand Governor of the Fund for Greece,at the
closing joint session,International Bank of Reconstructionand Development,International Monetary Fund, International
FinanceCorporation, 2.10.1959).

1.0

Introduction

1.1

Aims and Methodology

Financeis admittedly a major chapterin the study of Hellenistic royal economies. Within this, the
is
intended
`of
king
Antigonos'
to
the
systematic analysis of
precious gold and silver coinages
explore the nature of the Antigonid cash economy during the secondand the third quarter of the
third century BC.
A numismatic 'corpus'Poüvray ia' involves the systematicarrangementof the coins issued
by a particular political authority into serial and structural order. For the accomplishmentof this
project, casts and/or photographsof all the feasibly accessiblematerial (from public and private
collections and elsewhere)have to be gathered together. In the first place, their chronology is
determined through the establishment of die links and sequences of obverse-reverse die
.
combinations (die-linking technique). Furthermore, insofar as the issue of coins in antiquity
reflected a political decision imposed by economic/financial necessity,details of the organisation
of their production may elucidate the infrastructure of the issuing authority. Our ultimate
aspiration is to reveal information regarding the economic system, in the context of which coins
were functional as currency/money;it is this aspectthat the approximateestimation of the quantity
of the coin issuesand the study of their distribution hope to elucidate.
On thesegrounds, my principal aim in reconstructing the precious metal coinage of `läng
Antigonos' is to comprehend the way in which the mints set in operation under this authority
fimctioned and to identify the major issuesof the period. This helps us to answer questions such
as, whether (or not) the production of the related coinageswas continuous; on which occasions/for
which purposesthe mints operated;where and why the coins produced circulated and what their
value at the time was; finally, whether these issues outlasted their initiator, Antigonos Gonatas.
Along these principles, the identification of the issuing authority/ies latent in the legend 'king
Antigonos' on the two Antigonid tetradrachmtypes, Pan and Poseidon,and on the few fractions is
readdressed. The macroeconomic profile of Antigonid Makedonia during this period will be
completed by an attempt to quantify and to contextualise these Antigonid silver issues.
Alternatives to the production of this coinage for military purposes will be explored and the
chronology and the role of those silver coins issued posthumously in the name of Alexander that
are currently assignedto the early reign of Gonataswill be reconsidered. Finally, the geographical
1

range of these Antigonid issues' distribution will be reassessed. It is recognised that a more
detailed analysis of the nature of the regional economy will require the systematic study of the
Antigonid bronze coinage,which has been excluded from this thesis.
The numismatic evidencehas shown that, rather than belonging to a single ruler, the two
individual types in the name of `king Antigonos' represent a dynastic coinage extending from
Antigonos Gonatasto Antigonos Doson. The continuation of Gonatas' silver coin types by his
successors demonstrates a strong sense of dynastic continuity in the Antigonid dynasty,
comparable to that observed in the Ptolemaic and Seleukid royal families'. Distinguishing,
however, betweenthe coin issuesof the two homonymous`Antigoni', Gonatasand Doson, echoes
tasksfamiliar from the contemporaryepigraphicaldocumentation.
Organising the numismatic material involves an attempt to reconcile the archaeological
information, including the style, provenanceand respective distribution of these issues,with the
existing historical lestimonia. The numismatic evidence fails to elucidate key issues, such as the
ways in which Gonatasfinanced his army until his nomination in Makedonia, or the processof his
establishmentin Makedonia and Greece. It also fails to reveal the distribution of royal expenses
between military activities and other financial requirements of the state throughout this period.
Yet the numismatic iconography reveals the main line of the Antigonid international policy. It
also allows us to define the function of theseAntigonid issueswithin the market dominatedby the
Attic weight standard. Prerequisiteto the systematicconsiderationof the numismatic featuresof
the coinagesinvolved is thus a synopsisof the main threads of the Antigonid international policy
down to Doson, leaving details for every period to be discussedin the related chapters.

1.2

Antigonid Makedonia, 277-221 BC

The Makedonian precious metal issues in the name of `king Antigonos' postdate the rise of
Antigonos Gonatasto the throne and the concomitant establishmentof the Antigonid royal dynasty
in Makedonia. The transition from the old royal dynasty of the Temenids/Argeadsto that of the
Antigonids had not been smooth, as the death of Alexander had rendered Makedonia a bone of

I Contra R. Fleischer, 'Hellenistic royal iconographyon coins', in Per Bilde et at., Aspectsof Hellenistic
kingship, 28-39, who excludesthe Antigonids from this practice.
2 See,for instance,Chr. Habicht, 'Divine honours for king Antigonus Gonatasin Athens', SCI 15 (1986)
131-4; K. Buraselis, `fapaTnp6oelc GTIC.cuvO6KEtTOOßaoiA& 'AvTiyövou },i Tnv 'Eac69EpvaKai Trio
'[EP617uTVa
(Staatsv.III 501,502)', AE (1981)11426; G. Reger, 'The political history of the Kyklades,
260-200 BC', Historia 43 (1994) 32-69.
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The
dynasty.
Temenid
to
the
related
contention among various pretenders, not necessarily
`interregnum' that followed the decapitation of Ptolemy Keraunos, in particular, during a Celtic
invasion in 279 BC, was ended only with the ascent of Antigonos Gonatasto the Makedonian
throne3.
The son of Demetrios Poliorketes had already come onto the political stage in 288 BC,
when he was assignedhis father's possessionsin Greece. He was nominatedking after his father's
death (284/3 BC), albeit he was not in control of a kingdom4. The beginning of his reign in
Makedonia is traditionally placed to 277/6 BC by Tarn, who relatesit to Gonatas' decisive victory
over the Celts at Lysimacheia (277 BC), as a result of his strategically coherentactivities in Thrace
his
duration
Hellespont
Reconsideration,
the
the
the
though,
of
areas.
and
surviving evidenceon
of
reign might favour its placement between 277/6 and 274/3 BC6. At any rate, Gonatas' position
was firmly establishedonly after his resistanceto the full-scale attack of Pyrrhos, on the Tatter's
return from Italy (274-3/2 BC)7. By making Pella his capital and by cultivating the Makedonian
traditions of the Temenid era, Antigonos apparently attachedpriority to the consolidation of the
3A full historical account in Tarn, AG, 167-8; Will, HPMH P. 103-10; E. Will, 'From the apogee of
Lysimachus to the establishmentof Antigonus Gonatas (287-276)', in CAH VIf, 110-7; F. W. Walbank,
`The years of chaos (285-277-6 BC)', in Hammond-Walbank, Macedonia III, 239-58. Errington,
Macedonia, 154-61.
4 Eus. 1.237 (Schoene); Jacoby, FGH 260 F 3.12; Eus. 1.238 (Schoene); Lucian, Macrob. 11. M.
Chambers, 'The first regnal year of Antigonos Gonatas', AJPh 75 (1954) 392; N. G. L. Hammond,
`Appendix 2: The Chronology of the Years 281-276 B. C. ', in Hammond-Walbank, Macedonia 111,581-3;
Errington, Macedonia, 162-204.

s Diog. Laert. 2.141; P. Trog. Prol. 25; Apollodoros (PhiloL 71, p. 226); Just. 25.1-2; Paus. 1.16.2; Syll'
398,1.1-6 (decreeof Kos). Tarn, AG, 165-6, n. 99,104; Gabbert,AG, 27. On Gonatas' activities in the
East, see R. W. Mathisen, `The activities of Antigonos Gonatas 280-77 BC and Memnon of Heracleia,
Concerning Heracleia, AncW 1 (1978) 74. On his conflict with Antiochos I, see P. Trog. Prol. 27;
Memnon, FGH434, F 10; Just. 24.1.1; OGIS 219; Diog. Laert. 4.39; OGIS 748; Buraselis,HM, 112-5.
6 Tam's date of Gonatas' rise to the throne in 277/6 BC is based on Gonatas' kingship during the 125th
Olympiad and on the allegedAthenian sacrifices to Gonatasat Athens under Polyeuktos in 275/4 BC. This
date contradicts,however, the literary tradition that Gonatasheld the royal title for forty-four years (Medios
in Lucian, Macrob. 11; Euseb. 1.237), on the one hand, and that he reigned in Greeceten years before he
reigned in Makedonia (Euseb. ibid.), on the other hand. Tam reconciles the divergent information by
suggestingthat Gonatas acquired the royal title since the demise of his father in 284/3 BC. He places,
though, Gonatas' 10-year rule in Greecebetween 287/6, when Poliorketes crossedto Asia, and 277/6 BC
(AG, 112, n. 3). As the archonshipof Polyeuktos (and hencethe official sacrifices of Athens to Gonatas)
has shifted from 275/4 (Tarn) to 250/49 or to 247/6 (D. Knoepfler, `Les relations des cites eubeennesavec
Antigone Gonataset la chronologie delphique au debut del' epoqueetolienne', BCH 119 (1995) 158-9),the
allegedbeginning of Gonatas' reign in Makedonia in 277/6 BC requires revision. It is worth noting that the
causal relationship between the battle of Lysimacheia and Gonatas' rise to the Makedonian throne (Diog.
Laert. 2.141-2) neednot implicate their direct temporal concomitanceand that Gonatas' rule in Makedonia
was firmly establishedonly after the demiseof Pyrrhos.
7 Plut. Pyrrh. 26; Just. 25.3.5-8; Paus. 1.13.2-3; Diod. 22.11-12. Will, HPMH 12,212-9; F. W. Walbank,
`Macedonia and Greece', CAH V.112,221-4;F. W. Walbank, `Antigonus Gonatas:the early years (276-261
BC)', in Hammond-Walbank, Macedonia III, 259-67; Gabbert, AG, 29-32; Hammond, State, 302-7;
Errington, Macedonia, 163-5.
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Makedonianstatebefore laying claim to any areasouth of Makedonia8.
Control of Makedonia provided the Antigonids with a regular source of wealth from
taxation, the Makedonian mines and the region's forests (chapter 7). It required, though, the
effective orchestrationof diverse institutions, villages, cities, poleis, sympolities and ethne9. The
king's authority was mediated by the Makedonian royal family, the members of the aristocratic
families, the Makedonian people (Marc¬SövEc
of cities, tribes) and/or koinon10. Since Amyntas III
at least, the Makedonian poleis, in particular, were subject to the king as executive arm of the
stated. Under Gonatas, the recognition in 243 BC of the Asklepieia at Kos by the cities of
Philippi, Amphipolis, Kassandreia and Pella according to the king's will suggests that the
institutions of thesepoleis were at least influenced by the Makedonianking (chapter 5)12.
The systematicorganisationof the stateadministration towards the long-term convergence
of regional differences within and beyond the Makedonian borders was achieved through a
combination of military, political and diplomatic methodswith the least expenditure of resources
or effort and with the maximum results13.With very few exceptions,it is not obvious that Gonatas
consistentlyinterfered with the internal affairs of Greek cities, albeit strategically located garrisons
insured Antigonid hegemony throughout the mainland14. Gonatasexercisedhis control either via
the appointmentof the most important magistratesor via the nomination by the commanderof the
local Makedonian garrison of preferred individuals; alternatively, magistrates favourable to his
authority were appointed voluntarily by the members of the poleis.

The diversity in the

nomenclatureof the military commanders,who were in complete charge of their troops and were
regardedas the king's representativesin the cities, may be taken to suggestthat the principle of the
Antigonid `Greek hegemony' as establishedby Gonataspractically lay primarily on `his subtle
political control of the easternPeloponnese,the Isthmos of Korinth, Attica and Northern Euboia.
$ M. Andronikos, 'BEpyiva. Oi ßaa1XlKO1'räcpo1
Inc Mfy6A%, To6pnaS /Verging. The royal graves in the
Great Tumulus', AAA 10 (1977) 1-72; Tarn, AG, 175-222; Will, HPMH I2,216-9; F. W. Walbank,
`Antigonus Gonatas:The Early Years', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia a 267-76. On his policy vis-dvis mainland Greece,seeGabbert, Greek Hegemony,247-59; eadem,AG, 33-44.
9 Hatzopoulos,Institutions, 77-216.
10R M. Errington, `The nature of the Macedonian stateunder the monarchy', Chiron 8 (1978) 77-134; cf.
Ed. Levy, 'La monarchic Mackdonienneet le mythe d' une royaut6 democratique',Ktema 3 (1978) 201-55;
Gabbert,GreekHegemony,36-43; Le Bohec, AD, 239-53; Hatzopoulos,Institutions, 219-30,497-96.
11Xenophon, HG, V. 2.12. On royal control over Makedonian poleis at least since Amyntas III, see
Hammond, State, 386 ff.; Hatzopoulos, Institutions, 204-13; A. Giovannini, 'Le statut des cit6s de
Macedoine sousles Antigonides', Archaic Makedonia U, Thessaloniki 1977,465-79.
12Hatmpoulos, Institutions, 139-49;Institutions II, nos. 36,41,47,58.
13Gabbert, GreekHegemony,247-8. Hammond, State, 307-315.
14 The presenceof the largest Makedonian garrison and of the most important garrison commander at
Korinth, in particular, is due to the fact that Korinth was the cornerstoneof Gonatas' policy in Greece. For
the Makedonian garrisons in Peiraeusand Attica, seeGabbert, GreekHegemony, 107-39.
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To this was addedthe formal state-to-statediplomatic influence in the Peloponneseand Aitolia'is.
This loose control over Greek political entities, echoing the Greek policy adoptedby Philip 11after
the fall of Olynthos (348 BC)16, was allegedly diverted by the Chremonidean War and was
resumed only after 250 BC, but it had certainly yielded results by the time of Doson'7. Along
these lines, Polybios' testimony regarding the establishment of `tyrannies' by Gonatas in
peninsularGreecemay be regardedas the Greek `interpretation' of the resumption of this policy of
gaining control over the poleis of peninsularGreece's.
Secure control over mainland Greece was a prerequisite to and a springboard for the
adoption by the Antigonids of a progressively more active international policy vis-a-vis the
Seleukids in the East and the Ptolemies in the South. Modifications in the equilibrium among
these three powers often had a direct impact on events in the interior of each kingdom. The
establishment of friendly relations with Antiochos I subsequentto the peace of 278 BC, for
instance, inevitably confined Gonatas' scope for expansion south of Makedonia19and made the
potential cooperationof the Antigonid and the Seleukid king a considerablethreat for Ptolemy II.
At the same time, internal instability was often instigated by rival kings, in order to distract the
Makedonian kings from international events. The latent rivalry between the Antigonids and the
Ptolemies for naval superiority and for control of the Aegean, for instance, alongside the
increasingland power of Gonatassince the death of Pyrrhos culminated in the ChremonideanWar
between Gonatasand the cities of Southern Greece, presumably at the instigation of Ptolemy II
(chapter 3)20. Similarly, the encouragementof revolts and political unrest in Southern Greeceby
the Ptolemies,along with tensionsbetweenthe Achaian and the Aitolian Confederacies,as well as
between each of these and the Antigonids shifted the interest of Gonatas and of his successors
from areasvital to the Ptolemaic kingdom. The two critical naval victories of Gonatasover the
Ptolemies,at Kos21and Andros (246/5 BC)22,and the expedition of Antigonos Doson in Karia are
IS Gabbert, GreekHegemony,256-7.
16G. T. Griffith, `The Olynthian War (352-348 B.C.)'-'The Peaceof 346 B. C.', in Hammond-Griffith,
Macedonia II, 325-7; Hammond, State, 160-5,177-87.
17Gabbert, Greek Hegemony, 77-80. Her suggestion,however, that Gonatas,unlike Doson, neglectedthe
internal organisation of Makedonia and Thessaly because he had competent regents for his successor,
Demetrios II, is not convincing. Cf. Le Bohec,AD, 363-403,480-3.
i$ Plb. 2.41.10; 9.29.6.
19However, tensionsbetween the two were not avoided later. In fact, the separatepeaceof Gonataswith
Kos and the expulsion of Stratonike by Demetrios lI have been assumedto have had an impact on the
relations betweenSeleukidsand Antigonids: Beloch, GG, N. 1,566; Buraselis,HM, 117,n. 32.
20Gabbert,Greek Hegemony, 171-2.
21Athen. 5.209e; 8.334a - FGH 81 F 1; Plut. Pelop. 2.4, Mor. 545b, 183c; cf. Heinen, Unters. 191-2. The
suggesteddates for the battle off Kos range between 262/1 and 255 BC: F. W. Walbank, `Sea-power and
the Antlgonids', in Adams-Borza,Macedonian Heritage, 218-20; Buraselis, HM, 146-51; F. W. Walbank,
'Antigonus Gonatas:The Naval Situation (261-251 B. C.)', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia 111,291-3;
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inextricably bound with the settlementof affairs in mainland Greecein favour of the Antigonids.
The engagementof Gonatas in Southern Greece after Andros certainly allowed Ptolemy III to
establishhis control over the Aegean. That the motives of individual cities to engagein warfare
with the Makedonianswere rather shortsightedis a not untypical irony in history.
The political upheaval causedin mainland Greeceby the entry of Rome onto the political
scene of the Balkans progressively distracted Gonatas' successorsfrom major international
military and naval enterprises- with very few exceptions.
During the second and the third quarter of the third century BC, cash was obviously
required for the finance of the navy and of the troops engaged in all these intense military
activities. At the same time, major building programmeswere established already by Gonatas,
both in Makedonia and at Delos24,dedicationswere made to Apollo (including that of his flagship
after the battle of Kos) and religious foundations were establishedat Delos in 253 and 245 BC25.
What the role of the gold and silver coinagesin the name of `king Antigonos' was in financing
theseactivities is worth investigating. The structure and numismatic behaviour of this coinageis
now elucidatedby a systematicdie study, which will be analysedbelow.

N. G. L. Hammond, `Appendix 4: The Battles of Cos and Andros', ibid., 595-600. Reger,Kos, 155-77. Cf
chapters2.4.2,3.
22 Trog. Prol. 27; Plut. Pelop. 2; Plut. Mor. 183c, 545b; possibly, Athen. 593a-b; P. Haun. 6. F. W.
Walbank, 'Antigonus Gonatas: The Naval Situation (261-251 B. C.)', in Hammond-Walbank, Macedonia
III, 291.3; N. G. L. Hammond, `Appendix 4: The Battles of Cos and Andros', ibid., 587-95, with earlier
bibliography. Further bibliography and discussionin chapters2.4.3,5.
23Buraselis,AM, 270-1.
24 The covering over of the royal tombs at Vergina/Makedonia has been assigned by Andronikos to
Gonatas: Plut. Pyrrh 26.7; Andronikos, Vergina, 59-79. On Gonatas' dedications at Delos and on the
construction of the Antigonid portico, see Tarn, AG, 389-90, n. 61; Courby, Delos, 13-45; Coulton, Stoa,
59-60,231; Buraselis, HM, 141-9, Smith, HRP, 24-5; F. W. Walbank, `Antigonus Gonatas: The Naval
Situation (261-251 B. C.)', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III, 292; Ameling et at, Schenkungen,190-6;
N. G. L. Hammond, `Appendix 4: The Battles of Cos and Andros', ibid., 595-6, with earlier bibliography.
For the date of the portico at Delos, seeNachtergael,Galates, 164 if
23 Gonatas dedicated his flagship, for instance, to Apollo after the battle off Kos: W. W. Tarn, `The
dedicatedship of Antigonos Gonatas',JHS 30 (1910) 209-22; Buraselis,HM, 141-55; Bruneau,Delos, 55764; N. G. L. Hammond, `Appendix 4: The Battles of Cos and Andros', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia
III, 592-4; Fellmann, AG, 82.
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2.0

Numismatic Evidence: General Considerations

All the gold and silver issues discussed carry on the reverse the simple legend BAIIAEOI
ANWONOY, reflecting the least developed of the formulae employed by the Antigonids in their
royal correspondence'. The royal title, adoptedby Kassanderfor his bronze and by Poliorketesfor
his silver and bronze Makedonian issues,was utilised by Antigonos after the demise of his father
(283 BC)2.
The reconstruction of the precious metal coinages `of king Antigonos' necessitatesa
summaryof the academicdebateregarding the distinction of the issuesstruck by either of the two
homonymous Antigoni of the third century BC, Gonatas and Doson. So far, the numismatic
consensushasbeen that:
1. The `posthumous Alexander' tetradrachms end on the introduction of the `Pan head'
tetradrachms,i. e. tetradrachmscarrying the headof Pan in the centre of a Makedonian shield on the
obverse,in 271/0 BC3.
2. The `transitional Alexander' tetradrachms, that is, tetradrachms retaining the designs of
Alexander III, but carrying the legend BAIIAEOF ANTIIONOY, were struck at the end of the
Monogram group of posthumousAlexanders`.
3. The Pan tetradrachmswere introduced in 271 BC, at Amphipolis. The crestedhelmet symbol
and monogramsthey share with the Makedonian posthumousAlexander tetradrachmssuggestthe
subsequentproduction of the two issuesat the samemints.
4. The `Poseidon' tetradrachms(i. e. tetradrachmsin the name of `king Antigonos' carrying the
head of Poseidon on the obverse) are not related to the Makedonian posthumous Alexander
tetradrachms.
5. It is the relation between the Pan and the Poseidon tetradrachms that has raised most
controversy. Current opinions range betweenthe introduction of the Poseidonslate under Gonatas,
parallel to the Pans,and their exclusive assignationto Doson (chapter2.4.3)6.
6. The few and rare fractional denominations,with a head of Pan or Zeus on the obverse and with
1 R. M. Errington, 'Macedonian `Royal Style'
and its Historical Significance', JHS 94 (1974) 30-1,37.
The king was presentedas 'paoiaci, S 'AvTiyovoc' when confusion with other kings was unlikely. For an
analysis of Antigonos' titulature, seeLe Bohec, AD, 205-6.
2 Seechapter 1.2.
3 Mathisen, Silver Coinages,85,110-4; Price,Alexander, 141.
4 Mathisen, Silver Coinages,95-6; Price, ibid.
s Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 110-4; idem, Pan heads
and Poseidon heads,31 contra Merker, Silver Coinage,
46, who suggestsPella as the mint for the Pan serieswith the helmet symbol.
6 For a summary
of past opinions, see faoXi&n, floor, &ii' « Kai Avriyovoi, 236-40; Mathisen,
Administrative Organisation III, 46.
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Athena Alkidemos 1. (i. e. facing left) on the reverse, are related to the Pans rather than the
Poseidons. This is determined both by their typology and via their control marks, that is, the
winged helmet 1.and the letters TI r. (i. e. to the right) on the reverse(seechapter2.4.4)'.
7. It is unclear whether the intermediary king betweenthe two Antigoni, Demetrios II, should be
left without coinages.
8. Common (or similar) monogramson the Pans,the Poseidonsand the tetradrachmsof Philip V
suggestcontinuity in the production of theseissuesat the Makedonian mint'.
#i#

"$*

###

The systematic study of the related material shows that both individual Antigonid
tetradrachmtypes (`Pans' and `Poseidon') get more widely distributed from Gonatasto Doson. It
is arguedthat the Pan headtetradrachmswere introduced by Gonatasduring the Chremonideanwar
(268/7-261/60 BC) and that both his individual tetradrachm types, Pans and Poseidons, were
continued posthumouslyby his successors,at least until Antigonos Doson. Those struck between
the 260s and the mid-240s may be distinguished with greater certainty, but the chronological
sequenceof those struck between the mid-240s and the end of reign 'of Antigonos Doson remains
uncertain. The silver fractional denominationsmay be related, for one thing, to Doson's expedition
in Karia (227.5 BC) and hence elucidate the chronology
of the Pans and the Poseidonsthat are
associatedto them. Moreover, rather than denoting specific coin objects, the &gpqTpieioi 6paXpai
mentioned on the accountsof the priests of Beroi a from the secondhalf of the third century BC
presumably representthe unit of weight valid in Antigonid Makedonia under Demetrios II (rather
than I) 10. Alongside the -rETp&XNa6vTiy6vsia mentioned on the inscriptions from the Athenian
Asklepieion from the mid-250s to the last two decadesof the third century", these SgprtTpieioi
bpaXpai might indicate the continuous production and use of royal Antigonid issuesfrom Gonatas
to Doson. Finally, the continuity of the control marks betweenboth the Antigonid silver types and
the contemporaryMakedonian posthumousAlexanders suggeststhat the latter may have continued

7 flaox&r, Poaei&ives
aai Avriyovot, 245.

3Boehringer,Chronologie,99; Ehrhardt,Studies,79.
9Touratsoglou,
DM, 82.

10 Hatzopoulos, Institutions II,
no. 82 1,1.6, II, 1.14,21,40
= SEG 40 [1990] 530, with earlier
bibliography. Cf. V. Allamani-Souri, "AnöAAwvi, 'AoKArlrnw, 'Yyiciai. EmypacpIKrjpapTUpia Yea To
AoKArlmafo inc Bcpoiac', AA 39 (1984), Meletai, 205-31, esp. p. 215-7. Cf. calyx-cups and kylixes
inscribed with their weight in Attic drachmaein the `royal' tomb at Vergina: Andronikos, Verging 157-9;
Price, Alexcneder,39, n. 1.

11Aleshire,Asklepieion,261-3,269.
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issues.
introduction
individual
Antigonid
the
the
silver
after
of
Gold (AV) and silver (AR) coin types in the name of king Antigonos, transitional
head
('Zeus'),
head
(`Pan'),
('Pos')
Zeus
head
Poseidon
('Alex'),
Pan
Alexanders
and
posthumous
staters(s), tetradrachms(4D), drachmae(D) or pentobols (50), were struck during four periods of
coin production:
1.

c. 274/3-260/55 BC; i. e. from Gonatas' firm establishmentin Makedonia after the demise
of Pyrrhos until the capitulation of Athens and the naval conflict betweenthe Makedonians
and the Ptolemiesoff the island of Kos.

II.

c. 252-46/5 BC; i. e. from the revolt of Alexander, tyrant of Korinth until Gonatas' second
naval victory over the Ptolemiesoff the island of Andros.

III.

c. 246/5-229BC; i.e. from Gonatas'victory at Andros to the demiseof his successor,
Demetrios II.

IV.

c. 229-1 BC; i. e. during the reign of Gonatas'homonym, Antigonos Doson.
The precious metal issuesthat were respectively struck in each period may be charted as

follows:

PERIOD

I

AV

AR

AR

AR PO

AR

AR

AR

ALEX

ALEX

PAN

4D

PAN

ZEUS

ZEUS

S

4D

4D

D

D

50

x

x

x

x

x

x

u

x

III

x

x

IV

x

x

Fig. 1. Classification of Types by Periods.

The features and numismatic behaviour of these types will be discussed before the
catalogueand commentaryfor every period.
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2.1

Types and Iconography

The international political persona promoted by Gonatasfor himself and for his kingdom may be
recovered through the designs on his gold and silver coinage. Iconographic themes already
familiar with the Makedonianswere adopted and adaptedfor these issues, so that they also bear
contemporarynuances. TheseAntigonid issuesmay be distinguishedinto the following types:

1.

Transitional Alexander types,gold and silver, with the legend of kingAntigonos12

Reverting to the coin types of previous kings was not unprecedentedin Makedonia. Under the
Temenid dynasty, Perdiccas II had struck coins with the types of his predecessor,Alexander I,
while the pentedrachmof Archelaus I may be seenas a return to the types of Alexander 113.It has
also beenarguedthat the Apollo on the silver fractional denominationsof Philip II originates in the
young diademedhead that was introduced as a coin type by Archelaos14.Similarly, bronze coins
with the types of PerdiccasIII were struck under Philip II15
It is therefore not surprising that the Alexander coin tradition, which was retained in most
Alexander mints long after the death of the conqueror and the division of his empire, lasted in
Makedonia and Thrace longer than in other regions. Just as the gold and silver coin types of Philip
II were continued posthumously under Alexander'6, economic reasonsled to the continuation of
gold statersand silver tetradrachmsin the name of Alexander by Kassanderand his sons and to
their occasional resumption down to Philip V'7. The gold staters and silver tetradrachmsin the
name of Alexander struck posthumously,prior to and during the reign of Gonatas,form part of this
12A posthumousgold staterin the
name of Philip II, with the samehelmet symbol as that on the Pansand on
their contemporary Makedonian posthumous Alexanders, may also belong to the reign of Gonatas. The
authenticity of the coin, though, requiresconfirmation: Lanz Auction 68 (June 1994), no. 124.
13M. J. Price, Coins of the Macedonians,London: Br. Museum, 1974,18-21.
14U. Westenmark,'Remarks on
regal Macedonian coinage', in Le Rider et al. (edd.), Kraay-Merkholm
Essays,301-15; eadem, `Apollo in Macedonia', in Opus mixtum, 149-54; 'The statersof Archelaus. A die
study', in Price at at., EssaysCarson-Jenkins,17-30; Le Rider, Monnayage et Finances, 16.
13Le Rider, Philippe II, 17; C. A. Hersch, `An
issue
from
his
first
II
Philip
Macedonia
of
of
coin
unpublished
of bronzes', AJN 1 (1989) 33-6; Le Rider, Monnayage et Finances, 17, n. 1.
16M. J. Price, `The coinage of Philip II', NC7 89 (1979) 234-5; M. J. Price, `Alexander's reform of the
Macedonian Regal Coinage', NC 142 (1982) 180-90, esp. 188, n. 20; Price, Alexander, 38-9; Martin,
Sovereignty,271-92; Le Rider, Monnayage et Finances, 53, n. 1,55.
17The torch
Amphipolis:
Price,
dated
has
favoured
315-294
BC
to
to
the
c.
of
a
assignation
variety
symbol
Alexander, nos. 438-97. A secondgroup is attributed to the reign of Poliorketes: ibid., nos. 498-508. A third
group has been assignedto Uranopolis: ibid., nos. 509-23. Lastly, the posthumousAlexanders resumed in
Pella under Philip V, presumably for a particular payment: H. Seyrig, 'Monnaies hellbnistiques,5. Philippe
V ou les Botti6ens', RN' 5 (1963) 14-18;Price, Alexander, 150-1.
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tradition''.

The five surviving gold statersin the name of Antigonos Gonatastherefore retain the types
utilised by Alexander III on his gold staters,as follows'':

Gold staters:
0: headof Athena r. in crestedKorinthian helmet, decoratedwith coiled snake.
R: Nike standing to 1. holding aphlaston in outstretchedright hand, and mast (stylis) in her left
hand20.

Price is reluctant to seein the choice of Athena, armedgoddessof citadel and city2, for the obverse
of the Alexander gold staters any latent attempt to appeasethe Athenians, and one need not
consider such an associationfor the statersstruck under Gonatas,either22.The symbolic reference
through the Nike with the aphiaston on the reverse to the naval victory of Salamis during the
Chremonidean war might tally with his naval victory over the Ptolemies at Kos. It is also
compatible with the incorporation by Gonatasof the Persianwars in his political discoursevis-a-vis
the Greeksof the South (chapter2.4.2'.
The continuation of the Alexander types may also be observed on the transitional
posthumousAlexander tetradrachmsstruck in the name of king Antigonos:

Silver tetradrachms:
0: beardlessheadof Heraklesr.
R: Zeus Aetophoros seated on stool-throne 1., holding eagle with outstretched right hand and
sceptrewith left hand24.

18Ibid., 141-9.
19On the designs the
on
gold statersof Alexander and on their interpretation, seePrice, Alexander, 29-30.
20Seechapters2.4.1,3.2.1.
21W. Burkert, GreekReligion, Oxford 1985,140.
22Price, Alexander, 29.
23On the
stylis held by Nike, seeE. Babelon, `La stylis, attribut naval sur les monnaies', RN' 11 (1907) 1-39
= Melanges Numismatiques 4 (1912) 199; J. Svoronos, 'Stylides, ancres hierae, acrostolia, embola,
proembola et totems marin', JIAN 16 (1914) 81-152. Cf. chapter2.4.1.
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It may be arguedthat Heraldes on the obverse,in particular, effectively establishedthe connection
This
for
Antigonids2s.
desideratum
been
had
the
line
Temenid
that
a
always
royal
with the
demonstrationof respect to the previous Makedonian dynasty (and Alexander, in particular), as
well- as to Gonatas' ancestorsforms part of the samepolicy as the covering over of the tombs at
Aegae, plundered by the Celtic mercenariesunder Pyrrhos, and the construction of the portico to
his forebearsat Delos26.The co. ;vering over of the tombs at Aegae, in the first place, symbolically
demonstratedrespect towards the Temenid dynasty. The imposing stoa, hosting approximately
twenty statues of Gonatas' progonoi, that was constructed during the mid-third century on the
North side of the sanctuaryof Apollo at Delos, not only stressed,but also publicised and enhanced
his legitimacy27.

***

***

2.

Individual types:silver

2.1

`Panheadtetradrachms,
drachma'('Pans')

***

Tetradrachms,drachma
0: headof Pan 1.,in centre of Makedonian shield.
R: archaisingAthena Alkidemos 1./r., in high relief, brandishing a thunderbolt, in exergue28.

The combination of the Makedonian shield with Pan on the obverse of the new coinage came to
constitutethe personalemblem of Antigonos Gonatas. The homed head of Pan 1.is depictedwith a
three-fold drapery (nebris) round the neck and with a pedum at his shoulder. Allusions to the
from
bronze
be
for
in
iconography
the
the
coins
of
reverse
seen
adopted
warrior god's cult may

24Seen. 20.
25Le Rider, Philippe II, 367; Ch. Edson, `The Antigonids, Heracles, and Beroea', HSCP 45 (1934) 213-46,
inforce
have
intended
been
Makedonian
the
214-6,220-3.
to
The
the
may
also
on
shield
esp.
star symbol
connectionbetweenTemenids and Antigonids.
26Seechapter 1.2.
27Smith, HRP, 24-5; Ameling
Cf.
Schenkungen,
bibliography.
),
190-3,
(edd.
chapter
earlier
with
et at.
1.2.

28Seechapters2.4.2,3.2.2.
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Amphipolis and Thessalonike of the second century BC, carrying a type identical to that on the
in
They
Pan
Thasos.
to
the
the
the
may also
of
cave
entrance
above
middle akroterion of
pediment
be observed on bronze coins of Philip VZ' and on bronze coinage struck at Pella under the
Romans30.A rise in the god's popularity in Makedonia during the third century BC, in particular,
is suggestedby the proliferation of literary referencesto this god: the epic hymn composed by
Aratos in Makedonia, the referencesto Pan in Suida and the analysis of the `panic fear' by the
Cypriot peripatetic philosopher Klearchos of Soli relate to this period31.To thesemay be added a
for
dedication
by
`Antigonos'
Hippokles
Pan
Beroia
to
thanking
recently published
of an altar,
at
the renewal of the hrrAva grantedto his ancestorsby Philip II32,and the institution by Gonatasof
festivals in honour of the same god, such as the Basileia at Pella33and the Paneiaat Delos in 245
BC". Pan's representationon the individual silver and bronze types of Gonatasforms part of the
samecontext, but the particular historical circumstancesof their issue are worth investigating.
The head of Pan on the obverse of the Pan tetradrachmshas been related to the god's
assumedepiphany at Gonatas' countering of the Celts at Lysimacheia's,but there are good reasons
for not accepting this a priori.

The first to attempt such an association was H. Usener, in his
commentaryon an epigram from Knidos mentioning an `Antigonos, son of Epigonos'. He rejected
Eckhel's initial relation of these coins to the Celtic attack at Delphi'

and associatedthe new

tetradrachmswith the king's personal victory over the Celts at Lysimacheia, to the successful
outcome of which Pan had allegedly played a critical role. Usener even suggestedthe subsequent
introduction of a particular cult in honour of Pan and that this cult and the abovementioned literary
referencesto Pan and to the `panic fear' orchestrateda responseto his epiphany at Lysimacheia37.
29H. Usener, 'Ein Epigramm von Knidos', RheinischesMuseum N. F. 29 (1874) 43-7, esp. 43; Gaebler,
AMNG M. 1,35.34, note, pl. 9.9, with earlier bibliography; 118.3,pl. 22.25,191.12, note, pl. 35.2).
Doubts may be cast upon he alleged representationof Pan on silver coins of Amyntas U, as thesecoins do not
carry homed heads: Gaebler, AMNG 111.1,158.2-3, pl. 29.28-9; BMC Macedonia, 168, no. 2. On the
assignationof coins with Pan to Amyntas U, seeHead, HN2,221-2; Svenson,Darstellungen, 48; Nachtergael,
Galates, 178, n. 231.
30Gaebler,ibid., 99.30,33, pl. 19.23,25; 100.36, 19.24;Head, HN2,244; Tam, AG, 174, n, 19.
pl.

31Hymn of Aratos: VL Ar. 3.19,p. 1,86; Suida`üivouc.eic Iläva'; Clearchosof Soli: Athen.9, p. 389 !i
Usener,ibid., 43-7.

32Th. Pazaras-M B. Hatzopoulos, "Erriypappa &nb T? BEpoia Twv 'AVTIyOviSwv', Trrp4pia 3 (1997) 7177; L. Gounaropoulou-M. B. Hatzopoulos, Erriypaipii Kärw MaK«Soviac, TcüXosA, Emypac is Bcpoiac,
Athens 1998, no. 37. Particular thanks are due to Prof. M. B. Hatzopoulos and to P. Paschides, for
information and commentson this document.

331GII2,1367;Tarn,AG, 174,n. 18.Buraselis,HM, 145,n. 127.
34On thePaneiaat Delos,seechapter1.2.

35Imhoof-Blumer, MG, 219; Tara, AG, 174; H. Gaebler, AMNG 1112,186; Boehringer, Chronologie, 99;
Merkholm, EFIC, 134; Gabbert, AG, 68. F. W. Walbank, 'the Years of Chaos', in Hammond-Walbank,
Macedonia III, 255-8; Will, HPMH P, 105-7,109-10.
36J Eckhel, Doctrina
nummorum veterum,pars 1.22,Vindobonae 1794,124.
37H. Usener, 'Ein Epigramm
von Knidos', RheinischesMuseum, N. F. 29 (1874) 43-7; certain of Usener's
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It is on these grounds that Pan has since been interpreted as the protector god of Antigonos
Gonatas3 presumablyjust as the hero Perseuswas the protector of Philip V and Perseus39.
,
Even though the `Antigonos, son of Epigonos' mentionedin the epigram from Knidos is no
longer identified with Gonatas00,the iconography of the Pans has since been interpreted as a
deliberatereminder on the part of the king that Pan was not only presentat Delphi, but also fought
among the Makedonianranks at Lysimacheia". Yet Pan is absentfrom the surviving referencesto
this battle. This omission has generally beenjustified by the chronological distancebetween the
literary sourcesand the actual events`'. However, the rise in the popularity of Pan during the third
century BC doesnot suffice to support a particular connectionof the god with Lysimacheia or with
Gonatas. A dedication to Pan of an altar by Hippokles, thanking `Antigonos' for the renewal of the
zr

ia granted to his ancestorsby Philip II, may suggesta relation of the god with Antigonoso.

Associating, though, the preference of Gonatas for Pan with the god's critical intervention at
Lysimacheiaremains again highly speculative.
On numismatic criteria, downdating the introduction of the Pan head tetradrachmsto 271
BC, R W. Mathisen already dissociatedthem from Lysimacheia and regardedthem as bearersof a
particular ideology rather than as'testimonia of a contemporarymilitary event (see chapter 2.4.2).
In fact, there is no reference to Pan on the bronze coins of the shield/helmet type that were
allegedly struck after Lysimacheia: one would expect some allusion to the god, Nachtergaelargues,
on the coins issued immediately after his epiphaneia".

It is, after all, worth noting that the

argumentsare currently outdated, cf. Habicht, Gottmenschentum,79; Nachtergael, Galates, 177-9, n. 231;
Blumel, Knidos, 157j, no. 301.
38Tarn, AG, 174,n. 19; 226; Labbert, AG, 68.
39 P. A. MacKay, `Macedonian tetradrachms
of 148-147 BC', ANSMN 14 (1968) 15-40; Boehringer,
Chronologie, 107-10,116-8; Mettout, Persee,2; Merkholm, EHC, 135-6.
40Wilamowitz identified Antigonos with a rich Knidian, in honour of who a gymnasium was erectedin front
of the gates of Knidos after his death: U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorf, Hellenistische Dichtung II, Berlin
1924,104-5. Blilmel believesthat he belongedto the samegroup of rich Knidians, who in 282 BC lent to the
Milesians large amountsof silver: Blumel, Knidos, 158. Cf. W. W. Tarn, `The dedicatedship of Antigonus
Gonatas',JHS 30 (1910) 209-22, esp.214-5.
41Gaebler,AMNG 111.2,p. 186.2, note; Tarn, AG, 174, n. 20; Will, HPMH P, 101-10. Liampi, MS, 108-11,
did
Gonatas
bibliography.
Only
from
belief,
diverges
Imhoof-Blumer
that
this
general
arguing
with earlier
not issue coins before 265 BC, due to his engagementin activities against Pyrrhos:MG, 129. Cf. Pritchett,
Greek State at War lU, 33, n. 93. Gabbert points out the uncertainties in dating this coinage and considers
Gonatas' victory over the Ptolemies in Kos as an equally possible starting point for his allegianceto the god
Pan:AG, 68.
42Nachtergael,Galaces,82-7,177-80. Pan is absentfrom the literary and epigraphic referencesto the battle
of Lysimacheia (see chapter 1.2). A suddenattack of Gonatas' troops is mentioned in Just. 25.2.3 (in silva
taciti se occultarent),but there is no explicit referenceto Pan in the text.
43Seen. 32.
44 See further discussion and bibliography in Nachtergael, Galates, 177-9; cf. H. P. Laubscher,
`HellenistischeHerrscherund Pan', MDAI (Atli) 100 (1985) 340, n. 41.

F. M. Heichelheimassignsthe bronzeMakedonianshield/helmetspecimen,overstruckon a bronzecoin of
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incompatible with his conscious efforts to relate himself to the Temenid dynasty, in order to gain
the trust and recognition of the Makedonians (see chapter 1.2).

In the absence of firm evidence relating Pan on the Pan head tetradrachms with
Lysimacheia, the participation of Gonatas at Thermopylai and the suppression of the Celtic
mutineers at Megara during the Chremonideanwar emergeas possible moments for the launching
of the new coinage. Pan is not explicitly related to the latter incident°S. In fact, the only reference
to Panic fear from this period survives in Pausanias'account of the Celtic attack of Delphi under
Brennos, in 279 BC. In the prior unsuccessfulattempt of the allied Greek forces to counter the
Celts at Thermopylai, Gonatas,still a king without a kingdom, had supportedthe Greek ranks with
five hundredmercenaries'. The unpromptedterror spreadamongthe Celtic invaders at Delphi was
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is a large body of Celts briskly retreating from Delphi that was allegedly destroyedby Gonatasat
Lysimacheia".
Evoking the protection of Delphi from the Celts in 279 BC establisheda link with a major
Panhellenic event of the third century, that of the Celtic invasion, whose memory was recalled
many times during the third and the second centuries49. If Pausanias' account of the events is
Lysimacheia (head of Athena r./AYII MAXEON;lion r.), from the Fitzwilliam museum,to the financial needs
raised after the battle: 'Numismatic evidence of the battle of Lysimacheia', AJPh 64 (1943) 332-3. The use,
however, of bronze coins for military paymentsis highly unlikely.

4' Just.26.2.7;P. Trog.Prol. 26. Cf. chapter2.4.2.

'6 Paus. 10.20.4: RaOIÄEWV SE ýCVIK& ftEVTaK60IO
Tc IK MOKESOV1a4; Kal IK T6r, 'AOiat Tool Ocprolv
6piKOV-rohpiOpov...
47Usener
addsthe worship of Pan at the Korykeion andron, at Parnassos,to the samecontext: Paus. 10.32.7;
Usener,ibid., 44, n. 2.

'g E. Will, `The formationof the Hellenistickingdoms',in CAH VII. I2,115, who considersthe tradition
relatingto the sackof Delphito be lateandfalse.

49Plb. 2.35.7 (see
chapter 2.4.2); 9.32.3-39.7.Hannestad,Celts, 17; on the referencesto the Celtic attack by
Polybios, seeC. Champion, `Polybius, Aetolia and the Gallic attack on Delphi (279 BC)', Historia 45 (1996)
316-28, esp. 320. On the developmentof the legendsof the battle, seeM. Segrd, 'La piü antics tradizione
sull' invasione gallica in Macedonia e in Grecia (280/79 a. Chr.)', Historic 1.4 (1927) 18-42; R. Flaceliere,
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"
accurate, the emphasison the divine protection of the sanctuaryon the new silver tetradrachms
may have been meant to minimise the role of the Aitolians in that battles'. The selection of Pan
rather than Apollo, whose intervention against the Celts is reported in the most contemporary
sources", is justified by the chronological distanceof the documentation from this event. It also
suggeststhe introduction of the new coin types at a time when the legends on the sack of Delphi
were under development".
An indirect referenceto the personalvictory of Gonatasover the Celts may still be seenin
the subsidiary projection of the-divine protection of Delphi in 279 BC: as the Celts no longer
constituted a threat for Greece after Lysimacheia, Gonataspresumably meant to underline that it
was he who wrote the epilogue in the chapterof the Celtic threat to mainland Greece.
The allusion to Thermopylai is supplementedby other iconographic themes on the new
coinage. A Makedonian shield, with seven embossedcrescentand six/seven/eightrayed star units
(henceforth: `star/crescents', `units') arranged around a central emblem and with two or three
circles on the edge, frames Pan's clipeus on the obverse, for instance. This shield type had been
adopted at the end of the fifth/beginning of the fourth century BC by the Makedonian army, in
particular the king and his closest milieu, as a defensive military weapon, and it soon became a
favourite theme in art. As a multifunctional military symbol, also known from archaeological
finds54 it had great appeal mainly in the Hellenistic Makedonian and Easternmonarchiesbut also
9

`La chronologie du Hie av. J.
Pritchett,
k
Aitoliens,
111;
Delphes',
REA
Flaceliere,
(1933)
327;
35
-Chr.
Greek State at War 111,31,n. 85.
50In 1979 Habicht suggestedthat Pausanias'
he
More
Unters.,
102-7.
recently,
sourcesare pro-Athenian:
arguedthat Pausaniasdoes not make serious errors in his historical accounts:Pausanias, 84-6, p. xv; 97-8;
cf idem, Athens, 132-3. He suggested that Pausanias' source was reliable, presumably Hieronymos:
Pausanias,85, n. 72,86, n. 79,97. Cf. Hornblower, Hieronymus, 72-4.
s' On the other hand, Polybios' recognition the important
of
role of the Aitolians in that battle, despite his
generalantipathy to them, confirms his objectivity: C. Champion, ibid.
2 Epiphany of Apollo at Delphi: Sy113
398,1.1-6 (decreeof Kos). Apollo's epiphany along with Artemis
and Athena, Diod. 22.9.5; Just. 24.8.5-12; Suida, s. v. `Ipoi pEA4ocl'; Cicero, De Div. 1.81;FD 111.1.483,
1.6. Dedicationsto Apollo from Delos: Durrbach, Delos, 298A, 1.85-7,372B; Habicht, Athens, 32-3.
J. G. Fraser arguesthat Apollo Belvedere in the Vatican representsthe god repelling the Celts: Pausanias,
London 1897,345-6. Apollo's intervention at Delphi inspired Kallimachos' Hymn to Delos: Pritchett, Greek
State at War III, 30-2. Cf. H. Pomtow, `Delphische Neufunde, Zur Delphischen Archontentafel des III.
Jhdts. (Neue Soterien- und Amphictyonen-Texte)', Kilo 14 (1914/5) 265-320, esp. 278; idem, 'Die
Kultstätten der andererGötter von Delphi', Philologus 71 (1912) 54; Pfister, RE (1927) 1223, s. v. 'Soteria';
C. Champion, 'Polybius, Aetolia and the Gallic attack on Delphi (279 BC)', Historia 45 (1996) 316-28.
33See
note 48.
54 The
closest archaeological parallel to this shield is the fragment of one of the shields that allegedly
Pyrrhos, king of Epeiros (319-272 BC) dedicated at the sanctuaryof Zeus at Dodona in 273 BC, after his
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later on in Italy and Rome". The shield now fully occupiesthe obverse and is introduced as the
royal emblem of the Antigonid dynasty, in the same way as the eagle on thunderbolt, the anchor
and the forepart of an attacking lion had occurred as symbols on the reverseof silver tetradrachms
of Ptolemy I, Seleukos I and Lysimachos respectively96. Its initial occurrence on the reverse of
bronze coins of Philip II and Alexander III establishesa link with the Temenid dynasty. This link
with the Temenids is corroboratedby the six/seven/eight-rayedstars (as a dynastic symbol of the
Temenidsor as a symbol of Makedonia at large), which was introduced by Gonatasas a decorative
motif for his larger silver denominations". The star symbol finds an exact parallel on a shield
unearthedin Vegora/Florina and resemblesthose on the shields found at Dodona and at Mit Rahina
(Memphis)". It also recalls literary similes, comparing the large numbers of the Celtic invaders
with stars".
H. W. Ritter sees in this symbol echoes from the `anonymous' bronze coinage of
Demetrios Poliorketes, carrying a star in the centre of a Makedonian shield on the obverse and a
Makedonian helmet on the reverse60,and a precedentfor the coinage of Philip V: a star occupies
the central emblem on the obverseof his silver tetradrachmsand bronze issuesand the centre of the
shield of Athena Alkidemos on the reverse of his silver tetradrachms61.The depiction of Pan
among seven stars has been regarded by H. W. Ritter as a primary projection of Pan as 'Allgott',
which was to becomepopular in the Roman imperial times62.
The shield and its badge as bearersof religious and political ideology63call for attention to
the political messageslatent on the main coin series of Antigonos Gonatas. The frequent
occurrenceof Makedonian shields in religious contexts,primarily dedicatory or funerary, underline
the votive characterof this symbol and echo the customary dedication at sanctuariesof shields of
the conqueredor of distinguishedwarriors6'. Shields as archaeologicalspolia have been unearthed
35On the
shield and its badge as bearersof political ideology, seeLiampi, Meletemata, 157-71; eadem,MS,
25-41.

56O. M, rkholm,EHC, 66,71,81.

57Diverging from M. Andronikos' interpretation the
of
star as a dynastic symbol of the Temenids, H. W.
Ritter regardsthe star as a symbol of Makedonia: Sternsymbolik, 181-2; 184-8. Katerini Liampi reverts to
Andronikos' suggestion,providing archaeologicaland numismatic argumentation:MS, 54.

38Liampi,ibid., 32,35-6,534. Cf. plate49.2.

59Kallim., 4.171-6 (esp. 1.174-6: by iyovoi TI VCS
r
up tcrrEpou &Xai6wvTOS ßwawvTaI, vup6ScaoIv
&olKÖTf
); Nachtergael,Galaces,180-1; for a synopsisof the significance of the
S li iaäpi9poTsipcoiv...
stars and for their interpretation, seeRitter, Sternsymbolik, 159-205;Hannestad,Celts, 19-20, n. 25.
60Ritter, Sternsymbolik, 161,166.
61Liampi, ibid., 111 ff.,
pl. 24.
62Projection Pan 'Allgott':
of
as
n. 34,165, n. 6.
63Liampi, ibid., 32.
64Liampi, ibid., S 3,
pl. 1.3; S 4-6,14-15,17-18, S 27. The few exceptions are: the shield from Vegora
(Liampi, ibid., S 3); the fresco from Boscoreale (ibid., S 7); the relief on the proxeny decree from Gonnoi
(ibid., S 11); shields on architectural elements(ibid., S 17,20-1,30); miniatures (ibid., S 31-3) and girdles
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Delos and on later representationsof the altar of Juno. Similarly, the shield from the nekropolis at
Mit Rahina (Memphis) is paired with decorative motifs from tombs, inspired by the decoration of
the Makedonian shield. This projection of this symbol aligns itself with the multiple dedicationsof
weaponsat Delphi after the retreat of the Celts in 279 BC67. It may have been meant to offset the
dedication by Pyrrhos of Epeiros of Makedonian shields at the sanctuaryof Zeus at Dodona, after
the defeat of the Makedoniansat the gorge of Aoos (273 BC; cf. chapter 1.2).
This Makedonian shield, describedby Asclepiodotos (Takt. 5.1) and Aelianus (Takt 12) as
6pioTq, on the obverseof the new tetradrachmsand bronzes was emphatically distinguished from
the Celtic and Persian shields, which, according to Pausanias,were similar". Thus any tentative
parallelism of the Makedonianswith barbarianswas effectively refuted, and Makedonia's role as a
`shield' from the barbarians of the North (an idea which certainly exists in later literature) was
internationally advertisedinstead69.Finally, the use of the Makedonian shield as a dynastic symbol
on the Antigonid tetradrachmsmay have prompted Ptolemy II to adopt a Celtic 6upEÖzas a symbol
on his silver tetradrachms. The Celtic shield may have been meant to commemoratePtolemy's
effective resistanceto the mutiny among the Celtic mercenariesin Alexandria in 275 BC, in the
context of the rebellion of Magas, Ptolemaic representativeat Kyrene70. This projection of even a
minor Ptolemaic victory over the Celts and Kallimachos' referenceto Ptolemy II fighting alongside
Apollo against the Celts (Hymn to Delos, 171-8) might echo the significance attached to the
Panhellenicresistanceto the Celtic attack of Delphi (279 BC). It might also have been meant to
offset the absenceof the Ptolemiesfrom it and possibly to createa Ptolemaic victory over the Celts
analogousto that of Gonatasat Lysimacheia.
Prior to Gonatas,eventsrelated to major sanctuarieshad effectively promoted the political
claims of Philip II in Greece. The combination of Apollo with the Nike in biga on the gold staters
ibid., S 34-6).
Liampi, ibid., S 1-2, pl. 1.1-2, S 10, p1.5.2,34.1
66Liampi, ibid., S 22-4, S 25, S 39 a-b respectively.
67 On the dedication of the shield of Kydias to Zeus Eleutherios: Paus. 10.21.5; Habicht, Pausanias, 84;
Hannestad,Celts, 15-38,esp. 15-18. Cf chapter 2.4.2.
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69Plb. 9.32.3-7; C. Champion, `Polybius, Aetolia and the Gallic attack on Delphi', Historia 45 (1996) 31628, esp. 317.
70Paus. 1.7.1-2; Kallim., Hymn to Delos, 171-8. Nachtergael,Galates, 187-90; H. Voegtli, 'Der Schild des
Philadelphos', SM 23 (1973) 86-9; A. -W. Ritter, 'Zum Schild auf den Münzen des Philadelphos', SM 25
(1975), Heft 97,2-3; D. Salzmann,`Überlegungenzum Schild auf den Münzen des PtolemaiosPhiladeiphos
und verwandten Denkmälern, SM 30 (1980) 33-9; Merkholm, EIC, 101, n. 2; H. Heinen, `The Syrian-
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Olynthos (348 BC), for instance, apparently advertises his involvement in Panhellenic religious
events and/or festivals". The horsemanwith kausia on the silver tetradrachms,allegedly the king
himself, was introduced in 356/5 BC, on the occasion of the victory of Parmenion over the
Illyrians, of the victory of Philip's horse (inrroc KAgc) at Olympia and the birth of Alexandern.
Finally, the palm branch held by thejockey, and the lainia on the young head on the obverseof the
secondsilver tetradrachmtype have been recently related to his victory over the Phok fans during
the Third Sacred War or to a new victory of Philip II at athletic games'.

Projecting his

participation in the Olympic games and his role in the protection of Delphi from the Phoic fans,
Philip demonstratedhis concern with the political affairs in Central Greece and legitimised his
involvement in them. In drawing on themesfrom the history of Delphi, Gonatasexplicitly reverted
to the political track beaten by Philip II in order to appeal to the Greeks. The Makedonian
international policy of the Antigonids was thus projected as a consistentcontinuation of that of the
Temenids.
Military themes are continued on the reverse. The main figure occupying the field is an
archaistic type of warrior Athena, dressedin a high-girdled chiton, falling in fine folds with one
heavy fall in the middle and with the hem ending in points. A shawl over her shoulders falls in
dovetail pleats with two-pointed ends. Athena carries thunderbolt her 1.
a
on
arm, poised to strike.
Her pose is stiff sheis striding, usually with her 1.leg advanced. Seenin partial front or rear view,
she sometimescarries an aegis acrossher back. She walks on tiptoe with both feet. In the field to
her I., `Makedonian' helmet; to her r., a monogram".
This type of the warrior goddess has been identified by H. Gaebler with the statue of
Athena Alkidemos worshipped at Pella, on the basis of Livy73. Athena Alkidemos r. had been
introduced as a symbol on the reverse of the royal lifetime tetradrachmsof Alexander the Great

Egyptian Wars and the new kingdoms of Asia Minor', CAH VII. e, 417.
71Plut. Alex. 4. Le Rider, Philippe 11,428; M. J. Price, 'The
coinageof Philip II', NC (1979) 234-5; Price,
Alexander, 36,106; Hatzopoulos,Actes de Vente, 85-6; G. Le Rider, `La date des premiers statbresd' or
de Philippe II', in Xapaer4p, 261-9; Le Rider, Monnayage et Finances, 55-66, with earlier bibliography.
72A. B. West, 'The
early diplomacy of Philip II of Macedon illustrated by his coins', NC' 3 (1923) 169210, esp. 177-81,210; Le Rider, Philippe 11,366-7; Le Rider, Monnayage et Finances, 58,68, with earlier
bibliograp0hy. On the kausia, see A. M. Prestiani-Giallombardo, 'Un copricapo dell' equipaggiamento
militare macedone:la kausia', NAC 22 (1993) 61-90, esp.67-8.
73Ellis, Philip 11,237; Le Rider, Monnayage Finances, 59,68.
et

74Gaebler,AMNG III. 1,185.1;AgnesBaldwin-Brett,`Athena'AJsKiSrl. Pella',ANSMN4(1950)57-8.
oc of

" Liv. 42.51.2: 'Ipse (i. king Perseus)
e.
centum hostiis sacrificio regaliter Minervae quarr vocant Alcidemon
facto'. FL Gaebler, AMNG 111.2(1935) 94, note to no. 4; Kalleris, Macddoniens, 95, no. 21; A.
flarraKwvoTavTivou-AIa iav ro pou, /7/AAa1,38, n. 2. Cf. P. Demargne,s. v. 'Athena', LJMC H. 1,973, no.
164, with bibliography (but the goddessis not recognisedas'Alkidemos').
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struck in Makedonia and later in posthumous issues in Pella. It was utilised as a reverse type for
the silver tetradrachnis of Ptolemy I and later appears, often in variations, on coins of Agathocles,
tyrant of Syracuse, of Demetrios Poliorketes, on certain Italian issues of Pyrrhos, on gold and silver
coins of the Seleukid usurper Achaios (220-18 BC), on those of Bactrian and Indo-Parthian kings
and on the silver tetradrachms of Philip V.

Her presence on the badge of Akarnanian staters has

been interpreted as a Makedonian influence".

Spreadingfrom Gonatasthrough to (at least) Doson, the Pansreveal a developmentboth in
the self-representationof the ruler during his reign and in the royal imagery from father to son,just
as in other Hellenistic royal coinages78.The development in Pan's features from the beardless
young ruler a la mode de Alexander III to royal portraits with divine through to realistic attributes
confirms the role of the new type as a dynastic coinagein Antigonid Makedonia.
***

2.2

$**

***

`Poseidonheadtetradrachms'
(`Poseidon')

Mionnet's initial attribution of these coins to the founder
of the Antigonid dynasty, Antigonos
Monophthalmos,has been disproved by their occurrencein hoards
only from the late third century
onwards79. The assignation of this second type in the name of `king Antigonos' to Gonatas or
Doson has been a bone of contention among specialists. It may be argued that the iconography
favours the assignationof this coinage to the former king. More specifically, the types
adoptedfor
the new coinagemay be describedthus:

Tetradrachms

0: Headof Poseidonr., in wreathof marineplants. Dottedborder.
R: Apollo holdingbow (with stringup) with his uplifted right hand,seated1.with crossedlegson
prow80.

76Agnes Baldwin-Brett, `Athena'AAKi&r»Noc Pella', ANSW 4 (1950) 57-8.
of
77Liampi, MS, 34.
78Contra R. Fleischer,
who excludes the Antigonids from this practice: `Hellenistic royal iconography on
coins', in Per Bilde et al., Aspectsof Hellenistic kingship, 28.
79Mionnet, Description 1,580,848; Imhoof-Blumer, MG, 124, 9-10; Merker, Silver Coinage, 40-1.
n.
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The identification of the beardedgod on the obversewith Poseidonrests primarily on the type of
the wreath on his head. With the exception, perhaps,of a wreath of reedson certain obverses,the
`marine' plants used for the wreaths are not identifiable. The sea god was fairly alien to the
Makedonian tradition and numismatic iconography until the time of Demetrios Poliorketes, who
regarded Poseidon as his patron deity and protector of his fleet". Thus Poseidon, who first
appearedon the reverseof the silver tetradrachmsstruck in the name of Poliorketesin the East after
his defeat at Ipsos in 301 BC2, was transferredto the reverseof his silver coinage struck at Pella in
292 and in 290 BC and on his bronze issues. On the silver tetradrachmsfrom Pella, Poseidonis
initially seated,holding an aphlaston with his right hand, while his left hand rests on a trident. On
a later issue, he is standingwith his right foot on a rock, leaning on his trident. It has been argued
that the head of Poseidonwas copied on the silver tetradrachmsof the first Makedonian region,
with Poseidon/ArtemisTauropolos, which have been dated by Touratsoglou to the early second
century BCC'.
The iconographic referenceto a deity from a previous coin issue may be seenas a further
expressionof dynastic continuity, just as, for instance,Zeus Aetophoros on the reverseof the silver
coinage of Alexander III recalls the head of Zeus on the gold statersof Philip 1I$`. This creative
adaptation of a previous coin type not only underlined the naval aspirations of the first two
members of the Antigonid dynasty, notably of Demetrios Poliorketes, but also created an
iconographicprecedentfor the obverseof the bronze coinage struck in Makedonia under Philip V83
and, between 187 and 31 BC, at Amphipolis, Pella and Thessalonike,presumablyin memory of the
Antigonid naval achievementsof the past". The popularity of this type was also more widespread.
It has been arguedthat the obversetype was copied on the coinage of Abdera!'. A particular type
with a wreath composedof many branchesmay have been copied by the silver pentobols struck at
Kos in the early secondcentury BC". In addition, some contemporaryallusions to the Antigonid
claims for naval sovereignty under Gonatasmay be speculated,as Gonatasis comparedby Sextus

80Seealsochapter2.4.3.

$ýPoseidonNippios
only occurs on the silver coinage of Poteidaia, which was a Corinthian colony (end 6'h429 BC): Gaebler, AMNG IIL2,191.10-11, p1.34.23-4. On Poseidon as protector god of Demetrios, see
Merkholm, EHC, 78.
22Markholm, EHC, ibid.
83Touratsoglou,DM, 81.
"Price, Alexander, 30-1.

85Gaebler,ibid., 191.10-11,
p1.34.23-4.

86Gaebler, ibid., 2,34.26-7,
pl. 9.1-2 (Amphipolis); 94.5, pl. 18.29(Pella); 121.22,pl. 23.13 (Thessalonike).
"H,
von Fritze, `Die autonomenMünzen von Abdera', Nomisma 3 (1909) 28-9; Strack-Mainzer,Tbrakien,
15, pl. 3, no. 33.
"J. Kroll, `The late Hellenistic tetrobols Kos', ANSl N 11(1964) 81-117, esp. p. 83-4. Cf. plate 48.9-11.
at
On Poseidonon other Greek coinages,seeErica Simon, s. v. 'Poseidon', LIMC VII. 1,446-79.
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Empiricus with Poseidon after the battle of Kos". One might be tempted to speculatethat this
descendance
his
legitimised
his
deliberate
Gonatas
Ptolemies
the
on
emphasis
naval victory of
over
from Poliorketesvia the projection of Poseidonand concomitantly on the renewal of the Antigonid
naval tradition in the Aegean.
Unlike Poseidon, who was new to Makedonia, Apollo on the reverse of the new silver
tetradrachnzsformed part of the iconographic repertory of cities, kings and dynasts in the area90.
He is rendered with long plaits behind his ears falling on his shoulders, and with a longer lock
falling on his chest. He is seatedcross-legged,three-quartersfacing 1.,on a prow. He is holding a
bow (string upwards)with his outstretchedr. hand, and his left hand is leaning on the ship.
The selection of Apollo may have been meant to establish a connection between the new
tetradrachms and the coinage of representativesof the Temenid dynasty, that is, Philip II,
Alexander III and Philip III. The god's posture also recalls the Seleukid coinage starting from
Antiochos I from Syria, with Apollo seatedon an omphalos, holding an arrow in his left hand,
while the left hand rests on his bow". If the Poseidonsare to be assignedto Gonatas,one might be
tempted to seein them Gonatas' political approximation to the Seleukids,who regardedApollo as
their patron god.

Finally,the navalallusionof theprow is alsoof particularsignificance.This themeechoes
coins of Poliorketes, either his silver and bronze with Nike on prow/Poseidon and with
prow/Poseidon respectively or his silver tetradrachms coming from an `uncertain' Makedonian
mint, possibly Thessalonike or Kassandreia93.The prow has also encouragedthe comparison of
thesecoins to the octobols and tetrobols struck at Euboian Histiaia at the end of the fourth century94
and it has been copied on the reverse of the coinage of the Akarnanian Confederacy and on the

" Sextus Empiricus, Adversus Mathematicos I, 276. Buraselis, HM, 163,
n. 182; 165-6. For the date of the
battle of Kos, see chapter 3. For the existence of a cult of Poseidon under Doson, see Le Bohec, AD, 224.

90 Olga Palagia, `Apollo
allein bewaffnet', in LIMC 111,196-7, pl. 57-66; Ulla Westenpark,`Apollo in
Macedonia', in Opus Mixtum, 149-54; `Remarkson Regal Macedonian Coinage', in Le Rider et al., KraayMerkholm Essays,301-15; `The Statersof Archelaus. A die study', in Price et al., EssaysCarson-Jenkins,
17-30.
91E. Babelon, Les rois de Syrie, d' Armenie de Commagene,Paris 1890, 43; E. Bikerman, `Sur les
et
p.
batailles navalesde Cos et d' Andros', REA 40 (1938) 380; L. Lacroix, `Copies des statuessur les monnaies
Seleucides',BCH 73 (1949) 169-74, pl. III-N, esp. 158-76; Le Bohec, AD, 55, n. 1; Merkholm, EHC, 113.
CE, for instance,Newell, WSM,p. 21, no. 239B.
The first group of the Antigonid festivals at Delos, Antigoneia and Stratonilfeia, have been dated to 253
BC; the secondgroup, Paneia and Sotereia, took place in 245 BC, presumably after the battle of Andros.
Both have been related to the intensified antagonism between the Ptolemies and the Antigonids for
sovereignty over the Aegean: Buraselis, HM, 142-4. For the association of Gonatas with Apollo, cf.
Mathisen, Pan headsand Poseidonheads,32.
" Newell, DP, 123-4,
no. 138, pl. 14.5-8.
94R. Weil, `Histiaea-Oreos',ZfN 1(1874)189; Picard, Chalcis, 176;Le Bohec, AD, 55, n. 2.
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Roman aesgrave, which is contemporarywith the silver quadrigati95.The combination of this god
in
honour
feasts
deserves
The
the
of
the
annual
organised
attention.
with
prow on
new coinage
Apollo at Delos inc. 253 and in c. 245, in addition to the dedication to Apollo of his sacredtrireme
at Delos, in the Neorion or 'Hall of Bulls', after Antigonos' victory over the Ptolemies near the
island of Koss', have been interpreted by Mathisen as clues to this association. To judge from the
two mosaics from Thmuis in Egypt showing a bust of a woman, presumably Berenike II, perhaps
as Agathe Tyche, in Hellenistic military attire, crowned with the prow of a ship, this was a theme
of contemporarytopicality98. The strong symbolism of seapower, victory, wealth, and abundance
on thesemosaics apparently constitutesthe respondentin the political `debate' between Ptolemies
and Antigonids for control of the Aegean,of which the Poseidonsformed an integral part.

2.3

Fractional denominations

Zeus Drachmae,Pentobols

0: Laureateheadof Zeusr. in wreath.
R: Athena Alkidemos brandishing thunderbolt 1. Her shield held upright, but without aegis and
gorgoneion. In field 1.,winged helmet; r., monogram'.

93W. Schwabacher,'Some
unknown federal coins of the Akarnanians', in Kraay-Jenkins,EssaysRobinson,
219-21, pl. 62 (Akarnanian coinage); Crawford, RRC, 42, n. 2 (Roman coinage). Rather than favouring a
later date for the Poseidons,the prow copied on the Akarnanian coinageof the late third century might reflect
the adoption by the Akamanians of an explicitly philomakedonian policy during the last quarter of the third
century, to the detriment of the Aitolians: Will, HPMH 12,351; F. W. Walbank, 'Demetrius II (239-229
B.C.)', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III, 333-6. For other parallels, seeLe Bohec, AD, 225-6.
"Athen. 5.209e (Moschion): lapixinov 5' uwv &yia 6V 'AVTiy6vou ifpäv
T
Tpujprl, 6 &vkrlot T06S
'ArrdXAccvi
f1TOAt.a1oua rpaTrlyoiit nEpi AFÜKOXXav
8rrou
Si
&nt6i
(Mss.,
Meineke)
KwaS.
it
Tf)t
Kai
ar rv 6ViOrlKCV.W. W. Tarn, 'The Dedicated Ship of Antigonus Gonatas',JHS 30 (1910) 209; Mathisen,
Pan headsand Poseidonheads,32, n. 28.
The nameof the Hall (of Bulls) might allude to Demetrios Poliorketes, the bull being the sacredanimal of his
patron deity and protector, Poseidon:Demetrios' earliest portrait with bull's horns and Poseidon with bull's
horns occur on the smaller denominationsissued at Ephesos,dated to c. 300-294 (Newell, DP, nos. 53-8).
His portrait, with diadem and bull's horns, is also depicted on the obverseof a seriesof coins minted at Pella
c. 292/1, with Poseidonon the reverse(Newell, ibid., nos. 74-6).
Mathisen, Pan headsand Poseidonheads,29-32.
On the mosaics, see I. Koenen, 'The Ptolemaic king as a religious figure', in Bulloch et al., Images and
Ideologies, 27, figs. 2a-b, with earlier bibliography.
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The presenceof Athena Alkidemos on the reverseof thesedrachmaefavours their associationwith
the first type of the individual silver coinage with the name of king Antigonos, that is, the `Pan
headtetradrachms'. The beardedhead on the obverseof thesedrachmaeis distinct from that on the
Poseidon head tetradrachms,and it is crowned with a different type of wreath, made from large
leavessimilar to ivy, and berries. Dependingon the identification of the wreath as made of laurel
leaves or of marine plants, the god on the obverse has been respectively interpreted as Zeus or
Poseidon:F. Imhoof-Blumer believed that the constituentplant of the wreath is not ivy and opts for
its general identification with a marine plant. By the processof elimination, he thus identifies the
god with Poseidon rather than Dionysos10°. I. L. Merker adopts Mionnet's description of the
wreath as a laurel wreath and of the god's identification with Zeus101,
on the groundsof the stylistic
similarity of the headwith that of Zeus on contemporarycoins of Epeiros and of the type of wreath,
which is distinct from that on the Poseidonheadtetradrachms1°2.
The winged helmet 1. on the reverse field of thesedrachmaeis paired with the symbol on
the I. reverse field of the fourth period of issue of the Pan head tetradrachms. This allows us to
considerthe two issuesas contemporary(seechapter2.4.4).
***

***

***

To recapitulate, the analysis of the iconography on the silver transitional and individual
issuesin the name of Antigonos revealsthat the constituentthreadsof the Antigonid royal ideology
are inextricably bound with the Makedonian and Temenid tradition, on the one hand, and, on the
other hand, with the history of the two major Panhellenic sanctuaries,Delphi and Delos. The
Alexander types were continued, establishing continuity between the old Temenid and the new
Makedonian dynasty. As for the individual silver issues, the combination of Pan with the
Makedonian shield, with Athena Alkidemos and with the helmet on Gonatas' individual silver
tetradrachms,effectively advertised the Makedonian role in the defence of Greece, primarily as
part of the Panhellenic resistanceto the Celts at Delphi and later that at Lysimacheia: unlike the
Ptolemies, their military opponents for control over Southern Greece, the Antigonids proved
themselvesactive participants in Greek religious and political affairs. It may therefore be argued
that the iconography of the Panswas selectedon the sameideological principles as the coinage of
s' See
2.4.4,6.3.
also
chapters
100

Imhoof-Blumer, MG, 124-5; Gaebler,AMNG HI. 2,187.5, p1.33.26. Head considersthat the head on the
silver drachmsis of earlier style than that on the Poseidonheadtetradrachms:Head, H112,231-2.
toi Mionnet, 1,581,583.
102Merker, Silver Coinage, 40, 4.
n.
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Philip II, and that it was meant to project more effectively Makedonian aspirationson peninsular
Greece. The selection of a Panhellenic event with a wide impact legitimised the continuation of
this coin type long after the demiseof its initiator.
The Poseidon head tetradrachms, on the other hand, pick up a peculiarly Antigonid
political line: they were presumablymeant to revive naval pretensionsvis-a-vis the `Koinon of the
Islanders' and the Aegean that had been raised by the founders of the Antigonid dynasty,
Antigonos Monophthalmos and Demetrios Poliorketes. It may, in fact, be argued that the
Ptolemaic aspirations for naval superiority, including the control and security of the Ptolemaic
possessionsin Thrace, renderedthis reaction a necessity. Finally, the divergent iconography of the
Zeus head silver drachmae from the main Pan series relates this issue to the Antigonid naval
aspirationsin Karia under Antigonos Doson.
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2.2

Relative Chronology

The internal structure of the related specimensis elucidated by their metrological features, dieaxes,style of lettering and control marks. Thesemay be individually analysedas follows:

2.2.1

Metrology

The Attic weight standard,introduced by Philip H for the Makedonian royal gold coinage and by
Alexander III for the silver', is generally observedby the new Antigonid issues. Period I presents
a great variety in denominations,comprising gold staters,silver tetradrachmswith both Alexander
and individual Antigonid (Pan head) types, and a silver Pan drachma. Periods II and III include
tetradrachmsonly, the former Pans, the latter Pans and Poseidons. A greater diversity in both
denominations and types is restored in
period IV, comprising silver Pan and Poseidon
tetradrachms,Zeus drachmaeand pentobols. The silver pentobols, in particular, coming from dies
known from the Zeus drachmae,'constitute the
only divergence from the Attic weight standard.
Their direct metrological relationship
with the Egyptian weight standard, as `Egyptian weight
drachmae'2,indicates their use for transactionsin
a market where this weight standardwas the
norm. This might indicate the issue of the fractional coinagesduring period IV, associatedwith
Doson's Karian expedition in the East, in the context of the ongoing
conflict between Seleukids
and Ptolemiesover control for this areain the third century BC3.
The weight standardaimed at seemsto have been approximately around 8,65-8,60 g for
the gold statersand c. 17,05-17,01g for the silver tetradrachmswith the Alexander types of the
first period. The tetradrachmswith Antigonos' individual types are slightly heavier than their
Alexander type counterparts. In the first place, peaks for the Pan head tetradrachmsrange at c.
17,15-17,01g for period I, c. 17,15-16,91g for period II, c. 17,1-16,86g for periods III and IV.
Similarly, the weights of the Poseidon head tetradrachms vary between 17,15 and 16,81 g in
period III and between 17,1 and 16,96 g in period IV. Finally, the silver drachma of the first
period weighs 4,02 g; the norm for those of the last period lies between 3,95 and 3,60 g, and that
I M. J. Price, Coins the Macedonians, London: Br. Museum, 1974,22-3; Le Rider, Philippe 11;407; Price,
of
Alexander, 41-6; Merkholm, EHC, 41-3.
2 Kroll, Agora, 11.
3 Will, HPMH 12,366-71. Silver
pentobolsof Egyptian weight were also struck at Athens, but Kroll places
them in a historical context involving direct Ptolemaic participation in the Athenian political affairs for at
least three years, that is, during the Chremonideanwar: Agora, 10-11. The engagementof Antigonids and
Ptolemies in different economic markets and the rivalry between them render the Antigonids' issue of the
Zeus pentobolsduring the Chremonideanwar improbable.
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for the smallestsilver fractions is c. 2,46 g (figs. 2-3; cf figs. 11,14,17,20).
The few fractional denominations fail to elucidate the nature of the economic system
applied in Antigonid Makedonia at the time. A single silver Pan drachma survives from the first
period, no fractions survive from the second and third periods and few smaller denominations have
been recorded from period IV.

This presumably indicates the supplementary nature of the

individual Antigonid issues to a monetary system where the Alexander types remained the norm in
both large and smaller denominations (cf chapter 2.4.4). The more extensive use of bronze coins
in everyday transactions has been suggested as a plausible alternative4.

In short, with the exception of the Zeus pentobols of period IV, the Attic weight standard
is consistently applied throughout the individual Antigonid issues. The heavier weight of the
earliest Pan head and Poseidon head tetradrachms is presumably explained by their need to
WHk
cmpe}e-A- the well establishedroyal and civic coinages in the international market and by the
particular ideological burden they carried at the moments of their respective introduction (see
chapters2.1,2.4.2-3). Similarly, the averageweight of the new Poseidonhead tetradrachmsstruck
in the third period is slightly higher than that of their Pan head counterparts.

4 On the

Kroll
circulation of Antigonid bronzes in Athens, see Kroll, Agora, 36-7,51-2,166-7,169,205.
assignsthe remarkable spreadof Antigonid bronzes in Attika to benefactionsaccompanyingGonatas' grant
of freedom to the Athenians in 255 BC.
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Fig. 2. Metrology. PeriodsI-IV: A Summary.
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2.2.2

Die-Axes

The orientation of the dies might ultimately help us identify the location and time of production of
the coinagesdiscussed. In the absenceof records of die-axes for the posthumousAlexanders of
the 270s-260s,the loose dies of the gold statersand silver tetradrachmsin the name of Alexander
III and of the first individual silver issues `of king Antigonos' can not be consideredin a wider
contexts. A general tendency to adjust the dies around 12 h may be observed for Gonatas's
individual issues,even if great variety is still preservedin the orientation of the axes of period I.
Unlike period III, the Panshave been aligned around 12 h more consistently than the Poseidonsin
period IV. Most of the known silver drachmaehave also beenaligned around 12 h.
Different attitudes in the adjustmentof the dies may be observedfor different monograms
(chapter2.2.4). The dies combined with monogram 9 in period I, for instance,are aligned around
6h and 12 h. Monogram 10 is struck by loose dies, and the initial tendencyto adjust the dies to 12
h for monogram 11 is later abandoned. With the exception of nos. 17,20 and of the letters TI,
which are consistently adjustedaround 12 h, all the other monogramsof period III sign coins with
loosely aligned dies. In period IV, there is a conscious attempt of all the mint officials to adjust
their dies at 12 h or 3h for the Pans. With the exception of the coins signed by a secondmint
official alongsidethe main monogram, which are adjustedto 12 h or 3 h, many Poseidonsand all
the silver drachmaeof the sameperiod come from loose dies.
Of particular interest is the alignment of the die-axes in certain `special' groups. The
loose arrangementof the dies in gold statersand in the kalathos groups of the first period (nos.
145-51), for instance, distinguishes them from their counterparts from period III (nos. 101-5),
which have been consistently aligned around 12 h. The conscious alignment of the Xi group
around 12 h and 6h also suggestsa special issue. The assignationof the last two groups to the
loosely aligned third period of Pans, favours their identification as celebratory issuesrather than
their production at a different mint(s). It is also worth noting that more than half of the Pans,but
also nearly two thirds of the Poseidons,of the last two periods are aligned around 12 h. The
special care in the alignment of the Poseidonsof the third period, in particular, may have been due
to the use of thinner flans, which must have required a careful placing of the dies. This further
supportsthat the Poseidonswere a celebratory issue(chapters2.4.3,7.3)6.

' Seede Callataq,Axes, 49, 181.
n.
6 On the careful
placing of dies on thinner flans, seeG. MacDonald, `Fixed and loose dies in ancient
coinage', in Corolla Numismatica, 178-88, esp. 180.
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2.23

Style of Lettering

The diverse letterforms on the reverse of the precious metal coinageswith the legend BAiIAEO
ANTIfONOY suggestthe parallel long-term employment of various die-cutters in the Makedonian
mint. The main features may be outlined as follows: (1) the prevailing Alphas are those with
straight bars ('straight' Alphas, ie. chapter3.2.1, no. 1), evenif Alphas with convex or broken bars
occur on Makedonian inscriptions during the second half of the third and the first half of the
second century'; (2) the horizontal hastae of Sigmas range from straight ('straight' Sigmas, ct
chapter 3.2.1, no. 4), to `slightly splayed' ('slightly splayed' Sigmas, chapter 3.2.1, no. 116) and
`splayed' ('splayed' Sigmas,chapter4.1.1, no. 4); (3) Nu's vertical bars are uneven(chapter 3.2.1,
nos. 1-6) or even(chapter4.1.1, no. 3); (4) Omegas,'floating' (chapter3.2.1, no. 5) or on the same
level as the other letters (chapter 3.2.1, no. 144), are characterisedby horizontal hastaewhich are
either `open', distant from eachother, or `closed'.
Carefully laid out legend letters, with an invariably straight Alpha, a Nu with even vertical
hastae,and with a `slightly splayed' Sigma, occur on the gold staters,but, due to the limited space,
the last letters tend to be cut off the well engravedand centred flans. Their uniform style indicates
their production within a short period. The different engraving attitude on the silver transitional
Alexander tetradrachms,where Nus with shorter right hastae, invariably `splayed' Sigmas, and
floating Omegasare the norm, dissociatesthem from their gold counterparts. The small size of the
flans, further limited by the dotted border on the reverse,determinesthe careful engraving of nos.
1 and 4-6, but some letters are inevitably left out of the unsuccessfully centred flans. A more
relaxed use of space may be observed on no. 2, with no dotted border and with amply spread
legend letters. The great diversity and the hastily engraved,angular characterson most specimens
contrastwith the generally elaboratefigure of Zeus and suggestthat the replacementof the legend
on the posthumousAlexander tetradrachmstook place under pressurerather than resulting from a
carefully plannedpolitical decision.
The diverse legend letters on the Pans suggest the cooperation of many artists in the
production of a large issue. Period I is characterisedby uniform legend letters. Only occasionally
does a bowed alpha replace that with straight hastae8. The right bar of Nu is generally shorter,
with few exceptions?,the Sigmas are straight1° and the Omegas are closed". The remarkably
7 Hatzopoulos,Institutions, 51.
8 Chapter3.2.1,
nos. 11,89,103,109,112-5,118-9,124,127,136-8.
' Nos. 63-4,67-8,99-100,110,122,124-30,133,135,149.
10Nos. 39,43,45,49,57,65,88-9,103,105-6,113,147-8.
11Except
nos. 59-60,91.
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uniform engraving of Period II, with large angular and splayed characters, suggests a single
engraver for this brief issue: the hastae of Alpha and Sigma are invariably straight, Nu is
characterisedby even bars and Omega is closed. Period III, on the other hand, is characterisedby
greatervariation and by generally large characters. Alpha is generally straight, Omikron is larger
and Omega is invariably closed12. The horizontal hastae of Nu are of the same size, while
`splayed' Sigmas are as frequent as `straight' ones. On two special groups, characterisedby the
letter Xi and by a trident symbol as control marks on the reverse,in particular, slightly `splayed'
Sigmasare the rule. Finally, small and elaborateletters prevail during the fourth period, including
the silver drachmaeassociatedwith the winged-helmet variation of Pan head tetradrachms. The
vertical hastaof Ypsilon tendsto be shorter, and Omegais generally open. The limited spacefor
the legend letters on the Poseidonhead tetradrachmspredeterminesthe generaltendencyfor small,
elaborate charactersfor the second type in the name of king Antigonos. Groups 1-4, sharing
secondary monograms with the Pan head tetradrachm series, are characterised by angular
characters,`straight' Alphas, `splayed' Sigmas,a Nu with an occasionally shorter r. vertical hasta
and by a floating, open Omega,which significantly improve on the rest of the series. The curved
hastaeof Lambda on no. 11 may have been due to a mistake of the die cutter and place these
groups at the beginning of the new type. The uniform characterson the rest of the Poseidons,with
floating Omegasand `splayed' Sigmas, indicate their brief production. Finally, the characterson
contemporary epigraphic documents reveal that the mainstream epigraphic tendencies are not
always followed on contemporary coinage. Alphas with convex or broken bars common in the
250s, for instance, are never adopted on Antigonid coinage13,whereasthe larger Omikrons, the
`splayed' Sigmasand the Nus with even vertical bars occur on the issuesof the 250s.

'2 Except nos. 52-3,90-2,95-6.
13Hatzopoulos,Institutions, 51.
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2.2.4

Control Marks

The organisationof the mint(/s) in Makedonia early in the reign of Gonatasmay be reconstructed
from the symbols, monogramsand letters on the reverseof the gold and silver issuesin the name
Control marks, namely symbols and monograms, have been allegedly
for
`for
the mint
the
utilised
various officials responsible
accounting purposes, representing
issue
date
being
the
the
of
or a combination of
operations,
minted,
amount or source of metal
of `king Antigonos'.

these". Their position on the contemporaryposthumousAlexander tetradrachmshas determined
their classification by R. W. Mathisen into four categories:group identifier (design/letter) 1. and
beneath
the
(normally
the
r.
and
primary/secondary/supplementarycontrol mark
monograms) on
throne. According to Mathisen, the secondarycontrol mark representedthe turning of the metal
into coin, while the primary control mark representedan annual (civic) office. Finally, the Group
Identifier presumably representedthe official responsible for the royal revenues in Hellenistic
Makedonia, Tä ßaaIA1Kä2,
rather than the mint itself.
In contrastto the transitional Alexanders,the consistentplacementof a symbol on the I. and
in
indicates
head
Pan
type
stability
the
the
greater
silver
of a monogramon
r. of
reverseof the new
the structure of the mint or more rigid control over die engravers(see chapter 2.4.2). The control
marks are reduced to two on the Pans and on the silver drachmae and to one or two on the
Poseidon;. Obverse links among reversescarrying different monogramsbetray the simultaneous
independentco-operation of those representedby these monograms with the main mint official
from
independently
1.
Thus,
to
the
three
the
employees
signing with
main symbol on
up
reverse.
each other co-operatedwith the main mint official for the Pans, and often one assistedthe main
V
Philip
for
Poseidon
A
and
the
the
coinages
of
series.
precious
officer
similar structure on
Perseusconfirms the continuity in mint administration under the last two Antigonids: according to
Touratsoglou,three officials almost always co-operated,two of whom were permanents.
Our classification of the gold and silver Antigonid issues has been determined by the
following combinationsof control marks:

I Mathisen,Aclministrattve
organisation I, 27.
2 Mathisen, Administrative
organisation I, 10-1. No specific term survives regarding the financial
administrator in Makedonia: Hatzopoulos,Institutions, 433-4.
3 Mathisen,Administrative
organisation III, 44-6.
4 Boehringer, Chronologie, 100.
s Touratsoglou,Circulation, 71, 'list
of monogramson coins of Philip V, Perseusand the Macedonians'. C£
A. Mamroth, `Die SibermünzendesKönigs Philipps V. von Makedonien', ZfN 40 (1930) 277-303.
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Page
Numbering
as

Bound

Period
Gold
Staters with types of Alexander
Wreath I.
Silver
Tetradrachms

III

with types of Alexander

(obverse linked to the Monogram
Monograms
1-4.

III

Group of posthumous

Pan Head Tetradrachms
Athena Alkidemos
L
ý- Crested helmet 1. - monograms

I

Alexanders,

Fractional

Pan Head Drachma
Crested helmet I. -monogram 9 r.

Crested hclmet 1. - monogram 11 r.
Monogram 51. - no monogram r.
lyfonogram

11 1. - no monogram
91.7 no monogram

Denominations

5-7 r.

Crested helmet 1. - monogram R r.
Crested helmet 1. - monogram 9 r.
Crested helmet 1. - monogram 10 r.

CMonogram

of. chapters 2.4.1-2.3)

T.
r.

Athena Alkidemos
r.
Kaiathos/bakchos-ring
1. - monogram
Kalathos/bakchos-ring
1. - monogram

12 r.
13 r.

Period II
Silver
Pan Head Tetradrachms
Crested hclmct 1. - monogram

14 r.

Crested helmet L- monogram

9 r.

Crested helmet 1. - monogram
Crested helmet 1. monogram
Crested helmet L- monogram

11 r.

Crested helmet 1. monogram
Crested helmet 1. TI r.
-

20 r.

IS r.
18 r.
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Period III
Silver
Pan Head Tetradrachms
Trident 1.
Crested helmet 1. - monogram

17 r.

Crested helmet 1. - monogram

11 r.

Crested helmet 1. - monogram
Crested helmet 1. - KT r.

15 r.

Crested helmet 1. - monogram 18 r.
Crested helmet 1. - IT r.
Crested helmet 1. - TI r.
Crested helmet 1. - no monogram r.

I

Kalathos/bakchos-ring 1. - monogram 19 r.
Ka/athos/bakchos-ring 1. - monogram 20 r.
X I. - monogram 22 r.
Poseidon Head Tetradrachms
Monogram 24

I

Monogram

25 - monogram

9

Monogram

25 - monogram

11

Monogram 25 -M
Monogram 25 - monogram 22
Monogram 25
Monogram 26
Period N
Denominations
Fractional
Zeus Drachmae

Pan head tetradrachms
Winged helmet 1.
Winged

Winged helmet 1. - TI r.

helmet 1. - KT r.

Zeus Pentobol

Crested helmet 1. - KT r.
Crested helmet I. - TI r.

winged helmet 1. - TI r.

Crested helmet 1. - monogram 11 r.
Poseidon head tetradrachms
Monogram

25 - TI beneath star r.

Monogram

25 - 91 beneath star r.

Trident 1. - monogram 22 r.
Letters IE 1. - tridcnt r.

Fig. 4. Control Marks: A Summary.
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1.

Symbols

The transitional Alexander gold and silver types, carrying a single control mark, diverge from this
norm. The laurel wreath held by Nike on the gold statersassociatedwith the Monogram group of
hand,
Nike's
Alexanders
I.
the
the
posthumous
now occurs on
reverseand, alongside aphlaston on
suggestsa naval victory (chapter2.4.1). Its fixed position is opposedto the varied positions of the
monogramson the transitional silver Alexander tetradrachmsin the nameof king Antigonos.
Three different symbols occur left on the reverse of the Pans:the crested ('Makedonian')
helmet6, which is the most common one and is temporarily replaced by a winged helmet, a
kalathos/`bakchos-ring', and a trident. In the first period, the pilos/konos on the new Pan head
tetradrachms,with a high helmet bowl separatedfrom the stephane,with medium cheek flaps and
with a long, thin crest7 replaced the pilos/konos with a lower helmet bowl also on the
contemporaryposthumousAlexanders. A pilos/konos with a small bowl and cheek flaps and with
a long thin crest", and that with an elaboratecrest holder9 are combined with most monogramsof
the first period. The various helmet types, alongside the densely obverse linked groups, confirm
the co-operationof more artists during this period.
The secondperiod is characterisedby helmetswith thin crestsand short cheekpieces. The
most common variation is that with a smaller but fuller and conical bowl and with a long, richer
crest reaching the cheek flaps1°. A secondvariety with a smaller bowl and with a long, thin crest
developing closeto the bowl occurs on a few specimens
The greater variation in the helmets of the third period of the Pans presumably suggests
the co-operation'of various engravers. In addition to a brief resumption of the elaborate crest
holder and to the type with the small bowl and with a long thin crest developing very close to the
bowl, from the secondperiod, a bell-shapedmedium bowl, with long cheek flaps, with a rich crest
and a thick Stephane,which had occurred once on the secondperiod (chapter4, no. 47) occurs on
12.
many specimens A helmet with a round bowl and with the cheek flaps on the edges of the

6 P. Dintsis, `Über die Bezeichnung KÖNOF im Reglement
von Amphipolis', Archaic Makedonia IV,
Thessaloniki 1986,171-182.; id., Helme, 67-72, pl. 29, Appendix 3, nos. 169,173,175,171.
Dintsis
(ibid., 76, n. 12) does not considerthis type of helmet exclusively Makedonian, unlike I. L. Merker, Silver
Coinage, 45 if. Cf. Touratsoglou,DM, 80.
7 See,for instance,
chapter3.2.1, nos. 7-13 (mon. 10) 41-6, (mon. 12) 91-3,101-9,111-21,132.
8 Ibid., nos. 20-1,26-7, (mon. 10) 37-8,47-50,69-76,78-80,82,95-8,110,125-6,128-31,134-45.
Ibid., nos. 31.3,58-9,93,99.
10Seechapter4.1,
nos. 1-11,13-17,21-46,49-61.
11 Ibid.,
nos. 12,18-20,47.
12Chapter5.1,
nos. 19-20,24,27-39,54-5,57,60-3,65,73-4,77-8,81-5.
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13.
few
stephanealso occurs on a
specimens A helmet with a very thin bowl and with a stephane,
medium cheek flaps and with a thick long crest is also common'4. Finally, a variation with a
round bowl and with the cheek flaps on the edgesof the stephanealso occurs during this period's
The pilos with a round bowl is characteristic of the silver coins of Antigonos Gonataswith his
portrait; it also occurs on coins of Pyrrhos,Philip V, and Perseus.
Finally, the fourth period of the Pans is monopolised by more elaborate helmet types,
winged (nos. 1-13) or crested (nos. 14-49), with a high bowl, a thin stephane and very short cheek
flaps.

Few Pan groups carry a symbol other than the Makedonian helmet. The cylindrical object,
decoratedwith two rows of triangles, distinguishesgroups 45-7 and possibly 24.5 of the first and
16.
kalathos
The
has
been
interpreted
`bakchos-ring'
third periods respectively and
or
as a
divergenceof thesegroups from the mainstreamhelmet symbol may be due to their issue either at
a different mint or in order to celebratea specialevent (seechapter3.2.2).
A second divergence from this common practice is observed on a group from the third
period of Pans:a trident-head1. occurs as a symbol 1. on the reverseof a small but distinct group:
the head of Pan doesnot match stylistically the dies utilised during the sameor other periods and
approximatesCeltic images instead. The trident-headresemblesthat with a shorter middle prong
on the posthumousAlexanders which are tentatively assignedby Price to Pella between 325 and
315 BC, and lessthat on the posthumous Alexanders struck at Korinth, dated by Price to c. 22015 BC17. The trident is also similar to that on the Poseidons,which is larger and with a longer
handle. Finally, the eight-rayed star on the reverse of the Poseidonshas been related by R. W.
Mathisen to the stars decorating the Makedonian shield on the obverseof the Pans,establishinga
connectionbetweenthe two types".

13Ibid., nos, 13-16,22,64,80-4,87-8.
14Ibid., nos. 17,21,23,40-53,56,68-9,75.
is 6-7,71-3,78-9.
16J D. Beazley, `Bakchos-rings',NC 1 (1941) 1-7; Kroll, Agora, 28-9.
17Price, Alexander,
nos. 221-4, pl. 25, nos. 263-5 (Pella); nos. 697,699 (Korinth). Margaret J. Thompson,
`The mints of Lysimachos', in Kraay-Markholm, Essays Robinson, 163-82. On the
significance of the
trident as a symbol and on its occurrenceon coins from Karia, Syria and Crete, seeMathisen, Pan headsand
Poseidonheads,34, n. 35.
11Mathisen,Pan heads
and Poseidonheads,33.
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2.

Monograms

The Group Identifiers respectively of the silver transitional Alexanders('Alex'), Pans(`Pan'), and
Poseidons('Pos') are combinedwith one (or more) of the following monograms:
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Fig. 5. Concordanceof Monogramson the TetradrachmTypes `of King Antigonos'.

The transitional Alexander tetradrachms,carrying monograms 1-4 on various positions of
the reverse,have been placed by R. W. Mathisen at the end of the Monogram group of posthumous
Alexandersfrom Pella, to which they are obverselinked19. The discontinuity in the style and in the
control marks on the Monogram group and on the transitional posthumousAlexanders,the absence
of a symbol or of a secondmonogram and the hasty engraving of the legend letters on the latter, are
explained by the precarious situation at Pella in the secondhalf of the 270s. The monogram shifts
from left of the throne on the first two specimensto the exergue on the remaining four the first
position echoesthe Helmet group and the latter the Monogram group of posthumousAlexanders(c£
chapter3.2.1).
The common monograms on the Antigonid issueshave been taken to indicate either their
parallel or their consecutiveproduction. R. W. Mathisen, for instance,regardsthe monogrammed
Makedonian posthumousAlexanders and the Pansas concomitant20.Y. Touratsoglou,on the other
hand, recognisesthe silver Makedonian `autonomous' civic issuesand the royal issuesprior to the
defeat of Perseusat Pydna (168 BC) as contemporaryr2l.

19Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 103-8; Price,Alexander, 141.
20Mathisen, Silver Coinages,98-9,
table 12; 110-14;Administrative organisation TII, 44-6.
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Fig. 6. Monogramson the Pansand on the Poseidonsarrangedby Periods.

The chronological distribution of thesemonogramsreveals that they mainly cluster on the
coins of the first and secondperiods. Nine and five out of the twenty-six monogramsoccur in the
first and secondperiods respectively,as opposedto elevenin the third and three in the fourth period.
Combinations among the letters M, E, P, Y, (1, T may be recognisedon monograms5-8 (period I),
11-12 (periods I-II), 15-18 (period II). Similar compilations spread over more periods, while the
long use of certain monogramselucidatesthe relative chronology of the Pans. No. 11, for instance,
runs through all four periods of the Pans. Finally, no. 9 on the first three periods is similar to no. 15,
which links the secondand the third period of Pan tetradrachms.
Monograms24-6 are distinctive for the Poseidons. A few specimenscarrying alongsidethe
main monogram no. 9,11 or 22, known from the Pans,establisha link between the two series(fig.
7).
Monograms shedlight upon the administration of the Makedonianmints under Gonatasand
his successors. The long use of certain compilations, such as no. 11, favours their identification
with permanentmint officials rather than with different mints, vein outputs, years of issueor annual
magistratesand establishesfirm links among the posthumousAlexander, Pan and Poseidon silver
issues22.This continuity in the operation of the principal Makedonian mint after the rise of Gonatas
to the throne is demonstrated,for instance, via the monograms shared between the Pans and the
posthumousAlexanders. In fact, six of the monograms on the Pans occur on the approximately
contemporaryMakedonian posthumousAlexander groups; some also occur on the silver issues of
Philip V and Perseus. Thesemonogramshave been taken to indicate the consecutiveproduction of
theseissues,but the loose dating of some related hoards alternatively allows for their simultaneous
production (see chapters 2.3,2.4.2-3)23. Similarly, monogram 11 is represented once on the

21Touratsoglou,Circulation, 71-2; Hatzopoulos,Institutions, 253-4.
n Mathisen,Administrative
organisation I, 10-11,44-6.
23On the dating the hoards
of
of posthumousAlexanders and Pan head tetradrachms,seeMathisen, Silver
Coinages,82-5; Mathisen,Pan headsand Poseidonheads,29-31; Price, Alexander, 141-2;
cf. chapter2.3.4.
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Poseidons,while monogram 9, known from the first two periods of the Pans, appearson many
Poseidonsduring the third period. However, the identification of monogramswith namescommon
in Makedonia is deliberately avoided in the presentwork, in view of the subjective nature of such
suggestions24.
Certain monograms might alternatively refer to the Makedonian administrative divisions:
one might be tempted to recognise in the letters M and E, which occur on many of the above
mentioned monograms,the first letters of the term: `NEpic'. M. B. Hatzopoulos recently assigned
the division of Makedonia into Nepi&£Sto as early as the reigns of Philip II and Alexander III. He
proposed that the complexity of the Makedonian coinage under the last Antigonids (comprising
silver and bronze royal issues, silver and bronze issues labelled MAKEAONÖN,silver and bronze
issueslabelled AMOA=ION,BOTTEATONand of the first district (MAKEAONONIIPQTHI), bronze
issuesof the capitals of the districts, Pella, Thessalonikeand Amphipolis)25reflected the composite
and variegatednature of the Makedonian statebefore the Roman conquest. He dates,however, this
multiplicity after the confinement of Makedonia to its European possessions,that is, after the
expedition of Doson to Karia (227 BC)26. The presenceof the first two or three letters of the term
`NEpiq' on the Antigonid silver coinage (see, for instance, monograms 5-8,12,15-17) might be
arguedto confirm the division of Makedonia into districts since Gonatasand possibly to indicate the
partial, at least, involvement of the administration of the districts into the striking of new coinage or
into the supply of silver. This might have set a precedent to the Makedonians' minting activity
independentlyfrom that of the last two Antigonids during the secondcentury BC. For lack of other
evidence,though, this suggestionremains conjectural.
The study of the monogramsis also detrimental to the incorporation of the Poseidonsin the
numismatic production under the Antigonids. Since the principal monogram,no. 25, doesnot occur
on the contemporary posthumous Alexanders or Pan head tetradrachmsor on any of the local
Makedonian or Thessalianbronze coins, it has been assignedto a different mint or issuing authority.
In fact, all the charactersof the name MAINHTC)Nhave been recognisedin it by F. Imhoof-Blumer,
who suggeststhe issue of this type at the Makedonian residence in Thessaly, at Demetrias27.
Epigraphic and other doubts have also been cast on Mathisen's alternative deciphering of this
monogram as distinctive of Demetrios II (chapter2.4.3) 28.

24Identifications
of monograms
with nameshavebeenproposedby Mathisen,Administrativeorganisation
111,46.
25Touratsoglou,Circulation, 71.2.
26Hatzopoulos,Institutions, 248-60; 432-3.

27Imhoof-Blumer, Akarnanien, 39,
47; idem,MG, 127.
n.
28Mathisen, Pan heads
and Poseidonheads,34. Touratsoglou,DM, 80-1. Cf. Ashton, Review, 10.
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I propose that there is no need to exclude the Poseidonhead tetradrachmsfrom the main
Antigonid mint, given that they sharemonograms with the posthumousAlexander and Pan series
(fig. 7). These indicate the partial, at least, supervision of the new type by experiencedofficials
from the main Makedonian mint. The absenceof the crested helmet from this series need not
supportits assignationto a different mint and the transfer of experiencedmint officials to it for, after
all, various group identifiers had been simultaneouslyutilised both for posthumousAlexanders and
for some Pan varieties. Monogram 25 may be taken insteadto indicate a special issuerather than a
different mint (chapters 2.4.3,2.5), not least as this monogram is reminiscent of the symbol of
Group 24 from period III, denoted as celebratory. This is further favoured by the temporary
replacementof the main monogram by a trident or by its supplementwith the letters TI and EE,or
with TI and el (on one example accompaniedby a star) on a very small issue.
The concordanceof monograms on these Antigonid silver (posthumous Alexander and
individual) tetradrachm types and on those of Philip V and Perseusmay therefore be outlined as
follows:

GROUP

MON. 9

MON. 11

MON. 13

MON. 16

MON. 18

MON.22

PosthumousAlexanders
Omikron-

x

x

x

Kappa
Triton

X
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x

Helmet

x

Monogram

x
x

x
x

`BAIIAEOI ANTIfONOY'
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a
PeriodI
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PeriodII
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PeriodIII
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Period N
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Period III
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Fig. 7. MakedonianRoyal Silver. Common Monogramson the Tetradrachinsof `Alexander',
`king Antigonos', Philip V, Perseus.

It is remarkable that monograms 9,11 and 22 link the Poseidonsnot only with the Pans
but also with the posthumousAlexander tetradrachms. This not only confirms continuity in the
administration of the main Makedonian mint but also calls for a revision of Mathisen's a priori
conviction that the posthumousAlexander tetradrachmsceasedwith the introduction of the Pan
head tetradrachms. Similarly, monogram 22 links the Pan head and the Poseidon head
tetradrachmswith the silver coinageof Philip V. The late style of the obverse,though, favours the
dissociation of the Poseidonheadtetradrachmsfrom the Pan head seriesand their assignationto a
later date instead.

The correctionby the die cutter of monogram22 to no. 11 on a Poseidontetradrachm
(chapter 5.1.2, no. 119) suggeststhat this monogramwas only temporarily utilised.

3.

Letters

The monogramsr. on the reverse of the individual types of Antigonos Gonatasare occasionally
substitutedby letters, as shown in fig. 8. Leaving X aside, which occurs as group identifier I. on
the reverseof a small Pan group from the third period, the most common letter combination is TL
The temporary reversal of these letters on two reverse dies in period III identifies them with the
acrophonic letters of two different names, rather than forming part of the same name. The
combination of TI and KT with a winged helmet respectively for the Zeus drachmae and Pan
tetradrachmsreveals the structure of the mint during the temporary adoption of a different group
identifier.
In contrast to the Pans, the circumstantial presenceof certain letters on the Poseidons
favours their identification with annual
years or magistrates rather than with long-term mint
officials during the fourth period. The letters TI beneaththe monogram of a few Poseidonhead
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tetradrachms,for instance,bind the Panhead and the Poseidonheadtetradrachmstogether. A star
symbol occurs r. on the reverse of these coins and of that signed with 01 beneath the main
monogram29.Finally, the letters IE occur beneaththe prow on a small issue, with a trident on the
reverse.
Pan 4D
PERIOD

X

II
id
IV

TI

KT

IT

el

IE

x
X

X
x

ZeusD
1NXX
Pos 4D

III
Iv

XXXx

Fig. S. Concordanceof Letters on the Individual Silver Coinageof `King Antigonos'.
By and large, the control marks establish not only the internal structure of the precious
issuesunder Gonatasbut also links among them. Parallel to the Pans with the helmet symbol,
which met the bulk of the financial requirements of the state, some small groups with unusual
control marks may be interpreted as celebratory issuesrather than coming from a different mint.
In fact, the complex structureof the main mint as revealedby the monogramsand symbols on the
does
Pans
not necessitatethe production of thesespecialissues,or of the Poseidontetradrachms,at
a different location. This is further supportedby the subsidiarymonogramsthat link the Poseidons
with the Pans(seechapter2.5).

29Mathisen,Pan heads
and Poseidonheads,33.
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2.3

The Coin Hoards

Forty-seven hoards have so far come to light with precious metal coins in the name of king
Antigonos, one with a gold specimen, the rest with silver. They have been listed here in the
approximate chronological and geographical order proposed by Y. Touratsogloul. Reasonsfor
any divergences from his catalogue are given in the discussion of the hoards whose detailed
contents are available. The dates for these hoards have been determined by the latest coins
included in them and a further definition of their nature as `deposition' or `circulation' hoards is
also attempted,wheneverpossible. More specifically, a hoard taken to reflect the circulation pool
of the time it was buried is conventionally defined as a `circulation hoard', whereasa `deposition
hoard' consistsof specimenswithdrawn from the circulation pool, as a result of a demonetisation
processor as `savings'. `Deposition' hoards,being deliberately selective,are not representativeof
proposals of contemporary issues in the same way as `circulation' hoards. A hoard summary,
including the proposed dates, appearsat the end of this chapter (fig. 9). The transitional silver
Alexander tetradrachms are not represented in the hoards and are thus excluded from this
discussion.

(i)

Gold

1. Poteidaia/Kassandreia,1984: CH VIII (1994) 276.
c. 240-180 BC

This hoard, now dispersed in trade, comprised approximately 150 gold coins, of Philip II,
Alexander III and Philip III, Antigonos Gonatasand Lysimachos2. The latest statersare those of
Alexander III and Antigonos Gonatas. Most of the posthumous Alexanders from the mint of
Amphipolis, 54 out of 56, come from the same obverse and possibly from the samereverse die.
They belong to a rare issue of gold staters,associatedwith silver tetradrachmsof the Mu group,
from the early reign of Gonatas. The remaining two coins come from the samepair of dies and
may be related to silver tetradrachxnsof the Monogram group, from the sameperiod (c£ chapters
2.4,2.4.2). Equally remarkableis the gold Alexander staterwhose control marks, a star and a dog
on the reverse, link it with a silver tetradrachm from the Meydanfikkale, 1980 hoard. This
1DM, 75-107.

2 To the 147
coins, photographsof which were sent by M. J. Price to G. Le Rider, the latter addedone more
specimenin the publication: Le Rider, Potidee, 89-96, p1.VIII; cf. Price, Alexander, 58. To theseone might
add a distater of Alexander III, recordedin CH VIII (1994) 276, and the gold staterwith the name and royal
title of Antigonos, mentionedin Price, Alexander, 142, p1.CLVIII. D, but not in CH VIII (1994) 276.
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tetradrachmis assignedby Price to a group struck at an uncertainmint between240 and180BC3.
The posthumousLysimachi and the Alexander staterwith the star-and-dogsymbols on the
reverseindicate 281 BC and 240-180 BC as respectivetermini, post and ante quem, for the burial
of this hoard, which may be dissociated from the payments to Celtic mercenariesin gold (see
°.
2.4)
The very good condition of all the specimensand the exclusive presenceof gold
chapter
coins may indicate the hoard's depositionalnature.

(ii) Silver

Tabulated here by findspot and date of loss or concealmentand characteristicsof the Antigonid
coinagerepresentedin eachare the forty-six hoardswith Antigonid silver coins struck betweenthe
secondand the third quarter of the third century BC. The chronological sequenceof thesehoards
as establishedby Touratsoglouis generally retained in the index5,and the various burial datesthat
have so far beenproposedfor eachhoard are recorded. All datesare BC.
INDEX
H

(s*'. ^ -~"'

:M_^

:n

Phayttos,c_ 1956
Scotussaarea,(p ---'-1984
Verge (Perge ), 1955
Hija s6 Korbit, 1982
Karditsa (Palaiokastro), 1929
Pherai, 1937-8
Eretria, 1937
S. Asia Minor, 1976
Meydanqikkale, 1980
Tell Sukas(cabala), 1958
Sophikon, 1893
Thessalonike 1978
Makedonia, 1960s
Kassandreia,1985-7
;Thesprotia, 1992
Troas/Mysia, (pre-) 1947
Sardeis,1911
-ý
'Syria?, 1962 ! _
_, -- _-

BnrW (rekreace)

264 (c.); 260-40; 250
260 (c.); 250-30
250-30 (c.)
250-25; 227-5
250 (c.)
.
250.
245; 235 (c,)
246
240-35
240 (c.)
230-20 (c.); 225-00
230
225-00
225 (c.); 227-5
-225-00
220.10 (c.)
220-14 (c.)
^.. : 220 (c.)
-_-----c
--- _- _- _

AR ooim

Pan4D

Pat 4D ZeasD

2
61
25
25
1
386
18
618
5
30
7
591+
5
572+
235+
3
'5215
1.
10
--,
_.
_-----_
----..
3
950, c.
50
"70
12
16+
3
12
________
' 45
5
86
100, c
50, c.
220+
1
55
_. _._.._i _" __.
-'15+

' On the gold
stater, see Le Rider, PotidAe, 93.140; on the silver tetradrachm, see Davesne-Le Rider,
Meydcncikkale, 2496; Price, Alexander, 345.2821k
4Le Rider, Polidee, 94;
cf chapters2.4,2.4.1.
'Seen. 1.

6Thefindspot this hoard,Verge(nearServes),
hasbeenrecordedas`Perge'in IGCH.
of
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-Syracuse,
------------------------------Achradina,
215-2
1899
Korinth, environs, 1938
215 (c.)
Enna, environs, 1966
212 (c.)
S. Asia Minor, 1963
210-0 (c.)
210 (c.)
ýN. Syria, 1960
' Edremit (Adramytteion), 1954
210 (c.)
Morgantina, 1982
;10 (c.?)
---- -- _- - ----205-0 (c.) Gordion, 1951
.
Gordioq 1961
205 (c.)
Pergamon,1960
;201 (c.)
Oylum Höyiigi1,1989
200-195
.
Delta, 1927-8
200-180 (c,)

300-400
400, c
100, c
120+
18_.
19+ -----280+/294+?)
114
100
22
134
24

11+
1
1(ef)
9
1
1
2
1

23+

23+

Asia Minor, 1972
200 c.)
S. Asia Minor 1970
200 (c.)
Aleppo envir., (Beroia), 1896
190 (c.)
`Pisidia', 1963
190 (c.)
Mektepini, 1956
90.0...
Thessaly, 1977
190
Drama, 1989 -M-`
187-68
Asia Minor, c. 1947
187 (c.)
Urfa (Edessa 192
185-60
,
'SW Thessaly, 1977
175
Larissa (allegedly Sitochoro 1968.165 (c.)
,
A sia Mi nor, 1947/8
160

100+
148
150+
400, c.
752+
254+
1
11+
200, C.
AR 450+
2500-3000

1
12
?
18
1
1

Balkh, 1974?

150

150+

Aleppo environs,c. 1930
North of Larissa, 1985

138 (c.)
75

35+
1260+

Makedonia?1927-8

1.

-

200-180(c.)

-

2
1
2

10

5
4
3

5
11

1

1
16

4

Individual Hoards

The hoards are listed here by burial date, taking into considerationthe internal evidenceprovided
by the Antigonid precious metal coinages.

I. Verge (Perge), 1955:IGCH 455.
c. 260-30 BC
The Pan tetradrachm and that of Antiochos I, from Hecatompylos of Artacoana (280-60 BC),
determine the chronology of this hoard, which also comprisesposthumousissuesof Lysimachos
and MakedonianposthumousAlexander tetradrachms. Revising Varoucha's initial date to 250-30
BC, presumablyon the basis of a Chian drachma of uncertain date, Bauslaugh suggested260 BC
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as a terminus ante quem for this hoard7. There is no need,however, to acceptMathisen's redating
to 275-0 BC. In fact, it is his a priori conviction that the posthumous Alexander tetradrachms
led
has
him to update
late
270s
in
introduction
head
Pan
that
the
tetradrachms
the
the
ceasedon
of
the Verge hoard and concomitantly the Pans to the same date (cf chapter 2.4.2). Most recently,
Touratsoglou

reverted to Varoucha's

date, between 250 and 230 BC, with

no further

argumentation.

As the posthumous Alexander tetradrachms may have continued under Gonatas (see
chapters 2.4.2,2.4.5), the good condition of the Pan tetradrachm favours a date close to the
introduction of the new type, between260 (rather than 250) and 230 BC.

2. Phayttos,c. 1956:IGCH 159.
260-30 BC
The `heterogeneous'Athenian tetradrachm,the two fresh Pan tetradrachms,coming from identical
dies, and the posthumous Alexanders are the latest in the hoard. The coins of Seleukos I and
Antiochos I distinguish this find from IGCH 162,168, CH III (1977) 43, to which it is
approximatedvia the Alexanders and the Lysimachi9.
This hoard need not be consideredin the context of the revolt of Alexander of Epeiros in
264 BC, as has been suggested1°.Varoucha's dating to c. 260 BC has been acceptedby NicoletPierre and Kroll and has been slightly lowered by Touratsoglou to between c. 250 and 230 BCt".
The large and fractional, silver and bronze, royal and civic, denominations included in it
presumablyrepresentthe circulation pool at the time of burial. The better preservationof 017 on
the specimensfrom Phayttosmight indicate that this hoard is slightly earlier than or in any case
from
including
1989,
Scotussa
(pre-)
the same
contemporary
specimens
roughly
with
area,
obverse.

7 1. Varoucha, `Chronique des fouilles
et decouvertesarcheologiquesen Gr6ce en 1956', BCH 81 (1957)
497, p1:IX. 13; R. Bauslaugh, `The posthumousAlexander coinage of Chios', ANSMN 24 (1979) 6; IGCH
455.
8 Touratsoglou,DM, table III.
9 T. B..Martin, 'A third-century BC hoard from Thessaly the ANS (IGCH 168)', ANSMN26 (1981) 54-7.
at
10Heinen, Unters., 177
contra P. R. Franke, 'Zur Geschichte des Antigonos Gonatas und der Oitaioi',
Jahrbuch des deutschenArchäologischen Instituts mit dem Beiblatt Archaeologischer Anzeiger 72 (1958)
11959]38-62.
' I. Varoucha, `Chronique des fouilles
et d6couvertesarch6ologiquesen Grbce en 1956, BCH 81 (1957)
497-8, pl. IX-X; Nicolet-Pierre-Kroll, Athenian TetradrachmCoinage, 26; Touratsoglou,DM, table III.
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3. Pherai, 1937-8:IGCH 168(`Larissa environs')12.
c. 250-40 BC
The latest tetradrachms=heterogeneous'Athenian (c. 250-20 BC), posthumousLysimachi from
Kyzikos (no. 562), alongsidethose of Gonatasand EumenesI- agreewith Martin's date to c. 25045 BC for this very important find, which has been reconstructedfrom trade and, yet probably
incomplete,illustrates the contemporarycirculation poo113.A slightly earlier dateto c. 260 BC has
beenproposedby H. Nicolet-Pierre and J. Kroll, who considerthe coin of Eumenesto be earlierla.
There is no reasonto acceptMartin's alternativedate of c. 220 BC, as the later hoardswith
for
indicate
the
(tetradrachms
Eumenes
Aitolia)
terminus
a
quem
ante
only
similar content
of
and
is
hoard
has
been
Secondly,
1937,
Eretria,
the
compared,
present
respectivecoinages.
with which
Finally, the reconstruction of the Antigonid silver
tetradrachmsfavours the association of the silver drachmaeof 'king Antigonos' with later Pan

to be dated to c. 245 BC (see below).

headtetradrachmsrather than with those from our hoard.

4. Karditsa(Palaiokastro),
c. 1929:IGCH 162.
c. 245-0 BC
The burial of this hoard has been emendedfrom c. 250 BC (IGCH) to c. 245-40 BC, as the two
tetradrachms of Antiochos II belong to the second half of his reign but are in an excellent
but
hoard
from
known
hoard
The
includes
Poseidon
contexts'5,
tetradrachm
the earliest
condition.
this need not point to a later date for the hoard: it is purely on the assumption that the Poseidons
On
BC16.
227-5
hoard
Doson
dates
Touratsoglou
the contrary, the
to
that
this
c.
under
were struck
inclusion of the last Pan group from the second period of issue might also favour the earlier date.
Finally, the presence of bronze coins alongside the silver favours its consideration as a circulation
hoard17.

12Sic Nicolet-Pierre Kroll, Athenian TetradrachmCoinage,25.
13The absenceof foreign civic
is
hoard
has
Athenian
the
that
than
raised suspicions
coins other
silver
incomplete. T. R. Martin discards the tetradrachm from the Aitolian League as intrusive: ibid., 54-7;
Sovereignty,50.
'4 Nicolet-Pierre Kroll, Athenian TetradrachmCoinage, 26. On the
Eumenes
I,
Westermark,
coin
of
see
Philetairos, 21.
's Nicolet-Pierre Kroll, Athenian TetradrachmCoinage, 29; IlaoxI&I, Poariöwv«s
Avrlyovoi,
241.
Kai
16Touratsoglou,DM, 79.
17T. R Martin, `A
third-century BC hoard from Thessalyat the ANS (IGCH 168)', ANSMN26 (1981) 54.
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5. Scotussaarea,(pre-) 1989: CH VIII (1994) 283.
c. 245-0 BC
As this hoard, dispersedin trade, consists exclusively of a homogeneousgroup of Pans from the
first-period, it can not determinetheir internal sequence. The date of c. 260 BC suggestedby the
editors may be emendedthrough the proximity of its contentsto the Eretria, 1937 hoard of c. 245
BC (chapter3.2.1).

6. Eretria,1937:IGCH 175.
c. 245 BC
The fractional denominationsof the Euboian Confederacyrepresentedhere favour the burial of
this hoard in c. 245 BC or thereafter's. This date has been further supported by the Ptolemaic
coins with no date (249/8 and 246/5 BC)19,and by the very worn Pi style Athenian tetradrachms20.
Touratsogloureverts to Wallace's date of c. 235 BC, without argumentation!.
A burial date of c. 245 BC is confirmed by the large proportion of silver Ptolemaic
tetradrachmsand by the excellent condition of the Rhodian didrachms. In the first place, the
impressive number of Ptolemaic coins, which constitute the one quarter of the hoard, may
tentatively be assigned to the conscious withdrawal of these lighter coins from circulation
subsequentto the retreat of the Ptolemies from the Aegean aller the battle of Andros. Of the
sevenRhodian didrachms,three belong to Ashton's series3, carrying on the reversea rose abovea
magistrate'sname and beneaththe letters P. O. The magistrates[AN]TIrIAT(POI:
8 and API7TONOMOM

) on nos. 367-

on no. 369 (with prow) have been dated by R. Ashton to c. 265-50

BCE. The excellent condition of this last coin, in particular, approximatesthe deposition of this
hoard to the time when this specimenwas minted

8. Sardeis,1911:IGCH 1299.
246- BC
This deposition hoard, from the base of the cult statue of Artemis at Sardeis, does not have a
18Picard, Chalcfs, 153-63. Alternative dates for
this hoard c. of 220-10 BC and c. of 235 BC had been
suggested respectively by I. Varoucha and by W. P. Wallace: Varoucha, Epitymbion, 670-2; W. P. Wallace,
The Euboian League and its Coinage, ANS NNM 134 (1956) 47-9.

19Davesne-LeRider, Meydancikkale, 298.
20Nicolet-Pierre Kroll, Athenian TetradrachmCoinage, 1-35,
esp.24.
21Touratsoglou,DM,
tables III, VI.
22Seechapters1.2,6.0.
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significant impact on the internal sequenceof the Pan tetradrachms24.The very well preserved
silver coins of Antiochos II, assigned by E. T. Newell to Apamea, alongside the similarity in
25.
Meydancikkale,
1980
favour
its
246
BC
burial
contentwith
soon after

9. Tell Sukas(Gabala), 1958:IGCH 1528.
c. 245 BC

The pseudo-Alexanders of Arados with no date, struck between 259 and 243/2 BC, have
encouragedH. Seyrig to suggesta terminus ante quem c. 243 BC for this circulation lot26. The
absenceof Poseidonsmight indicate the burial of this hoard before the circulation of the second
tetradrachmtype in the name of Antigonos in this area. Its date may therefore be slightly emended
to c. 245 BC.

10. Meydancikkale, 1980: CH VIII (1994) 308.
c. 240-35 BC
The dating of this hoard to c. 240-35 BC by A. Davesneand G. Le Rider has been basedon the
Aradian Alexander tetradrachms,and has been confirmed by the coexisting Ptolemaic, Seleukid
and Attalid issues. The exclusively royal issues,alongside the concurrenceof coins on both the
Ptolemaic and the Attic weight standardmay either have been due to the burial of the hoard in
Kilikia Tracheia, an area disputed by Seleukids and Ptolemies alike, or suggestthe depositional
nature of this hoard'.
A. Davesne and G. Le Rider treat this hoard as if it illustrated the circulation pattern,

23Ashton, Colossus,83-4.
24Bell, Sardis, v-vii; A. Johnston,'The Greek Coins', in T. V. Buttrey Ann Johnston
MacKenzie
-KM.
M. L. Bates - J. A. Charles, Greek Roman and Islamic coins from Sardis, Cambridge, MassachussettsLondon: Harvard University Press, 1981,2-4. On the site, see Butler, Sardis, vol. 1.1 (1910-14), Leyden
1922,76. On the depositional nature of temple hoards, see Tullia Linders, `Fallen money and broken
crowns - or when is a coin not a coin?', in Florilegium Numismaticum,255-8.
u The assignation these
of
coins to Apameia has been questionedby A. Houghton: Seleucid Empire, nos.
415-43. On the burial date of this hoard, see G. Le Rider, `Les trouvailles mondtairesdann le temple d'
Artemis ä Sardes(IGCH 1299 et 1300)', RN 33 (1991) 71-88, pl. VII, contra Newell, WSM, 184 (230-23
BC), H. Seyrig, `Monnaies Hellenistiques', RN6 (1963) 23, n. 1,42 = Scripta Numismatica (1986) 27,46
(220-14 BC), Boehringer, Chronologie, 68, Beilage 2 (c. 220 BC). Seealso P. R. Franke, `Inschriftliche und
NumismatischeZeugnissefür die Chronologie des Artemis-Tempelszu Sardis', MDAI (Ath) 76 (1961) 2037.
26P. J. Riis, `L'
activitb de la Mission Archdologique Danoise sur la cote ph6nicienneen 1958', AnnArch de
Syrie VIII-IX (1958-9) 125-6, fig. 7.A-B. On the pseudo-Alexandersfrom Arados,
see Price, Alexander,
414-6.
27Davesne-LeRider, MeydanrF Eale,221-30.
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despite the presencein this find of specimensboth on the Attic and on the Ptolemaic weight
standard. This is justified by the findspot of this hoard at Kilikia Tracheia, that is, on the border
betweenthe Seleukid and the Ptolemaicrealm28.

13. Kassandreia,1985/7:CH VIII (1994) 322.
c. 225 BC
The content of this hoard, primarily composedof tetradrachmsof Antiochos Hierax, points to a
date c. 225 BC. The hoard includes three Pan and two Poseidontetradrachmsof the third and

fourthperiods.

14. Hija se Korbit, 1982:CH VIII (1994) 299.
c. 225 BC
The tetradrachms of Eumenes, `Antigonos' (Pan head) and Hierax are the latest in this very
important hoard, whose burial has been lowered from c. 250-25 to c. 227-5 BC29. Paschides,
however, is not convinced by Davesne-Le Rider's date to 225 (rather than 235 BC) for this
hoard30,underlining that the worn coins of Hierax come, in fact, from the king's earliest issues
from Lampsakos,while Boehringer datesthe hoard to c. 230 BC31. It is worth noting that most of
the coins are of Eastern oriigin32. The co-existence of specimens on both the Attic and the
Ptolemaic weight standardin this hoard from the Western Balkans may be taken to indicate the
hoard's depositional nature(seeillustr. 1).

15. Thesprotia, 1992:Touratsoglou,DM, 75-86.
22 7-s BC
This hoard has been dated by Y. Touratsoglou to c. 227-5 BC. Its composition exclusively of
royal tetradrachmson various weight standardsmight imply its depositionalnature33.

23Ibid., 225-6,239-40.
29On past
suggestions,seeTouratsoglou,DM, table V.
30Davesne-LeRider, Meydanfikkale, 336, 279.
n.
31IlaoXiSn, 17oatiWvrt
Kai Avriyovot, 243, n. 30. Boehringer,Hieran, 43, table 2.
32 N. Ceka, `Der Münzschatz
von Hija e Korbit', in Eggebrecht et al., Albanien, 261, bt the alleged
formation of the hoard during the
war of 280-74 betweenPyrrhos and Gonatasis unsvp?ar4ed/4nyevidence.
Cf. ShpresaGjongecaj, `ThesariHijes Korbit', Iliria 1(1985)167-209.
s6
33Seealso, Ashton, Review,
9-10; Callatay, Review,296-9.
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16. Sophikon, 1893:IGCH 179= CH VIII (1994) 316.
c. 230-20 BC
The coin of Ptolemy III of year B= 245/4 and the very fresh Aitolian tetradrachmhave led Helene
Nicolet-Pierre and J. Kroll to accepta date of c. 230-20 for this severelycorrodedunderwaterfind,
34.
which hasbeentaken to illustrate the circulation pattern at that period

17. Korinth, environs, 1938:IGCH 187.
220-15 BC
The deposition of this pot hoard c. 220-15 BC is determinedby the tetradrachmof SeleukosIII3S;
(c.
220
BC),
the
fresh
Aitolian
it
is
its
by
tetradrachm
the
the
contradicted
content:
and
not
rest of
Pi
Athenian
3,
style
the
didrachms
Rhodian
prevailing
the
series alongside
of
moderately worn
hoard,
1937
in
Eretria,
be
incompatible
date36.
It
the
tetradrachmsare not
may argued,as
with this
by
Davesne37,
later
Philadelphos,
Ptolemy
Ptolemaic
neednot
noted
the
than
that
absenceof
coins
indicate an earlier burial date but, rather, reflects the retirement of the Ptolemies from the Aegean
lighter
their
defeat
Andros
silver
of
their
naval
after
at
and the concomitant withdrawal
is
hoard
drachma
Zeus
this
from
The
BC)38.
(246/5
of
the circulation pool
tetradrachms
silver
thereforenot incompatible with a date aroundthe 220s.

22. Edremit (Adramytteion), 1954:IGCH 1302.
c. 210 BC
H. Seyrig datesthis unpublished hoard around 210 BC. He also notes that the hoards with coins
9.
188
BC`;
dated
before
following the Attic weight standardfound in the interior of Anatolia are

s' Nicolet-Pierre Kroll, Athenian Tetradrachm Coinage, 31; CH VIII (1994) 316 (suggesteddate: 225-00
BC). For a catalogue of the known coins, see J. N. Svoronos, 'Eüprl is IocpIKOÜ'Emmbaupiac',JLIN 2
(1899) 289-96, pl. I; idem, JIAN 10 (1907) 35-46, illus.; idem, Athens, pl. 28. See also, Newell, WSM,
index VI: Hoards;Newell, F.SM, 25,51,76,131; S. P. Noe, 'the Corinth Hoard of 1938', ANSMV 10 (1962)
34; Hackens,Antidorum Peremans,p. 71-2. C£ Hazzard,Ptolemaic Coins, 32-3.
's S. P. Noe, 'The Corinth hoard of 1938', ANS 1i 10 (1962) 32.
36Nicolet-Pierre Kroll, Athenian TetradrachmCoinage, 32.
37A. Davesne,'Les Ptolem6es',in Davesne-LeRider, Meydancikkale, 298.
18 G. Reger, `The date
idem,
'The
(1985)
[1993]
155-77,
169-70;
AJAH
10
battle
Kos',
the
esp.
of
of
political history of the Kyklades, 260-200 BC', Historia 43 (1994) 32-69; K Sheedy,'The origins of the
SecondNesiotic League and the defenceof Kythnos', Historia 45 (1996) 423-99.
39H. Seyrig, 'Monnaies Hellenistiques', RN6 V (1963) 26, note 1. H. Seyrig's list of
varieties at the ANS
hasnot beenconsulted.
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23. Gordion, 1951:IGCH 1406.
c. 210 BC
The two coins of Antiochos III, dated to c. 215-05 BC, the Alexander tetradrachm from Arados
with an inscribed date, from 218/7 BC, and the many Lysimachi point to the burial of this
deposition hoard c. 210 BC40. The test punches and gashes on most of the heavily corroded coins
indicate that the hoard includes coins retired from circulation.

This weakens the degree to which

this hoard can determine the introduction of the Poseidons, which, according to Chr. Ehrhardt, are
preserved in an excellent condition (cf. chapter 2.4.3)'.

24. Gordion, 1961:IGCH 1405.
c. 205 BC
The tetradrachmsof Arados from c. 217-6 BC, the dated Pamphylian Alexanders of years 13 and
14 of the local era (209/8 and 208/7 BC respectively), alongside the tetradrachmof Antiochos III
from Laodikeia point to a date c. 205 BC for this deposition hoard42. All the specimensare
heavily corroded.

25. S. Asia Minor, 1963:IGCH 1426.
c. 210-200BC
With the exception of a coin from Side, this hoard consists exclusively of royal issues. The
Alexander tetradrachmsof Aspendosyear 2, Pergeyear 13, and Arados year 44, allow for a date
of c. 210-200 BC for this hoard, which has been dispersedin trade43.Two Pan tetradrachmsfrom
the first period and the tetradrachmof Lysimachos are the earliest in the hoard. Unless they form
part of the earlier hoard with which they were found mixed, their inclusion in the hoard may
reflect a demonetisationprocess.

26. N. Syria, 1960:IGCH 1533.
213-05 BC
The tetradrachm of Antiochos III from Tarsos and the pseudo-Lysimachos
struck at Byzantion
40Cox, Gordion, 1-19, I-VIII. Boehringer
for a slightly later date, c. 200 BC: Chronologie, 69.
pl.
opts
41Ehrhardt, Studies,77.
42 D. H. Cox, `Cordion Hoards III, V
Boehringer,
and VII', ANSMN 12 (1966) 33-55, p1. III-M.
Chronologie, 69 prefers a date between210 and 205 BC. Cf. Touratsoglou,DM,
III (210-0 BC).
p1.
43Boehringer, Chronologie, 69,155-7,
pl. 25-6.
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confine the burial of this hoard between 213 and 205 BC, that is, in the beginning of reign of
Antiochos 111°4.

27. Syria, 1959:IGCH 1535.
213-05 BC?
This hoard may form part of the N. Syria, 1960 hoard. Its composition exclusively of royal issues
might indicate its depositionalnatures.

28. Syria?,1962:IGCH 1531.
c. 225-0 BC
Chr. Boehringer takes the fresh Poseidon head tetradrachm and that of Antiochos Hierax from
Alexandreia Troas to suggesta burial date c. 225-0 for this hoarda6

29. Asia Minor, 1972: CHI (1975) 73.
c. 200 BC
The date suggestedby Touratsoglou for this hoard, now dispersedin trade, around the end of the
third century, is confirmed by the tetradrachmsof Antiochos Hierax and of Attalos 1, which are
included in the photographson file at the British Museum47.

30. S. Asia Minor, 1970: CHI (1975) 74.
c. 200 BC
The latest coins are: a tetradrachm of Antiochos III, an imitation of a coin from Antioch (c. 208
BC), a tetradrachm of Byzantion with no acrophonic of the city (c. 205 BC), and the pseudoAlexander from Pergamon(c. 202-188 BC). The contents of the hoard, with four specimensof
Antiochos III, with issuesof SeleukosII and HI but with no Pamphylian Alexanders,led H. Seyrig
to suggestthe initial formation of the hoard c. 220-15 BC, with the later addition of more recent
pieces4".
44Seyrig,Tresors,22-4, 9.
pl.
43

Boehringer, Chronologie, 158-61, esp. 159.9-11,pl. 27-9.
'' Boehringer, Chronologie, 153-4, 23-4; id., Hieran, 43,
table 2 (ca. 220 BC).
pl.
47Touratsoglou,DM,
table III.
48Seyrig, Tresors, 13-20, 1-8.
pl.
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31. Oylum Höyü Ü, 1989.
200-195 BC
The Alexander tetradrachmsfrom Aspendosand Pergecarrying dates(Aspendosyears A-B, Perge
hoard
burial
35)
this
(year
from
Marathos
to
the
19)
drachma
circulation
of
point
and the
year'
between200 and 195 BC49.

32. Delta, 1927-8:IGCH 1701= Makedonia, 1927-8:CH VIII (1994) 356.

200-180BC
Only indirect information survives from this hoard, which hasbeen dispersedin trade. A Pan head
IGCH50
is
in
Pans
included
ten
at
the
tetradrachmwith a trident symbol
recorded

34. Pergamon,Asklepieion, 1960:IGCH 1303.
BC
200
c.
Considering this lot to representa dedication at the Asklepieion, Boehringer takes the Alexander
BC)
(year
15,205-4
from
Perge
from
(before
200
and of
Pergamon
BC),
the
tetradrachms
coin
Antiochos III (c. 215 BC) to indicate the burial of this pot hoard c. 200 BC"1. All the coins have
been severelycorroded

35. `Pisidia', 1963:IGCH 1411.
190-89 BC
This hoard of approximately 400 coins has been recorded by IGCH as comprising three lots, all
first
Boehringer
for
in
burial
BC
1963.
Accepting
two,
date
190-89
the
considers
a
c.
unearthed
them in the context of the Antiochic war (192-89 BC)52.

49E. Özgen-A. Davesne,`Le tresor de Oylum Höyügü', TCMAA 45-72, p1.IH-1V.
soThe tetradrachms
in
been
included
have
list
this
in
Seltman's
New
C.
T.
York
not
partial
available
and
study.
sl Boehringer, Chronologie, 69,162-71; id., Hierax, 43, table 2 (201 BC). On the withdrawal of coins from
temple hoardsfrom circulation, seen. 24.
52On the first two lots,
last
('Pisidia,
1963',
Aspendos
Chronologie,
70;
172-5
Boehringer,
year
coins:
see
18 (193/2 BC), Perge year 29 (191-0 BC), Antiochos III at Tarsos & Nisibis (c. 195 BC)); ibid., 176-9
(`Asia Minor, 1963', last coins: Pergamon after 200 BC, Side c. 200 BC, Antiochos 11 at
Antiocheia/Orontes,c. 197 BC); information on the third lot hasbeen drawn from A. Spaer.
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36. Mektepini, 1956:IGCH 1410.

190-88BC
This pot hoard determinesthe date of middle Hellenistic coins. It has been dated to c. 190 BC, on
the basis of the following specimens:Arados year 64, Pergeyear 29, Aspendosyear 19, Phaselis
Antiochos
Lysimachi
8
Byzantion
trident,
18,
48,
Alabanda-Antiocheia
205,
Rhodes
with
year
c.
III at Antiochs
.

38. Drama, 1989:CH VIII (1994) 403.

187-68BC
This tomb hoard, comprising a single Antigonid silver drachma alongside a tetradrachm from
Thasosand thirty bronze coins, has been datedby Y. Touratsoglouto 187-68 BC.

40. Asia Minor, c. 1947:IGCH 1451.
c. 187 BC
0. Merkholm's date c. 187 BC for this hoard, now dispersedin trade, has presumablybeen based
on the tetradrachmsof Antiochos III.

43. Larissa('Sitochoro', near Pharsalos),1968:IGCH 237.
c. 165 BC
This hoard is crucial in determining the introduction of the Athenian New Style coinage and of
that of the First Meris. It comprisesa wide range of coins, including a full record of tetradrachms
Lysimachos
later
172
BC,
Meris,
Perseus
First
tetradrachm
than
tetradrachms
of
varieties
the
of
of
issuedafter 168 BC and imitations of Rhodian drachmaestruck at Thessaly. The contentsof this
Seleukid
depositional
Style
hoard
New
Athenian
tetradrachms
the
of
or
and
clearly
absenceof
issueslater than SeleukosN have led Price to suggestc. 165 BC for its burialS4. Touratsoglou
former
dated
187
hoard,
for
date,
but
he
lots
to
distinguishes
the
this
this
two
c.
accepts
generally
BC and the latter dated to c. 168/7 BC. The late burial date of this hoard does not determine the
33okay-Seyrig, Mektepini, 34; Boehringer, Chronologie, 69-70; id., Hierax, 43, table 2 (190-88 BC).
s` M. I. Price, `The Larissa, 1968 Hoard (IGCH 237)', in Le Rider et al., KraayMorkholm Essays,2; M.
Karamessini-Oikonomidou, `Oroavp6r, vopcp6Twv &c eEOOWac 1968', AE (1970) [1971] 13-26;
`NoJIoNaTIK6Movocio 'A6nvwv', AA 31 (1976) Chronicle, 4-5. On the controversial burial date of this
hoard, see Crawford, Coinage and Money, 121-2; Touratsoglou, Circulation, 36, n. 12; Hatzopoulos,
Institutions, 250-5.
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date of the rather worn Pansand Poseidonsof the third period, which are included in this hoard.

44. Asia Minor, 1947/8:CH VII (1985) 99.
c. 160 BC
A date to c. 160 BC has beenproposedfor this hoard, including Makedonian and Thessaliancoins
of Amyntas III, Philip II, Alexander III (Karla, Mesembria, Aspendos,Rhodes,Temnos), Philip
IIII, DemetriosPoliorketesand Antigonos Gonatas,Thrace and Kariass.

46. Aleppo environs, c. 1930:IGCH 1562.
133/0- BC
The very fresh tetradrachmsof cities of the East place the deposition of this hoard, which is
dispersedin trade, soon after 133/0 BC56

47. North of Larissa, 1985: CH VIII (1994) 517.
c. 75 BC
This hoard with civic and royal, large and smaller denominationshas been dated to c. 75 BC and
has been dispersed in trade. The distinction by Touratsoglou, however, of two lots, formed
respectively in c. 270 and c. 75 BC, has not been basedon any other evidencethan the content of
this hoard, and, in particular, on the good stateof the Pan tetradrachmwith Athena r. 57 This may
alternatively indicate the hoard's depositionalnature.
*3#

###

###

On the whole, the hoards accessedand analysedin order to define the numismatic
behaviour of the precious coinages Antigonos Gonatas
of
establish the termini ante quos for the
Pans and the Poseidon respectively
around c. 260 BC for the Pans and c. 245 BC for the
Poseidons. These dateshave been determinedby
the Phayttos, 1956 hoard, for the first type and
by the absence the Poseidonsin Eretria, 1937,
of
as opposed to their presencein the Karditsa,
(Palaiokastro), 1929 hoard,
with Pansof the secondperiod, for the secondtype. The datesof the
ssNCirc. (1949)
176-9.
Seyng Tresors,
87-8,
p1.32.
556
Tourats09j0 DM,
VI, note 1; flacXSrl, noor, Swvcs Ka/Avrlyovoi, 241.
p1.
,

56

related hoards have been largely determinedby external evidence, from contemporaryroyal and
civic coinages. The distinction between `deposition' and `circulation' hoards has been made
possible through the accumulation in hoards of coins of the first two Ptolemies in peninsular
Greeceand in the Aegean after the Ptolemaic defeat off Andros (cff, chapter 7.3). Similarly, the
exclusive presenceof royal issues, the absenceof bronze coinages and the findspot of certain
hoards on the border between the Seleukids and the Ptolemies might be taken as clues to the
definition of certain hoards as `depositional'. At the same time, the Pans and the Poseidons
determinethe internal sequenceof certain hoards: the chronology of the most significant Eretria,
1937 hoard, with Pans but no Poseidons, to c. 245 BC, for instance, inevitably downdates
Scotussa,(pre-) 1989, with which it is similar in content. The internal sequenceof period IV is
It
depositional.
less
hoards
the
establishedwith
related varieties are
certainty, as most of the
with
is worth noting that it is specimensof the first period that occur, severely corroded, in hoards of
the late third century in the East. Finally, the presenceof the drachmaein hoards may be taken to
indicate their production in Greece, but this is not incompatible with their intended use in Asia
Minor. The underwaterfind at Sophikon, in particular, may be taken to mark the itinerary of the
Antigonid fleet to the East during the Karian expedition.
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NO.

HOARD

IGCH, CH ETC.

PROPOSED

PANS:

POS:

ZEUS:

C/

BURIAL

LG (CM)

LG (CM)

LG (CM)

D

I

Verge (`Perlte'), 1955

455

(c.
)
-260

1.3(5)

2

Phayttos, 1956 (c.)

159

260-30 (c.)

1.3(5)

C

3

`Pherai', 1937-8

168

250-40 (c.)

111.22(TI)

C

4

Karditsa

162

245-0

U.21 (TI)

CH VIII (1994)

245-0(c.)

III. 26 (22)

C?

245(c.)

III. 26 (22)

D

?

C

(Palaiokastro),c. 1929

5
6

Scotussa
area,(pre-)
1989
Erebria,1937

283
175

38The numbers in Latin
charactersconventionally representthe period of issue, arabic numbers represent
group numbers. The monograms on the reverse are mentioned in brackets, and the symbol is only
mentioned when it is different from the crested helmet symbol. The winged helmet runs the series of the
drachmae and some of the latest Pan tetradrachms. LG = latest group; CM = control marks. C=
`circulation' hoard; D= `deposition' hoard.
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CH I11(1977) 41

246

Sardeis,1911

1299

246-(c.)

Tell Sukas(Gabala),

1528

245 (c.)

CH VIII (1994)

240-35

7

S. Asia Minor, 1976

8
9

1958
10

Meydancikkale, 1980

GD?

111.11(16)

308
11

Thessalonike,1978

CH V (1979) 36

230

12

Makedonia, 1960s

CH 1(1975) 72

225-00

13

Kassandreia,
1985-7

CH VIII (1994)

225(c.)

KT)

322
14

Hija S6Korbit, 1982

CH VIII (1994)

D

IV.2 (wh -

225(c)

IV.7 (12)

225 (c.)

IV. 2 (wh-

D

299
15

Thesprotia, 1992

Touratsoglou,

D

III. 40 (27)

KT), IV. 5

DM

(Ti),
IV. 10(12)
16

Sophikon, 1893

179

230-20 (c.)

17

Korinthenvirons,1938

187

220-15(c.)

18

TroaslMysia, (pre.)

1301

220-10 (c.)

2230

215-2

2232

212 (c.)

CH VIII (1994)

210 (c.?)

IV. IS (TI)

C

1947
19

Syracuse,Achradina,
1899

20

Enna environs, 1966

21

Morgantina, 1982

329
22

Edremit

1302

210 (c.)

(Adramytteion), 1954
23

Gordion, 1951

1406

210 (c.)

111.140

D

24

Gordion, 1961

1405

205 (c.)

1.4(5)

D

25

S. Asia Minor, 1963

1426

210-00

IV. 1I (12)

?

26

N. Syria, 1960

1533

213-05 (c.)

IV. 36

D

27

Syria, 1959

1535

213-05 (c.)

IV. 12 (27)

D

28

Syria?, 1962

1531

225-0

IV. 16

?

(trident-24)
29

Asia Mina, 1972

CHI (1975) 73

200 (c.)

30

S. Asia Minor, 1970

CHI (1975) 74

200 (c.)

31

Oylam HSyÜ u, 1989

TCMAA, 45-

200-195

58

IV. 16

?

(trident-24)

72, p1.HI-IV
32

Delta,1927-8

1701

200-180(c.)

33

Makedonia?,1927-8

469

200-180 (c.)

34

Pergamon,1960

1303

200 (c.)

III. 30 (27)

35

`Pisidia', 1963

1411

190/89(c.)

111.23(ch-)

36

Mektepini, 1956

1410

190 (c.)

111.36(27)

37

Aleppo envir. (Beroia),

1539

190 (c.)

D

?

1896
38

Drama, 1989

CH VIII (1994)

IV. 18

187-68

403

190

39

Thessaly,1977

40

AsiaMinor, c. 1947

1451

187(c.)

41

Urfa (Edessa),1924

1772

185-60-

42

SW Thessaly,1977

CH VI (1981)35

175

43

Larissa('Sitochoro',

237

168-7

CH VII (1985) 99

160

CH II (1976) 88

150

CH V (1979)42

(TI)
111.22

III. 39 (25)

D

1968
nearPharsalos),
44

Asia Minor, 1947/8

45

Balkh, 1974?

46

Aleppo environs, c.

1562

133/0(c.)

1930
47

North of Larissa, 1985

CH VIII (1944)

75 (c.)

I.46 (14)

517

Fig. 9. Hoard Summary.
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D

2.4

Absolute Chronology

It is necessaryto explore the background of numismatic production prior to Gonatas' rise to
the throne, in order to shed light on the context in which the coinage in the name of king
Äntigonos was introduced. The political and economic circumstancesof the introduction of
.
issuesin the name of `king Antigonos', initially with Alexander types and later with Gonatas's
individual types, require consideration. In fact, it may be argued that the introduction of the
individual types in the name of 'king Antigonos' (both the Pan- and the Poseidon-heads)is
from
III.
Elements
H
the
international
Ptolemies,
to
and
related
politics vis-a-vis the
iconographyof the coinageas bearerof royal ideology, combinedwith the internal structureof
the coins and with the hoard evidence,are all relevant to this discussion.
New posthumousAlexander gold statersand silver tetradrachmsare currently believed
to have been minted between the demise of Poliorketes and the introduction by Gonatasof
individual issuesin order to meet his financial needs in Makedonia (chapter 2.1). The silver
tetradrachmswith the legend AAE=ANAPOYon the reverse that were produced within this
W.
Mathisen
by
R.
distinguished
been
have
by
large
They
periodl are characterised
modules.
through particular featureson the obverse,such as very large and well-proportioned portraits,
in high relied which tend to fill the high meniscusflans; also, through the progressionfrom a
lion mane with a double row of short, downward-pointing spikes towards that with looser,
downward-hanginglocks. Mathisen's tentative arrangementof theseMakedonian posthumous
Alexanderson the basis of hoards,style and monograms2has beenupdatedby M. J. Price, who
takes the uncertainties in the classification of these coins as a reflection of the political
instability during the interregnum after Poliorketes' death. Eleven different varieties have
been distinguished altogether, six of which are presently dated to the reign of Antigonos
Gonatas. These I list below, according to the names and numbers assigned to them by
Mathisen and Price3:
1. `Omikron-Kappa' [532-545], namedafter the monogrambeneaththe throne; 281/0 (M); C.285 (P).
2. Triton' [524-530], with a Triton blowing a trumpet and holding a sceptrein the 1.reversefield; 279/8
(M).
3. Mu' [604-619], with a monogram after the throne and monogram combinations in the 1. field; 276/5

(NO.

4. 'Grape [574-603], with a bunch of grapesalways in the 1.reversefield; 275/4 (M).
I On the occurrence the
of
royal title on the reverse of gold and silver posthumous Alexanders, see
Price, Alexander, 32-3.
2 Mathisen, Silver Coinages,79-123,
p1.17-22.
3 The numbers in brackets
correspondto the numbers in M J. Price's catalogue of Alexanders: Price,
Alexander, 141-2. All datesare BC. Mathisen's suggestionsare indicated by `(M)', Price's by `(P)'.
For a list of the new hoardswhich were published after Mathisen's publication, seePrice, ibid.
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5. 'Xi' [572-3]; 274/3 (M).
6. 'Helmet' [621-632], the largest group, named after the Makedonian helmet it bears on the reverseI.
field; 273/1, Amphipolis (M); 275-270, Pella (P).
7. `Bipennis' [569-70], 288/83, Pella (M, P).
8. Monogram' [550-63], with several monograms, die-linked to a reverse inscribed as BAiIAEC)I
ANTIIONOY. 274/3, Pella (M).
9. Var. [967-8]: 'uncertain!but possibly of North Greek origin in style and provenance(P).
10. Group [564-8], presentin the Armenak hoard, with Makedoniantraits of style (P).
11. Var. [809], regardedby M. J. Price as probably Makedonian in origin, with parallel gold issues
([808] -Skione hoard-, [807]).

A few gold statersare paired via their control marks with two varietiesof these
by
Mathisen
listed
R
five
Alexander
(plate
48.2).
To
tetradrachms
the
coins
posthumous
gold
M. J. Price adds one specimen,related to a silver tetradrachm from the Monogram group4.
The number of known Makedonian statersfrom this category has been significantly increased
by the content of the Poteidaia/Kassandreia, 1984 hoard (chapters2.3,2.4.1): nos. 17 and 18
of this hoard correspondto silver Alexander tetradrachmsfrom the Monogram group, while
nos. 19-72 may be related to the Mu group of posthumous Alexander tetradrachmsstruck
during the early reign of Gonatas. Accepting Mathisen's interpretation of the Makedonian
gold statersas paymentby Gonatasto Celtic mercenaries,Price assignsthe stylistic differences
between the two issues to the simultaneous functioning of two mints in ca. 276/5 BC and
It
latter
Amphipolis.
Mathisen's
former
Pella
to
the
to
the
assignationof
adopts
and of
group
may be argued that the more elaboratetransitional staterswith the legend of king Antigonos
were also struck at Amphipolis, presumablyafter the statersattachedto the Mu group.
***

***

***

The attempts of Mathison and Price to date the above mentioned 'posthumous
Alexander issueshave beenbasedon the following three a priori assumptions:
(1) that Gonatas utilised these posthumous Alexander staters for the payment of Celtic
mercenaries;
(2) that Gonatas' individual coinage was introduced in 272/1 BC, after the death of Pyrrhos,
which left Gonatas the only claimant to the Makedonian throne, and prior to the
Chremonideanwar,
(3) that Gonatas' introduction of his individual issuesput an end to the posthumousgold and
silver Alexander coinage.
A critical appraisal of these three assumptionsis likely to elucidate the political and
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historical context within which the individual types of Antigonos were introduced.

1.

Gold statersand Celtic mercenaries

The historical frame for the production of the gold statersin the name of Gonatasmight be
worthy of further investigation. The issue of posthumousAlexanders and the introduction of
the gold posthumousAlexander statersin the name of Antigonos in the 270s has been related
by R. W. Mathisen to the requestof the Celtic mercenariesemployedby Gonatasto be paid in
gold. His caseis basedprimarily on Polyaenos' accountof the initial agreementof Gonatasto
pay each of his Celtic mercenaries for the battle against Antipater Etesias Xpuaoüv
by
his
(Polyaen.
further
Strat.
4.17
ff.
).
Mathisen
pointing to
suggestion
supports
paKESOVIK6v
the presentsin gold which, according to Polybios, the citizens of Byzantion gave to the Celts
in order to prevent them plundering their lands, and the grant of gold by the people of
Herakleia to the Byzantines within the samecontext6. Mathisen is followed by Price and Le
Rider, who is also temptedto relate the findspot of the Poteidaia, 1984 hoard to the ten-month
immediately
by
Gonatas
in
Hellenistic
known
Kassandreia
this
the
of
period,
siege
city,
as
by
battle
2000
Lysimacheia
its
final
the
the
the
to
aid
of
mercenaries
of
after
capturewith
and
pirate Ameinias (Polyaen.Strat. 4.6.18)7.

Cogent as this historical context may seem,it does not necessarilyconfirm the
in
first
Celtic
the
the
the
mercenaries
exclusive associationof
gold specimenswith
payment of
half of the 270s. A requestfor a particular type of payment, for one thing, doesnot necessarily
entail that Gonataswould have succumbedto the demandsof his mercenariesand issuedcoins
in the metal requested:it is the employer of mercenarieswho in the end determinesthe form of
transaction. The establishmentof a causalrelationship between the production of gold staters
in Makedonia and the payment of Celtic mercenariesis also weakenedby the absenceof these
specimensfrom hoards of the early third century from Asia Minor, where the Celts allegedly
migrated in the early 270s8.
Furthermore,the estimatednumber of gold statersissuedin this period would not have
sufficed for the payment of the Celtic mercenariesemployed by Gonatasearly in his reign. To

4 Matteisen,Silver Coinages,p. 89-90,95-6,
pl. 18.11-2,21.32-3,21.5; Price,Alexander, 141,145.562.
Plb. 4.46: Ka, & iiv oüv TäS 6pX&q kV Taic icpö&oic arTwv Tät KaT& Ko.lovTdpIov T6v npwTov
ß0101ÄtGaavTa

Swpa

Ski

Xouv

of By 6v riot

&1&6vTCS

6lvä

rpIOxIA

ouc

Kai ncVTaKIoxIA

out,

not

Si

Kai NupiOUcXpuooOc,&p' cäNrl KaTacOeipEIvTnv X6pav aUTwv.
6 Memnon of Herakleia, FGH Tub, F 434 Nr. 297-607,11(19).
7 Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 102-3, 29; 118; Price, Alexander, 142; Le Rider, Potidee, 94. On the
n.
participation of Celts in the Makedonian army, see C. B. Welles, `Gallic Mercenaries in the
ChremonideanWar', Klio 52 (1970) 477-90; Hannestad,Celts, 15-38, esp. 16-20; Cunliffe, Celts, 81-2.
8 On the absence thesetetradrachmsfrom hoards,
seePrice, Alexander, 141.
of
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the threemilitary occasionspointed out by Mathisen,in which Celtic mercenariesservedunder
Gonatas, that is, the countering of Antipater Etesias, the siege of Kassandreia after
Lysimacheia in 276 BC, and the rivalry between Gonatas and Pyrrhos for the Makedonian
throne in 274 BC, one may also add the Chremonidean war, given the mutiny of Celtic
mercenariesat Megara during the siegeof Athens by Gonatas9. A clue to the amount of their
payment is provided by Polyaenos,according to whom the overall amount due from Gonatas
to the Celtic mercenariesfor the battle against Antipater Etesiasrose to thirty talents. Given
that each soldier was initially to receive one gold stater after the battle, with a gold : silver
ratio of c. 1: 10, the c. 9000 staterswhich would come from the thirty talents would pay off
approximately 9000 soldiers.

Eachgold stateris believedto haverepresented
the wagesof a soldierfor a minimum
period of one months°. However, the financial needsraised by the continuous enlistment of
Celts for a full ten-month war period would have required the issue of a considerablyhigher
number of gold staters. In fact, it is highly dubious whether the amount of gold which could
potentially be coined from the known obversedies would have sufficed for the payment of the
Celts in gold for relatively long periods. The six posthumousgold statersso far known come
from five different obverse dies. Assuming the potential production of approximately ten to
thirty thousandspecimensfrom eachobversedie, one is left with a speculativenumber of fifty
to a hundred and fifty thousand gold staters struck from the five Makedonian posthumous
Alexander obverse dies. This amounts to 166,6 to 500 talents of gold. These would have
sufficed for approximately eleven monthly paymentsof 9000 mercenaries,that is, for only one
ten-month war period. An increaseddemandfor gold staterswould partly have beenmet with
already existing coinage, such as gold Philippi, Alexanders, Demetrii or Lysimachi, as only
one third of the known needs for gold coins could have been covered by the posthumous
Alexander statersstruck during this periods1. If the Celtic mercenariesdemandedpayment in
gold, one might speculate that they may not have been employed continuously in the
Makedonian army.
On the other hand, there is admittedly no reasonto discard the evidence for the Celts'
appreciation of other forms of wealth, in order to support further Mathisen's argument12. In
fact, rather than illustrating a responseto a particular requestby mercenaries,the gold issuesof
9 P. Trog ProL 26; Just. 26.2; C. B. Welles, `Gallic
mercenariesin the ChremonideanWar', Kilo 52
(1970) 477-90; Heinen, Unters., 170-2.
10Griffith. Mercenaries, 293; Launey, Armces 1,495-6; Armies II, 759-60. G. Le Rider
takes a gold
stater to representthe monthly wages of a soldier, pointing out that the Celts were not unfamiliar with
the level of wagesin the Greek world: Le Rider, Polidee, 94, n. 7.
11Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 102-3. G. Le Rider, in
particular, is tempted to see in the content of the
Poteidaiq 1984 hoard an illustrative sampleof the gold coins in which Celtic mercenaries
were paid in
the 270s:Le Rider, Polidee, 84.
12Just. 25.1.5: `Sed Galli
expositum grande auri argentique pondus admirantesatque praedaeubertate
sollicitati infestiores quam venerantrevertuntur...'; Diod. 22.9.4.
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this period may relate to local preferencesinstead. The presentsof the Byzantinesto the Celts,
for one thing, need not indicate any particular preferenceof the Celts for gold, for transactions
in this metal were the general rule in the Black Sea area13.Nor is the issue of gold staters
incompatible with earlier royal practicesin Makedonia, whose abundantresourcesjustified the
production of coins in this metal14. Suffice it to note the large numbers of gold statersin the
name of Philip 11and Alexander III that were struck during their respective reigns as well as
in
in
transactions
gold
posthumously15, alongside the epigraphic evidence confirming
In fact, deeds of sale from Amphipolis confirm that
purchasesof housesand of land were held in gold as late as the mid-third century BC16,while
the manumission document from Beroia reports paymentsin the sameprecious metal for the
Makedonia as late as 239-29 BC.

in
in
239-29
is
BC17.
There
these gold
to
therefore
see
need
manumission of slaves
no
posthumous Alexander staters in the name of king Antigonos a sui generis phenomenon,
worthy of particular interpretation (cf. chapters7.0,7.3).
The dissociation of the gold statersfrom paymentsto the Celtic mercenariesis further
supportedby the gold stater with the star and dog symbols from the Poteidaia, 1984 hoard.
This is related by G. Le Rider to a silver posthumous Alexander tetradrachm from
Meydangikkale. 1980, with the same control marks. This tetradrachm belongs to a group
is
which assignedby Price to an uncertain mint and is dated to 240-180 BC18. The gold stater
may allow for a later burial date for the Poteidaia, 1984 hoard, with 240-180 BC serving as a
plausible terminus ante quem for the above-mentionedposthumousAlexander gold statersand
for the transitional issueof king Antigonos.
It may be argued that the issue of gold staterswas not incompatible with the intense
military activities and the subsequenthigher financial needsof the 270s and 260s, hencethey
need not be confined to payments vis-a-vis mercenariesof a particular ethnic group. Their
issue may have been enabled after Gonatas gained control of the gold mines in the North
Aegean, particularly those of the Pangaion, and they may have continued in use until much
130. Merkholm, `Some reflections on the production and use of coinage in Ancient Greece', Historia
31 (1982) 297,299 notes that gold was preferred in trade around the Black Sea; he also notesthe move
of the economy towards a monometallic monetary system based on silver, with the exception of the
Black Sea area and that of the Easternmostsatrapiesof the Seleukid Empire. Cf. Ed. Schönen-Geiß,
'Die Wirtschafts- und Handelsbeziehungen zwischen Griechenland und der nördlichen
Schwarzmeerktisteim Spiegel der Münzfunde (6.4. Jh. v. u. Z.)', Klio 53 (1971) 105-117.
14 E. N. Borza, 'The natural resources
of early Macedonia', in Adams-Borza, Macedonian heritage,
Washington 1982,1-20, esp. 8-10; idem, In the Shadow of Olympus, 53-5; Billows, Kings and
Colonists, 7, n. 23: Hammond,Macedonia I, 12-18; Hammond-Griffith, Macedonia II, 69-91.
15 Le Rider, Philippe 11,129-198 (Pella), 202-252 (Amphipolis); 255-284; 401-434 (discussion); id.,
`The coinage of Philip H and the PangaionMines', in Hatzopoulos-Loukopoulou, Philip of Macedon,
48-57; id., Monnayage et Finances, 49-66; for Alexander's Makedonian gold, see Price, Alexander,
144-5,148 For Alexander's lifetime gold coinage from Makedonia, c£ Troxell, Studies, 65-100-128,
pl. 20-25.
16Hatzopoulos,Actes de Vente,38-54,75-86; idem, Institutions 114102-5,
nos. 88-91.
17Hatzopoulos,Institutions II, 108-10,
no. 93,1.9-10,21-2.
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later.

2.

TheBeginning ofAntigonos' Individual Coinage

The introduction of the individual issues of the king Antigonos has recently been shifted to
272/1 BC19. The new legend both on the transitional Alexanders and on Gonatas' individual
types, BAIIAEOI ANTIf'ONOY, constitutesthe ideological turning point of the king, who now
explicitly declareshis royal authority. The precise date of these specimenswill be discussed
below, in the related chapters(2.4.1-2,3.2.1).

3.

PosthumousAlexander silver tetradrachmsparallel to the Pan head tetradrachms?

A greater flexibility in the date of the posthumousgold statershas an inevitable impact on
current opinions vis-a-vis their contemporaryvarieties of posthumousAlexander tetradrachms,
particularly those which are directly associatedto the gold. In fact, the alleged issue of these
gold specimens after c. 276/5 BC has been taken to limit the production of the Mu and
Monogram group of Alexander tetradrachmsbetween 276/5 and 272/1 BC, on the assumption
that the posthumous Alexander varieties ceased after the introduction by Gonatas of his
individual types in 272/1 BC20.
Within these chronological limits, R. W. Mathisen, followed by M. J. Price, assigns
the Mu, Grape, Xi and Helmet groups to Amphipolis, after the Omikron-Kappa and Triton
is
He
temptedto interpret the adoption of a naval symbol, the triton, on the reverseof
groups.
the last as reminiscent of a naval victory before 276/5 BC. The Bipennis and Monogram
groups are assignedto a different mint, Pella, when under Gonatas' control during his rivalry
with Pyrrhos in 274-2 BC.
However, seeingthat the serial order of the posthumousAlexander tetradrachmsis in
many casesnot firmly corroborated by the hoard evidence, the suggestedreconstruction may
be met with a number of objections. In fact, their occurrencein Makedonia and not in hoards
from Asia Minor dated to the 270s, such as the Armenalt 1927 hoard21,is prima facie
incompatible with a period of large movementsof Celtic mercenariesto the East.
The end of the Alexander silver types and their replacementwith those of Antigonos
Gonatasin 272/1 BC is in fact deprived of any physical confirmation; the disconnectionof the
Is Cf chapter2.3.

19Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 110-8.
20Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 107-8; Price, Alexander. 141.
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gold staters from the payment of Celtic troops also allows for a later date for the gold
specimensin the name of Antigonos. On the other hand, the issue of posthumousAlexander
tetradrachmsparallel to individual royal types is not uncommon. It is testified, for instance,in
Pergamonas late as c. 210/190 BC, and on the gold staters of Alexander type but with the
legend of Mithradates II from Bithynia (c. 255-20 BC). The absenceof these posthumous
Alexander varieties from hoards from Asia Minor dated to the 270s is particularly remarkable,
given as well the possible presenceof Antigonid troops in Karia, as attestedfrom a document
as early as 268 BC (cf. chapter2.4.2). Finally, the inclusion of a single coin of Antiochos I in
the Kflkis, 1961, the Jabukovac, (pre-) 1920 and the Verge ('Perge j, 1955 hoards respectively
(IGCH 445,447 and 455) may attest not only a later date for the hoardsper se. It may also
indicate the continuation of use, if not also of issue,of the posthumousAlexander tetradrachms
within the 260s, that is, during the Chremonideanwar.
In the first place, the presenceof theseMakedonian posthumousAlexander varieties in
a number of hoards from peninsular Greece dated between c. 260 and 225 BC is not
incompatible with a date of thesecoins in the 260s. In fact, insofar as the internal structure of
the posthumoussilver Alexander tetradrachmsis not firmly determinedby the hoard evidence,
the reconstruction of this coinage remains tentative. The admittedly conventional stylistic
criteria on which Mathisen's reconstruction is based,such as the progressionin the size of the
modules or the stylistic developmentof the lion mane, as opposedto the stylistically divergent
reversesof the transitional Alexander tetradrachms,allow for alternative suggestionsfor the
date of certain groups22. Symbols such as the triton in the Triton group, which is regardedby
Mathisen as an allusion to a naval victory, may alternatively be, for instance, indicative of
naval preparations in view of or during the Chremonideanwar. The Triton specimen from
Thessaly,1983 might thus indicate a later date for this hoard, datedby Price before 271 BCE,
not least as Demetrias,the Makedonian royal residencein Thessaly,might in fact have served
as a vewpiov for the Makedonian navy during the 260s BC. Moreover, similarities in symbols
and monogramsbetween the posthumousAlexanders and the Pan head tetradrachmsmay be
taken to suggesteither sequencein their issueor their parallel production. Such is the casefor
the helmet, for instance,that occurs as a symbol on the reverse field of both the posthumous
Alexanders and the Pan head tetradrachms. Similarly, the monogram of the Bipennis group
approximatesthat of the Athena r. Pan headvariety and also occurs on bronze coinagewith the
monogram of Pyrrhos on the obverse, dated by Price to 273/2 BC24: the mint official who
signed the posthumous Alexander group presumably continued to hold his office after the
departureof Pyrrhos from Makedonia.
21Price,ibid.
22Mathisea, Silver Coinages,80;
c£ chapter2.4.
23Price, Alexcnsder,58,141.
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The prolific production of posthumousAlexander coinage may plausibly tally, partly
at least, with the provisional preparationsfor the war between the Makedonian king and the
Greek cities of the South in the 260s. The international acceptanceof the posthumous
Alexander tetradrachmsmay in fact have provided a very good reasonfor their continuedissue
during the Chremonideanwar, perhapsparallel to the Panheadtetradrachms.
Particularly remarkable in the flow of gold and silver tetradrachmswith the types of
Alexander III is the introduction of coins with the personal name of Antigonos and his royal
title. The circumstancesof this changeare worthy of a further investigation.

2.4.1

Gold staters and silver tetradrachms with the types of Alexander III in the name
of Antigonos

The rarity of both the gold and the silver posthumousAlexandersin the name of Antigonos has
beentaken by Mathisen to indicate their short duration and their function as transitional issues
from the production of posthumousAlexander tetradrachmsto the introduction by Gonatasof
individual types in Makedonia.
In the first place, five gold Alexander staters with the name and the royal title of
Antigonos on the reversesurvive, coming from five different obversedies. They are currently
in
Antigonos
is
left
Gonatas
to
Monophthalmos,
than
assigned
without coins
who now
rather
his name25.Their initial attribution by Mionnet to Monophthalmos26was challengedby E. T.
Newell, who favoured their assignation to Gonatas on the following criteria: `Their
comparatively late style, their monograms, and their symbols occur on the contemporaneous
Makedonian issues of Gonatas'27. Without arguing against Mionnet, and despite some
scholars' reservationsin acceptingNewell's arguments28,Mathisen, followed by Price, regards
them as issuesof Gonatasstruck in supplementto the Philip and Alexander statersalready in
circulation, for the paymentof Celtic mercenaries29.
Given this controversy, a reappraisal of the evidence relating to these specimensis
clearly desirable. Seeing that the surviving Antigonid gold specimenscome from the same
number of obversesas the contemporary posthumous Alexander staters, the amount of gold
24Price, Alexander, 141.
25 Mr rkholm, EHC, 59,77. The
reluctance of Monophthalmos to strike coins in his name has been
interpreted as a deliberate policy, in view of the international popularity of the Alexander coinage and
secondly because much of the treasure he got hold of must have been in Alexander coins already:
Billows, Antigonus, 218, n. 82,259,292.
26Mionnet, Description, Suppl. 3,244,587, XI, 1, followed by Head, HN2,229; Gaebler,AMNG IM2,
179, n.
27DP, 14, 1.
n.
28Gaebler,ibid.
29Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 103, 29-30; Price, Alexander, 141-2. Cf. Griffith, Mercenaries, 68-79.
n.
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Antigonid staterswhich could potentially be produced by five obverse dies is analogousto
those in the name of Alexander (chapters2.4,7). The absenceof obverse links between the
two categorieshas led to their alleged production in two distant chronological moments or in
two different mints, the wreath on the reversefield 1.representingthe secondMakedonianmint
for the gold statersunder Antigonos30.
The elaboratestyle, the high relief and the careful and regular engraving of the legend
letters on these issuesare in accordancewith the general care in the production of gold coins.
Rather than limiting this gold issueto the payment of Celtic mercenaries(chapter 2.4.1), these
featuresindicate that these staterscould have been a responseto increasedmilitary needs or
even a commemoration of an outstanding event. This suggestionis further supportedby the
divergence of the control marks of these staters from those on their posthumous Alexander
counterparts. In fact, the replacementon the reverseof the wreath, which is normally held by
Nike, by the aphlaston is a significant iconographic divergence of these specimensfrom the
traditional Alexander gold staters. The aphlaston, which has been interpreted as the
semaphoros(Qr1NaTOOEQIov)
of the largest and most ornate ships (oTpaTgyiStc)31, alludes to
the striking of thesecoins on the occasionof a naval battle, and possibly in commemorationof
a naval victory. The wreath symbol 1.on the reverseis betterjustified in this context than as a
symbol of a different mint.
The royal title on the reverse points to one of the three kings called `Antigonos',
namely Monophthalmos, Gonatasor Doson. This leads us to consider three different periods
for the issue oft These
staters:in the first place, the period between 305 and 301 BC, that is,
after the official assumption of the royal title by Antigonos Monophthalmos after his son's
victory over the fleet of Ptolemy I at Salamis and before his demise at the battle of Ipsos32.
Otherwise, that between 283 and 239, after the death of Poliorketes and the assumptionof the
royal title by Gonatasuntil the end of the latter's reign, offers a second alternative. Finally,
should a relation to Doson be considered, the Karian expedition (227-5 BC) offers a most
appropriatecontext for this issue.
Could thesecoins be associatedwith Antigonos Monophthalmos? Their attribution to
a period of only five years may prima facie not be incompatible with their rarity. They are,
however, stylistically more elaborate and distant not only from those gold statersproduced at
30 R. W. Maien
relates the posthumousAlexander staters of the Mu and Monogram group to the
silver in the name of Alexander struck in Pella in 274 BC and those in the name of Antigonos to the
transitional silver tetradrachmsin the name of Antigonos. On the other hand, Price favours the issue of
the respectiveseriesin two different mints: Alexander, 141; cf. chapter2.5.
31 E. Babelon, 'La
stylis, attribut naval sur les monnaies', RN` 11 (1907) 1-39 = Melanges
Numismatiques, 199; J. Svoronos, `Stylides, snares hierae,
aphlasta, stoloi, akrostolia, embola,
proembolaet totems marin', JIAN 16 (1914) 81-152, esp. 120-30; Casson,Ships and seamanship,1101. Cf. chapter2.1.
32 A more detailed
analysis on the political significance of the assumption of the kingship by
Monophthalmos and Poliorketes in E. Gruen, `Coronation of the Diadochoi', in Eadie-Ober (odd.),
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the main mints in Asia Minor during the reign of Monophthalmos,but also from those struck
in the name of Poliorketes33. The helmet type, Athena's plastically rendered features, the
hairstyle, the neck curve and the horizontal wrinkles on her neck contribute to a more natural
result This distinguishes them from their Asian equivalents and approximates them to the
gold Alexander statersissued in Amphipolis in the early fourth century and during the early
reign of Antigonos Gonatas34. The style of Athena's locks on the obverse is also more
elaboratethan those on the contemporaryposthumousAlexander staters,which are related to
the Mu and Monogram group of silver tetradrachms.
If the staters are to be assigned to Monophthalmos, the victory of Poliorketes at
Salamis in 306 BC emergesas the most opportune terminuspost quem for the introduction of
the new gold specimens:the Antigonids may indeedhavejustified the royal title on thesegold
statersthrough this victory. Nothing, though, in the iconography alludes to the very event of
the coronation of the Diadochoi. The replacement of the wreath by the aphlaston under
Monophthalmos is also problematic, for the aphlaston does not occur on his son's silver
tetradrachmsearlier than c. 291-0 BC35. An early iconographic adjustment of the Alexander
gold types might, after all, seem incompatible with the conscious effort of the Diadochoi,
particularly the Antigonids, to preservethe Alexander tradition36.
Further clues to the date and place of production of thesegold statersare provided by
the hoard evidence. A stater with the legend BAIIAEO ANTIEONOY forms part of the
Poteidaia, 1984 hoard (chapter2.3). Its occurrencein Makedonia and its absencefrom hoards
found in Asia Minor favour a Makedonian provenance for these specimens, even if the
circulation of gold and silver coins in antiquity was not as limited as that of the bronzes.
Moreover, the stater's uncirculated condition and remarkably high relief might indicate the
chronological and topographical proximity of its production to the date and place of burial of
the hoard. Insofar as 281 BC has been fixed as a terminuspost quem for the Poteidaia, 1984
hoard", the gold stater in the name of king Antigonos cannot have been struck much earlier,

EssaysStarr,259-60;Billows,Antigonus,155-9.

33 Cf., for instance, Price, Alexander, 225-34,
pl. VI. 1527A, 1536,1552,1556.9,1561-3,1568-74
(Abydus); 271, p1. XVILL30 (Magnesia ad Maeandrum); 424-5, pl. 7lI. 3340 (Aradus); 436, pl.
J1I. 3456 (Sidon); 409, pl. XI. 3257
(Ake).
For
Poliorketes,
DP,
Newell,
19
the
gold
staters
under
cf
-8
20,
1.3,7-10.
pl.
34 The Makedonian fabric the
of
coins is suggestedby their stylistic similarity to the Alexander staters
issuedtowards the end of the fourth century BC; cf. Troxell, Studies, 100-6, 20-5. For the
pl.
gold staters
of Gonatas' early reign: Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 89,95, pl. XVIII. 11-12, XXL31,33,35; Price,
Alexander, 141-2.
35On the silver tetradrachms Poliorketes Pella, Poseidon
of
at
seatedon a rock holds an aphlaston with
his outstretchedr. hand and a lotus-tipped
sceptrewith his 1.hand: Newell, DP, 83-87, pl. VII. 5-6.
36Billows, Antigonus, 218, 82,259,292. The introduction
n.
of a new coin type by Ptolemy I between
321 and 319 BC, based on Alexander's silver types, is justified by his different
attitude to the
preservationof the unity of Alexander's empire; for the new types, cf. Merkholm, EHC, 63-4; Hazzard,
Ptolenuric Coins, 23-4, fig. 37.

37Le Rider,Potidde,94;
cf chapter2.3.
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henceits attribution to Monophthalmosis not plausible.
The assignationof the gold staterseither to Monophthalmos, on the one hand, or to
Gonatas or Doson, on the other hand, might slightly be facilitated by the chronological
distancebetweenthe first and the last two kings and by their control over different areas. It is
indeed more difficult to distinguish between Gonatas and Doson. The assignationof these
date
incompatible
impossible
the
is
of
Doson
with
to
nor
gold staters
certainly neither
Poteidaia, 1984, including a gold stater from this variety. It might, however, be weakenedby
the gradual tendency in the Balkans towards a monometallic currency based on silver during
from
in
last
by
fact
transaction
BC38
gold
the third century
that the
the
recorded
and
Makedonia is dated to 239-29 BC39. On the other hand, the allusion to the god Pan through
the replacement of the aphlaston by Pan's syrinx in specimen 5, from the British Museum
(chapter 3.1), might favour the assignationof thesecoins to Gonatas,during whosereign Pan's
cult flourished in Makedonia (chapter 2.1). Following Newell, one may regard the gold staters
in the name of king Antigonos as a continuation of the gold posthumous Alexander staters
left
We
task
in
the
Gonatas.
Makedonia,
during
Antigonos
of
with
now
the
are
reign
struck
of
defining when and for what purposesthey were struck.
The order of the legend on the gold staters, BAIIAEOI 1.-ANTIIONOY r., may have
influenced the arrangementof the legend on the two silver tetradrachmswith the Alexander
151
head
(chapter
3.2.1,
Pan
tetradrachms,
1,
1-2)
no.
silver
types
group nos.
and on certain
from period I (274/3-260/55 BC) and nos. 101 and 105 from period III (246-229 BC), with
Athena Alkidemos r. and a kalathos 1. on the reverse (chapter 3.2.2, groups 44-6 and chapter
5.3, groups 24-6, respectively). The haste in the engraving of the legends of the transitional
Alexander tetradrachmsin the name of Antigonos may differentiate the circumstancesof their
issue from the introduction of the gold statersand of the Pan head tetradrachms;the last two
lines
be
these
along
regardedas contemporary.
may
The combination of the aphlaston with the wreath as indicators of a naval victory
battle
For
the
dating
thing,
of
these
to
one
staters.
might more substantially contribute the
of
Lysimacheia did take place on the coast and close to Gonatas' fleet, but no naval activities are
mentioned in relation to it40. This limits our choice between the two major naval conflicts
between the Antigonids and the Ptolemies during the reign of Gonatas,that off Kos (dated
between 262/land 255 BC) and the one off Andros (246/5 BC) 41. The associationof Pans
38 Mr rkholm, EHC, 4-6. It is
from
forty-five
hoards
instance,
for
the
the
that
three
of
worth noting,
third century that are recorded at IGCH, 865-6 and 1369 (=CH VIII, 324), and two of the fourteen
recordedat CH VIII, nos. 300 and 312, are securelydatedto the secondhalf of the third century BC.
39 Hatzopoulos, Institutions 11,108-10,
no. 93.

40 That the battle took
by
litus
(sc.
Galli).
Ibi
is
Justin:
`...
ad
conuertuntur
coast
a
suggested
place on
dum naves incautius diripiunt, a remigibus et ea exercitus paste, quae eo cum conjugibus et liberis
confugerant,nihil tale metuentestrucidantur' (25.2.6). Cf. Nachtergael,Galates, 179, n. 231.

41Cf. chapters1.2,3.0,5.0.
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with a reversedlegend order to both naval battles, of no. 151 to the first period of issueand of
nos. 101-2 to the third period of Antigonid tetradrachms,fails to relate the striking of the
Antigonid gold statersto either event. It might be argued that the battle off Kos is only
in
in
Athena
Nike
favoured
250
BC
dedication
Athens
by
to
stelai
the
of
vaguely
c.
at
deme
This
from
Athmonai.
invasion
by
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Celtic
Delphi
the
the
of
memoriam of
at
dedication may have been precededby the gold statersin the name of Antigonos, carrying
Athena on the obverseand Nike on the reverse(chapter 2.1)42.
It may be arguedthat either of thesevictorious naval battles enabledGonatasto revive
the debate regarding the Antigonid claims over the Aegean and to legitimise his presencein
the area, as a worthy successorof his father. The same occasionmay have accountedfor the
fact,
head
'In
Pan
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environment
artist
major
with
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not
in the Makedonian court during the reign of Gonatas4, and the impact of either battle may,
after all, have reinforced this decision.

***

***

***

Even though the date of introduction of the Alexander-type silver terradrachmsin the
name of king Antigonos is obscuredby their absencefrom hoards,it is 'certainly not unrelated
to the frame already provided by the structure of the main Makedonian mints during the issue
of the posthumous Alexander tetradrachms. Their initial allocation to Antigonos
Monophthalmos45 was challenged by E. T. Newell, who favoured their assignation to
Antigonos Gonatas, on the grounds of their typically Makedonian fabric and of the fact that
Monophthalmos never gained control of Makedonia46.

However, certain of Newell's observationsare not confirmed by the systematic

42 IG II2 774 = SylF 401; S. Tracy, `Two Attic letter cutters of the third century, 286/5-235/4 B.C.',
Hesperia 57 (1988) 303-22, esp. 304, pl. 85-7; Habicht, Unters., 71, n. 18. Dinsmoor favoured a date
long after the victory over the Celts for this decree; Nachtergael suggestsa date during the period of
Athenian independence,cf. Nachtergael, Galaces,180-1, n. 237; Mikalson, Religion, 164, with earlier
bibliography.
43 Chapter3.2.2.
44Tarn,AG, 223.56; Erskine, Hellenistic Stoa, 75-95; Gabbert,AG, 69-70.
45 Monnet, Description Suppl. IIl, 244. Following Mionnet, Head
assigns these coins to a
Peloponnesianmint, struck under Demetrius Poliorketes in the name of his father Antigonos in c. 303
BC: Head,HN, 229, fig. 140.
46DP, 14, 1.
n.
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his
Nevertheless,
in
Gonatas47.
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the
relation of these
reconstruction of
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name of
transitional silver specimensto the Makedonian posthumous Alexanders struck during the
has
latter
link
Monogram
Gonatas
by
the
is
the
their
variety48;
reign of
obverse
with
confirmed
been taken by Lee Avdoyan, a student in Margaret Thompson's Columbia seminar of Spring
1971, as the last of a seriesissued in Makedonia under Pyrrhos. The transitional Alexanders
have beentaken to representthe first issueof Antigonos on regaining Makedonia from Pyrrhos
by
is
followed
This
by
Avdoyan49.
Epeiros,
by
Lee
Newell
suggestion
of
and, more recently,
R. W. Mathisen in his systematic die study of the Makedonian posthumous Alexander
tetradrachms. On the other hand, I. L. Merker assignsthis coinage `very early in the reign of
Antigonos Gonatas',that is, accordingto Hyla A. Troxell, shortly after 276 BC50.

Particularfeaturesof this coinagesuggestthat it was struckin the first periodof coin
it
in
Makedonia
Gonatas,
that
the
constituted the
probability
production
under
raising
inaugural silver issuein the name of Antigonos Gonatasafter the demiseof Pyrrhos,which left
him as the unacclaimed heir to the Makedonian throne. The progression of wear on their
in
is
die,
in
die
break
Pan's
first
developing
the
off
nose which repaired
obverse
place, with a
the last two specimens,and the monogram they sharewith the Alexander variety, place them
towards the end of the posthumous Alexander varieties of the Monogram group. Mathisen
dates them to a late stage in the production of the Makedonian posthumous Alexanders and
latter
but
Pella,
the
them
to
the
the remaining uncertainties regarding
sequenceof
assigns
render their attribution to a specific mint difficultsI.
The divergencesin the depiction of Zeus on the reverse are not incompatible with the
flow of the posthumousAlexander tetradrachmsissued in Amphipolis; they may be taken to
The
issue
Alexander
the
of certain posthumous
varieties within a shorter period52.
suggest

47 Monogram I on these coins, for instance, which Newell believed to also occur on the coins of
Antigonos Gonatas with his individual types and on Alexanders with Alexander's name, and he
assignedto Pella, is in fact absentfrom the silver coinagewith Antigonos' individual types.
48 Hyla A. Troxell, `The PeloponnesianAlexanders', ANSW 17 (1971) 41-94, esp. 75, n. 68, pl.
7CX.2; Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 95-6, pl. XX. 27; Price, Alexander, 141,145.563, p1.CLVIII. E). H.
Gaebler prefers their assignationto Monophthalmosrather than Gonatas(AMNG III. 2,179.3).
Troxell (ibid. ) reports three posthumous Alexander tetradrachms from the same obverse die as the
transitional Alexanders in the name of Antigonos, with the same reverse markings, but coming from
different reversedies. On the coin from London, cf. Price, Alexander, 144, no. 553, pl. XXXII.
49 These suggestionsare reported in Hyla A. Troxei, `The PeloponnesianAlexanders', ANSMY 17
(1971) 41-94, esp. p. 76, n. 68, p1.3IX. 2; Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 104-5, it 32.
50 Mme., Silver Coinage, 39; Hyla A. Troxell, 'The PeloponnesianAlexanders', ANSMN 17 (1971)
75, n. 47.
51 Mathisen, Silver Coinages,95-6, pl. 20.27-8,21.29 (judging by the looser locks of the mane on the
lion's scalp on the obverse).
52The figure on the first
reverseis stylistically reminiscent of the Helmet group (Price, Alexander, nos.
625; 629a-b, 521-2 (legs of stool)); the second,of the Uranopolis, the Triton and the Monogram group
(Price, ibid., nos. 522,531,546,553,606,620,625);
the third and fourth, of the Omikron-Kappa,
Monogram and Grape group (Price, ibid., nos. 532a-b, 534; 572,578,617,622 (figure and legs of stool),
629b; 637,639); the fifth resemblesearlier issues from Amphipolis, dated between the 290s and the
270s.
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sceptreof Zeus is always carefully rendered,with a lotus-tipped ending similar to that on the
silver tetradrachmsof Poliorketesfrom Pella in no. 2 (cf. chapters2.1,3.2.1}53.
Despite the good quality of the Zeus on most of thesecoins, the irregular and rapidly
engravedlegend letters indicate their hasty production; the attribute BAIIAEOF in the legend
his
death
kingdom),
(yet
by
Gonatas
the
the
title
the
of
sets
after
acquisition
of
royal
without a
father in 283/2 BC, as a plausible terminuspost quemfor their issue54.The order of the legend
is reversedin the third die combination: the name of the king is transferredfrom the r. to the 1.
and his title is on the r. rather than on the 1. There is a tendency towards a more careful
engraving of the legends,with smaller charactersfitting into the small flans.
Finally, the various combinations of the letters E and K, which constitute the

monogramson the reverseof thesecoins, relate them to the Omikron-Kappaand to the
Monogramgroupof theMakedonianposthumous
Alexanders.
The dotted border on the obverse and reverse (except the reverse of the second die
combination, which is without a dotted border) also indicates care in the engraving, echoing
perhapsthat on two specimensof the Athena r./kalathos variety with the legend BADIAEOi on
the 1.and ANTIrONOY on the r. on the reverse,but the fact that the Alexander tetradrachmsare
off-centre differentiates them from the carefully centeredPan head issues,possibly as a result
of the smaller flans for these posthumous Alexander tetradrachms or of a less advanced
minting technique,presumablyat an earlier stageof the functioning of the mint.
A date early in the reign of Gonatas for the transitional Alexander tetradrachmsis
confirmed by the parallel of early issuesof the Diadochoi and Epigonoi, with the Alexander
types but in their names. The early silver issuesof Lysimachos,Poliorketes and king Areus of
Spartals, for instance,might form an analogy, alongsidethose in the name of Antiochos 1(281261) from Antioch and the Alexander silver coinage in the name of Seleukos I, struck at
Pergamonbetween279 and 271 BC56.
Tentative changes in the order of the legend may have taken place in Gonatas'
inaugural issues. The legend initially echoesthat on the silver tetradrachmsof his father, with
his name on the r. and with his royal title on the 1.,but it conforms on the last three specimens
to the contemporaryposthumousAlexander tetradrachms,with the nameof Alexander on the 1.
The last form of the legend is not only retained in the individual issuesof Gonatas,but it may
53Newell, DP, 83.74-5, p1.VII, 5-6.
54 They need not have been introduced after 277 BC,
as is suggestedby Mathisen and Price, for
Antigonos had already acquired the title of king after the death of his father in 283 BC, prior to his
official rise to the Makedonian throne; see chapter 1.2. Cf. M. B. Chambers,`The first regnal year of
Antigonos Gonatas',AJPh 75 (1954) 392 if.
55 Lysimachos: M. Thompson, `The Mints
of Lysimachus', in Essays Robinson, 163-82; Merkholm,
EHC, 81, nos. 176-7. Poliorketes: Newell, DP, p. 18-9,22-3,60-1,70-5,80,101-3; Merkholm, ENC,
778. Areus of Sparta:Grunauer-vonHoerschelmann,Lakedaemonier,2.

56Alexandersin the
nameof AntiochosI from Antioch:Newell, WSM,nos.931-2. Alexandersin the
ibid., nos. 1531-6.
nameof SeleukosI at Pergamon:
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also have functioned as a prototype for that on the rare silver tetradrachmswith Alexander
types but in the name of läng Areus (plate 48A)57. The inaugural silver coinagein the name of
Antigonos may therefore be dated with some certainty between Gonatas' recovery of Pella
from Pyrrhosin 272 BC and the demiseof Areus on the battlefield in 265 BC.
A possiblerelation of thesetetradrachmswith the transitional gold statersand with the
Pan/kalathos,Athena r. tetradrachms,however, is not particularly favoured, despitethe name
`Antigonos', which runs the reverse of all these specimens. The relation of the gold staters
with thesesilver tetradrachmshas beenput forward by Newell, Gaebler and Mathisen58,on the
analogy of the associationof the posthumousAlexander gold statersto the Monogram group of
Alexander tetradrachms. This is challengedby the absenceof common control marks between
the Antigonid transitional gold statersand tetradrachmsand the posthumousAlexanders and,
secondly, by the contrast between the hasty legends on the transitional tetradrachms,on the
one hand, and the elaboratecharacterson the reverse of the transitional staters,on the other
hand. Moreover, the naval allusion latent in the aphlaston on the reverse of the gold
specimensdoesnot have any parallel in the silver tetradrachmsin the name of Antigonos. In a
similar way, the occurrence of a dotted border on both the Alexander and the Athena r.,
kalathos variety is offset by their divergencein control marks, in their striking techniqueand in
the quality of their engraving. The Alexander tetradrachmsin the name of Antigonos may
therefore be dissociated from the gold statersand from the Athena r., kalathos tetradrachms.
The former might mark an earlier incident, such as Gonatas' unacclaimed recovery of the
Makedonian throne after the demise of Pyrrhos, whereasthe last two might celebratea naval
victory or other major event.

37Hyla A. Troxell, `ThePeloponnesian
Alexanders',ANSW 17 (1971)41-94,esp.p. 75-6,n. 68, pL
XIX. 2; Giunauer-vonHoerschelmann,
Lakedaemonier,
2.

58 Newell, DP, 14-15,
n. 1; Gaebler,AMNG HI. 1,17.1-3, pl. 3IX3I. 21-2; Mathisen, Silver Coinages,
94-6. p1.20.27-8; 21.29.
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2.4.2

The Introduction of the Pan Head Tetradrachms

The Pan head tetradrachmsconstitute the core of the numismatic production under Gonatas,
and they have long been believed to have been launched as currency subsequentto his rise to
the Makedonianthrone. Only recently have attemptsto achievea more accuratedate for their
introduction shifted from remarks on the iconographic allusions on the coinage to tentative
observationsof its internal structure and to the evidenceof the hoards. The first epiphany of
Pan at Delphi againstthe Celts in the 270s1and the referenceto -rErp&XNa 'AvTjy6vvcx in the
inscriptions from the Athenian Asklepieion2flag 279 and 256/5 BC as respectivetermini, post
and ante quem, for the launching of the new silver coinage.
In numismatic terms, R W. Mathisen's systematicstudy of the posthumousAlexander
tetradrachmsminted in Makedonia in the 280s and in the 270s resulted in the shift of the
introduction date of the Pan head tetradrachmsfrom the battle of Lysimacheia (277 BC) to
after the death of Pyrrhos and the widespreadrecognition of Gonatasas king of Makedonia.
The suggestedcausal relation of this coinage with the increased financial needs for the
Chremonideanwar supportedthis date further3.
The restoration of the iconographic allusions on the new tetradrachms and their
systematic reconstruction (chapters 2.1,3.2.1)

allow for a revision of past scholarship

regarding their introduction, leading the way to new suggestions4. Having dissociated the
coins from the allegedly contemporary events alluded to in their iconography, a different
methodology is required for a more accuratedefinition of the launching by Gonatas of his
individual types. A clearer outline of the internal structure of the coinage may facilitate its
more precisedating, in the light of the wider context, that is, (a) archaeologicalevidence; (b)
the hoards; (c) other coinages; (d) the bronze coins; (e) literary, epigraphic and other
references. Finally, an investigation into the political and economic setting vis-a-vis the
launching of the new coinagemay shednew light on the function of its iconography within the
given historical context.

I Chapter2.1.
21G 112,1534B,1.231,266,272,279; S. V. Tracy, `Five letter-cutters Hellenistic Athens (230of
130 B.C.)', Hesperia 47 (1978) 267,1.5,11,15-16:
ca. 215 BC; cf. Habicht, Studien, 34 ii;
Aleshire, Asklepieion, 250-305,325.
3 Mathisen's
suggestionis a developmentof Lee Avdoyan's dating of the Helmet group and of the
Pan head tetradrachms to after 272 BC, in Margaret Thompson's Columbia Seminar
of Spring
1971: Hyla A. Troxell, 'The PeloponnesianAlexanders', ANSMN 17 (1971) 75, 68. Price has
n.
reservationsin acceptingthe striking of the new coinageas late as 272/1 BC: Alexander, 141. For a
summaryof past views, see11aoXi&r1,
/7ooc,Swv« Kai Avrfyovoi, 236, n. 5,238, n. 6.
4 Seen. 1.
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1.

Internal Structure

A clearerpicture of the possiblerelation of this coinageto other contemporaryroyal issuesand
secondly to the historical context emerges from a brief outline of its structure. The Pan
tetradrachmsfall stylistically into four main periods. The first period tallies with obversesof a
`plain style', with a schematicand flat depiction of the young head of Pan, and presumablyall
coming from one engraver. The obversesof the next two periods become more personified:
Pan's features and the `star/crescents'are plastically rendered in period II and become more
mature in the third period (chapters4.1,5.1). Finally, to a fourth period may be dated some
elegant,plastically renderedPanswith projecting chin and eyebrows,and deeply hidden eyes,
which fit in with the `expressive' style of the last quarter of the third century (chapter6).
The bulk of thesetetradrachmscarry Athena 1.,alongsidethe crestedhelmet symbol 1.
on the reverse. The first period ends with four die combinations of a poor quality, with a
monogram 1.on the reverseinstead of the helmet (chapter 3.2.2, nos. 140-4). The only small
denomination coinage from this period is a silver drachma with the sametypes as the silver
tetradrachms and with monogram 9. Finally, the small series of the fourth period with a
winged instead of a crestedhelmet is associatedwith a few drachmaewith a winged helmet 1.
and with the letters TI r. on the reverse(chapter6.2).
The Pan tetradrachms with the helmet symbol were presumably meant to finance
military enterprises. However, certain small issuesof high artistic quality have beenidentified
as `special' via their distinct control marks. In the first place, a few silver tetradrachmswith
Athena r. on the reverse, absent from hoards, have been assigned to the first period,
presumably celebrating a major event (chapter 3, nos. 145-51}x. A second, particularly
elaborate group, with a Makedonian shield decorated by `units' with three concentric
`crescents'and with the legend BAiIAEOI ANTIfONOY around the badge, has been assigned
to the third period (chapter 5.3, nos. 101-5). The changein the direction of the pedum on the
obverse of this group, as well as on a Pan group with a trident symbol and on that with the
letter X 1. on the reverse might coincide with military achievementsof the king during the
third period, such as the recaptureof Korinth or the battle of Andros.
Assigning this coinage, in its given structure, to its appropriate historical context
involves a closer examination of the first period of the Pan head tetradrachms. Their
stylistic
divergence from the `dramatic style' of the 270s and their
good quality suggest the
introduction of the new coinage within the context of the Chremonidean
war. As shown
elsewhere(chapters 2.2.4,3.2.2), thirty-five obverse dies were in use during this period, all
combinedwith nine monograms.

5 Touratsoglou

assumesfrom their absencefrom hoardstheir early issue and short duration: DM, 71.

2.

The wider context

(a)

Archaeological evidence

The absenceof isolated specimensfrom systematicexcavationsof sites is not puzzling, for
few silver tetradrachmsare generally found in excavations6.
A dating for this coinage in the late 270s BC might be supportedarchaeologicallyby
the strikingly similar decoration on the known fragments of the., Makedonian shields
belonging to this period, i. e. the fragment from Dodona, that from Vegora and that from Mit
Rahina, with the decoration on the obverse of the Pan head tetradrachms(chapter 2.1; plate
49.1.2)x.

(b)

Hoards

As far as the earliest hoards with Pan head tetradrachms in Makedonia and Thessaly are
concerned,Phayttos, 1956 and Verge (Terge ), 1955, with posthumousAlexander and Pan
head tetradrachms,are respectively dated to c. 260 and c. 260-230 BC (chapter 2.3, fig. 9;
chapter 3, fig. 11b). In fact, the early date suggestedby Mathisen for the earliest hoard with
Pan head tetradrachms,the Verge (Terge ), 1955 hoard (IGCH 455), does not stand on fine
ground: Mathisen initially accepted that the Pan head tetradrachms were issued at the
beginning of Gonatas' reign, in order to update this hoard from the 260s to 275-0 BC8. He
shifted upwards the datesof the two coins which might have been issuedafter the 270s, that of
Antiochos I and the Pan head tetradrachm. He then usedthe samehoard in order to redatethe
Pan head tetradrachmsto the late 270s. Their introduction to the 270s is therefore basedon a.
circular argument. Finally, a Pan head tetradrachmwith Athena r. included in the first lot of
Thessaly, 1994 (CH VIII (1994) 517) has led Touratsoglou to date this lot to c. 270 BC,
presumably echoing Imhoof-Blumer's conviction regarding the stylistic anteriority of the rare
variation with Athena r. on the reverse to the varieties with Athena 1., but with no firmer
6 Remarkableis the absenceof Makedonian
silver coins from the main excavationsat Athens between
264 and 261: K L6nngvist, `Studieson the Hellenistic coinage of Athens: the impact of Makedonia on
the Athenian money market in the 3n°century BC', Papers and Monographs of the Finnish Institute at
Athens, vol. VI (1997) 119-212, but the general rarity of silver tetradrachms in securely dated
archaeologicalcontexts weakensthe lowering of the date of the inscription of the Inventory V of the
Asklepieion at Athens from 261/0 BC (Ferguson)to the 250s.
J. Kroll suggeststhat `most of the war currency in Athens was Macedonian' after 261 BC in
and around Athens. On the circulation of Antigonid bronzes in Athens, seechapter 2.2.1.
7 Liampi. MS, 4-5,52-5, S 2-3.
9 Chapter2.3.
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supportive evidence9. A lower date for the Athena r. variety inevitably deprivesthe high date
for this lot of any firm ground (chapter2.3, fig. 9).
The testimony of the hoards is therefore not conclusive. Their reappraisalpoints to a
tentative terminus ante quemof approximately260 BC'°.

(c)

Other silver coinages

The difference betweenthe monogramsof the transitional Alexander tetradrachmsin the name
of king Antigonos and his individual issues weakenstheir direct association. However, the
former are obverse linked to the Monogram variety of posthumousAlexander tetradrachnis,
with which they sharea monogram, and monogramsof the latter also occur on the Helmet and
Omikron-Kappa variety of posthumousAlexander tetradrachms.
A corpus of the posthumousAlexander tetradrachmsis still desired,but the systematic
reconstruction of the silver issues of Antigonos Gonatas calls for a revision of Mathisen's
case. Mathisen's remarks on the structureof the Pan head tetradrachmsderive from his study
of the posthumousAlexander tetradrachmsstruck in Makedonia in the 270s. The end of the
posthumousAlexanders and the inauguration of Gonatas' individual issuesin Amphipolis in
approximately 271 BC is supportedby the common monogramson the Helmet group of both
the posthumous Alexanders and of the Pan head variety, which are thus interpreted as
indicators of their concomitant production. Finally, the omission of the helmet, which
regularly occurs as a symbol 1. on the reverse of their vast majority, and the transfer of
monograms 5,9 and 11 from the r. to the 1. instead is assignedto the occupation of the mint
official representedby the crestedhelmet with the Helmet group of the posthumousAlexander
tetradrachms;it is on these grounds that Mathisen places those tetradrachmsat the beginning
of the Panhead issues.
There appearsto be some inconsistency in Mathisen's explanation of the absenceof
the helmet on a small number of Pan head tetradrachms. This he does by positing the
occupation of the main mint official with the Helmet Alexander group at the time of the issue
of the Pan head tetradrachms and also by assigning two specimens of poor quality to the
beginning of the new types. However, the ideological burden of the new coinage launched
9 Touratsoglou,DM, pl. V1, n. 1.
Io S. Schmidt, 'A
group or Early Hellenistic Pottery from a Well in Eretria', E' £rr ar17Novx4
Ivv6vrt7a, 7 yta r, v EAAt7viarx4 Kepop.iK4 Xaviä, 6-13 AnpiXiou 1997,82; P. Ducrey-S. Schmidt,
'Les activites de I' Ecole Suissed' archeologie en Grbce 1996', Antike Kunst (1997), Heft 2,103-7,
with further bibliography on the at least partial destruction of Eretria by Gonatasaround 265 BC. On
the two hoardswith similar content, seeP. G. Kalligas, 'AvaoKacprjoTrjv EpETpIa1981', AE 122 1983
(1985) 113-6; Mando Karamessini-Oikonomidou, 'Ai, o vopolaTIKoi 9rloavpoi 6rr6 6V 6vaoKacp(
T
=6v 'EpETpia',AE 122 1983 (1985)137-47.

allegedly after the death of Pyrrhos would have required tetradrachmsof a generally good
quality. In fact, it may be argued that, rather than suggestingcontinuity between the two
series,the monogramssharedby the MakedonianposthumousAlexandersand by the Pan head
tetradrachmsmay just as well imply their parallel issue, particularly as certain of the hoards
discussed by Mathisen in his study of the posthumous Alexander tetradrachms are not
incompatible with a later date (cf. chapters2.2.4,2.3,2.4).
Finally, the ChremonideanWar need not be consideredthe only occasion appropriate
for the introduction by Gonatasof his royal types. Financing the army and the fleet in view of
the battle at Lysimacheia, and later those involved in the naval conflicts off Kos and Andros
againstthe Ptolemiesalso causedan increasedneedfor currency.

(c)

Bronze coins

Even though the study of the bronze coins in the name of Antigonos Gonatasis beyond the
X
letter
kalathos
it
be
the
the
this
that,
thesis,
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unlike
scopeof
may said, albeit provisionally,
helmet
Makedonian
Athena
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the
of
the
r. variety, which are not attested
specimens,
of
the Athena 1.variety occurs as a symbol on the reverseof many bronze specimensstruck under
Gonatas. A more detailed typological study of the Makedonianhelmet on the silver and on the
bronze specimensis likely to enhanceour knowledge of their chronology.

(d)

Literary, epigraphic and other testimonia

Further indications may be provided by literary and epigraphic lestimonia. An argument ex
by
head
be
Pan
for
introduction
date
tetradrachms
the
appeal
the
may
silentio
conducted
of
of
to the philosopher Zeno's comparisonof Attic and Alexandrine tetradrachms,datedc. 265 BC:
Zeno concludesthat they both have the samevalue, even though the former are roughly and
carelesslycut, whereasthe latter are more attractive and well centred.
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TäS KEKaXalypacpnNfvacXlýEIS (Diog. Laert. 7.18 = v. Arnim, SVF I 81 = Wilamowitz,
Antigonos 119).
Knoepfler identifies the bpy6piov 'AafýavSpivöv with the coinage with the types
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(generally) of Alexander, irrespective of mints.

The comparison between the Attic

tetradrachmsand their Alexander counterpartsin this passage,dated to c. 265 BC, has been
justified by Knoepfler by the fact that the posthumousAlexanders, both municipal and royal,
had reachedthe peak of their reputation by 270-265, even though they presented signs of
wear".
Notable is the absenceof referenceto the Pan tetradrachms,as representingthe new
valid Makedonian coinage. Knoepfler considers that the Alexander tetradrachms (an
international and well establishedissue) would have been more appropriate for comparison
than the new royal issue, but it may be argued that the better quality and presumably the
higher value of the fresh coinage would have rendered it equally suitable for a comparison
with the Attic tetradrachms,particularly as they also followed the Attic weight standard. The
omission of the Pansmay be random or to an extentjustified by the more limited circulation
of the newly introduced royal issues,comparedto the Alexander and the Attic tetradrachms;it
might, however, raise the suspicionthat the Panshad not been introduced, or, at least, were not
widely in use in the Athenian market by 265 BC.
In fact, the specific referencesto T¬-rp&Xpa'Avny6vcta in the inventories from the
Athenian Asklepieion, in 256/5.BC, 251/0,250/49,249/8 and 215 BC constitute the earliest
firm epigraphic testimony of Gonatas' individual types12. That the inventory of 256/5 BC is
the first surviving record from the Asklepieion after the Chremonidean war deprives this
referenceto the -rrTp& pa 'AvT1y6vEiafrom any value in determining the chronology of the
individual Antigonid issues. This deliberate assignationof a specific variety of tetradrachms
to Antigonos justifies their identification with his main individual issues,for, for one thing, the
continuing referencesto TE-rp&XNa'AwnyövrIa as late as 215 BC are incompatible with the
short duration of the very rare transitional issue with the Alexander types but with the legend
of king Antigonos on the reverse. Furthermore, the earliest date for the Poseidon head
tetradrachms,which were also possibly struck under Gonatas,is 246 BC (chapter 2.4.3). It is
also worth noting that the types selectedfor the typical bronze issue of Gonatas,with the head
of Athena/Pan with trophy, are variations of those on his tetradrachms13. The remaining
candidatesfor the issuesmentioned in the inscriptions from the Asklepieion are the Pan head
tetradrachms,which had therefore beenintroduced by 256/5 BC.
With theselimitations in mind, we are left to consider three possible occasionsfor the
introduction of the Pans between 278 BC and 256 BC, that is, 272/1,268/7 and 265/4 BC.
The rise of Gonatasto the Makedonian throne after the demiseof Pyrrhos and his preparations
11 D. Knoepfler, `Tetradrachmes
attiques et argent `alexandrin' chez Diogene Laerce, premiere partie',
Museum Helveticum 44.4 (1987) 241 (text); idem, 'Tbtradrachmes attiques
et argent `alexandrin'chez
Diogbne Laörce, deuxibme partie', Museum Helveticum 46 (1989) 193-230. On the Athenian
context,
seealso Erskine, Hellenistic Stoa, 90.
12Se above n2.
,
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for the Chremonideanwar have so far been taken to justify the inauguration of the new
coinage in 272/1 BC; on the other hand, the small number of the obverse dies from the first
period, their absencefrom important numismatic contextsof the 260s and the low datesof the
earliest hoards with Pan head tetradrachms allow for their introduction even during the
Chremonideanwar.
##t

###

#t"

The historical context
The international political scene in the reign of Gonataswas dominated by his rivalry with
Ptolemy II and III. The conflicting vested interests of both Gonatas and the contemporary
Ptolemies in the Aegeanmade a clash inevitable. The Ptolemaic strategyhad two main trends:
on the one hand, the Ptolemiesinstigated and supportedrevolts of the Greekson the mainland
Chremonidean
from
Aegean;
king
Gonatas,
distract
in
Makedonian
the
the
to
the
against
order
War per se was an expressionof this policy. On the other hand, official demonstrationsof
wealth and power emphatically underlined the Ptolemies' attachment to thalassocracy:
honorary
from
280-75
in
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and
onwards14
processions
penteteric
were organised
(268
BC)15,
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dispatch to Gonatasof a large fish and green figs by Patroklos, Ptolemy's admiral during the
Chremonideanwar, presumably in the context of the naval battle between Gonatas and the
Ptolemies off Kos, outwardly revealed the importance that both the Antigonids and the
Ptolemies attachedto thalassocracy:`ýj yäp 9aaa'rTOKpaTsv tNäc cprla,tl6TpoKXoc rj -rwv
C6Kwv-rptyeiv'».

13 SNG Cop, 1205-13;Gaebler,AMNG 111.2,187.6-188.11,pl. XXXIV. 4 (obv.) XXXIV. 6 (rev).
14P. Fraser saw in these processionssuccessivepenteteric celebrationswhich continued into the reign
of Philadelphos, the one described by Kallixeinos, dating from c. 280-75 BC, being the first of the
series:Fraser,Plol. Alex, I, 231-2; 'Two Hellenistic Inscriptions from Delphi', BCH 78 (1954) 49-67,
esp. 57-8, n. 3; Rice, Procession, 107 (interpretation of grand procession of 280-75 BC as a veiled
warning to Gonatasof the importance of Greece and of the revitalised Corinthian League to Ptolemy,
presentedas liberator of the Greek cities), 186,190-1; Will, HPMH I2,197 ff. Cf. Charlotte Wikander,
`Pomp and Circumstance,The Processionof PtolemaiosII', OAth 19 (1992) 143-50; Gehrke, GH, 200.
is On Arsine's death in 268 BC, cf. E. Grzybek, Du calendrier macedonien au calendrier
ptolemaique. problemes de chronologie hellenistique, Heft 20, Basel: F. Reinhardt, 1990,103-12;
Hazzard,Ptolemaic Coins, 4.
16 Merkholm, EMC, 102-3; Hazzard, Ptolemaic Coins, 4-7,29-33,75-81; Hyla A. Troxell, `Arsine's
Non-Era', ANSMN 28 (1983) 35-70; J. N. Svoronos, Tä vopiapara roO Kpärovt Twv I7roAcpaiwv,
Athens 1904-8,vol. I, 64-74, nos. 408-85.
17The anecdoteis
recordedby Phylarchos: Athen. 8.334a - FGH 81 F 1. Buraselis,HM, 159 if. Cf. F.
W. Walbank, `Sea-power and the Antigonids', in Adams-Borza, Macedonian Heritage, 213-5; F. W.
Walbank, `Antigonus Gonatas:The Naval Situation', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III, 291, n. 6.
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In peninsularGreece,the wide impact of the Celtic invasion at Delphi is demonstrated
by the plethora of manifestationsof gratitude on behalf of many Greek political organisations
and by the introduction at Delphi of a special celebration in their honour, the Soteria18. The
`rescueof the Greeks' from the Celts in 279 BC recalled similar patterns from the Persian
wars, and an analogy developedbetweenthe Celts of the third century BC and the Persiansof
the fifth century. Pausanias,for instance, claims that the Celts at Delphi imitated Persian
military tactics (10.19.11). He also arguesthat the number of Greekswho fought againstking
Xerxes at Thermopylai was comparableto those who opposedthe Celts (10.20.2-5).
'Finally,
Polybios recognisesthe combination of these two events in Greek history as contributing to
idea of the common cause of the `freedom of the Greeks': `Kai Yäp
Toi,S T?v flfpowv icpo&ovBerriTrly 'EXAäba Kai faxaTwv ini &Xcpo6S E HV6ynV Kai
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vac' (2.35.7).

That the Persian legend served as a prototype for the development of the Delphic
legend is shown by the fact that many of the victors' acts imitated previous acts performed
during the Persian Wars: the dedication at the Delphic sanctuary of enemy arms by the
Aitolians, for instance, echoes that of the Athenians after Marathon19. Moreover, the
conclusion of the defensive treaty between the Lakedaimonians, the Athenians and their
respective allies in 268/7 BC was legitimised through appeal to similar effective coalitions of
the Greeks in the past, presumably those during the Persianand the Lamian Wars20. A return
to the themesof the political discourseafter the Persianwars may also be seenin the revived
6p6voiav
VVEu9£piav
Greeks
'EAA/vwv
the
to
the
of
allied
and
efforts
preserve
KoIvIv -r[wv]
on the eve of the Chremonideanwar21.
It maybeargued

that the impact of the Persian Wars was further revived and
transförmed in the historical memory of the Greeks in relation to their growing opposition to
18Kos: decree ordering special offerings at Delphi and in Kos (April/July 278): Sy1N398. Aitolians:
dedications at Delphi, of a) enemy arms: Paus. 10.19.4, b) trophy and image of armed Aitolia: Paus.
10.18.8,c) statuesof most of their generals,imagesof Artemis and Athena, two imagesof Apollo: Paus.
10.15.2,d) erection of monument at Thermon. Athens: painted portrait: Paus. 1.3.5; dedication of shield
of Athenian Kydias to Zeus Eleutherios: Paus. 10.21.5. Patrae: statueof Apollo from the spoils taken
from the Celts: Paus. 7.20.6. Delphi: Introduction of Soteria. Lise Hannestad,`Greeks and the Celts:
The Creation of a Myth', in Per Bilde et al.,Centre and Periphery, 15-38, esp. 15-8. The headof Apollo
on the obverse of silver coins struck in Rome between 275 and 270 BC might also illustrate the wide
impact of the Celtic attack on Delphi on the western Mediterranean; on the coins, cf. Crawford, RRC,
table V, nos. 18,19. Development of the myth of sack of Delphi in Italy during the secondcentury BC:
Flaceliere,Aitoliens, 102. Seealso chapter2.1.
19 Pans

10.19.4:

Be &1TITWV CnIOTUAIWV Xpvop, 'AOrva'lol
Av Tdtc 60TTI8aC 6ITT6 TOO fpyou
TOO MapaO vu CvEecoav. AITWa01 St TQ TE 6rnoO v Kal T& IV 6IpIGTEP * roXOTWV 66 6r Aa-. Cf
Habicht, Athens, 143-4.
Ön)a

20 IG 10,687
`IrrEIS&rrp6TEpov...Kai TäS
= Staatsvertr. I M476 m Syl/ 434/5,1.9-16:
naTpiouS &Ic6aTO14;
noaiTEiat'. Cf. Habicht, Athens, 144.
21Ibid.: ürrIp
äv oüv KoIV?c 6Novo1acYEVOViVn
TAq Kolvnt T[wv] 'EAVrlvwvCAtu9Epiac;1.33: Brr(A)C.
Toic "EÄ)/ro,.
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Gonatas in the early 260s.

The allusions to `TO[, S K]aTaAüsrv r`rTIXEtpouvTaS Toüc TE

v6poVq Kai T*S naipiouc

f
SIKrjK6Tac
`TOÜS
to
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>tKäoTOIc TToXITf iac'

rrap¬orrov&fKÖTaq Täc rröA¬ic' in the Chremonidean Decree of 268/7 BC presumably refer
to the Makedonian king, whereas Ptolemy II is presented as'anou&6Zwv

rrnEp Ttc KOIVnc

T[wv] 'EXXrjvwv &fu6Epia, '22.

This turning of the Greek cities to the Ptolemiesagainst Gonatashad been anticipated
by honours paid to pro-Ptolemaic citizens in the 270s and early 260s. With regard to Athens,
in particular, for which more evidence survives, the decree in honour of Laches' father
Demochares (271/0), who had played a leading role in the revolt against Demetrios
Poliorketes in 287/623,and the dedication in the Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios at Athens of the
shield of Leokritos, one of the liberators of Athens from the Antigonid garrison at the
Mouscion in 287 BC24,may be regarded as parts of the anti-Makedonian atmosphereof the
270s. Finally, the tribute paid by the Athenians to Kanias, son of Thymochares,of Sphettos,a
'democrat' who had consistently favoured Ptolemy II, who had been in his service in 270/69
BC and who provided the Athenians with military aid, money and corn from the Ptolemies25,
fits the samepattern.
The enmity towards the Antigonids found eloquent ways of expression in patterns
drawn from the Persian wars. A fish and green figs were sent by Patroklos to Gonatas,for
instance,just as the Skythians had sent to Dareios during the Skythian expedition a bird, an
arrow and a frog26. After the end of the Chremonideanwar, the Athenian Glaukon, explicitly
attachedto Ptolemy II, received honours both from the Koinon of the Hellenes at Plataiai as
`champion of Greek independenceand unity'27, and from Ptolemy III at Olympia28. Finally,
the Troizenian version of the Themistokles decreemay also be a product of the samehistorical
context29. All these incidents, paired with the dedication of an armed Aitolia on Celtic and

22IG H2,687 = Staatsvertr. 111.476= Dittenberger, ibid., 1.15-6,33; 19. Cf. Habicht, Athens, 143-4.
Seealso Erskine, Hellenistic Stoa, 90-5.
23Plut., Mor. 850f-851f.
24Paus. 1.26.2;Jessen,s. v. 'Eleutherios', REV 2 (1905) 2348-9; KBuraselis, 'Eaai icwv 'ETEOiXcout
'A9rlvaiot p rnAXaxwc, fapa-rnpr oEISoTnv emypacpil BCH 1975,53-3', AE 1982 (1983) 158,n. 5.
The exact date of the dedication is not known.
23 Kallias had led the revolt against Poliorketes in 287/6 BC: T. L. Shear,Kallias of Sphettosand the
revolt in Athens in 286 BC, Hesperia, Supplement 17, Princeton, N. J., 1978,3-4,1.40-78 =SEG 28
(1978) 60,11.19 if., 40 if., 49 if., 66 ff.; Habicht, Unters, 48,85; Gabbert, Greek Hegemony, 146-7;
K Buraselis, 'Ambivalent Roles of Centre and Periphery: Remarks on the Relation of the Cities of
Greecewith the Ptolemiesuntil the end of Philometor's Age', in Per Bilde et al., Centre and Periphery,
252-3. This decree is comparableto that in honour of Phaidros, Kallias' brother, who was on good
terms with Poliorketes but at least neutral to Gonatasin 255 BC (IG 112682=Sy113,409).
26 Cf n. 17.
27Cf n. 22.
28 Syll 462; K Buraselis, `rAaiiK(A)v 'Elrfoicltiouc 'Aenvaioc
pcirIMoxc S, fapaTgp6ocic CTriv
tmypacprl BCH 1975,52-3', AE 1982 (1983) 136-9;Habicht, Athens, 155-6, n. 122.
29The appropriation
of the 'freedom of the Greeks'by the Ptolemies in the 3d c. BC is suggestedby a
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Makedonian shields at Delphi in commemoration of their resistanceto the Celts30,may be
taken to suggestthat it is also the Makedonians,together with the Celts, that now tendedto be
identified with the Persians.
The growing opposition of the Greeks to the Makedonians culminated in the
Chremonidean War (268/7-262/1 BC) and in the final capitulation of Athens to the
Makedonian king. The retreat of the Lakedaimonian troops to the Peloponneseafter the
unsuccessful mutiny of the Celtic mercenaries against Gonatas at Megara (Just. 26.2.7),
followed by the retreat of the Ptolemaic fleet, and finally the death of king Areus I at Corinth
in 265/4 BC constitute a major turning point in the war31. During the second phase, the
Ptolemies systematicallyavoided direct military opposition to the Antigonids on land; Sparta's
minimised support of the besiegedAthens was offset by the orchestrationof minor revolts and
mutinies, in order to distract Gonatasfrom the destruction of the Attic chora. The temporary
treaty of Gonatas with Athens ended with a second invasion of Attika and with the final
capitulation of the city (Paus.3.6.6; Polyaen.4.6.20).
A major factor is the role of Central Greece during the ChremonideanWar: revolts
and general reaction to Gonataseffectively distracted the Makedonian king from the siege of
Athens. The increasedprestige and dramatic expansionof influence of the Aitolians (from the
Ionian Sea to the Malian Gulf and to Euripos) after their effective opposition to the Celts at
Delphi entitled them to control the Delphic Amphictyony between 280 and 190 BC32. Their
opposition to the Makedonian king may have resulted partly, at least, from the conflict of their
interests as pirates with his naval activities and from his co-operation, at least prior to his
gaining of the throne, with pirates from the Black Sea33. However, they generally avoided

number of inscriptions, cf. Meiggs-Lewis, GHI2,23,1.14-16, BCH 99 (1975) 53,22-4; Sy113390 =
Staatsvertr. 476,1.81; N. Robertson,'The decreeof Themistokles in its contemporarysetting', Phoenix
36 (1982) 31-2. A. Erskine sees an influence of the Stoic School in the concepts of homonoia,
eleutheria and douleia in the Chremonideandecree and in the inscription honouring Glaukon, but he
can not ignore their origin in ideas of the fourth century BC: Hellenistic Stoa, 94-5.
30 Pans. 10.18.7; A. J. Reinach, `Un
Etolie
delphien.
L'
monument
sur les troph6es gaulois de
Kallion', JUN 13 (1911)177-240; Liampi, MS, 139-40,n. 392 (M 90-1).
31 On the death of Areus, see P. Trog. Pro!. 26: Ut defectoresGallos Megaris (sc. Antigonus) delevit
regemqueLacedaemoniumArea Corinthi interfecit; Plut. Agis, 3.4; Diod. 20.29.1. W. W. Tam dates
the event to 265 BC ('Telokles and the Athenian archons of 288/7-262/1 BC', JHS 40 (1920) 150-9),
whereasthe next year is favoured by P. Cloche ('La politique extirieure de Laced6moinedepuis la mort
d' Agis lII jusqu'i celle d' Acrotatos, fils d' Areus Ier', REA 48 (1946) 29-61, esp. 52 ff. ). A critical
presentationof the sourcesand bibliography in Heinen, Unters., 170,174-5. Cl. Chr. Ehrenberg, s. v.
'Sparta', RE lILA (1929), col. 1423 if.
32On the effective
countering of the Celts by the Aitolians at Delphi, seeFlaceliere,Aitoliens, 93,1047. Expansion of Aitolians: Flaceliere,Aitoliens, 191 ff.; institutional
aspectsof expansion:Larsen, GFS,
202. Aitolian version of Celtic attack at Delphi: C. Champion, 'Polybius, Aetolia
and the Gallic attack
on Delphi (279 BC)', Historia 45 (1996) 316-8.
33 On the co-operation Antigonos
of
with pirates, see,for instance,Polyaen. 4.16.18; P. Trog. Prol. 25;
cf. SEG 24 (1969) 154, the decreefor the strategosEpichares. Cf. Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III,
259,279, n. 3,283-9; Gabbert,GreekHegemony,240-4; Heinen, Unter&, 157 if.
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direct opposition to the Makedonians34.The absenceof the Aitolians from the supportersof
the ChremonideanDecree is apparently offset by their conclusion of a defensive treaty with
the Athenians,presumablyduring the first phaseof the war35.
This opposition between Aitolians and Makedoniansis illustrated in the participation
of the Aitolian allies in (as opposedto the absenceof the Makedonian allies from) the pylaiai
of the Delphic Amphictyony at least during the first part of the third century36. The
disappearanceof the Thessaliansfrom the Amphictyonic records, for instance,is assignedto
the reconquestof Thessalyby Gonatas,in approximately 278/7 or 277/6 BC37. The opposition
following
in
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by
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Eretrian, possibly Menedemos38.Finally, in 264/3 BC, three Aitolians, Nikophon, Euryos and
Theodoros, are mentionedasproxenoi at Histiaia39.
###

###

###

The shifts in the balance of power between the Antigonids, the Ptolemies and the
Central Greeks may highlight the right context for the introduction by Gonatas of his
individual coin types. A date of c. 271 BC may lead one to interpret the Pan head
tetradrachmsas coinage preparing for the ChremonideanWar. This date is prima facie not
incompatible with the later dates of the hoards, but one might wonder whether recalling the
Delphic legend after his victory over Pyrrhos would have been of any particular significance.
This suggestedstart of the new coinage in c. 271 BC is perhapsfurther weakenedby the few
head
issue
Pan
dies
during
issue,
first
the
the
of
exclusive
utilised
obverse
assuming
period of
tetradrachmsafter their introduction. In other words, if the Pan head tetradrachmsstartedin c.
272/1 BC to replace the Makedonian posthumous Alexander tetradrachnzs,as argued by
34 Flacelibre,Aitoliens, 180.
35 IG 1X2, part 1, no. 176. D. Knoepfler dates the treaty between 268 and 266 BC. He assignsthe
absenceof evidence regarding any active participation of the Aitolians during the first phaseof the war
to the rarity of sourcesfrom the first half of the third century: `Les relations des cites Eubeennesavec
Antigone Gonataset la chronologie delphique au debut de 1' epoqueEtolienne', BCH 119.1(1995) 13756, esp. 150-2.
Before the conclusion of the treaty, an Athenian embassywas sentto the Aitolians: Staatsverh:, 470 a 4.
D. Knoepfler datesit to the beginning of the Chremonideanwar, pointing out that the Athenians would
have had difficulty in sendingthe embassyafter the beginning of their siegeby Gonatas:ibid., esp. 151,
n. 83. It may be argued, however, that the various distractions Antigonos had to tackle during the siege
of Athens and the concomitant retirement of Makedonian troops would have allowed time for the
dispatch of an Athenian embassyto the Aitolians even during the Chremonideanwar.
36F. Lefvre, "La
chronologie du IIIe si6cle ä Delphes d' apr8s les actes amphictyoniques(280-200)',
BCH 119.1(1995) 161-208,esp. p. 166, n. 16, contra the assumedfriendship between the Aitolians and
the Makedonians:Flaceliere,Aitoliens, 180-91.
37D. Knoepfler, ibid., 170,
no. 14.
38 F. Lefevre, ibid., 171,
no. 18-9. Habicht, Athens, 143, n. 80 considersthe siege of Eretria to have
been earlier.
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Mathisen, the thirty-five obversedies of the first period would have financed the eight years of
the war. The annual production of 4.33 obverse dies during the Chremonidean War thus
estimatedis lower than the annual issue of 20 or 25 obversedies of posthumousAlexander
tetradrachmsin the precedingperiod40,for instance,not least given that the financial needsfor
the ChremonideanWar would have been no smaller than those during his struggle to establish
himself in the Makedonianthrone.
The single drachma associatedwith the early Pans carrying monogram 9 on their
reverse might tempt one to relate the introduction of the Panswith a time when Gonataslaid
claim to Asia Minor. His early presencein Karia is suggestedby a new inscription announced
from Kaunos. This inscription is the only known decreeof a city in Asia Minor mentioning a
regnal date of an Antigonos; it is dated to `the fifteenth regnal year of king Antigonos'
(BaosAEÜovioS'Aviiy6v[oU ET]EITTEvTEKaISEK6[T]WII]),
that is, according to P, Frei and C.
Marek, to 268/7 BC41. If the new document refers to Gonatasand if this is confirmed in the
final publication of the inscription, one might regard the Pansas contemporarywith this early
presenceof Gonatasin Karia; the single surviving drachma from this period, however, does
not support effectively this association.
The beginning of the new silver coinageduring the Chremonideanwar in 268/7 BC, is
indeed justified by the increased financial needs of the Antigonids in view of the siege of
Athens and of the naval preparations against the Ptolemies. Even if it is debated whether
Gonatasbuilt a fleet in order to challenge Egypt or whether, forced by the opposition of the
Greeks, he built a fleet during the war in order to restore the status quo in the Aegean42,he is
known to have invaded Attika with a military force, followed by ships (oTpai' rvauaiv,
Paus. 1.1.1; ncZw-va uaiv, Paus.3.6.4)43.
The importance of this war might lead one to assumethe, at least partial, initial
coverage of the finances of the ChremonideanWar on the Antigonid side with posthumous
Alexander tetradrachms(cf. chapters2.4.1,7); the introduction of new silver coin types and
the abundant production of silver and gold coins by Gonatas' rival, Ptolemy II, in the 260s

39Syll492; F. Le%vre, ibid., 177, 64.
n.
40 Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 116-7,table 16.
41 P. Frei-C. Marek, `Die karisch-griechischeBilingue
von Kaunos: eine zweisprachige Staatsurkunde
des 4. Jahrhundertsv. Chr.', Kadmos 36.1 (1997) 1-89. The dating is based (a) the
on
similarity of the
writing to a decreeof Stratonikeia, dated after 268 BC, that is, after the Seleukid era; (b) the fact that
Monophthalmos dated his years from the deathof Philip Arrhidaios in November 317 BC.
42 H. Heinen and Ed. Will
seein the construction of an Antigonid fleet the causeof the Chremonidean
war (Heinen, Unters., 100; Will, HPMH I2,219-21), whereasChr. Habicht interprets it as a result of
the outbreak of the war (Unters., 62-3, n. 79.); F. W. Walbank, `Sea-power and the Antigonids', in
Adams-Borza,Macedonian Heritage, 219-20. The ships, however,
with which Gonatassailed in order
to receive his father's urn in the Kyklades (Flut. Dem. 55) and his aid to Pyrrhos (Just. 17.2.13)
suggestthat Gonatas apparently held at least some minor fleet in Greece after 288/7 BC: Buraselis,
HM, 152 if. Cf. chapter 3.0.
43Heinen, Unters., 167-9.
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might provide a useful yardstick for the higher financial needsduring their military conflict'.
The Panswould have thus functioned as a supplementto the existing silver coinage. Might
one lower their beginning even further?
The outbreak of the second phase of the war in approximately 265/4 BC is worth
considering: the siege of Athens was still under way and the Spartan front was significantly
weakenedafter the deathof king Areus, but the Ptolemaic fleet under Patroklos was still in the
Aegean. A demonstrationof power in a presumably contemporaryprocession in honour of
Ptolemy in Alexandreia in c. 265/4 may have influenced the Greek cities in favour of
Ptolemy45. Finally, the revolt of the Celtic mercenariesat Megara during the siege of Athens
in 265 BC could have offered Gonatasthe opportunity to recall his role in countering the Celts
both during their invasion in Delphi and later, in his personalvictory at Lysimacheia46.
Gonatas' authority in Southern Greece was renderedprecariousby revolts in Central
Greece during the second phase of the Chremonidean war. The growing enmity of the
Aitolians to Gonatas,in addition to the revolt of Alexander the Molossian and to his invasion
of Makedonia apparently dictated the temporary treaty between the Makedonian king and
Athens. It is presumably within this context that Patroklos arrogantly stressedto Gonatasthe
importance of thalassocracyand that the major victory of the Makedonian king over the
Ptolemaic fleet off Kos took place.
***

(iii)

***

***

Iconography and policy

An understandingof the political settings ought to illuminate the ideological function of the
Pan head tetradrachmsand help to define the date of their introduction. Was the selection of
the particular types for the silver tetradrachms of Antigonos Gonatas significant? Which
occasionwould have been most appropriate for Gonatasto introduce his individual types, and
so replace the existing coin tradition? It has already been shown that the introduction of the
Pan head tetradraclunsimmediately after the accessionof Gonatasis not corroboratedby any
contemporaryevidenceother than the silver coins themselves(chapter 2.1). Whether Gonatas
was then in control of the Makedonian mines and forests, or whether he was in a position to
issue coinagein the city soon after his recovery of Makedonia, remains uncertain47.
The combination of Pan with the starson the obverse of the Pan head tetradrachmsis
44 Seen. 16.
45Seen. 14.
46 On the Celtic
mutiny at Megara, seePaus. 3.6.5. On Gonatas' role againstthe Celts at Delphi
and at Lysimacheia, seechapter2.1.
47Cf. chapters1.2,7.

an allusion to the Celtic invasions in Greeceand, as such, constitutesan eloquent example of
the ideological use of invasions for the confirmation of Greek identity. The star units on the
Makedonian shield recall literary parallelisms of the large numbersof the Celtic invaderswith
stars, as in Kallimachos' hymn 4 to Delos48. Pan, worshipped by Athenians and later by
Antigonids and Ptolemies alike49, recalls both the warrior god's epiphaneia recorded by
Pausaniasin the Celtic attack on Delphi under Brennos, in 279 BC, after the unsuccessful
countering of the Celts by the allied Greek forces at Thermopylai (chapter 2.1), and his
intervention in the battle of Marathon in 490 BC, after which Pan had received great honours
in Athens. In fact, Hdt. 6.105, copied by Paus. 1.28.4and 8.54.6, records Pan'sepiphaneia to
the #»i poSpöpoS Pheidippides and his promise to come and fight with the Athenians at

Marathon. Pan is also mentionedin the introductionof Herodotosto the narrativeof the
Persiandefeatat Salamisandat PsyttaleiaSO.
The divergencesin the literary accountsof the resistanceto the Celtic attack at Delphi
presumably result from their chronological distance from the event and illustrate the
manipulation of the retreat of the Celts by diverse political entitiessl. The emphasisattached
to the divine protection of the sanctuary from the Celtic threat was presumably meant to
minimise the role of the Aitolians against the Celts, which was recognisedby Polybios. The
placing of Pan, rather than Apollo, on the obverseof the silver coins suggestsa chronological
distancefrom the event of the Celtic invasion and shows that it is the Athenian version of the
battle, as preservedby Pausanias,that Gonatastried to appropriate52.The fact that it was the
account of Herodotos on the Persian wars that served as a prototype for Pausaniassuggests
that by the time of Pausaniasthe parallelism betweenthe Celtic wars and the Persianwars was
a commonplace.
In view of the culminating Greek opposition to the Makedonian rule, the Delphic
legend was dynamically rephrased,though potentially not in favour of Gonatas. Patternsof
the Persian wars were thus manipulated in the 260s in order to legitimise the Makedonian
claims to mainland Greeceand to the Aegean. By placing particular emphasison the critical
role of Makedonia in the Gallic invasions in the sameway as Athens in the fifth century BC
48Kallim. 4.171-6, esp.1.174-6; see
chapter 2.1.
49 Dedications to Pan: Fraser, Ptol. Alex, 562,586.
Terracotta heads present Ptolemies (I
(posthumous),11and IV) as Pan: Svenson,Darstellungen, 47-8, Kat. Nr. 57, pl. 22; Kat. Nr. 59, pl. 22;
Kat. Nr. 87, pl. 54. A Paneion was also constructed at Alexandreia probably by Ptolemy H: Fraser,
Rol Alex., 26; 29-30, n. 209.
" Str. 9.21 (p. 398); AJA 7 (1903) 286; A. J. Reinach, Un
Etolie
delphien.
L'
monument
sue les
trophies gaulois de Kallion', JIAN 13 (1911) 177-240, pl. 5; Borgeaud, The Cult of Pan, 286. On
parallels between the epiphanies during the battle of 480 BC with that of the sack of Delphi: P.
Roussel,BCH (1931) 100-3;Nachtergael,Galaces,82-292.
51On the surviving motion
and on the historicity of the literary accountsof the sack of Delphi, see
Flaceliere,Aitoliens, 93-106; Nachtergael,Galaces,82-106,175-205.

52Seechapter2.1.
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had projected her contribution to the defeat of the Persians,Gonataslegitimised his claim to
parts of mainland Greeceand the Aegeanagainstthe Ptolemies.
The ideological referenceslatent in the new coin types, the Pan head tetradrachms,fit
in indeed with the revival of the Persian wars in the historical memory of the Greeks during
the Celtic wars of the 270s and 260553. They constitute Gonatas' eloquent reply to the
by
Persians,
between
Makedonians
draw
Greeks
the
the
the
to
and
attempts of
a parallel
showing the Celts as parallel to the Persians.
The appropriation of the Delphic and Persian legends by the Makedonians on these
from
Ptolemies
history
Greek
the
the
which
coins and
projection of a recent major chapter of
in
identity
Greek
Makedonians'
the
opposition to their rivals.
absent
were
confirmed
Moreover, the Makedonian shield framing the obverse of the coins may have been meant to
underline that the epilogue in this chapterwas written by Gonatasin Lysimacheia: the end to
the Celtic invasions in Greecewas marked by his personal victory over the Celts, subsequent
to which Gonatas' royalty was recognisedin Makedonia,his `spear-wonland'54.
***

$**

***

Concluding Remarks

To recapitulate, the initially accepteddates for the introduction by Gonatasof his new coin
types, 279-256/5 BC, may be lowered to between268/7 and 265/4 BC. It has been shown that
the introduction of the coins in 277 BC, after the battle of Lysimacheia and Gonatas' elevation
to the royal throne, doesnot stand on firm ground. The ideological burden of the coinageand
particularly the allusions to the Persianand the Celtic wars suggestits introduction at a time of
implicit
in
dialectic
interraction
between
legends,
to
two
an
the
presumably response
a vivid
identification of the Makedonianswith the Celts by the Greeksof the South: the appropriation
and adaptationof the Delphic legend to that of the PersianWars, latent in the projection of the
image of Pan on the obverse of the new Makedonian coins, effectively legitimised the
participation of the Makedonians in the Greek world and preventedtheir tentative parallelism
with barbarians,Persiansor Celts.
This leads one to associatethe introduction of individual types by Antigonos Gonatas
with his political activities vis-a-vis the Greeksof the South. The inauguration of the Panhead
53 paus. 10.19.11: 'TaCTa Ipoi SoKCiv tvoploe(j
Toil faA&TaIS 14;p auv
TOO tv ftpoalS 6pl9Noo
TCV JUpiwv, öi &KaaoOwro 'A86vaTOu'; 10.20.2-5: 'IläpeoTw Si, 8oTKK 0401 Kai 6vTapIAN6oai
Toiit im ßao, ÄEa _igriv &Sn6Xac rcai Toi, c rör &vavTia faAaTwv &ePOIoOivTac'.

54 For the theory
of the 'spear-won land' in the Hellenistic period and for further examples on the
developmentof such theories from the Seleukid Empire, cf., for instance,F. W. Walbank, `Monarchies
and monarchic ideas', in CAH VII 12,66; E. G. Turner, `Ptolemaic Egypt', ibid., 122; n. 5; J. K.
.
Davies, 'Cultural, social and economic featuresof the Hellenistic World', ibid., 296, n. 238.
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tetradrachmswas an essentialpart of the political discoursedevelopedin view of or during the
Chremonideanwar. The Pan head tetradrachmsmay be regarded as generally contemporary
with the Chremonideandecree,in which the latent enmity to Gonatasis defined by support of
Ptolemy II, who is now presentedas `protector of the common freedom of the Greeks', and
possibly in some relation to the treaty between the Aitolians and the Athenians. It is at that
.
moment that the absenceof the Ptolemies from the defence of Greecefrom the Celts in the
early 270s would have beenworth pointing out.
The significance of the iconography of the coinage thus shifts: rather than in direct
in
burden
later55.
One
ideological
it
to
might,
relation contemporaryevents, acquiresa special
fact, be temptedto date the new coinage during the first phaseof the war, between 268/7 and
265/4 BC; a revival of the Celtic legend on the eve of the new war and particularly on the
occasion of the revolt of the Celtic mercenariesat Megara may have inspired the issue of the
new coinage. This date agrees with the clues provided by the numismatic, archaeological,
literary and epigraphical evidence and is justified by the increased financial needs of the
Makedonian state for the military operationsboth in mainland Greeceand in view of the naval
juxtaposition between Antigonids and Ptolemies for control over the Aegean. The
introduction of the individual coinage of Gonatasat this stageinvolves the initial - partial, at
least - coverage of the Chremonidean war with other coinage, presumably posthumous
Alexander coinagestruck in Makedonia.
The Delphic allusions on the Pan head tetradrachmsand the wide impact of the Celtic
invasions in the Greek world justified the continuation of these types after the death of
Gonatas,throughout the opposition betweenthe Ptolemies and Antigonids in the Aegean. The
defensive character of both the Makedonian shield on the obverse and of the Makedonian
helmet on the reverse of these coins is reminiscent of later literary identifications of
Makedonia as a `shield' of Greece from barbaric invasions from the Northm. It is only the
redistribution of the political cards at the time of Philip V, and the emergenceof Rome as the
55 The developing analogy between the Persian/Celtic legend of 'barbaric invasions' in the Greek
world might also offer an interpretation for the crescent,which occurs as a symbol 1. on the reverseof
the Mu variety of Makedonian silver posthumousAlexander tetradrachms. The crescentoccurs as a
symbol on silver drachmaeof Philip II, from Amphipolis, c. 355-49/8: Le Rider, Philippe II, 380, no.
110. This may be taken as an echo of that on the silver Athenian owls subsequentto their victory over
the Persians: Starr, Athenian Coinage, 10-12; Kraay, Archaic and Classical Greek Coins, 64-5, pl.
11.187; Wartenberg, After Marathon, 6; N. Moutsopoulos-G. Dimitrokallis, H E.Ugwr4
ipafAi voq'Le croissantgrec, Athens 1988,73-81,111-5.
Crescent as symbol of Marathon or Salamis: Seltman, Athens, 102-4; J. P. Six, 'Monnaies grecques,
inedites et incertaines', NC' 15 (1895) 176 (Marathon); H. Sorge, 'Der Mond auf den Münzen von
Athen', JNG 2 (1950/1) 7-13 (Salamis). Contra Starr, ibid., 11-12, Franke-Hirmer, GM, 89 (crescentas
ornament).One might therefore be tempted to date the Mu group to the time when the parallelism of the
Chremonideanwith the Persianwars was well under way.
56Plb. 9.35.3: 3Ti 6p
y
aid TTOTäv tv N¬y6XoiS ijv KIVUVOIcTä Kc1T Tobe "EA1r1vaS. ci Nil
MaKCSövaSfiXONEV
Tic. oü
rrp6(gpayJa Kai T615(Twv) rrapä TOVTOISßaoiAk v CQIÄoTi1Jia4.
YIVWOKtI;C. Champion, `Polybius, Aetolia and the Gallic attack on Delphi', Historia 45 (1996) 31628, esp.p. 323-4.
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new threat to the Antigonid kingdom, that necessitatedthe adaptation of the numismatic
iconography to the new circumstances and dictated the replacement, on the last silver
tetradrachmsstruck under the Makedoniankings, of Panby the hero Perseus,the protector god
of king Philip V and of his son, on the badgeof the Makedonian shield57.

57For bibliography
on the coinageof Philip V andPerseus,seechapter2.5.
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2.4.3

The Introduction of the Poseidon Head Tetradrachms

Much ink has been spilt indeed in order to determine the circumstancesin which the Poseidon
head tetradrachmswere introduced. Leaving aside Mionnet's initial assignationof this coinageto
Antigonos Monophthalmos,which has been disproved by the presenceof thesecoins in hoards of
the 240s or 220s, our choice is confined to the two kings named `Antigonos', Gonatasand Doson
(cf chapter2.1). Until 1960, F. Imhoof-Blumer's assignationof both types to Antigonos Gonatas
was universally accepted. His suggested sequence of the related coinage was as follows:
Pan/Athenar., after Lysimacheia (277 BC) Poseidon/Apollo on prow, trident, immediately after
Kos (then datedto 265 BC) Pan/Athena1.,Poseidon/Apollo on prow, later issuesunder Gonatas'.
B. V. Head, who had initially related these coins to Doson's Karian expedition (227 BC), soon
complied with F. Imhoof-Blumer's dating of this coinage to the reign of Antigonos Gonatas,and
H. Gaebler,following W. W. Tarn, suggestedthat both seriescontinued down to Doson2. In 1960,
I. L. Merker reverted to B. V. Head's original assignationof the Poseidonheadtetradrachmsto the
Karian expedition of Antigonos Doson. Doubts have been cast on his argumentation by Chr.
Ehrhardt, K. Buraselis and later' by R W. Mathisen3. Mathisen, in particular, reassignsthe
Poseidonsto Gonatasand arguesthat one or other of thesetetradrachmtypes may have continued
under Demetrios II and Doson. A little earlier, Chr. Boehringer had concurred that the Poseidons
were struck by Doson, but he implied that the Panscontinued under Demetrios I14.

The debatehas beenrenewedin the 1990s. In 1994,the chronologicaland geographic
arrangement of all the known hoards with Pan head and Poseidon head tetradrachms led Y.
Touratsoglou to relate the introduction of the latter type to Doson's military paymentssubsequent
to the Karian expeditions. Diverging from this view, P. Paschidesproposed most recently the
beginning of the Poseidon head tetradrachmsimmediately after Gonatas' naval victory over the
Ptolemies near Andros, in 245 BC6. The need for a numismatic corpus for the respective issues,
however, has beenwidely recognisedas a prerequisitefor a definitive discussionof this issue'.

1 Imhoof-Blumer, Akarnanien, 39, 17;MG, 123-31.
n.
2 Gaebler,AMNG M. 2,187; Tarn, AG, 463-4.
3 Ehrhardt, Studies, 75-81; Buraselis, HM, 163, 182,164; Mathisen, Pan heads
n.
and Poseidon heads, 2935, who leavesit open whether the Pansceasedor continued after Gonatas.
4 Chronologie, 99,153.
3 Touratsoglou,DM, 59-65.
6 n«oXi&r, I7oociöwvesrca,Avriyovoi, 235-58.
7 Boehringer, Chronologie, 99: `Noch immer
sind eine Anzahl weiterer Fragen zu den Münzserien der
beiden Antigoniden unbeantwortet geblieben, Fragen, die
erst durch ein Corpus der Makedonischen
Prägungen von Gonatas bis Doson gelöst werden können'; Picard, Chalcis, 66,
n. 5; Mathisen,
Administrative Organisation III, 46; Le Bohec, AD, 53,
n. 1; flocXi&fl, 11oattUvtc Kai Aviiyovof, 250;
Liampi, MS, 110.
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Pastattributions of this coinagehave been basedon one or more of the following criteria:
(i) the evidenceof the hoards;(ii) the style of the coins and the internal numismatic evidence;(iii)
the iconography. Underlying all these divergent reconstructionshas been the uncertainty in the
chronology of the two naval conflicts betweenthe Antigonid and the Ptolemaic fleet, off Kos and
Andros respectively, for control of the Aegean. A careful examination of each of thesefactors in
the light of the systematicdie study of the related coinagesis likely to place the introduction of the
Poseidontetradrachmsinto a better perspective.

(i)

Theevidenceof thehoards
The first to consider the hoard evidence in order to date the introduction of the Poseidon

head tetradrachmsin relation to the Pan head serieswas Dorothy M. Cox. In her discussionof the
content of the Gordion, 1951 hoard (cf. chapter2.3), sheacceptsthat both tetradrachmtypes in the
name of `king Antigonos' were inaugurated under Gonatasand continued down to Doson. She
dates accordingly the worn Pan tetradrachmof this hoard to the late reign of Gonatasand the two
Poseidons,both in excellent condition, to the time of Doson8. A considerationof three hoards,the
Larissa environs, 1937-8, the Eretria, 1937 and the Gordion, 1951, led I. L. Merker in 1960 to
conclude that the Poseidonsnot only postdatethe Pans,but also that they must belong to Doson.
He utilises the introduction of the Poseidon tetradrachm type per se as a criterion for dating the
battle of Andros within the context of the Karian expedition (227-5 BC)9. His considerationof a
very limited sampleof hoards1°is emendedby R W. Mathisen's study of thirty-three hoards. This
has yielded c. 250 and 220 BC as respective termini ante quos for the Pansand for the Poseidons.
Mathisen considersthat the twenty-year gap (on his chronology) between the introduction of the
new coinage and its occurrencein hoards is analogousto the presenceof the Pans in hoards later
than their issue. He fails, however, to determine conclusively the beginning of the Poseidons.
Through a global overview of the geographical and chronological distribution of all the
known hoards,Y. Touratsogloureassignsthe Poseidonsto Antigonos Doson. He suggeststhat the
Panswere hoarded between260 and 200 BC in the Balkans and between 220 and 200 BC in Asia
Minor, Middle and Near East, whereasthe Poseidon appearin hoardsof the East after 220 BC but
that they rarely occur in the Balkans, and then only after 227-5 BC. He thus relates the Poseidons
'Cox, Gordion,1-19,
esp.p. 8.

Merker, Studies,70-143; Merker, Silver Coinage, 32-52.
10 Cf. Ehrhardt, Studies, 76-8,
who also points out that the excellent condition of the Poseidon head
tetradrachmsfrom the Gordfon, 1951 hoard, dated to c. 205-0 BC, would have entailed their immediate
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to Doson's military expenditurefor the Karian expedition. Doubts as to his suggestionshave been
raised most recently by P. Paschides,who associatesthe absenceof Poseidonsfrom hoards of the
East before the 220s with the lack of large military enterprisesbefore the Karian expedition. He
redatesthe earliest hoard with Poseidon head tetradrachms,unearthedat Karditsa in 1929, to c.
245-0 BC, on the basis of the tetradrachmsof Antiochos II. He also considersan earlier date for a
few other hoards, but he ultimately concurs that the hoard evidence cannot determine the
introduction date of the Poseidonheadtetradrachms'1.
It is admitted that the hoards only provide a terminus ante quem for the launching of the
second tetradrachm type in the name of Antigonos, c. 245-0 BC. Even though the low
based
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220 BC. It is worth noting that Meydancikkale, 1980 (c. 240-35 BC), the only hoard of the East
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(cf
chapter 2.3). The introduction of the Poseidonhead tetradrachmswithin that period
variety
would therefore not have been reflected in the hoard patternsof the East (see chapter7.2).

(i)

Style and internal numismatic evidence

The first attributions of the Poseidon to an issuing authority focused on the style and on their
relation to the Pans. The prevailing argumentation provided by F. Imhoof-Blumer may be
summarised in the following points: F. Imhoof-Blumer accepts B. V. Head's remarks on the
similarity in style and fabric between the Poseidonsand the coins struck by Philip V and by the

withdrawalfrom circulation. Seechapter2.3.

11See note 6. An
earlier date is suggested,for instance,for Hya se Korbit, 1982 (see chapter 2.3), but the
depositionalnature of this hoard limits its usefulnessin determining the introduction date of the Poseidons.
12Cf. chapter2.3.
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first NFpic of the Makedonians, but he prefers to approximate the Apollo on the prow on the
reverseto the time of Demetrios Poliorketesrather than to Philip V. Also on stylistic grounds,he
dates the Poseidon before the Pans with Athena 1. and he suggeststhe naval victory of Gonatas
off Kos, then dated to c. 265 BC, as an appropriate context for this issue. He takes the
iconography of the silver drachmae,with the bearded head r. on the obverse and with Athena
Alkidemos 1. on the reverse, to illustrate the transition from the Poseidons to the Pans under
Gonatas. Even though the futility of any stylistic argumentsfor the datesof these coins has been
pointed out by I. L. Merker13,Touratsogloureverts to Head's initial stylistic approximation of the
Poseidons to the silver tetradrachms of MAKEAONC)NIIPOTHI, in order to support the late
introduction of the secondtetradrachmtype `of king Antigonos' 14
More important in determining the introduction of this coinage is the internal numismatic
be
head
head
Poseidon
between
Pan
the
may
the
series
and
evidence,via which some relationship
detected. A trident symbol occurs, for instance, on the reverse of both certain Pan and some
Poseidon varieties (chapter 5.1.1, nos. 1-4 and chapter 6.1.2, nos. 61-5, respectively). Moreover,
monograms 9,11,22 and the letters TI are engravedr. on the reverseof some Pan tetradrachms
and r. of the main monogram on certain Poseidons. It is on the basis also of thesecommon control
marks, taken as internal links between the two individual series in the name of `king Antigonos',
that F. Imhoof-Blumer assignsboth types to Gonatas. He approximatesthe silver tetradrachms
with the trident symbol on the reverseto the silver coinageof Demetrios Poliorketes,rather than to
the Antigonid bronzes carrying on the reverse a Pan erecting trophy". The significance of these
common control marks is underplayedby thosewho assignthe Poseidontype to Antigonos Doson,
notably I. L. Merker16 and Y. TouratsoglouL7. It has been argued above, however, that the
presenceof these varieties in later hoards only provides a terminus ante quem for the respective
issues,rather than conclusively determining their introduction date. R. W. Mathisen, on the other
hand, takes these common control marks (and the star symbol on the reverse of a Poseidonhead
tetradrachm,chapter6.1.2, no. 56 in our catalogue)to indicate the chronological proximity of both
types. Moreover, he suggeststhat the disparity in the ratios of (a) the duration of the respective
issues (Pans : Poseidons, 6+ :1 years), and of (b) their sizes (Pans : Poseidons, 12-13 :6
specimens) renders the introduction of the Poseidons under Doson unlikely.

He therefore

concludes that the Poseidons start under Gonatas and hence coincide with some Pan head

13Silver Coinage, 40.
14DM, 81.
15Imhoof-Blumer, MG, 127-8.
16Maher, Silver Coinage, 49.
17Touratsoglou,DM, 80.
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varieties18. Paschidesmost recently, also allowing for the accidental coincidence of monograms
on the two types, consideredthe numeric analogy of the monogramson the respective seriesand
Poseidons
internal
in
between
letter
links
the
that
to
them,
conclude
order
certain
monogram and
must have beenintroduced under Antigonos Gonatas19.
Prerequisiteto the investigation of internal and external links between the two individual
Antigonid issues is a brief outline of the internal structure of the Poseidons. The second
tetradrachmtype in the name of king Antigonos is a generally homogeneousissue, coming from
twenty-five obverse dies of excellent engraving quality.
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The star on specimen56 and the trident on the last group of the seriesmay have been allusions to
the Karian expedition and may thus encouragethe association of the second lot with the fourth
issues20.
Antigonid
Two secondarycontrol marks figure alongside the main symbol on
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trident variety.
The internal sequence of the two individual silver tetradrachm types struck under
Antigonos corroboratessomerelationship betweenthe Pansand the Poseidon. In the first place, a
trident symbol occurs on groups from both series. Secondly, it may be arguedthat the monograms
la Mathisen, Pan heads
and Poseidon heads,32-4.
19Seen. 6, esp. 244-50.
20The star symbol
might be reminiscent of that on the coinage of Philip 11:Le Rider, Philippe 11,135, no.
59; idem, Monnayage et Finances, 50 (first series of gold staters); Le Rider, Philippe 11,49,370-3; idem,
Monnayage et Finances, 33-4 (silver). The trident symbol has been taken by Touratsoglou to denotea naval
enterprise:DM, 81-2. Cf. chapter 2.2.4.
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sharedby the Pansand the Poseidon are not due to pure coincidence. It has been shown that the
monograms on the Pans representofficials responsible for different branchesof the same mint
rather than annual officials (cf chapter 2.2.4). Turning to the Poseidon and leaving aside the
principal monogram, which is not paralleled by any of the control marks on silver or bronze
(Antigonid) coins from within or outsideMakedonia (except possibly the symbol on no. 102 of the
Pansfrom period III), one may focus on the secondarymonogramsand letters, which occur on the
Poseidonsalongside the main monogram. Of those, nos. 9,11 and the letters TI are among the
main control marks of the Pans:the first occurs in the first two periods of the Pans,the secondruns
through the whole series, and the letters TI sign specimensof the last three periods (c£ chapter
2.2.4). It would be hard to imagine that the occurrence of these particular monograms on the
secondtype with the legend `BAiIAEC)I ANTIrONOY', the Poseidons,is fortuitous. Rather this

betraystheinvolvementof someof theprincipalofficials of themainmint, in which thePanswere
produced,in thelaunching,at least,of thenewtype.
The `hypothetical' remarks put forward by Paschides in regard to these common
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as
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Antigonid
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first
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the
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numismatic
place, monogram
issues,both on Group 26 of the Pans(chapter 5.1.1, nos. 106-9), and on Group 31 of the Poseidons
(chapter 6.1.2, nos. 60-3). The few coins signed with this monogram, and the correction of this
monogram to no. 11 on specimen 119 from period III, suggestthe brief engagementof this mint
official in this issue and indirectly confirm that it is the regular officials of the main Makedonian
mint who, at least initially, were in charge of the new issue. The signatureof monogram 11 on a
single specimenis opposed to the presenceof no. 9 on eight die combinations from period III.
This is of particular interest if combined with the absenceof monogram 9 from the third period of
Pans. Paschidesarguesthat the assignationof the Poseidonsto Doson would entail the recalling
for
his
first
He
9
25-35
the
the
to
official
monogram
opts
with
of
employment.
office
years after
assignationof the Poseidonheadtetradrachmswith monogram 9 to the time of Gonatas,instead.
The employment of a homonymousofficial under Doson was admittedly also possible, but
the absenceof this monogram from the control marks on the silver tetradrachmsof Philip V would
then suggest a brief employment then".

Moreover, the assignation of the Poseidons with

monogram 9 to the third period effectively accountsfor the discontinuity of this monogram on the
Pansafter the secondperiod: it is simpler to assumethe assignationto this experiencedofficial of
21 On the
monograms on the silver tetradrachms of Philip V, see A. Mamroth, `Die Silbermünzen des
Königs Philippos V. von Makedonien', ZJN 40 (1930) 277-303, esp. p. 277; Touratsoglou, Circulation, `list
of monogramson coins of Philip, Perseusand in the name of Macedonians'. On the monograms on the
silver coinage of Perseus, see also Touratsoglou, ibid.; A. Mamroth, `Die Silbermünzen des Königs
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the new Poseidonissue before his retirement. The official signing with monogram 11 was only
briefly diverted to the new issue;he nearly immediately returnedto the Pans.
Paschidesoffers the sameinterpretation for the letters TI, which occur on the Poseidons,
on the Pans,and on the few silver Zeus drachmae. These tetradrachmsand drachmaehave been
related to the Karian expedition of Antigonos Doson (cf. chapters2.2.4,2.4.2-4,6.1.1,6.1.3), and
the secondissueof the Poseidon may form part of the samecontext.

(iii)

Iconography and policy

The naval pretensionsmade by the combination of the beardedPoseidonhead on the obversewith
Apollo on the prow on the reverseof the secondtetradrachmtype in the name of king Antigonos,
have been analysedin relation to the iconography (chapter2.1). Thesepoint to the introduction of
the new tetradrachm type subsequentto one of the following three occasions: the two naval
victories of Gonatas over the Ptolemies, off Kos (dated between 262/1 and 255 BC) and near
Andros (246/5 BC) offer the two alternatives (chapters 3,5). Doson's Karian expedition (227-5
BC), the first recorded Antigonid naval enterprise in the East after Gonatas, is also worthy of
consideration(chapter 6).
Past attempts to associatethe Poseidon with one of these occasions have developed
alongside the ongoing debatefor the establishmentof the chronology of thesehistorical events. F.
Imhoof-Blumer, who assignedboth tetradrachm types to Gonatas, related the Poseidons to the
battle of Kos, then datedto 265 BC, and arguedthat they were earlier than the Panswith Athena 1.
He thus deprived, however, Demetrios II and Antigonos Doson of silver issues. In his doctoral
dissertation,I. L. Merker developed Dorothy B. Cox's remark that the Panswith Athena 1.in fact
antedatethe Poseidontype. Diverging from Cox, who assignsboth types to a period from Gonatas
through to Doson, Merker begs to associatethe naval connotations in the iconography of the
Poseidonswith the battle of Andros, which, however, he considerswithin the context of the Karian
expedition (227-5 BC). He thus reverts to B. V. Head's initial tentative association of the
Poseidonswith Doson22. Through the study of a small sample of hoards, further developed in an
article published in 1960, he expands Head's argumentation, based on fabric and style, in the
following respects:

(i) Theiconographyof thePoseidons
relatesto thebattleof Andros.
(ii) The accepteddates for Eretria, 1937 and for Gordion, 1951 point to the introduction of the
Perseus',ZfN38 (1928)1-28, esp.p. 1; Mettout, Persee,pl. H. Cf. Merkholm, EIIC, 163-6.
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Poseidonsbetweenc. 235 and c. 210-0 BC.
(iii) Doson's Karian expedition offers an appropriatebackgroundfor an important naval conflict.
(iv) The Poseidonsand the chronological context in PompeiusTrogus are not incompatible with a
date of the battle of Andros under Doson. The referenceto Andros in relation to Gonatasin
Plutarch is a mistake for Kos.
(v) Therefore, the battle of Andros is to be dated to the reign of Gonatas' later homonym,
Antigonos Doson.
The debatehas beencontinued in the 1980s. Redatingthe battle of Andros to 246/5 BC in
the light of new evidence,K. Buraselis conclusively dissociatedthis naval conflict from Doson's
Karian expedition, thus disproving an essentialpoint of Merker's associationof the Poseidonswith
Antigonos Doson. Buraselis also arguedthat the iconography of the Poseidonsis better associated
with Gonatasrather than Doson. Firstly, Apollo is not related to Doson but rather to Gonatas. He
argued that the Apollo-on-prow was an allusion to the battle of Kos and that Poseidon on the
obverse was not only a return to the numismatic tradition of the Antigonids, but also connected
with the parallelism of Antigonos (probably Gonatas alter Kos) with Poseidon in Sextus (see
chapter2.1)x. In 1985,independentlyfrom Buraselis' remarks, a reappraisalof the known hoards,
of internal numismatic evidence and of the iconography led R. W. Mathisen to relate the
Poseidonsto the battle of Andros, which he dated to the late 240s, as indicated by Pompeius
Trogus'.
Even if the battle off Andros (246/5 BC) has been dissociatedfrom the Karian expedition
(227.3BC),the alleged earliest presenceof the Poseidons in hoards of the 220s has caused Y.
Touratsoglouto suggesta causalrelationship betweenthe introduction of this type and the military
expenditure for the Karian expedition, and to downdate for this purposethe Karditsa, 1929 hoard
to the 220s (chapter2.3). Reconstructingthis view, P. Paschidesfocuseson the following points:
(i) He repeatsMathisen's methodological reservationsin relating the new type with the military
expenditurefor an imminent expedition.
(ii) He arguesthat the connotationsof naval sovereignty on the new coinage do not tally with the
motives and results of the naval enterprise to Karia, after which the Antigonid sovereignty in
the areawas neither pursuednor achieved.

(iii) On the otherhand,he stresses
that the new iconographyis compatiblewith the impactof the
Antigonid naval victory off Andros, as put forward by Buraselis. He suggeststhat the
`messages'of the new iconography (that is, the declaration, at least, of Gonatas' control of the
22 See
a. 9.

23Buraselis,HM, 163.
24Mathiseq Pan heads
and Poseidonheads,esp.33-5.
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Aegean and of his recaptureof Korinth in 246 BC, as well as some influence on Delos) may
have beenput out on the peak of Gonatas' Aegeanpolicy. The loose control of Greecethrough
Korinth, Peiraeus,Challis and Demetrias and the elimination of Ptolemaic influence in the
Aegean were indeed a reality for the Antigonid realm after the defeat of the Ptolemaic fleet
near Androe5.

***

***

***

To recapitulate, the introduction date of the Poseidons is determined by their internal
structure. In the first place, the last Balkan hoard with Pansbut with no Poseidons,Eretria, 1937,
and the earliest hoard with both tetradrachm types, Karditsa, 1929, limit the date of the
introduction of the Poseidonsto between c. 246/5 BC and 240 BC. Moreover, the control marks
between
the Pans and the Poseidons not only link the two types but also indicate the
shared
introduction of the Poseidonsduring the third period of issueof the Pans;that is, after the battle of
Andros. The iconographic connotationsof naval sovereigntyon the Poseidonsmust have acquired
particular gravity on the peak of Gonatas' military and political achievements against the
Ptolemies. Both tetradrachmtypes may have continued to be usedthrough to Antigonos Doson.
The political messagelatent in the new tetradrachmtype is inextricably bound up with the
politics of the period. The Poseidons obviously relate Gonatas' naval achievementsover the
Ptolemieswith the Antigonid Aegeantradition and presentApollo as protector of his flagship and
hence of the Antigonid fleet. Thus Apollo, alongside Poseidon, is presentedas having given
Gonatas the naval victory at Andros. It has been shown that reference to the Celtic attack at
Delphi had been made on the Pans (chapter 2.4.2). The Poseidons, alongside the new vase
festivals introduced by Gonatas at Delos after Andros, the Soteria and the Paneia, were
expressionsof his piety to Apollo at the god's other major sanctuary. In fact, the unusual names
of these two vase festivals, `Soteria' and `Paneia', were presumably meant emphatically to
underline Pan's role in the Panhellenic resistanceto the Celts at Delphi and indirectly to remind
one of Gonatas'role in this resistance,alongsidethe Aitolians26.

2$See.n. 6, esp. 250-5.
p.
26The gods honoured the Soteria have been identified
at
with the Them Soteres,Zeus Soter and Athena
Soteira. The Paneiahave beenassignedto Pan, popular in Makedonia and at Delos. Tarn identifies the new
festivals with `Apollo of Delos and the gods associatedwith him': AG, 380. E. Will relatesthem with Pan's
alleged role at Lysimacheia: HPMH I, 323, cf chapter 2.4.2. Walbank relates these names with Pan's
Popularity in Makedonia and with his representationon the Pan head tetradrachms (Hammond-Walbank,
Macedonia lII, 592-5). Finally, Buraselis assumesPan's epiphany at the battle of Andros,
mutatis mutaraüs
to Pan's epiphany at Lysimacheia:HAf, 145.
Will, HPMH 12,323.
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It may be arguedthat this renewed emphasisat Delos on the Celtic attack at Delphi and
the reestablishmentof the links with the Antigonid Aegean policy and Delos were the two sides
of the samemainstreamAntigonid policy vis-a-vis mainland Greece and the Aegean. Both the
Delian foundations and the Poseidon head tetradrachms,respectively directly and indirectly,
formed part of Gonatas' repost to the potentially antimakedonianstance of the Aitolians. The
initiative of the latter in transforming the annual Soteria at Delphi into what was effectively a
Panhellenicfestival aimed at the Panhellenicacknowledgementof their control of Delphi (chapter
2.1). Gonatas' expressionsof piety at a different major Greek sanctuarywere presumably aimed
at effectively preventing the Aitolians' possible manipulation of his abstention from the Delphic
celebrationsinto a potential identification of the Makedonianswith barbarians.
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2.4.4

Fractional Denominations

The internal sequenceof the silver tetradrachms of `king Antigonos' may, at least partly, be
determinedby the few silver fractions issuedby the sameauthority. These include a drachmawith
the types of the Pan head tetradrachms;thirty-two drachmaewith the head of Zeus on the obverse
and with Athena Alkidemos 1. on the reverse, alongside a winged helmet and the letters TI on
either side of Athena (chapter 2.1). Finally, an anomalousdenomination is representedby two
Zeus specimens,coming from a pair of dies known from the drachmae(chapter6.3, nos. 77a-b).
The Pan drachma, with a crested helmet alongside monogram 9 on the reverse, is
stylistically associatedto the Pan tetradrachmsof the `plain style' (chapters2.4.2,3.0). The Zeus
drachmae,however, are no longer to be associatedwith the Poseidons. In contrast to F. ImhoofBlumer, who considered them as marking the transition from the Poseidons to the Pans with
Athena 1., R. W. Mathisen relates these fractions to the Pans. He identifies the bearded head on
the obversewith Zeus rather than Poseidonand he relates these coins via their control marks, the
Pan
helmet
1.
letters
TI
to
the
of
the
the
a
small
group
r.,
symbol on
on
winged
reverse and
tetradrachmsinstead. He assignsthesePans and the Zeus drachmaeto a brief period in the reign
of Gonatas,but he doesnot proceedto any further chronological definition'.
A terminus ante quem for theseissuesis provided by the Sophikon, 1893 hoard, datedto c.
230-20 BC; two of the three drachmaeincluded in this hoard are in good condition. I am inclined
to suggestthat it is the silver drachmaethat, at least partly, determinethe internal sequenceof the
Pan head tetradrachms,insofar as they may be regardedas contemporarywith the Pan head variety
carrying a winged helmet symbol identical with that on the drachmae(chapter 2.1). Their limited
numbers, however, discourage their consideration as part of a monetary system structured
exclusively on individual types of king Antigonos. The replacementof the Pan head-on-shieldby
the head of Zeus in the iconography of the obverse also requires consideration. Finally, equally
important are the two silver specimensweighing 2,46 and 2,27 g, respectively, the second of
which is plated. In the first place, their obverse die link with the silver drachmaeindicates the
chronological proximity of thesetwo denominations. The reducedweight of thesecoins and their
direct metrological relationship to the Ptolemaic silver tetradrachms,weighing 14,25 g, favour
their identification as silver pentobols, that is, as drachmae of Egyptian weight2. They find a
metrological parallel in the two pentobols of handsomedesign but of an anomalousdenomination
compatible with the Ptolemaic weight standard, from the Athenian Agora. J. Kroll places these
pentobols, and a few tetrobols on the same standard, in a historical context involving direct
1Imhoof-Blumer, MG, 124,127; Mathisen, pan heads
and Poseidon heads,40,44-5.
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Ptolemaic participation in Athenian affairs. He therefore suggeststheir introduction at the outset
of the Chremonideanwar and favours their striking for purposesof military pay3.
Given that the production of silver drachmaewas far more common in Asia Minor than in
Greece4,thesefractional denominationsmay be related to Antigonid naval or military enterprises
in the East. An appropriatecontext for this small issue is perhapsoffered by three occasions:an
early presenceof Gonatasin Karia, implied by a new inscription from Kaunos, currently dated.to
c. 268 BC (chapter2.4.2), a possible involvement of Gonatasin the Third Syrian (Laodikeän) war
(246-1 BC)5 and Antigonos Doson's expedition to Karia in 227-5 BC. The associationof the Pan
drachmawith Group 10 of the Pan variety through identical designs,style and control marks might
indicate the striking of the Pan drachma on the fist occasion, but it is difficult to base such
assumptionson a single coin. Moreover, until this inscription is fully published, the evidencefor
Gonatas' involvement in Karia in the early 260s remains uncertain. Gonatas' participation in the
Laodike6n war is not an impossible alternative, but it is not firmly supported by the existing
evidence. Furthermore,the representationof Zeus on the obverse would seemto be incompatible
with Gonatas' identification with Poseidonin later literature. The Karian expedition of 227-5 BC
therefore remains at presentthe only appropriateand reasonablywell documentednaval enterprise
in the East. The rivalry between the Seleukids and the Ptolemies for control over these areas,in
particular, explains the temporary issue of an unusual denominationcompatible with the Ptolemaic
standard,alongsidedrachmaeof the Attic standard,under Antigonos.
The engagementof the Antigonids in military activities in Asia Minor is corroboratedby
the exceptional denominationson the Ptolemaic standard. The temporary launching of pentobols
might reflect the political and military overlaps between Seleukids and Ptolemies on the coast of
Asia Minor and thus confirm the association of these small Antigonid denominations with the
interests
Antigonid
in Asia Minor.
the
of
promotion

2 On the identification the
of
pentobolswith drachmaeof Egyptian weight, seeKroll, Agora, 11.
3 Kroll, Agora, 10-11. Cf.
chapter 2.2.1.
4 See,for instance,Margaret J. Thompson,Alexander's Drachm Mints 1. Sandes
and Miletus, ANS NS 16,
New York 1983; eadem,Alexander's Drachm Mints 2. Lampsacusand Abydus, ANS NS 19, New York
1991.
5Buraselis,HM, 119 ff.,
172-6.
,
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2.5

Mints

The analysisof the silver Antigoni ultimately aims at identifying the royal mints under Antigonos
Gonatas. The issues that require consideration here include, how many mints may be
distinguished for the precious metal coinage in the name of `king Antigonos', for how long they
be
Finally,
these
(or
mints
can
operated, and whether
not) their operation was continuous.
located? And, last but not least, how can numismatic evidence shed light upon their internal
structure?
Continuity and changein the mint organisation in Makedonia under Gonatascan only be
II
Philip
in
The
in
light
and
the
of
coinage
the
precious
area.
properly assessed
of earlier practices
the lifetime coinage of Alexander III in Makedonia have been assigned to three Makedonian
in
The
Amphipolis2.
identified
the name of
being
the
coinage
traditionally
main one
with
mintsl,
Alexander III was continuedposthumouslyunder Philip Arrhidaeus and Kassander,presumably at
the samemints. The Makedonian silver coinage with the individual types and name of Demetrios
Poliorketes presumably comes from two mints (alongside others in the Balkan peninsula, in Asia
Minor and in Cyprus), and possibly from a third one, labelled by Newell as `uncertain
Makedonian'3. It is the posthumousgold and silver issuesin the name of Alexander that set the
direct precedentfor the coinage struck in Makedonia during the interregnum and under Gonatas.
R. W. Mathisen proposes the production of the gold staters at two mints. According to his
he
Makedonian
bulk
is
the
which
the
to
the
mint,
main
of
silver coinage assigned
analysis,
identifies with Amphipolis; a few issuesare attributed to a secondmint, Pella4. Finally, the mint
of the silver coinageof the last two Antigonids remainsuncertain5.
How does the internal structure of the precious metal coinages struck under Gonatas fit
into this mint tradition? In the first place, the stylistic homogeneity of the transitional gold staters
in the name of Antigonos favours their attribution to a mint distinct from that of the posthumous
1 Le Rider, Philippe II, 325-32; Price, Alexander, 85-9; M. J. Price, `The coinage of Philip II', NC 19 (1979)
234-40; Le Rider, Monnayage et Finances, 26-31.
2 Newell, Demanhur, 67; Bellinger, Essays,44, 37; Price, Alexander, 86, n. 4; Troxell, Studies, 17.
n.
3 Newell, DP,
passim;Merkholm, EHC, 78-81.
4 Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 101-2,104-10.
5 On attempts to
reconstruct the respective coinages, see A. Mamroth, 'Die Silbermünzen des Königs
Philippos V. von Makedonien', ZfN 40 (1930) 277-30; P. A. MacKay, `Macedonian tetradrachmsof 148-7
B. C.', ANSMN 14 (1968) 5-13; Boehringer, Chronologie, 107-10,116-8. A. Mamroth, `Die Silbermünzen
des Königs Perseus', ZJN 38 (1928) 1-28; Mettout, Persee; P. R. Franke, `Zur Finanzpolitik des
makedonischenKönigs Perseuswährend des Krieges mit Rom 171-168 v. Chr.', JNG (1957) 31-50, pl. IIIV; Merkholm, ENC, 135-6; N. G. L. Hammond, 'The defeat of the Macedonian army and the Roman
settlement(197-196 B. C.)', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia 111,460-8.
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Alexander staters,which are themselvesassociatedwith the posthumousAlexander tetradrachms
struck under Gonatas6. Alternatively, I would argue that the wreath on the reverse of the
transitional staterspoints to their striking under particular circumstances(chapter 2.4.1). The few
surviving specimens,paired with the absenceof control marks, may be taken to suggestthat this
was a one-off issue,for a particular paymentor celebration.
The reconstruction of the monograms on the precious-metal coinage of Philip V and
Perseus,on the other hand, has led Touratsoglou to conclude that three officials almost always cooperated,two of whom were permanent7.
As for the transitional silver Alexanders, the obverse link between them and the silver
posthumous Alexanders might point to the striking of both at the same mint. However, the
presence of a single monogram differentiates them from these contemporary posthumous
Alexanders, which regularly carry three monogramson the reverse.
It is the combination of the Makedonian shield with this type of helmet that has led to the
1.
helmet
issues
The
Makedonian
these
on the reverseof
to
the
crested
assignationof
mints.
main
most of the Pansrelatesthis tetradrachmtype to the Helmet group of the Makedonian posthumous
Alexander tetradrachmsand to the shield/helmet Antigonid bronze coins9. At the sametime, the
typological variations of the crestedhelmet suggestthe long duration of the Pans. The absenceof
the helmet from groups 42-4 of the first period is offset by the transfer to the left of monograms5,
10 and 12, which establish a connection with the Pan-heads. A winged helmet temporarily
substitutesthe crestedhelmet in period IV. Rather than indicating the striking of these coins at a
different Makedonian mint, this replacementmay suggesttheir issue on a particular occasion. In
fact, the Karian expedition of Antigonos Doson might have offered Gonatas' homonym the
opportunity to distinguish himself from his predecessorand to adopt temporarily a different
symbol on the reverse(chapters2.4.2,6.1.2).
Small issues with different symbols on the reverse may equally well have been struck at
different mints or at the main Makedonian mint. A variation with Athena facing r. and with a
kalathos 1.on the reversehas been assignedto the mint of Athens by I. L. Merker, who interpreted
the obverse link of this variety with the Athena 1. seriesas a die transfer to the new mintto, Chr.
Boehringer, on the other hand, reverts to the attribution of the right-facing Athena to the beginning

7 Touratsoglou, Circulation, 71, `list
of monogramson coins of Philip V, Perseusand in the name of the
Macedonians'.
8Merker, Silver Coinage, 45-6; Ritter, Sternsymbolik, 165, 7.
n.
9 See 48.2,14.
pl.
10 M
e, Silver Coinage, 47-9.
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of the main Makedonianmint, originally proposedby Imhoof-Blumer and H. Gaeblerl1.
The second Pan group with distinct control marks consists of four tetradrachms with the
letter X on the 1. and with monogram 22, later corrected to 23, on the r. These have been assigned
by Merker to a third Makedonian mint, located at Chalkis. Finally, a third Pan group with a trident
symbol 1. on the reverse has been assigned by Merker to Korinth12. Mathisen's alternative relation
of this group with the battle of either Kos or Andros is rejected by Touratsoglou.

He prefers to

associate it with the Poseidons with a trident on the reverse, interpreting the trident as a general
symbol of sea-power13.

The different symbols, however, do not form a sufficient basis for the attribution of these
varieties to different mints, given that posthumous Alexander tetradrachmswith various group
identifiers had alreadybeenminted at the main Makedonianmint under Gonatas14.The relation of
the kalathos or `bakchosring' to the Eleusinian rituals, for instance, does not effectively justify
per se the supposition of a new Antigonid mint at Athens and a concomitant obversetransfer from
the main mint to it, as suggestedby I. L. Merker. On the other hand, the small size but high
quality of this issue,alongsideits distinct rarity, may be taken to suggestits production at the main
Makedonian mint in commemorationof a particular occasion. Similarly, the inclusion of the letter
X among the control marks of the posthumousAlexander tetradrachmsstruck at Uranopolis, in
addition to a similar monogram on the so-called 'Xi group' of the posthumous Alexander
tetradrachms, need not a priori exclude the striking of the corresponding Pan-heads in
Makedonials. The occurrenceof monogram 23 with a Poseidonhead obversewith a trident on the
reversemight suggestthe supervision of both types by the sameofficial. Moreover, the small size
of the Pan-headgroups without a helmet symbol does not suggestthe parallel function of both
mints in order to cover financial needs. After all, the stylistic similarity of 014 and 015 with 002
in the third period betrays the production of these dies by the samedie cutter. There is therefore
no reasonto reject Chr. Boehringer's identification of a single Makedonian mint for all the Pans16,
in which he assignedthe special groups to exceptional circumstances.

On ideologicalgrounds,Merker's belief that mints operatedbeyond Makedoniaunder
11 Chronologie, 100,

n. 9.
12 Merker, Silver Coinage, 49-50.
13 Mathisen, CW(1983) 113;Touratsoglou,DM, 80.
14 Maisen, Silver Coinages, 79-123,
esp. 86-96,81 (table 1); Administrative Organisation I, 10-1; Price,
Alexander, 141-2.
15 On the issues Uranopolis,
of
seeChr. Ehrhardt, `A catalogueof issuesof tetradrachmsfrom Amphipolis,
318-294 BC', JNFA 4 (1976) 85-9, esp. 87-8; Price, Alexander, 139-40, pl. 32.511-4. On the `Xi' group of
Makedonian posthumousAlexanders,seePrice, Alexander, 141,146.
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Gonatasis incompatible with the nature of the king's hegemonyover Greece:for the production of
royal coinages in Greek cities of the Antigonid realm to the detriment of local issues is
his
by
is
Gonatas
There
to
that
the
any
of
unsupported
or
no reason assume
existing evidence17.
successorsin Makedonia exercisedsuch an authority vis-ä-vis Greek political organisations,either.
Purchaseof silver from the royal mines may simply have been unprofitable for the cities. This
may have accountedfor their preferencefor `international' coinages,whether royal Makedonian or
others.
It is worth investigating whether the secondtetradrachmtype of Antigonos, the Poseidon
head, was struck at a different mint. The absenceof its main monogram from the Pan-headsor
from the related posthumous Alexanders, as well as from the Antigonid bronze coinage, might
prima facie favour this possibility, but a different monogram is poor evidence for discarding an
issue from the main mint. The Makedonian fabric of the Poseidonheadtetradrachmsfavours their
production in Makedonia, as suggestedby R. W. Mathisen, rather than at the ThessalianDemetrias
(see chapter 2.2.4)18. The monogram links with the Pans via monograms 9,11 and 22, which
occur alongside the main monogram, might even suggestthe production of the Poseidonsat the
These
its
Makedonian
than
transfer
the
temporary
elsewhere.
of
officials
mint rather
main
of some
links between the Pans and the Poseidonsassociatethem in terms of the location and time of
production. Moreover, the twenty-four Poseidon obverse dies suggest a larger issue than the
be
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The
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thus
type
this,
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special
periodical
of
presumably celebratory,
confirmed (cf. chapters2.4.3,7.3)
Locating mint(/s) in Makedonia has been met with scepticismby M. J. Price and by Hyla
Troxell, in their respectivetreatisesof the precious coinage of Alexander III. The adoption by the
former of inverted commas for uncertain earlier attributions to mints suggestshis awarenessthat
these allocations are subjective; the latter deliberately avoids this discussion altogether19. The
Makedonian posthumousAlexanders that set the direct precedentto the Panshave been assigned
by R. W. Mathisen to two mints, Amphipolis and Pella, on the assumptionthat an official from the
main mint oversaw at Pella a small issuewith a monogram 1. One must admit, however, that the

16 goehringer, Chronologie, 100.
17 J. J. Gabbert
concludesthat Gonatashonouredthe tradition of the autonomy of the Greek polis so long as
it did not violate his primary goals: Gabbert, Greek Hegemony, 251-9. On the impact of sovereignty on
royal numismatic policies, seeMartin, Sovereignty, 5, n. 2,13,196-203. Howgego, Ancient History from
Coins, 39-49,59-60.
18Masen, Pan heads
and Poseidonheads,32.

19primeAlexander,36,85-131; Troxell,Studies,17-8.
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alleged transfersof dies and officials to different mints and the theory of `moving mints' further
during
locations,
issues
the
the
to
stress conventionalnature of attributions of
particularly
specific
Hellenistic period20.
The structure of the Pans suggeststheir production at the principal Makedonian mint: the
crested helmet and common monograms establish continuity with the posthumous Alexanders
for
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Price21.
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This is suggestedby the obverselink betweenthe kalathos group and the main Helmet group. If a
location has to be proposed, Mathisen's identification of the main Makedonian mint with
Amphipolis is supportedby the proximity of this city to the mines of Pangaion22.This is further
favoured by the occurrenceof one of the principal monogramson the Pans,no. 11, on the reverse
different
Pan
from
Thasos23.
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Alexanders of the 280s and 270s. In fact, Mathisen's consideration of the Pan group with the
trident symbol as celebratory may be expanded on all these special issues24. The suggested
celebratory nature also of the Poseidonsmight allow for their minting at the principal Makedonian
is
but
(cf
2.4.3,7.3);
Pella
their
not necessary,
a
possible,
chapters
mint
alternative production at
hypothesis.
The operation of a single mint at the Eastern half of the Antigonid kingdom is not only
determinedby the concentration of metal resourcesin the Easternhalf of Makedonia, it may also
reflect the impact of Pyrrhos' capture of Pella in 2731BC. This, together with Alexander's
invasion of Makedonia during the Chremonideanwar, demonstratedthat the western part of the
realm was vulnerable. It is on these grounds that the establishmentof the royal treasury at Pella
ought rather to be dated after the consolidation of the Antigonids in the area25. Some relation
between mints and treasuries has been speculated by M. B. Hatzopoulos, who favours the

20 0. Markholm, `The `behaviour'
of dies in the Hellenistic period', in INC Berne Proc. (1982) 209-14;
idem, `Some reflections on the production and use of coinage in ancient Greece', Historia 31 (1982) 290305; idem, `The life of obversedies in the Hellenistic period', in StudiesGrierson, 11-21.
21 Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 101-10. Price,Alexander, 141-2. Cf.
chapter 2.2.4, fig. 7.
22 Mathisen, Macedonian Silver, 114-8,
with earlier bibliography. On the Makedonian mines, see chapters
1.2,7.
23 SNG Cop, 1054.

24 CW(1983)113;Touratsoglou,
DM, 80.
25 The literary

sourcespresentedby Hatzopoulos for Pella as the royal treasury date from the period of the
Roman conquest:Liv., 44.6.2,10.1; Plut. Aem. 23.6. Cf. Hatzopoulos,Institutions, 256, n. 6.
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existenceof a royal treasury,among other cities, also at Amphipolis26.
To conclude, the internal structure of the Antigonid silver coinage reflects changes
conferred upon the traditional mint organisationin Makedonia subsequentto the interregnum. The
common symbols and monograms on the Pans and the Poseidonsand on Alexander statersand
tetradrachms,posthumousand transitional, suggesttheir long, concomitant or parallel, production
at the sameMakedonian mint. Greater independenceis speculatedin the production of Gonatas'
individual silver issues, which are normally signed by two officials, as opposed to the three
officials signing the posthumous Alexanders. The independent co-operation of approximately
three officials with the main one, signing with the Makedonian helmet, demonstratesthe shift of
emphasisto co-ordinatedwork among different branchesof the samemint under the Antigonids.
The reduction of the signing officials to two under Gonatasand the disappearanceof the
primary mint official from certain posthumousAlexandersand from the Pan-headsservesas a clue
to increasedfiscal centralisationin Makedonia under Antigonos Gonatas27.

261nstitutions,256, 6. On Aemilius Paulus'
requestto more than one cities for the transport of the royal
n.
moniesto Amphipolis in 167 BC, seeLiv. 45.29.1.
27 Mathisen, Administrative
organisation III, 44-6. No specific term survives regarding the financial
administrator in Makedonia: H.atzopoulos,Institutions, 433-4.
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3-6

Catalogue & Commentary: Gold and silver issues`of king Antigonos'

The material in the catalogueis arrangedby reverse die symbols and monograms,numbered
consecutively. Figures 12,15,18a-b and 2i, following the catalogue,show the complex die
linkage in schematicform for every period.
Abbreviations of museum collections and auction catalogues may be found in the
related list. Recordsof weights from auction cataloguesare generally noted in brackets with
the specimensrelated; in the casesof divergence, the smallest weight is retained, assuming
some loss of weight as a result of a cleaning process. The die-axesof the coins, which I have
personally examined,have been provided, and the die-axesrecorded in listings, published and
unpublished, have been reproduced. With regard to the classification of the issues, the
obverseslinking two or more groups of the same period are considered only with the first
group in which they occur. The virtual number of obversesin the other groups is represented
in brackets, as follows: [number of obversedies-obversedies linked to previous groups].
Some additional notes must be made regarding conventionsthat were followed in the
descriptionsof the Panheadtetradrachms. For our convenienceit was regardedbest to adopt a
conventional numbering for the `star/crescents' ('units'), for the `spaces' between the
`star/crescents',and for the numbersof rays on eachstar. Our numbering startsbasically from
the first `star/crescent',`space' or `star'/'ray' after 12 h and continuesclockwise (fig. 10). The
best preservedspecimensfrom all die combinations are illustrated, otherwise a symbol (`°') is
inserted.
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS
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FixedPriceCatalogue

B

Broken

FPL

FixedPriceList

C

Chipped

L

List/Liste

Cr

Crystallised

BBS

Buy or Bid Sale

P

Pierced

MBS

Mail Bid Sale

Pl

Plated
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3.0

Period I: The Chremonidean War and the Battle off Kos (274/1-260/255 BC)
`Plain Style'

The demise of Pyrrhos and the concomitant establishmentof Gonatasto the Makedonian throne
inaugurated a critical period in both Central Greek and international politics in the 260s': a
coalition between Sparta,the kings and the allies on the one hand, and Athens and the allies, on
the other hand, for all time (&STöv äcrravTaXp6vov), announcedby the Chremonideandecree,led
to the Chremonidean war (cf chapters 1.2,2.4.2)2. This allegedly defensive treaty between
Athens and Sparta has been regarded as complementary to two unpreserved unilateral treaties
between each of the cities and Ptolemy II, which established firmly a triple alliance
(Dreiecksbund) betweenProlemy II, Athens, Sparta and their respectiveallies. The instigation of
this alliance by the main rival of Gonatasfor control of the Aegean,Ptolemy II Philadelphos,may
be presumed rather than proved, but the enemy implied in the decree can only be Antigonos
Gonatas3.
The reconstruction of the Chremonidean war is far from enhancedby the fragmentary
invaded
Attica
have
Gonatas
documentation.
At
with a
the
may
existing
nature of
a certain point,
2.4.2)4.
As
the
force,
followed
by
(Paus.
1.1.1,3.6.4;
of
a
consequence
chapter
cf.
military
ships
Chremonideandecree,Patroklos and his fleet come to aid the Athenians (Paus. 1.1; 1.7; 3.6.4); he

' On the death of Pyrrhos, seePlut. Pyrrh. 34. Cf. Lkveque, Pyrrhos, 622-31; Garoufalias,Pyrrhus, 124-41;
Hammond, Epirus, 557-88.
2 The dates and duration of the Chremonidean War are controversial. 268/7 and 265/4 BC have been
decree
dates
for
Chremonidean
during
Peithidemos,
the
the
office
as
possible
whose
archonshipof
suggested
ff.;
Unters.,
in
Habicht,
Habicht,
95-112,133
Athens.
Heinen
date:
first
for
Osborne
the
and
opt
was voted
Heinen, Unters., 95 ff.; Osborne, Naturalisation II, 165-6, n. 750. Cf. S. V. Tracy, `A fragmentary
inscription from the Agora praising Ephebes', Hesperia 59 (1990) 543-7, esp. 545; For the policy of the
Lakedaimonians,seeP. Cloche, 'La politique extdrieurede Lacbdemoinedepuis la mort d' Agis III jusqu' ä
Macedonia
d'
Areus
d'
fils
Ier
Acrotatos,
(suite
Hammond-Walbank,
fin)',
(1946)
39-60;
REA
48
celle
et
III, 278-80; Green,Alexander to Actium, 147-8. On the other hand, Janice J. Gabbert recently reverted to
Meritt's date of Peithidemosto 265/4 BC: Gabbert, Greek Hegemony, 163-4; eadem,'The Anarchic dating
of the ChremonideanWar', CJ 82 (1986) 230-5; eadem,AG, 46-8, n. 43; eadem,Response,34. Cf. B. D.
Meritt, TheAthenian year, Berkeley 1961,223; idem, `Mid-Third Century Athenian Archons', Hesperia 50
(1981) 78-99, reconstructedby Aleshire, Asklepieion, 250 (inventory V, 1.5), 293-301. Reviewing Gabbert's
recent book on Gonatas,Reger redatesthe beginning of the war to the summer 268 BC, on the basis of the
very important decreeof Epicharesand of the revolt of Eretria by 268 BC: Reger, Review, 17, n. 18-9, with
further bibliography. The archonship of Antipatros is dated with greater certainty to 262/1 BC
(Apollodorus, FGH 244, F 44 (fragment of Philodemus, fcpi Twv i rwIKwv); Paus. 3.6.6; Polyaen. 4.6.20).
J. D. Morgan's announcedrevision of the third-century Athenian calendar is likely to revive this discussion:
'The calendarand the chronology of Athens', AJA 100 (1996) 395.
3 Heinen, Unters., 119,133-9; F. Walbank, `Antigonus Gonatas: the
early years' in Hammond-Walbank,
Macedonia 111,267-80.
4 Heinen, Unters:, 170-1,191.
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is followed by the arrivals of Areus and the Lakedaimoniansnav8nHEi (Paus.3.6.1; Just. 26.2.1)x.
The reluctanceof both the Peloponnesianand the Ptolemaic forces to confront Gonatasin a pitched
battle resultedin the successiveretreat of the Lakedaimonianand Ptolemaic troops and inaugurated
the secondphase of the war, in which diplomacy played a major role6. A mutiny of the Celtic
for
in
Epeiros,
Molossian
Alexander
Gonatas
the
Megara
the
mercenaries of
revolt of
at
and
instance, were meant to distract from the Attic chora Gonatas, who, on his arrival at Athens,
rrEpIEK6efrTO

T611; 'Ae4VCv4;

Kal

T6t

E1068OU

Tac

dc

rt'v

n6)

iv

r?i auppaxIK6

EjpyEv7.

While

the

Aitolians sent an embassyto Euboia presumably in order to appropriate the Euboians and to turn
them against Gonatas,Alexander the Molossian invaded Makedonia8. The concordanceof these
261
BC,
however,
Athens
final
to
the
on
of
autumn
events,
only postponed the
capitulation of
Mouseion9.
be
Pausanias
the
that
at
placed
condition, as
argues,
a garrison would
The capitulation of Athens may have been precededor followed by the one of the two
known naval conflicts between the Antigonid and the Ptolemaic fleet during this period, near
Leucolla of Kos. The battle of Kos has been recently redated to 262/1 BC (rather than between
260 and 254 BC) by G. Reger, who suggestedthat the.Chremonideanwar marked the end of the
Ptolemaic aggressivepolicy towards Greece. His argumentation against Buraselis' date of the
battle to c. 255 BC may be summarisedin the following:
1) The prodigious sprouting of parsley from the -rpi6pl¬voc Antigonid flagship `Isthmia' after a
be
battle
date
battle
has
The
been
battle
Kos1°.
by
this
must
of
of
naval
related scholiastswith the
at an evenyear in our calendar,possibly 262 or 260 BC.
2) The dedication of the foundation Antigoneia to the triad Apollo-Artemis-Leto need not be
associatedwith a naval battle.
3) The naval battle, the dedication of the Antigonid rpi6pwwvoc to Apollo and the Athenian
255/4
(&rriaTÖMa
both
261
Antigonos
to
and
with
with
petitions
napaK)rl-rIKä) are compatible
BC.
s Heinen, Unters., 177-9.
6 Just. 26.2.7, P. Trog. Prol. 26, on the causal relationship betweenthe failure of the Celtic mutiny and the
first,
Gonatas
Paus.
Areus
Lakedaimonians;
3.6.5-6,
Patroklos'
to
the
to
of
attack
retreat
on
encouragement
promising that he would then follow with an attack on the other side; Just. 26.2.8, on the retreat of Patroldos.
Si 'Av riyövou T&S'A8 vac uai n6 to6&ov 'rnc Ic Ti v T16AivTä 'Aenvaiwv
Paus.3.6.5: ncp1KaOqNEVOU
1 Eipyovroc...
OVNNaXIK.
8Paus.3.6.5-6.
9 Paus.3.6.6; Polyaen. 4.6.20. The
archaeologicalevidenceadmittedly plays a significant role vis-c-vis our
knowledge with regard to this period; see, for instance, J. MacCredie, Fortified Military Camps in Attica,
Hesperia Supplement 11, Princeton: ASCSA, 1966. To the existing hoards from Attica during this period
one may add CH N, 32, a hoard comprising twenty Ptolemaic coins found `near Sounion (in fact, at
Sounion)'. Information on this find is on file at the British Museum.
10Plut. Mor. 676 D-E. G. Reger, `The date the battle Kos', AJAH 10 (1985) [1993] 155-77,
esp. 157,
of
of
contra Buraselis,HM, 141-4,146-51,162.
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4) The three inscriptions from Delos mentioning peacecan not refer to international peacein 255
BC.
5) The allegeddedication of the monumentsof the ancestorsand of the portico soon after 255 BC
is circular and is with difficulty related to a military Ptolemaic defeat.
6) Reger opposesthe important military activities in the Kyklades in the 260s to the temporary
waning of the Ptolemaic power and resurgenceof the Antigonid influence before 260 BC. He
also considersthe relations of Kos to the ThessalianKoinon, which was controlled by Gonatas,
and the absenceof a Ptolemaic nesiarkhosat Kos after 260 BC, in order to propose a date within
the Chremonideanwar. Yet a date between 260 and 254 BC might be preferred: for one thing,
Plutarch would not have confused two naval battles, unless they belonged to the samehistoricalchapter. Secondly,the decline of the Ptolemies' interestsin the Aegean after their defeat off Kos
and the concomitant capitulation of Athens would deprive the battle of Andros of an appropriate
leaving
context,
as well the revolts or the maintenance of the Makedonian garrison at the
Mouseion unjustified.
Gonatas' naval victory off Kos establisheda link with the Aegean policy of his ancestors,
Antigonos Monophthalmos and Demetrios Poliorketes. The dedication of the portico of his
1,
impact
battler
have
been
Delos
Gonatas'
this
whose
naval
may
part of
celebration of
ancestorsat
is reflected upon the divine honours paid to the Makedonian king by the cities of Ios, Kos and
Rhamnousin c. 255 BC'2.

***

***

***

The transition from the Alexander types to the silver individual types of Antigonos
Gonatastakes place during this first period of mint activity. The Antigonid silver issuesstart with
a small group of transitional silver tetradrachmsretaining the Alexander types, which may only
by
between
be
dated
Monograms
274
255
BC.
various
constituted
approximately
c.
and
beneath
letters
E
figure
Zeus,
K
1.,
legend
between
the
the
or
the
of
and occur
and
combinationsof
il Seechapter1.2.

12IG XÜI Supplement168 (los); B. Petrakos,'Ava0Ka(f6 Pa.

voOvTOS',/7AE(1989) [1992] 31-4, no. 15,1.210 - SEG 41,75 (Rhamnous). Habicht, Gottmenschentum,65-73 (los); idem, Studien, 15-7; idem, Athen,
155-6; idem, `Divine honours for king Antigonus Gonatasin Athens', SCI 15 (1986) 131-4; idem, Athens,
164, n. 58-9,165,167; Mikalson, Religion, 160-7; Hannestad,Celts, 19 ff. Habicht relates the loos¬ouc
Tip c to Gonataswith the king's benefaction towards a civic community rather than with his general policy,
in order to reconcile thesehonours with Gonatas' philotyrranic policy in the Peloponnese. However, as the
systematicstudy by Gabbert of the epigraphic material belies Gonatas' favour to tyrannic regimes, one may
plausibly see in these honours the appeal of Gonatas' international naval victories over the Ptolemies:
Gabbert,GreekHegemony,247-59; eadem,AG, 33-44.
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the throne of Zeus (cf. chapter2.2.4, fig. 5). It has already been argued that the few gold staters
with the legend of Antigonos presumablycelebratedGonatas'naval victory over the Ptolemiesoff
Kos (chapter2.4.1).
An innovative act within the 260s was the introduction of a new type, carrying the king's
legend (chapter2.4.2). The new seriesbegins with the head of a young Pan in profile view in the
centre of a Makedonian shield with elliptical star/crescents,of a large diameter. The schematic
head of Pan on all the obversesof this period clearly belongs to the `plain style' that reigned in the
coin portraiture of the Epigonoi from the 270s onwards. Shallow, elongatedcurves are combined
in
face
is
forms;
the
soft
the
and
rendered
with reduced, simplified and compact
eyes are natural
and curvilinear forms, which result in a fine and less emotional characterisation.
The stylistic features of Pan are smoothly combined with the archaising Athena on the
reverse, whose near-frontality and extreme simplicity echo the Severe style of the Classical age.
Much emphasisis attached on the composition of verticals and horisontals, and the folds of the
drapery are flat and nearly linear. The noble simplicity of the face on the obverse and the solid
stance of the archaising Athena on the reverse may be regarded as effective expressionsof the
head
just
Alexander
idealisation,
tendency
of the
towards
tradition-quoting
an
as
general
a
Classicistic style was deliberately chosen in 317/6 BC to go with the archaising Athena on the
silver tetradrachmsof Ptolemy I13. The fixed type of Athena and the regular, generally similar,
legend letters suggestthe chronological proximity of the groups struck during the first period, even
though the few reverselinks do not confirm an intenseminting activity.
Through the progression from eight-rayed to six-rayed stars, from tall to short and crude
Athenas, from larger to smaller Makedonian helmets, the specimens of this category may be
distinguished into forty-six rather loosely defined groups, with very few reverse links. The vast
Athena
1.,
those
thirty-nine out of forty-three, belong to the `helmet series', with a
of
with
majority
crested Makedonian helmet on the reverse 1. Their division into groups is facilitated by the
monogram which occurs r. on the reverse; the crestedhelmet is combined with nine monograms

(fig.
in
6,
this
period
nos.5-13).
altogether
On the reverse of the last four groups of Pans,with a monogram already known from the
`helmet series', no. 5,9 or 11, is transferred from the r. to the 1. and a blank is left on its original

place.
The early silver tetradrachmswith the king's individual types end with a special issue,
carrying Athena r. on the reverse and different control marks on either side: a kalathos (or
`bakchosring') 1. and a monogram r. The three monograms of this issue are different from those
13Brown, Royal
portraits, 26,38-, 48, figs. 1la-b, 12a b.
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of the `helmet' series. The only fraction of this issue,a silver drachmawith the sametypes as the
tetradrachmsand with a crested helmet 1. and with Monogram 9 r. on the reverse, is stylistically
associatedto Group 11 of the silver tetradrachms.
***

***

***

All the coins `of king Antigonos' during this period were struck on the Attic weight
standard. Variations in weight are outlined as follows:
1. Gold staters:weight table
8,65-8,61 g1
8,60-8,56 g3
8,55-8,51 g1

2. Silver tetradrachmswith Alexander types: weight table
17,05-17,01g3
16,90-16,86g1
16,30-16,26g1
16,10-16,06g1
3. Pan head tetradrachms:weight table, fig. 11. The numbers above the columns representthe
below.
Chipped
have
been
in
they
the
and pierced coins
as
groups,
catalogue
respective
recorded
have been excluded from our calculations.
4. Pan headdrachma:weight table
4,05-4,01 g1
The weight standardaimed at seemsto be around 8,60-8,56 g for the gold statersand c.
17,05-17,01g for the silver tetradrachmswith the Alexander types, but in the absenceof more
specimensany conclusionsfor either category remain conjectural. More illuminating are the more
numeroussilver Pan tetradrachms:although there is considerablevariation in the weights (figs. 6,
11), a rough peak at around 17,15-17,01 g is fairly consistentthroughout this issue. The Pansare
slightly heavier than the transitional Alexander tetradrachms. Many coins are significantly below
this level, presumably due to their long use. In technical terms, it is remarkable that, unlike the
PosthumousAlexanders,most of which have been struck off-centre, the Pansof the first period are
generally well-centred, notwithstanding the difficulty imposed by the iconography itself for the
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from
high
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Moreover,
tetradrachms
the
Pan-on-shield
the
type.
quality of
minting of the
.
fact,
In
justifies
large
most of the pierced tetradrachmscome
the
period
number of pierced coins14.
from Group 24, whose engraving quality is admittedly exceptional.
Many specimensfrom this period have been found in hoards (figs. 1la-b). Their vast
1992,
from
Thesprotia,
belongs
5j
Specimen
the only coin without
`helmet
to
the
majority
series'.
from
Athena
in
hoard
helmet
found
that
71.
r.
and
with
context,
a
a crested
and with monogram
the North of Larissa, 1985 hoard are the only exceptions. Determining the introduction date of the
Pansinevitably leavesaside Thesprotia, 1992, Gordion, 1961,Mektepini, 1965 and S. Asia Minor,
1963, whose deposition date is far from the introduction of the new silver tetradrachmtypes. Even
`savings'
1955,
),
('Perge
from
Verge
Pan
a
presumably
tetradrachm
so, the poor state of the
hoard, indicates, for one thing, that the first Panswere well into circulation by the time the hoard
first
from
hoard
the
buried.
is
Similarly,
1937
Eretria,
group,
coin
the only
with a very worn
was
but it cannot establish a firm chronological peg due to its late burial. No. 2 from Group 1, with
is
in
137
but
is
5,
the
a comparatively
of
no.
obverse
poorly preservedand not cleaned,
monogram
`realistic/portrait'
Pans
the
These
style, with
than
the
of
good condition.
specimensare more wom
which they occur (chapter 2.3).
Even though the hoards do not conclusively establish the introduction date of the Pans,
including
for
instance,
3,
the
Group
light
the
they shed
on
relative chronology of certain groups.
Moreover,
34.
7,18,33
Groups
linked
from
('Perge
1955,
is
Verge
),
and
with
obverse
specimen
before
found
Scotussa
hoard
from
illustrated
from
I
Pans
the
the
at
the good condition of
period
1989 suggeststhe chronological proximity of groups 4 and 8, with 009. At the sametime, Groups
5,10,20 and 36, with 010 and 011, must also be chronologically close. A relatively early date is
23,
Groups
(pre-)
1989.
for
Group
in
Scotussa,
14,
found
in
1956
Phayrtos,
and
c.
also speculated
31 and 39 are obverse linked via 017. The obverses of Group 36, which occur already in the
Eretria, 1937 hoard, dated to c. 245 BC, must also be early.
Current hoard evidence shows that the specimensfrom the first period are those with the
longest and widest circulation. The presenceof such specimensin Gordion, 1961, S Asia Minor,
1963 and in Syria, 1970, from the last decadeof the third century, and in Mekiepini, 1956, from
the early secondcentury, undoubtedly contrastswith the absenceof mid-third century hoards with
Pansin Asia Minor (chapter 7.2). The specimenfrom Gordion, 1961 is very worn. The two Pans
t4 Piercedtetradrachms(or attemptedpiercing): nos. la, 87c; 88a, 89d, 113a. As piercing for decorationwas
common on coins, there is no needto identify thesepierced coins with Panswithdrawn from the circulation
pool at Athens, as does K. Lönngvist, `Studies on the Hellenistic Coinage of Athens: The impact of
Macedonia on the Athenian Money Market in the 3rd century B. C.', in J. Fräsen (ed.), Early Hellenistic
Athens, Symptomsof a Change, Helsinki 1997,119-45, esp. 125-6; T. Linders, `Fallen Money and Broken
Crowns-or When is a Coin Not a Coin?', in Florilegium Numismaticum, 255-8.
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from S. Asia Minor, 1963 are in a good condition and the only illustrated Pan from this period
from Syria, 1970 is more worn than its later counterparts. The broad transmission of the early
Pansis also confirmed by the broken, chipped and testedspecimensthat belong to this periods.

NO.

HOARD

CAT. NO.

GROUP NO.

OBVERSE NO.

MON.
NOJLETTERS

I

Poteidaia, 1984

5a

01

2

in Hoards.
Fig. 1Ia. PeriodI: Gold Specimens

NO.

HOARD

CAT. NO.

GROUP NO.

OBVERSE NO.

MON.
NOJLETTERS

la

Eretria, 1937

2

1

01

5

lb

Eretria, 1937

137

38

11

11

2

Verge

3

06

5

area, 15b-c, 19

4

09

5

area, 21c

5

11

7

area, 42b

13

17

9

area, 60c

17

19

9

area, 67c

19

09

9

area, 103d

31

05

11

Scotussa area, 107a

31

05

11

(Perge), 12a

1955
3a

Scotussa
(pre-) 1989

3b

Scotussa
(pre-) 1989

3c

Scotussa
(pre-) 1989

3d

Scotussa

(pre-) 1989
3e

Scotussa
(pre-) 1989

3f

Scotussa
(pre-) 1989

3f

(pre-) 1989

13Broken tetradrachnm:
48b. Chipped tetradrachms:8a (6h/8 h), 24a, 58a. Test cuts have been performed on
nos. 18a,68a, 136a.
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4

Phayttos, 1956, 39a-b

13

17

9

C.
5

Pherai, 1937-8

75b

20

22

9

6a

Thesprotia, 1992

20a

4

10

5

6b

Thesprotia, 1992

21b, 22b

5

11

7

6c

Thesprotia, 1992

48a

14

18

9

6d

Thesprotia, 1992

58a

17

19

9

6e

Thesprotia, 1992

71

20

21

9

6f

Thesprotia, 1992

76b

20

22

9

6g

Thesprotia, 1992

80b

20

24

9

6h

Thesprotia, 1992

96

29

25

11

6i

Thesprotia, 1992

104

31

05

11

6j

Thesprotia, 1992

117a

34

07

11

6k

Thesprotia, 1992

129,130

37

10

11

6k

Thesprotia, 1992

143a

42

29

111.

7a

Gordion, 1961

18

5

09

5

8a

Meydancikkale,

36c

12

16

9

21

25

9

1980

8b

Meydancikkale, 81
1980

9

Mektepini, 1956

60d

17

19

9

10a

S. Asia Minor,

110

31

05

11

127c

37

10

11

1963
lob

S. Asia

Minor

1963

11

N. Syria, 1970?

33b

10

14

9

12

A. Minor/Syria,

126b

36

10

11

151C

46

35

13

1970
13

North of Larissa,
1985

Fig. 1lb. Period I: Silver Specimensin Hoards.
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MINT A

3.1
Gold (AV)

Staters with Types of Alexander III

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

O: Head of Athenar. in bowl of crestedKorinthianhelmet,serpentwriggling r.; curved
lockstartsfrom hair, behindtheear,andhangstofront. Delicatependentearring.

R: BAFIAEOFANT/roNOY. Nike standingfrontally with head to l., holding aphlaston with
her slightly uplifted r. hand and stylis with her 1.hand Infield 1.,below, wreath.
Group 1
Obverses:5
Specimens:5
Reverses:3
Die combinations: 5
1.001

RO1
a De Luynes, 1689

2.002

8,57 g

R02
a. Vienna: Gaebler,AMNG 111.2,179.1,pl. XXXQ1,21 obv.
8,63 g
R (a): legend: BAIIAEO[i] ANTIrON[OY].

3.003

R02

0: Athena without earring.
a. Paris: BNF 1326 (Honnef, Description, Suppl. 3,244,587, XI, 1; Gaebler, AMNG
1II.2,179.1, pl. XXXII, 21 rev.; CH VIII (1994) 276)
8,57 g--

4.004

R03

R: Legend BAF/AECFfartherfrom Nike. Wreathsimilar to that in no. 2.
a. Glasgow 1: MacDonald, Hunterian, 336,1, pl. XYM. 14.3
8,54 g9h1,5
0 (a): flaw off r. end of neck.
R (a): r., break].

cm

0: Athena without earring and without ornamentabove hair locks on helmet bowl..
R. As above. Wreathof different type (laurel?).

5.005 R03
a BM 1899-1-1-1; ex Poteidaiq 1984 (CH VIII (1994) 276; Price, Alexander, 141,
145.56216,p1.CLVIII. D; C. T. Seltman,NCB9 (1909) 269)
16No gold specimens
with the types of Alexander but with the name of Antigonos coming from the hoard
statedhere have been traced in recent salescatalogues. Hence the inconsistencybetweenPrice's record of a
single gold stater in the name of Antigonos from the Poteidaia, 1984 hoard (Alexander, 58,242) and the
report of fifty-six staters 'of Antigonos Gonatas' in CH VIII (1994) 276, might be explained as a reference
to posthumous gold staters with the name and title of Alexander, but currently dated to the reign of
Antigonos Gonatas.
Sixty-eight Makedonian posthumousAlexander statersare comprised in G. Le Rider's publication
of 148 gold staters from this hoard: Poticee, 90, p1. VIII. 18-23. Fifty-six of those, nos. 17-18 and 19-72,
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

8,57 g

Axis

Diameter

7h

[0 (a): flaw off neck.
R (a): up 1.,flaw from nosethrough to uplifted r. hand].

Five obverse dies are combined with three different reverses, yielding five different die
combinations of transitional gold staters in the name of `king Antigonos'. On the obverse,
Athena's hair locks are few, wavy and uneven, with a diagonal hair lock running from the helmet
through to her neck. Moreover, her lessbulky helmet and her mild and natural featuresdistinguish
these gold staters from those associatedto the Mu group of posthumousAlexanders, which are
renderedwith a bulky helmet, three or four parallel spiral locks and with rather heavy cheeks. The
more elaboratestyle of the transitional staters`of king Antigonos', paired with the different control
marks on the reverses of the respective series, allows for the production of these staters at a
different mint or chronological moment. Their disconnection from the alleged payment of Celtic
mercenariesallows for their assignmentto a later date, presumably in order to celebratean event
such as Gonatas' victory over the Ptolemiesoff Kos (cf chapters2.4.0-1).
***

**

***

3.2
Silver (AR)

3.2.1

0 No R No

Tetradrachms with Types of Alexander III

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

0: Head of Herakles r. in lion's scalp. Dotted border.
R: ANTIrONOYL, BAFIAEQFr. Zeusseated1.on throne, holding eagle with r. hand,
sceptrewith L hand Letters regular. Dotted border.
Group 1

Specimens:
4
2
Die combinations:

Obverses:1
Reverses:
2

belong indeed to the Makedonian groups assignedby R W. Mathisen to the early reign of Gonatas. CC
Mathisen, Silver Coinages,95 (nos. 17-18); 89, table 5 (nos. 19-72). Cf. chapters2.3,2.4.1,7.2.
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0 No R No

1.001

RO1

2.001

R02

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

Monogram 1 under throne.
des
A.
Sallet,
`Erwerbungen
307
13-13-0);
1838-No
Berlin
147
(ex
Stewart's
von
sale
a.
Königlichen Münzkabinets in den Jahren1890-1897',ZfN21(1898) 202, p1.IV. 2
2,85 cm
11h
16,30g
17,02g-b. ClassicalCoins 5 (9.12.1988) 72
[0 (a, b): off-centre. (b): flaw from off noseto edgeof dotted border.
R (b): flaw in exergue].
17,04g7h2,40
a. CBNC60 5679 (ex Gertzos coil.)
b. Brussels;Gaebler,AMNG 11.2,179.3, pl. XXXII. 22.
[R (b): horizontal scratchon eagle;r., die break on first A].

s*s

srs

cm

"$*

O: Similar.

3.001

R03

4.001

R04

R: BAIIAEÖIr., ANTIrONOYL
Group 2
Obverses:[1-1]
Specimens:4
Reverses:4
Die combinations: 4
R: Monogram 3L
Sear
6784.
(4.3.1997)
395;
119
Ritter
L
(11.1983)
Spink-Christie's
19
163;
a.
16,09 g
[O (a): test cut on edge(7 h). Scratchon face, acrossneck and chin.
R (a): scratchacrossfoot].
16,89 g4h3,15
a. ANM I (Iliou Melathron)
(0 (a): small flaw off forehead;1.,flaw alongsidenose].

5.001

R05

cm

R: Monogram I infield L
a. BM 2, Bank Collection, 1034 (Head, HN, 229, fig. 140 - C. T. Seltman,`A Synopsisof
the Coins of Antigonus I and Demetrius joliorcetes', NC (1909) 268, p1. XX. 6 = B. V.
Head, Coins of the Ancients, London 1895 pl. 31.12).
,
3,02 cm
12 h
17,04 g
[0 (a): off-centre. In field up, die break on dotted border, vertical flaw on lower lock of
mane; angular flaw between two mane locks and border. Retouched on forehead; new
flaw from noseupwards.
R (a): off-centre].

6.001

R06

R: L, beneatheagle, monogram 3 erased
Rare
(Hermitage,
Yakountchikoff,
(4.2.1935)
13
4.2.1935)
B.
M.
Schlessinger
758
a.
and unpublished Greek coins, St. Petersburg 1908, no. 27; Hyla A. Troxell, `The
PeloponnesianAlexanders', ANSW 17 (1971) 75, n. 68.
[0 (a): developmentof flaw from nose upwards.
R (a): off-centre.
NB: Module smaller].
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All the transitional silver tetradrachmsin the name of the new king came from a single obverse
die, which had been combined earlier with reverses of the Monogram group of Makedonian
17
Alexander
posthumous
tetradrachms.

In the absence of these transitional Alexander
tetradrachmsfrom securelydated hoard contexts, this obverselink, in addition to the recut die on
specimen 5, places the transitional issues at the end of the Monogram group of posthumous
Alexanders. The obverse is characterisedby Mathisen as 'handsome', with `well proportioned
features', whereasthe reversesare `wholly different from that of the remainder of the Monogram
group"". The diversity in the style of Zeus and in the legend letters indicates the production of
thesetetradrachmswithin a longer time span(cf. chapters2.1,2.4.1). Various combinationsof the
letters E and K yield monograms 1-4, the only control mark on this issue (chapter 2.2.4). Their
various positioning, initially beneath the throne and later in field 1., echoestheir position at the
Helmet group and later at the Monogram group. This variation presumably reflects some
instability in the mint organisation at an early stage. The transitional Alexander tetradrachms
shareno common control marks with the Pan series.

The legendorder on the first two silver Alexandertetradrachms,
with BAiIAEC)i1. and
ANTIrONOY r., diverges not only from the general practice on the last four die combinations of
transitional Alexanders, but also from that of the posthumousAlexanders and of most Pan head
tetradrachms(chapter 3.2.2). The initial arrangementof the legend echoesthat on the early stages
of the reign of Demetrios Poliorketes19. It may therefore illustrate Antigonos' attempt to follow
practices established by his father. The order of the legend is also similar to that on the
transitional gold statersin the name of king Antigonos and to that on the Pan head tetradrachms
with Athena r. and with a kalathos/`bakchosring' symbol 1.
With the exception of the second and the last tetradrachms,the surviving specimensare
off-centre. The unsuccessful attempt of the die-cutters to fit the dies to the rather small flans
favours the early issue of thesecoins. A test cut has beenperformed on specimen3 (9 h), in order
to confirm its authenticity.

17Mathisen, Silver Coinages,
95-6; Price, Alexander, 141.
13Ibid. CC
chapter2.4.1.
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3.2.2

Individual types: Pan Head Tetradrachms

L Athena Aliddemos L

Crested helmet L

The `helmet series', with a crestedMakedonian helmet 1. on the reverse field, is the most prolific
of the Panheadtetradrachmsfrom this period.
Crested helmet L- Monograms 5-7 r.
Monograms 5-7 are presumably variations of the samemonogram. They are thus consideredas a
unit.

O No R No

1.001

RO1

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

O: Makedonian shield decorated by two concentric circles on edge. Seven embossed
crescent and eight-rayed star units ('star/crescents) arranged around a central emblem.
In centre, horned head of Pan I. with threefold drapery round neck tied in front, and
pedum at shoulder. Drapery ends in straight line. Two concentric lines surround central
emblem. Face small, pedum for from head starting from betweenthe middle and top
draperyfolds.
R: BAI/AEOT ANT/rONOY. Archaising statuesque Athena Alkidemos 1., brandishing
thunderbolt, in exergue. Athena in Athenian crested helmet and highgirdled chitor,
falling in clearly delineatedfolds with one heavyfall in middle and with the hem ending in
points. Shawl over shouldersfalls in dove-tail pleats with two-pointed ends. Aegis across
her back; thunderbolt on L arm, poised to strike. Sheis striding, with I. leg advanced She
walks on tiptoe with both feet Infield L, crestedhelmetwith high bawl (pilos/konos).
Group 1
Specimens:10
Obverses:4
Die combinations: 8
Reverses:8
R. Monogram S r.
17,08 g6ha. ANS 1944.100.13836
b. G. Hirsch 175 (14-16.9.1990)243
16,70 g-[O (a): flaws from (upper, middle, lower) pedum; also, on outer badgecircle towards 'unit'
1 1.; diagonal wear, from lower r. end of `unit' 1 towards outer badge end. Flaw between
'unit' 3 and badgecircle. Attempted piercing (6 h): star 7 scratchedout.
R (a): signs of attempted piercing in field (11 h). Beginning of flaw between r. pleat
behind EI. Monogram with upper horizontal hastaof E beneath1. angle of M. Beginning
of flaw r. of 1.vertical bar of secondN].

2.001 R02
a. ANM; ex Eretria,1937(Picard,Chalcis,157.307,pl. XXIX).
17,08 g

"Newell, DP, 87-92,
nos.77-82(Pella);106-8.nos.107-12(Amphipolis).
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5:30 h

3,00 cm

O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

[0 (a): flaws on badgeand betweenouter badgecircle and outer `crescent' 1 develop; flaw
between inner and outer badge circle, off `unit' 3; small flaw, from outer `crescent' 3
downwards.
R (a): I., flaws: between 1. pleat and r; (signs) between 1. pleat and second N; also,
between1.pleat and figure.
NB: uncleaned].
3.001

R03

a. CoinGalleriesMBS (14.2.1973)22

16,95g

[0 (a): breakson badgeareaand off `units' 1 and 3 develop.
R (a): signs of flaw between1.pleat and figure.

NB: verybadphotograph].

4.001

R04
17,13g6h3,08
a. CBNC 1257
g
[0 (a): development of existing flaws. Large flaw on badge, from upper pedum through
inner badgecircle, to outer `crescent' 2. Sign of die break on outer badge circle, off `unit'
2.
R (a): similar archaisingAthena 1.;shield closer to chest; hair lock shorter. R, flaws: from
upper thunderbolt to edge,aboveCIE, from eachfoot to edge].

5.002

R05
17,13 g-a. Peus280 (30.10-31.11.1972)99
b. Schlessinger(4.2.1935) 776
17,00 g-[0 (a): six-rayed stars,except nos. 3 and 6 (seven-rayed);signs of flaw l., between'unit' 2
and badgecircle; also, betweenlower r. end of `unit' 3 and badge. (b): flaws from 'unit' 5
through headto 'unit' 2; diagonal, wavy flaws: from 'unit' 6 to middle of neck, from hair
to `units' 2 and 3 and betweenhead andpedum. Also, betweenbadgeedge and either side
of 'unit' 3; on r. end of 'unit' 4; finally, on space4.
R (a-b): diagonal flaw from upper 1. bar of N to shield and from between shield and pleat
to chiton; flaw r. of vertical hastaof I; betweenfigure and shawl pleat].

6.002

R06

7.003

R07

R: Monogram 6 r.
a. Edinburgh ED55.1923.819(Rutter, Edinburgh, 55); ex FM 35; ex SB 41,44 (17,07 g)
17,10g
4h
3,2cm
[0 (a): flaws starting diagonally from `unit' 5 through to nose and chin; also, between
`unit' 2 and badge edge; on spaces 3 and 7. Flaw on badge, from drapery knob
downwards,through to outer badgecircle. Betweenpedum and head,countermark:star.
R (a): 1., flaws: diagonally from chiton to 1. pleat, from 1. pleat to upper r. crest.
Monogram with upper horizontal hasty of E starting from 1.angle of M].

a. NicolaL9 (9.1974) 74

_

(0 (a): flaws on all spaces. Flaw from 'unit' 1 to 1.horn and on inner badgecircle, 1.of 1.
horn; diagonal flaw up r., from inner badgecircle towards upperpedum.
R (a): 1.,dot up 1.of 0; flaw from 0 to 1.crest].
8.004

R08

a. BM E. H. , p. 295,no. 3.16,76

g
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10h

3,12cm

0 No R No,

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

[0 (a): broken on edge (6 h). All stars six-rayed. In centre, between hair and badge
circles, worn.
R (a): in field, aboveshield, dots: beginning of flaw].
*#r

sss

"#t

O: Six-rayed stars, but no. S with seven rays. Diagonal hair locksfrom crown of head
downwards.
R: Athena tall, shield of mediumsize. Characterssmall. Few girdles on chiton.
Group 2
Obverses:1
Specimens:I
Reverses:I
Die combinations: 1
9.005

R09
(17,10
593
(9.12.1932)
Helbing
70
(31.1.1930)
206;
(8.2.1928)
Ratto
Helbing
31
318;
a.
(20-2.5.1980)
18
lsische
Münzhandlung
Kurpf
(17,10
Helbing
FPC
(1934)
16
221
g);
g);
17,05g-3,2
38
cm
[0 (a): flaws between: `unit' I and outer badgecircle, 'unit' 2 and badge r. Signsof flaw
is
Flaw
6.
inner
between
I.,
flaw
6-7.
Start
and outer crescent
on spaces
of
up
development of that on no. 4. Diagonal flaw from pedum towards inner badge circle.
Flaw betweenhorns.

R (a): 1.,dot off Y; r., horizontalflaw aboveupperhorizontalmonogrambar; worn on
lowerchiton].
**s

t*"

10.006R10

**"

0: Six-rayed stars with prominent centre, star 2 with sevenrays. Horns attached Hair
linear, flowing downwards. Face flat, nose and chin pointed neck higher. Pedum
emergesfrom middlefold of drapery, which projects and is split into two. End of drapery
slightly curved
R: Similar.
Group 3
Specimens:7
Obverses:3
Die combinations: 5
Reverses:5
R; Monogram S r.
a. NFA (coil. Szego)MBS (4.12.1989) 460 16,77g-[0 (a): flaws on all spaces. Vertical flaws on either side of pedum and on badgearea,from
off nosedownwards.
R (a): l., flaw between Y and r. foot; also, diagonally from below r. bar of N towards
border, horizontal and vertical flaws on exergue. Monogram with upper horizontal hasta
of E beneath1.angle of M].

11.006 RI l
a. Leiden, Coll. Rede, 4756

16,79 g8h-

[0 (a): development
of existingflaws. Flaw on `unit' 7, betweenstarandcrescents.Flaw
from endof pointednosedownwards.
R (a): 1.,dot betweenAthenaand1.shawlend].
12.006 R12
a. ANM; ex Verge, 1955:1GCH455
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17,18 g2h2,9

cm

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

17,08gb. Peus280 (30.10-31.11.1972)100
c. Vinchon MBS (20-2.5.1959)456; ex Vente Caron 179 (2.1926) Paris
16,95g[0 (a): very worn. Developmentof existing flaws.
R (a): up 1.,worn].
0: Six-rayedstars, but no. 6 with eight rays. Horns diverge, drapery endsin straight line.
R: Athena taller, manyfolds on chiton Shield held as high as upper arm.
13.007 R13
a. Galata(2.1979) 11
--[0 (a): flaw beneathchin; flaws on spaces1-2,5,7.
R (a): 1., flaw from A through to chiton; dot beside Y. In field up r., flaw on r. vertical
monogrambar].
14.008 R14

17,13g

a. MMAG3(1973)148

--

[0 (a): flaw on badge, off eye; second flaw from pedum; also, between `units' 2-4 and
outer circle.

R (a): 1.,flaw between1.shawlandchiton;also,aboveshield;dot beneathTI. Monogram
1.
level
horizontal
hasta
E
the
angle of M].
as
same
with upper
of on
***

**M

*i"

O: All stars six-rayed no. 4 eight-rayed Horns r. and diverge; pedumfarther from head;
nebris ends in curve. Neck high, Adam's apple prominent.
R: Similar.
Group 4
Specimens:11
Obverses:2
Die combinations: 6
Reverses:6
15.009 R15
17,06g8h3,32
a. BM 1896-7-3-192
b. Scotussaarea,(pre-) 1989 (CH VIII 283, p1.XX)CIV.6)

cm

c. Scotussaarea,(pre-) 1989(CH VIII 283, p1.XXXIV. 2)
[0 (a-b): flaw from chin downwards; also, on spaces3,7; between `unit' 3 and badge
(b):
badge.
badge
flaw
between
'unit'
4
1
Horizontal
star
and
and
edge.
edge,
developmentof existing flaws, new oneson spaces1-2,6, `unit' 2 and badgecircles. Flaw
r. of neck and at upperpedum.
R (a-b): flaw between 1.bar of A and monogram. (b): 1.,flaws on A, N, T.; flaw extending
horizontal monogrambar].

16.009 R16
a. Kbiner 58 (6-7.4.1993) 29 (16,91 g); ex Kölner 51(12-13.11.1990) 81
16,79 g-[0 (a): flaws on all spaces;also, betweenr. end of `units' 1-4 and badgeedge.
R (a): 1.,horizontal flaws: betweenN and shield; r., and on top of monogram].
17.009 R17
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ONO R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

16,96g-a. NFA MBS (27.6.1986) 215
[0 (a): 1.,vertical flaw slightly expands;horizontal flaws on all spaces;flaw from `unit'
2 through to upper headand eyebrows,to up r. end of `unit' 6.
R (a): up 1.,diagonal flaw betweenborder and r. diagonalbar of A].
18.009 R18
a. Gordion, 1961: IGCH 1405 (D. H. Cox, `Cordion hoards III, V and VII', ANSMW
(1966)440.41)
9h
16,50g
-

[R (a): 1.,diagonalflaw from field 1.,throughII' andr. endof pleatto 1.foot. Horizontal
flaws from r. throughFI to figure andfrom betweenlettersA andE to pleatend. Testcut
on chiton].
19.009 R19
a. Scotussaarea,(pre-) 1989: CH VIII (1994) 283, pl. X70IV. 7
b. Superior Galleries (12.1987) 301; Superior Galleries, The Moreira Collection Sale, part
1, Auction & MBS (1.6.1988) 1483
16,63g16,94g-c. Classical Coins 28 (8.12.1993) 72
[0 (a): flaw on badge, up r.; flaws on all spacesand between `units' 3-4 and badge area,
past hair to upperpedum.
R (a): very worn. Monogram with a horizontal hastaconnectingboth anglesof M].
0:

20.010 R20

Similar, but hair falls in larger locks from crown of head Drapery ends in curve,
middle/old prominent
R: Similar. Monogram 5 r.
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 47)
16,92g
b. Kress 91 (1951) 55
17,10g5h-

6h

-

[0 (a): on badge,flaw from off chin downwards;secondflaw, betweenhair andpedum].
sý"

t#r

sar

0: All stars six-rayed Head rendered in flat forms. Horns curved L, diverge. Hair
linear, f owingfrom crown downwards. Neck shorter, but Adam's apple prominent.
R: Similar. The r. end of pleat very close to r. bar of it Helmet with very short bowL
Monogram 7 r.

Group S
21. Oll R21

Specimens:9
Die combinations: 3

Obverses:I
Reverses:3

17,05 g
12 h
a ANS 1944.100.13837
b. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 46)
16,88g5h
c. Scotussaarea,(pre-)1989 (CH VIII (1994) 283, p1.XXXIV. 3)
[0 (a): flaw on badge circles and from drapery knob to outer badge circle. Beginning of
flaw on outer crescent3; also, respectively between `units'!, 2,5 and 7 and badge edge.
Flaw between lower pedum and middle fold of drapery. Signs of flaw on edge (space4).
(b): flaw (dots) off eye].
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

22. Oll R22
(16(28-9.9.1984)
44
33;
Müller
(17,11
Müller
47
Müller
L
(5.1986)
43
11
a.
g);
7.12.1983) 50; Müller 36 (12-13.2.1982)70
17,10g-b. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 48)
12 h16,74g
c. Classical Galleries, Num. Review L 3.5 (1962) E56; Superior Galleries (1992) 2061;
Helbing 24 (24.10.1927)2861
17,01g-d. Kurpflilsische Münzhandlung 46 (9-10.6.1994)50

16,20g--

[0 (a-b): flaw on outer crescent7; that from drapery knob expandsto r. edge of `unit' 5.
(b): flaws on spaces6 and 7. (d): flaw off nose.
R (a): 1.,diagonal flaw from border to IF. In exergue,flaws beneathfeet].
23. Oll R23
17,01g-a. Peus274 (29.10,1970) 1576
b. G. Hirsch 2 (6-7.12.1979) 136
--[0 (a): horizontal flaw from `unit' 2 through headand noseto `unit' 6; flaw up r., at 1.end
2-5.
develops.
Flaws
`unit'
flaw
badge
6;
from
knob
lower
spaces
to
on
circle
of
R (a): very worn].
**A

*A*

***

Group 6

Specimens:3
Die combinations: 1

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:I

24.008 R24
a. Münzzentrum L 19 (6.1974) 22
b. Münzzentrum L 20 (1975) 19
16,65g-c. Superior Galleries, Chicago International Fair (30.5-1.6.1980)2114
16.11g-[0 (a): drapery with three folds ending in curve, middle fold prominent. Flaws on spaces
1-3,7. In badge,up 1.,flaw.
R (a): flaw between head and inner badge circle; also r., from top of A to border,
horizontal flaw from r. foot through E to border, worn. Monogram with horizontal line
connectingboth anglesof M].
*1*

sts

"s"

0: Six-rayed relief stars, Hair rendered in lines, flows from crown towards face.
Anastole short Horns diverge; eyebrows, chin, Adam's apple prominent. Threefold
drapery, pedum emergesfrom betweenmiddle and upperfold
R: Legend hastily engraved Figure of Athena short holding thunderbolt with lotus-tipped
Helmet
bowl
diagonal.
with
small
shield
and high crest with thin ends Monogram
ends;
with upper horizontal hasta of Eon the samelevel as 1 angle of M
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0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

Group 7
Specimens:4
Die combinations:2

25.008 R25

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:2

17,05g-a. Private collection PRF1
b. SchulmanL 204 (12.1973) 28
17,09g-17,03g-c. Lanz 28 (7.5.1984) 205
[0 (a): worn on spaces3,5-6. Flaw from `unit' 1 to outer badge circle. (b): on pedum,
countermark].

26.008 R26
a. Barthold"Baudey,MBS (17.10.1985),vol. 1,30; Berk 38 (13.8.1985) 112
[0 (a): flaws on badge circles, off `unit' 2 and from knob through to `unit' S. Also, r.,
from lowerpedum to inner badgecircle.

R (a): flaw up 1;from shieldthroughAthenaandmonogramto i].
***

***

**s

Group 8

27.009 R27

Specimens:I
Die combinations: I

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:1

a. G. Hirsch (4-6.12.1978) 471; ex G. Hirsch 15 (9.1977) 15 (17,008 g);
16,98 g1[0 (a): flaws on spaces;on badge I., diagonal flaw from off eyebrows past nose to low I.;
secondflaw, from horns through badgecircles to `unit' 6.
R (a): up I., worn].
***

***

***

Crested helmet L- Monogram 8 r.

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

D: Similar.
R: Similar.
Group 9

28.012 R28

Specimens:I
Die combinations: 1

Obverses:1
Reverses:1

16,81 g5ha. SNG Evelpidis, 1427
[0 (a): development of flaws on space 3, from lower drapery through upper `unit' 4 to
border, and on space 7, from 1. end of `unit' to upper badge circles; also, diagonal flaw
through badgecircles, off space4. Flaw developsoff nose.
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O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

R (a): 1.,flaw on r. end of pleat].

The eight-rayed starsin the elliptic star/crescentunits on the Makedonian shield in groups 1 and 3
give way to six-rayed starsin the rest of the series. Even though the style of the archaisingAthena
on the reversesand the letter forms generally remain the same,stylistic variations may be observed
on the obverses. The hair locks in anastole on the moderate,carefully renderedPan headsof the
first two groups, for instance,are reminiscent of the coin portraits of Alexander as Apollo or as a
young beardlesshero20.They are replaced by diagonal locks directed from the crown of the head
towards the face on coin no. 9 from Group 2, to revert to locks flowing from the upper head
downwards on the next groups. Group 3 is distinguished by a larger head of Pan, with a higher
neck. The drapery is looser and ends in a larger curve. A long neck occurs in group 4, but a
shorter and thicker one characterisesgroup 5. A tendency to move the pedum away from Pan's
head develops from group 3 until the end of the series,alongside a preferencefor smaller helmets
1.on the reversefield.
Groups 8 and 9 may be placed towards the end of this series,on the basis of the less skilful
designson both the obversesand reverses. The pedum on the obverseis away from the head, the
horns diverge and a different type of helmet is adopted,with an elaboratecrest holder.
Ten different obversesare utilised alongside twenty-eight reverses by the mint officials
signing with these monograms. A large die break on the pedum of specimen 4 presumably
justifies the withdrawal of the first obverse die, and a number of flaws on 011 on specimen23
may also accountfor its abandonment.
$**

**$

***

20R Fleischer, 'Hellenistic
royal iconography on coins', in Per Bilde et al., Aspects of Hellenistic kingship,
28-39, esp.28-31,37-8.
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Crested helmet L- Monogram 9 r.

O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

0: Eight-rayed stars, horns point r. Pedum starts from middle fold; heraldic dots at
regular distanceson pedum.
R: Athena standing on r. leg, ready to throw thunderbolt; stylised hemfolds.
Group 10
Specimens:11
Obverses:2
Die combinations: 6
Reverses:6

29.013 R29
17,14g-a. MMAG 15 (18-19.9.1985) 81
b. Athena 3 (15.5.1990) 98
17,11g-17,08g-c. MMAG 73 (17.10.1988) 143
d. Sotheby(11-13.12.1894)13; ex Lincoln --[0 (a-b): flaws on spaces2,3,6; near border, from space 6, connecting 'units' 6-7-1.
Diagonal flaws, between `unit' 6 and outer badgecircle and on space7. Flaw from r. edge
of `unit' 4 to border. Flaws expand on (b). On badge, 1., flaws off nose; two flaws from
drapery knob, the former upwards,the latter through badgecircles.
R (b): 1.,dot r. of Y; flaw betweenchiton and shawl; r., flaw acrossupper bar of 1.
NB (d): uncleaned].
30.013 R30
a. Coin Galleries MBS 4 (1993) lot 223 (17,09 g); ex G. Hirsch 159 (21-4.9.1988) 220
(17,13 g); ex Superior Galleries, Auction & MBS (11-12.6.1986)994 (17,07 g)
17,09g-b. Münzzentrum 72 (2-4.12.1991) 297
17,14g-(0 (a): expansionof flaw on space2 to border, further die break on spaces5 and 6.
R (a): 1.,dot beneath0].
31.013 R31
16,77g-a. Superior Galleries (12-14.2.1978) 2184
[0 (a): r., expansion of flaws, particularly on spaces1-4. Vertical flaws, between upper
pedum and head,lower pedum and drapery.

R (a): up l., flaw from borderto beneathr. barof N].

32.013 R32
17,11g-a. Christie's (14.6.1991) 71
[0 (a): flaw on badge, off nose; also, from knob through badge circles to `unit' 4. Flaws
on either side of pedum.
R (a): I., flaw 1.of A to lower end of 1.bar and from Y diagonally to lower border].
33.014 R33
17,08g
11 ha. SNG Aarhus, 464
b. N. Syria, 1970: CHI (1975) 74
--[0 (a): break on spaces3,7. Horizontal flaw from drapery knob through badge circles.
(b): flaw from noseto badgecircle and from horns to `unit' 1.
R (a): break 1.,through N and T, past upper shield to upper border. Flaw from 1. end of
pleat to Y].
34.014 R34
a. Coin Galleries, MBS (10.4.1991), lot 81
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17,11 g

O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

[0 (a): on badge,up I., curved flaw off eyes; secondbreak betweennoseand badgecircles;
third, off hair towards upper badge circles; fourth, betweenpedum and hair. Flaws on
space2 and between'unit' 4 and badgeexpand.
R (a): flaw from field 1., up, past Alpha, through figure to r. pleat. In middle, flaw
developsfrom betweenOmikron and Nu to 1.pleat. Alpha crude].
t*t

35.015 R35

"s*

**t

0: Seven-to eight-rayed stars. Horns r., slightly diverge. Linear rendering of nape-length
hair, flowing downwards. Folds of drapery diagonal and regular. On neck, diagonal line
betweenknob and cheek Adam's appleprominent.
R: Similar. Legend letters regular.
Group 11
Specimens:2
Obverses:1
Die combinations: I
Reverses:1
12 h17,10g
a. Berlin, ex Imhoof-Blumer
b. Cambridge: Grose, McClean, 3592; ex Grains Montagu Sale Catalogue; Sotheby (1113.12.1894)129
30,5 cm
12 h
17,12g
[0 (a-b): flaws on spaces2 and 7; diagonal flaw on hair, from anastole r.; flaws on both
crescentends of `unit' 3. Die break on outer crescentof `unit' 5. In (b), flaw on outer
edgeof 'unit' 5 and on space7.

R (a-b): flawsdeveloping;up 1,beneathF, betweenmonogramand1.foot, beneathr. foot.
(a): slightlyoff-centre].
***

***

*$*

0: Stars no. 1,2,6 seven-rayed no. 3 eight-rayed Horns parallel and attached
arrangementof locks different; draperyfolds vertical. Nosepointed Pedum thin
R: Crestedhelmet with high bowl. Athena shorter; shield held on level of upper arm.
Group 12
Specimens:4
Obverses:I
Die combinations: 3
Reverses:3
36.016 R36
a. Schulman(30.3.1910) 149;Watoch, 149

b. Dupriez(25.10.1909)281

---

c. Meydancikkale, 1980: CH VIII (1994) 308 (Davesne-Le Rider, Meydancikkale, 2587
(A32))
17,06 g-[O (b): flaws on spaces1-2,5-6; flaw on 1.edgeof `unit' 5.
R (a): r., flaw on upper lateral bar of first F. (b): 1., flaw on OY. (c): recut on upper
diagonal bar of 1].
37.016 R37
17,20g
11 ha. NeuchAtel,4028
[0 (a): curved flaw between I. end of `unit' 1 to inner badge circle; also, from knob
towards 1.end of `unit' S.

R (a): flaw on exergue,beneathI. foot].
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ONO R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

38.016 R38
a. Peus300 (28-30.10.1980)99; Kroh, Empire Coins, FPL 35 (-) 63
17,00g-(0 (a): diagonal breaks, from 'unit' 7 to nose and from 'unit' 6 past chin to drapery knob.
Diagonal flaw from lower r. end of draperyto externalbadgecircle.
R (a): flaw up r., acrosshead,thunderbolt, B towards r. border].
ARA

39.017 R39

#A"

*AR

0: Six-rayed stars, star 7 with sevenrays. Horns upright, slightly diverge. Head small,
hair short, locks in pear-dropped shape and arranged vertically, lower locks diagonal
Middle fold of drapery prominent. Pedum thin and dotted emergingfrom middlefold
R Similar. Figure tall, with moreplastic movement;large curved shield; helmet with low
bawl 1. Short distance betweenr. end of pleat and leg.
Group 13
Specimens:10
Obverses:[2-1]
Die combinations: 5
Reverses:5
a. Volos 148,2; ex Phayttos, c. 1956: IGCH 159,2 (P. R. Franke,JDAI 72 (1958) 38-62,
48.30, pl. 4)
17,08g6hb. Volos 148.1; ex Phayttos, c. 1956:IGCH 159,1 (P. R Franke, ibid., p. 48.29, pl. 4)
17,11g
6h
17,07g-c. Hess-Leu36 (17-18.4.1968) 172
[0 (a-b): curved flaw from `unit' 7 through outer badgecircle to `unit' 1.
R (a): diagonal flaw from A through to shawl. Horizontal flaw beneathmonogram.
(a): off-centre).
40.017 R40
a. SothebyZürich (4-5.4.1973) 343
b. HesperiaArt 28 (1963) 60
[R (a-b): flaw beneathY].

17,10g
---

12 h

3,25 cm

41.017 R41
a. Eisen L 137 (11.1991) -; ex Eisen L 134 (5-6.1991) 33; ex Eisen L 133 (1991) 33; ex
Eisen L 130 (2.1991) 19; ex Eisen L 122 (1-2.1990) 22
17,05g-b. Kroh, Empire Coins, FPC 45,54
17,04g--

[0 (a): previousflawsexpand.Smallflaw betweenr. hornandinnerbadgecircle;also,on
outerbadgecircle,off `unit' 2; flaw on spaces2-3,6.

R (a): flaw up 1. from 1. vertical bar of N, past shield, upwards. Second flaw off 1. foot,
downwards].

42.017 R42
a Sotheby(22.5.1975) 39
b. Scotussaarea,(pre-)1989: CH VIII (1994) 283, pl. 34.8

[0 (a): flawsdevelop,newoneson spaces3 and5.
R (a): verticalsignof tool I. of head,diagonalscratchbetween1.crestandr. foot].
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ONO R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

43.003 R43
a. G. Hirsch 32 (22-4.10.1962)2353; Dorotheum L 244 (24-7.10.1961)440
17g
-[0 (a): flaws on spaces2-5; also, between `unit' 5 and outer badge circle, 'unit' 1 and
outer badge circle. Recut on upper pedum. Badge circles off 'unit' 4 worn. Recut on
`unit' 4.
R (a): 1.,betweenlegend and L pleat, worn].
"s*

44.008 R44

**s

O: As above.
R: Similar.
Group 14
Specimens:4
Die combinations: 2

+*"

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:2

16,77g-a. Vedrines MBS (23.6.1993) 29
b. MMAG L 449 (10.1982) 6
17,10g-[0 (a-b): flaw expands on badge circles: dot off eye, 1.; diagonal break from `unit' 5
through external badgecircle to upper crescentof 'unit' 4. (b): break on inner badgecircle
(2 h).

R (a): flaws 1.of ANTIrONOY;diagonalflaw, from verticalbar of T to r. endof 1.pleat;
curvedflaw on r. foot. In exergue,smallflaws].
45.008 R45
11h
17,12g
a. Leu 30 (28.4.1982) 96
b. Toderi L4 (12.1971) 139
--[0 (a): additional break on spaces2,4-5; also, between r. end of `unit' 3 and border,
horizontally, from 'unit' 3 to external crescent 5, from 'unit' 4 to 'unit' 6. On badge, r.,
flaw from hair to lower pedum].
***

46.018 R46

***

***

0: Six-rayed stars, star 2 seven-rayed pedum emerges,from betweenmiddle and upper
drapery fol4 away from head
Hair locks in vertical arrangement from crown
downwards. Smallflaw on upperpedum.
R: Similar.
Group 15
Specimens:15
Obverses:I
Die combinations: 7
Reverses:7
16,90g-a. Peus334 (4.11.1992) 358
(0 (a): flaws: on 1.edge of `unit' 1; on space 1; off `unit' 4; between `unit' 5 and badge;
betweenforeheadand badgecircle.
R (a): flaw off nose].

47.018 R47

a. ANS 1980.109.45

17,11g
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11h

0 No R No,

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

b. MMAG L 404 (9.1978) 3,21
Il h
17,17g
c. Sotheby(17-28.10.1993)443
d. MMAG L 452 (2.1983) 8
17,13g-e. Kricheldorf 16 (2.7.1966) 70
--f. Goin Galleries, MBS (29.4.1976) 849
17,10g-g. Athena 3 (15.5.1990) 99 (3 h); ex Athena 1 (8.10.1987)69 (17,17 g)
17,16g3h[0 (a): flaw on space 1, vertical flaw from inner crescent4 through rays 5-6 to border,
small flaw on a ray of star 7.

R (a): r., flaw from A up to above1].
48.018 R48
11 h
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, 23) 16,96g
b. MMAG L 404 (9.1978) 21; ex MMAG L 300 (5.1969) 21 (17,10 g)
17,10g-(b)
c. Knopek (9.1978) 133
-[0 (a): flaw from inner `crescent' 1,1. to external badge circle; also, on space2. Vertical
flaw acrossrays of star 4 expands. Scratcheson space1].

R (a): up I., beginningof flaw off helmet. (b): flaws:l., from edgetowardsN; from lower
1.edgetowardshelmet;betweenhelmetandlowerfield].
49.018 R49
17,16g
a. Elsen L 114 (7.1989) 9
[0 (a): flaws on spaces4 and 5; also, from nose 1.

R (a): 1.,flaw 1.of head].
50.018 R50

a. Tkalec-Rauch(4.1989) 72; ClassicalCoins 9 (1989) 19 (16,45 g)
16,47g-[0 (a): new flaw from noseto lower badgeedge. Developing break on space1.
R (a): 1., flaw between pleat's r. edge and chiton; also, between helmet and lower field.
Recut: monogram 11 correctedto no. 9].
51.018 R51
16,978g-a. Beckenbauer(2.1973) 27
[0 (a): flaws expand; new flaw from internal badgecircle through `unit' 5 to border.
R (a): l., flaw continuing r. vertical bar of secondN; also, on lower end of shield].
52.018 R52
a. Drouöt (2-4.6.1998) 48

---

[0 (a): flaws on spaces1-2,5-6; two diagonalflaws from `unit' 1, one from spaceI
towardscentre;diagonalflaw from noseto lowerI. badge.
R (a): l., horizontalflaw beneathI].
*M#

tit
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#*i

0 No R No

53.012 R53

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Six-rayed stars, star 3 seven-rayed Horns dotted upright and parallel. Head large;
horizontal wrinkle onforehead Neck shorter. Threefold drapery.
R. Athena crude; short shield decorated with aegis. Few folds on central and lower
chiton. Helmet with very small bowl.
Group 16
Obverses:[1-1]
Specimens:5
Reverses:3
Die combinations: 3
a. Edinburgh 1926.105:Rutter, Edinburgh, 54
3,1 cm
12 h
17,05g
b. Sotheby(26.4.1907) 65 (pl. 3.39)
16,977g-[0 (a): diagonal flaw on outer badge circle, off 'unit' 1; also, between external badge
circle and external crescentof `unit' 3.
R (a): 1.,vertical flaws following legendletters, A-I' and N-Y1.

54.012 R54
17,07g
---

a. BM 1852-2-22-14
b. Berk 32 (1984) 81

12 h

3,25 cm

O (a): curved flaw on space 3; also, from upper pedum upwards; third flaw on 1. edge of
`unit' 4.

R (a): 1.,curved flaw betweenshield and N].
55.012 R55
a. SchweizerischerBankverein 2 (27.10.1977) 308
17,11g-[0 (a): r., flaw and wear on `unit' 4; 1.,flaw from spaces1 and 6 through badgecircles to
knob of drapery.
R (a): 1., vertical flaw above shield; r., horizontal flaw from B to border; second flaw
starting from A].
*s*

O: Similar.
R: Similar.
Group 17
Specimens:11
Die combinations: 5

**s

**s

Obverses:[2-1)
Reverses:5

56.006 R56
17,11 g
12 ha. ANS 1944.100.13840
[0 (a): flaws on spaces4-5,7; between crescentsof `unit' 7; also, between `unit' 2 and
inner circle, no. 7 and external badge circle. On badge, flaws starting from nose: the
former horizontal, from nose to circle; the secondvery small, diagonal; the third, towards
lower badgeborder, l.; fourth flaw towards chin; fifth horizontal flaw, towards lower badge
border. Also, curve from lower end of drapery towards badge circle; r., small flaw from
middle fold of drapery towardspedum.

R (a): horizontalflaw betweenfigureandr. pleat].
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

57.006 R57
a. Salzburg
--[0 (a): diagonal flaw r., from inner badge circle off external crescentof 'unit' 2, second
flaw developing from nosedownwards;diagonal flaw from middle fold of drapery towards
`unit' 4.
R (a): I., flaws between legend letters and figure. Diagonal flaw from r. end of 1. pleat
towards lower 1.vertical bar of monogram;also, betweenr. end of r. pleat and E].
0: Similar. Drapery folds r. end in curve. Hair flowsfrom crown.
R. Similar.
58.019 R58
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 22)
16,455g
b. SNGManchester, 735
--c. Jenkins,735
---

Il h

-

[0 (a): worn in centre,1. (b): flaw betweenhair andpedum,andon space6;pedumrecut.
R (a): flaws,from lowercrestto r. arm,andon 1.endof secondF. (b): I., flaw on upperr.
bar of Nandr., on upperhorizontalbar of lastF].
59.019 R59
12 h16,99 g
a. Lanz 74 (20.11.1995) 167
b. Cederlind L 105 (24.9.1996) 336; ex Cederlind L 103 (winter, 1996) 1659; ex Spink NY
(7.2.1995) 2052
17,00 g-[0 (a-b): flaw between chin and badge circle; second,smaller flaw up, starting from off
nose;flaw from `unit' 2 through badgeto `unit' 3; also, on space7.

R (a): flaw between1.endof helmetcrestandY].
60.019 R60

17,08g
a. Christie's (28.2-1.3.1989) 1275
b. Drouöt (6-8.2.1956) 348
16,96g
c. Scotussaarea,(pre-) 1989: CH VIII (1994) 283, pl. 34.5
d. Mektepini, 1956:IGCH 1410 (01cay-Seyrig,Mektepini, no 686)
17,07g
-[0 (a): flaws on space6 expand; flaw from nose downwards and from knob of drapery to
badgecircles; flaw betweenbadgecircles (2: 30 h); scratchon space3. Scratchesacross
unit' 7 through face and hair locks to pedum. (b): two flaws 1.,on space6. (d): recut on
nose.

R (a): large,spreadletters. (b): flaw betweenverticalbar of T andupperI; flaw on lower
1.angleof secondE].
S..

*5*
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*5*

O No R No

61.020 R60

Weight

Provenance

O: Similar.
R. Similar.
Group 18
Specimens:5
Die combinations: 5

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:I
Reverses:5

a. Cederlind 109 (25.9.1997) 780

[0 (a): flawson spaces1-3].
62.020 R61
16,96g-a. MMAG 53 (29.11.1977) 65
[0 (a): flaw on spaces2-3,5, between `unit' 1 and badge; diagonal flaw from nose to
badgeedge,and betweenpedumand hair.
R (a): 1.,flaw off secondN and beneathsecond0; r., flaw from i downwards].
63.020 R62
a. Sternberg24 (19-20.11.1990)61

17,09g

[0 (a): newflaw 1.of chin;from noseto lowerbadge;on badgecirclesoff space1.
R (a): flaw from borderup 1.towardsnose].
64.020 R63

a. Glasgow4: MacDonald,Hunterfan,340.3,p1.XXM. 19

17,20g-3
cm
[0 (a): flaw on space 5 expandsto inner 'crescent' 5 and to lower border; new flaw on
space4.

R (a): flaw beneath1.foot].
65.020 R64
17,02ga. Cahn 9 (30.5.1932) 292
[0 (a): flaw on space5 develops; flaw on nose and chin, from hair locks through to edge
of `unit' 4.
R (a): up r., flaw on either side of thunderbolt].
s+s

"**

*+a

O: As above.
R: Similar.
Group 19
Specimens:7
Die combinations: 4

Obverses:[2-2]
Reverses:[4-2]

66.009 R63
a. Gorey 76 (22.4.1996) 25; ex Sternberg 10 (1980) 74
17,00g
b. Galata Coins L (5.1977) 6[0 (a): flaws on spaces2-3.

R (a): flawson andbeneathexergue,I.I.
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O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

67.009 R65
17,06g
12 h
a. BM PRK A 1, p. 88
b. Berlin; ex C. B. Fox
17,00g
12 hc. Scotussaarea,(pre-) 1989: CH VIII (1994) 283, pl. 34.1

3,2 cm

[0 (a): flaw on lower 'unit' 3; between `unit' 4 and badge. Betweenpedum and head,flaw
parallel to pedum. (c): up, flaw from upper hair to badge.
R (b-d): r., flaw through B and thunderbolt].

68.009 R66
a. Drouöt (2-3.12.1993) 36; ex Galata Coins L (6.1988) 22
[0 (a): flaw between `unit' I and border; in centre, flaw on neck.
R (a): r., flaw betweenE and O].

69.010 R67

0: Horns parallel and upright draperyfolds end on curve r.
R: Alpha without horizontal bar; shield badgeprominent. Infield l., r. bar of Nu longer.
Helmet awayfrom shawl pleats
17,09 g-a. Kricheldorf 4 (7.10.1957) 161
[0 (a): flaws on either side of `unit' 2, between 'unit' 2 and badge end; horizontal flaws,
from internal badge circle to nose and mouth respectively. Horizontal flaw from internal
badgecircle to neck. Flaw from Towerpedum to badgecircle.
R (a): signs of flaw r. of helmet].
sas

70.021 R65

s*s

r*s

O: Six-rayedstars, nos. 1,34,7 seven-rayed Neck long. Curved dottedpedum.
R: Large helmet with high bowl, rich crest, long cheekflaps
Group 20
Specimens:19
Obverses:3
Die combinations: 11
Reverses:[11-1]
a. SNG DelepiPrre, 1064
--[0 (a): flaws off nose,chin andpedum expand.
R (a): flaw up r., through B and thunderbolt; off I and diagonally off secondF; up 1.,from
A to upper edge].

71.021 R68
DM, no. 20)
a. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,
16,95glib-

[0 (a): flaws on spaces2-4,6-7. In centre, flaw above head and (signs) from middle fold;
also, betweendrapery and inner badge circle, pedum and inner badge circle. Flaw (signs)
between lower hair lock 1. and knob, and between lower hair locks and upper fold of
drapery. Flaw off nose.

R (a): verticalflaw betweenr. endof I. pleatandhelmetcrest].
72.021 R69

a. ANS 1946.89.25

17,lOg
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12h

O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

[0 (a): flaw 1.of chin; also, flaws starting from endsof drapery folds.
R (a): flaw between1.pleat endsand helmet].
73.021 R70
a. Milan, B1185 (coll. Brera)
[0 (a): 1:countermark,plant].
$**

17,16g

##"

12 h

#i"

0: Six-rayedstars minorrepairson stars6 and 7. Hair linear,from crowndownwards
Horizontalwrinkleonforehead

R. Similar.
74.022 R71

a. Marseille, coll. Vernie, 390

16,99 g--

b. BerlinerMOnzkabinet13 (21-2.5.1981)30; ex BerlinerManzkabinet12 (4-5.12.1980)
15
16,20g

[0 (a): small diagonal flaw from noseto inner badgecircle. (b): on badge,from border up
r. towards hair; diagonal break from end of drapery towards lower border; flaw on space.
R (a): r., portion of metal flaked off in field].
75.022 R72

a. Christie's (14.6.1993) 20; ex Kroh, Empire Coins, FPL (Fall 1983) 4095
16,70g
-b. Pherai, 1937-8:IGCH 168 (ANSMN26 (1981), pl. 14.537)
16,62gllh16,76g-C.NFA NMS (12.10.1990) 191
[0 (a): l., start of flaw, from mouth downward. (b): I., flaw between nose and badge
circles; also, r., betweenend ofpedum and badgecircle.
R (a): r., flaw betweenpleat and monogram].
76.022 R73
16,95 g-a. NFA (3.1975) 93
b. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 21)
16,46gllh[0 (b): flaws through spaces I and 4; also, on external badge circle, off space 2. On
badge, 1., diagonal flaws: from forehead to lower badge circle, from off `unit' 2 to hair.
Small flaws l., r. and abovepedum.

R (b): flaw from lower 1.borderpastexerguedownwardsandin lowerfield, r.]

0: Six-rayed stars, a ray added to star 2. Verticalfaw on 'unit' I. Neck shorter, pedum
startsfrom betweenupper and middlefold Hair locks arranged towardsface. Horizontal
wrinkle onforehead. Two diagonal lines across neck from lower hair to knob.

R. Similar.
77.023 R74
a. Milan, B1184 (coll. Brera)
b. Kress 127 (23.10.1963)378
[0 (a): flaw on spaces1,3-4 and on nose.

16,92 g-17,00g--

R (a): flaw l., in middle;also,betweenhelmetcrestandchitonandbetweenr. pleatends].
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

78.023 R75
17,08g
a. Eisen L 113 (1.1989) 38
[0 (a): new flaw on space6; flaw on noseexpands.
R (a): flaw on exergue,beneathr. foot].
0: Upper endsof 'crescents' 7 converge. Flaw 1.of pedum: pedum very close to badge
edge.
R: Similar.
79.024 R76

a. Brussels,coll. deHirsch,no 117

17,07 gllh3,1
cm
10 hb. SNG Cop, 1200
16,86g
[0 (a): flaws: on spaces5-7; from arnutole to beginning of neck; off pedum; diagonally,
from middle drapery to externalbadgecircle, off space4].
80.024 R77
17,04g
a. BM 1866-12-1-1185
b. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 24)
17,03 g

41
c. Emporium12(21-2.4.1988)

---

12 h

3,15 cm

12 h-

cf b-c

[R (a): recut on nose; r., flaw from r. end of pleat and legend; secondflaw further, r. (c):
flaw up 1.,from Alpha through to head].
"*"

"s"

$s*

0: Stars 6-7 with eight rays, no. 2 seven-rayed;flaw on badge l., of nose.
R: Helmet L with small bowl, long cheekpieces and crest. Legend letters small, regular
and elaborate. Monogram very close to legend Athena more elaborate.
Group 21
Specimens:1
Obverses:1
Die combinations: I
Reverses:I
81.025 R78
a. Meydancikkale, 1980: CH VIII (1994) 308 (Davesne-LeRider, Meydanfikkale, no.
2586)
17,10 g
[0 (a): diagonal flaw from edgeof `unit' 5 to `unit' 4; vertical flaw on space3.
R (a): I., flaw beneath1.lateral bar of Alpha; also, I. of r. foot, on exergue].

Much more prolific coin production may be observedunder the mint official utilising monogram
9, than under those signing with monograms5-8. The surviving specimenswith the symbol of this
mint official come from nineteenobversedies. These dies are combined with forty-nine reverses
signedwith monogram 9. Fourteenof the dies utilised by this mint official are not combined with
the previous monograms. However, the five obversesthat also occur with monograms 5-9 fit in
with the stylistic evolution of thesedies, thus confirming the parallel function of all the die cutters.
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The fact that Monogram 9 is recut on monogram 11 on specimen 50 also certifies the
contemporary,at least, activity of the two officials.
The `units' with seven- to eight-rayed stars decorating the shield on groups 11-13 give
way in group 14 to six-rayed stars,which henceforthbecomethe norm. A growing preferencefor
taller figures of Athena and for helmets with smaller bowls is observedon the reverses,though the
style of the lettering generally remains the same. An Athena of crude workmanship, however, is
combined with a change in the legend letters, which become larger, with a Sigma with straight
horizontal hastae and with a Nu with vertical end even bars at the end of groups 15-17. The
production of these dies by the same die cutter and their generally contemporary use are thus
effectively portrayed. The tendency for larger heads of Pan, with a pedum away from the head
tallies with the use of wider flans, particularly as the obversedesignsof nos. 33 and 34 have been
spreadbeyond the flans. Some ineptnessmay be observedon nos. 30,33-4,49,60 and 70, which
come from somewhatrotated dies. The edge of no. 43 is also cracked, presumably reflecting the
flan's insufficient heating at the time of striking. Finally, scratchesare observedon the reversesof
certain specimens(i. e. no. 41).
The last group with Monogram 9 is representedby a single coin, but it deservesattention.
On the obverse,a rough, small head is made to fit into a small flan. The crude workmanship of the
obverseis offset by the very carefully engravedletters, helmet and monogram on the reverse. This
specimen is obverse linked to Groups 22 and 29, signed with monograms 10 and 11, and it is
stylistically similar to no. 143, without a crested helmet and with monogram 11 I. The
Meydanclkkale, 1981 hoard, including no. 81 from this catalogue, provides an approximate
terminus ante quem around 240 BC for these groups. The degreeof wear and the style of no. 81
approximate it to no. 36c, from the samehoard. Rather than assumingthat an issue with such an
ideological gravity as the Pansstartedwith a rather crude variety', one might beg to assignthe low
quality of this group to the engagementof the mint official with celebratory issuestowards the end
of this period.
***

1As does Mathisen: Silver Coinages,

***

111-2.
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Crested helmet L- Monogram 10 r.

O No R No

82.025 R79

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

O: Eight-rayed, elliptic units. Pan with short hair arranged downwards, horns directed
backwards End of neck concave. Pedum very thin held upright.
R: L, helmet with long crest, high bowl and long cheekPaps.
Group 22
Specimens:1
Obverses:1
Die combinations: 1
Reverses:I
a. Gorny 13 (28-9.6.1979) 84
--[0 (a): flaw: on space1; break on externalbadgecircle, r.; off `unit' 1; off chin. Die break
on head.
R (a): signs of flaw between upper crest and 1. pleat end; l., diagonally, from I. foot
towards legend letters].
a..

44"

#.

0: As above.
R: Similar.
Group 23

83.017 R80

Specimens:
2
Die combinations:
2

[1-1]
Obverses:
[2-1]
Reverses:

16,74g2ha. ANS 1944.100.13842
[0 (a): new diagonal flaw from internal badge circle to `unit' 6; also, between 1. crescent
ends of `unit' 4 and border, flaws between nose and badge edge develop; new flaw off
pedum.
R (a): 1.,flaw I. of rand on r. vertical bar of secondN. R., flaw r. of both 2, r. of C); recut
r. of mon.; flaw further r. ].
84.017 R79
5h
3,25
16,95g
a. BM 1911-4-9-281(Rollin)
[0 (a): curved flaw between `units' 7 (inner crescent) and 1 on coins 83a-84a; diagonal
flaw from up r. end of 'unit' 1 diagonally to 1. horn. On badge, flaw off end of drapery,
towards 'unit' 4 and from internal badge circle diagonally to `unit' 6. Nose pointed and
worn; signs of flaw off nose and betweenpedum and badge edge.

R (a): r., flaw betweenpleat'sr. endandchilon].

A small issue is signed by a combination of letters K and C), monogram 10. The obverse link
betweennos. 81 and 82 and nos. 39a-43 and 83-4, in addition to the similarity in the legend letters
and in the helmet types, may be taken to suggest that Groups 13 and 21 (monogram 9), 22
(monogram 10), 29 and 30 (monogram 11) are contemporary.
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CrestedhelmetL- Monogram 11 r.

O No R No

85.026 R81

Provenance

Weight

Ails

Diameter

0: Varied number of rays on each star, horns upright. Hair flows in three locks on nape,
Pan's upper lip prominent, chin small, side lock curves, neck longer. Horizontal wrinkle
onforehead Diagonal folds on drapery, distance betweenlower drapery and inner badge
circle larger. Pedum upright, drapery ends in straight line.
R: Similar. Archaising Athena L. brandishing thunderbolt and walking on tiptoes with
bothfeet, in exergue. Shawl over shouldersfalls in dove-tail pleats with two-pointed ends.
Infield/, crestedhelmet with high bowl (pilos/konos).
Group 24
Specimens:31
Obverses:1
Die combinations: 5
Reverses:5
a. SNGAshmolean,3259 (Robinson); Glendining (16.7.1950) (Hall), 86
3,2 cm
17,14g
12 h
b. Leiden, 1949/70;ex auction Schulman(19.7.1970) 772
17,10g
12h
c. SNG Lockett 3,1524 (17,10 g); Sotheby(19-21.1.1914) 143;Naville 5 (1923), lot 1465
(17,10g)
17,07g
12 h
d. NFA (winter 1989) 461; Leu 22 (8-9.5.1979) 81 (17,12 g 12 h); J. Hirsch 33 (1913) 669;
Sotheby(24-5.6.1914) 70; SNG BYB, 350 17,09g 12 he. Royal Ontario Museum, 9734; ex Freeman-Sear,MBS 2 (31.1.1996)2717,15 g
12 h
3,01 cm
f. Weber, 2163
16,97g-3,1
cm
g. Ciani, 99 (ex coll. Durufle); Jameson,1009
17,14g
-IL Bloesch, Winterthur, 161; V 172: Merzbacher4 (1910) 410 (17,15 S); Gaebler,AMNG
111.1,186.3
12 h
3,10 cm
17,07S
i. Hartwig (5.3.1910) 733
--[O (a): beginning of small flaw from end of nose; star 2 with many rays, flaw on space2.
(9: nose,pedum recut.
R (a): small flaw on nose. (): Athena flatter. (g): line betweendrapery and monogram].

86.026

R82
a. Berlin; ex Imhoof-Blumer

17,16g5h

b. SNGDelepiPrre,1063
17,08g
Il h
c. SNGFitzwilliam,2304;ex A W. Young,665-1936;ex Montagu251

17,14gIh2,9
cm
d. J. Hirsch 26(1910)258
17,10g
-e. Zschiesche(1913) 327
--f. Drouöt (27.2.1961) 121 (Lu. 1698)
17,13g-g. J. Hirsch 31 (5.1912) 276; ex J. Hirsch 24 (1912) 444 (17,20 g); ex Hirsch 13
(15.5.1905) 1180(17,12 g)
17,10g-h. Helbing 9 (8.4.1913) 327
-i. Drouöt-Bourgey (11.1957) 64
17,13g

j. J. Hirsch 14(27.11.1905)
583(17,15g)

17,12g--

[0 (c): off-centre. (g): break on lower pedum and on star 5. (j): flaw from nose
downwards and on star 7. (k): recut on lower pedwn and on star 5.
R (j: distancebetweenr. end of pleat and 1.leg. In field r., Alpha without curves].
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0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

87.026 R83
17,16g5ha. SNG SwedenII, 1138
b. Gans 16 (1960) 258
17,07g-16,79g (p) 1hc. SNG Fitzwilliam, 2305
d. NFA 20 (1988) 682
17,10g
-17,15g3h3,1
e. Brussels,Coll. Du Chastel
cm
f. J. Hirsch 14 (27.11.1905)310
17,14g-3,05
cm
g. ANA (8.1952) 2244
--h. Kress 112 (1959) 164
--[0 (a): parallel ray addedto star 2; flaw from nose. 0 (a-b): recut on side lock. (k): flaw
onpedum.
R (a): horizontal bar on A hardly discernible. Athena taller. Leg discernible through
folds. (b): curve joining 'unit' I with badge; linear flaw on 'unit' 5. Flaw on nose; slight
difference on pedum. (k): r., flaw on Y].
88.026 R84
a. BMG 0513

17,09g (p)

3h3,22

cm

[R (a): reversecurved,changeof colouron obversepresumably
indicatesthat it washeated
beforeits striking].
89.026 R85
a. ANM; ex Rauch 56 (5.2.1996), 82 (16,80 g); ex G. Hirsch 164 (29-30.12.1984)210
(17,05 g)
3,10 cm
12 h
17,12g
b. MZA 82 (6-8.9.1995) 58
16,80g-12 h16,78g
c. Wales, 86.11H/2
d. SNG Cop, 1199
17,07g (p) 12 h[0 (a): starswith thinner lines. (d): flaw, two curved flaws on space7.
R (a): r., flaw between 1. end of pleat and chiton; also, between 1. bar of monogram and
chiton. (b): flaw up r. ].
***

90.027 R85

***

***

O: Six-rayedstars, upper 1.ray of star 3 not connectedwith centre. Pan's dotted horns
convergeL Side lock curveson lower end Flaw on lower badge,from r. end of pedum to
badgeedge.
R: Similar.
Group 25
Specimens:5
Obverses:1
Die combinations: I
Reverses:2
17,10g
10 h
3,62 cm
a. BM T. C., p. 107,No. 1
(0 (a): curved flaw from ray 1 of star I through to upper badgecircle. Concaveflaw from
space6 through lower end of `unit' 7 to upper emblem. Signs of tool on space1, worn on
space2.
R (a): r., flaw betweenchiton and monogram].
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0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

91.027 R86
a. NFA MBS (12.10.1988)207 (ex Brauer coil.); Coin Galleries L 1.1 (1-2.1960) Al 1
16,96 g-[0 (a): curved flaw across `unit' 1 and flaws on spaces2,4-5 expand; curved flaw on
`unit' 7. Flaw on upper pedum and between its r. side and badge edge; also, from knob
downwards.
R (a): up, vertical flaw from upper border to badge;l., secondflaw, 1.of ro; lower, curved
flaw from r. bar of Y through r. leg to lower border].
##i

92.015 R83

#t*

O: Similes.
R: Similar.
Group 26
Specimens:3
Die combinations: 1

t##

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:[1-1]

17,14g9h3,42
a. BM 1947-4-6-191(Oman)
cm
b. Leu 53 (21-2.10.1991)77; ex Glendining 20 (1986) (Knoepke), lot 170
17,17g-17,18g9hc. ANS 1944.100.13843
[0 (a): flaw on space 4, on edge with badge circles; on border, on spaces 5 and 6;
beginning of flaw between badge circles and unit 4. Diagonal flaw on upper badge, 1. of
horns. Horizontal flaw, from foreheadthrough hair. (c): slight flaw off lower lip and chin,
and off two lower folds of drapery: die slightly moved r.? flaws on spaces6 and 7.
R (a): 1., flaw between end of 1. pleat and helmet crest; a smaller one, r. of exergue. (c):
recut I., betweenpleat and helmet crest. Flaws off r. pleat and chiton].
***

93.028 R87

***

***

O: Six-rayed stars, a ray added to no. 2. Pedummovesawayfrom head
R: Athena moderate. Shield large, held horizontally. Distance betweenhelmet and pleat
edge.
Group 27
Specimens:3
Obverses:1
Die combinations: 2
Reverses:2
a. Peus337 (3-9.11.1993) 118 (17,10 g); ex Peus334 (4.11.1993) 359; ex Vinchon MBS
(14.5.1982) 12 (16,95 g)
16,90g

[0 (a): flaw on spaces1,3, from borderto badgecircle1.of `unit' 4; between`unit' 5 and
badge;betweenforeheadandbadgeedge.Recuton nose.
R (a): 1.,flaw off nose;r., horizontalflaw betweenmonogramandE].
94.028 R88
a. Tradart (16.11.1995) 53: enlargementof coin illustrated on p. 79; ex TNA 1,68
17,16g
11h
b. CNA MBS 49 (26.2.1995) 6; ex CNA MBS 45 (25.6.1994) 67: enlargementof coin
illustrated; ex Drouöt (13.14.11.1980) 33
16,84g-(0 (a): flaws expandon spaces1,4-5; new flaw betweenbadgeand chin.
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O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

R (a-b): 1.,flaws beneathT and Ir; (a): I., flaw from beneathA and pleat end. (b): r., flaw
betweenpleat and U.
! ii

t*t

44"

0: Horns parallel, pointing up r. Side locks different, lower hair longer. Two slight
curves in anastole, no drapery fold prominent. Nose pointed Hair locks arranged
towardsface. 'Star/crescents'5-7 closer to badgeedge.
R. Similar.
Group 28

95.016 R85

Specimens:
2
Die combinations:I

Obverses:[1-1]
[1-1]
Reverses:

a. NFA 18 (1987) 124; ex V20: J. Hirsch 13 (1905) 152
17,03S

--

b. LJ, 56594
16,03g2h2.9
[R (a): shieldlargeandcurved,monogramlow in field].
***

96.025

R89

**$

cm

***

O: Head small, locks untidy, arranged downwards. Three-folddrapery endsin big curve.
Pedum upright, starting from betweenmiddle and lastfold
R: Letters spread Figure tall with stylised hemfolds, thin shawl pleats and long shield
held upright. Helmet with large bowl, rich crest and long cheekpieces.
Group 29
Specimens:2
Obverses:[2-1]
Die combinations: 2
Reverses:2
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no 29)
16,76g
6h
[0 (a): flaw on `unit' 4. Diagonal flaw acrossanastole.
R (a): 1.,flaw betweenY and helmet crest; also, from upper bar of N through pleat to crest].

97.029

R90
a. Ahiström 28 (22-3.10.1983) 1913
--[0 (a): worn between'units' 2,5 and badge,and on spaces4-6; also, betweenpedum and
head,off nose. Diagonal flaw from off `unit' Ito hair locks. Diagonal flaw from shield
downwards.

R (a): 1.,flaw between1.endof pleatandcrest].
#*.

"*"
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0 No R No

98.017 R91

Weight

Provenance

0: As above.
R: Similar.
Group 30
Specimens:10
Die combinations: 5

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:5

17,20g-a. Schulman(3.1936) 62
b. Schulman(1.1913) Nr. 12, n. 4--[0 (a): new break on space7; worn on 'unit' 5 and between`unit' 5 and badgecircles.
Flaws between1.horn, r. horn and 'unit' I develop.

R (a): 1.,flaw betweenY andhelmet].

99.017 R92
a. Gomy 56 (7.10.1991) 190
b. Berlin; ex C. R Fox
c. Waddell (7.2.1979) 96

17,16g9h17,12g--

(O (a): flaw up 1.;a ray addedto star7. Off-centre.(b): horizontalflaw from 'unit' 5
throughto no.6.
R: (a): verticalr. monogrambar smaller].
100.017 R93
a. Ratto (9.10.1934) 110 (17,22 g); ex Ratto (24.6.1929)257
17,18g-b. Baranowsky(1931) 450
17,18g-17,15g-c. Ratto (13.3.1912) 650
[0 (a-c): up 1., flaw on space7 through upper badge circles. (b-c): 1., progressiveflaws
across`units' 4-6 and between `units' 3-4 and centre.
R (c): r., flaw between monogram and E, off r. pleat; horizontal flaw from 1. to r.; flaw
betweenpleat and chiton].
101.017 R94
17,19g5h3,12
a. Bloesch, Winterthur, 1619
[0 (a): flaw between`unit' 3 and badgecircles.
R (a): the edgeof r. pleat reachesE).

cm

102.017 R95
10h
17,01g
a. Lanz 16 (24.4.1979) 82
[0 (a): flaw between`unit' 6 and badge;also, between'units' 5 and 6.

-

R (a): I., diagonalflaw betweenr and0; verticalflaw betweenhelmetcrestandY.
Horizontalflaw from 1.pleatthroughfigureto endof r. pleat].
sss

*$s
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$s"

ONO R No

103.005 R96

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

O: Stars six-rayed a thinner ray added to star S. Hair from upper head movesdiagonally
tofront, arranged in two rows Horizontal wrinkle on forehead; diagonalfolds on edgeof
drapery. Pedumstartsfrom betweenmiddle and topfold of drapery.
R. Similar.
Group 31
Specimens:14
Obverses:[1-1]
Die combinations: 8
Reverses:8
16,86g
8:30 h
a. CBNC 1258
b. ANS 1944.100.13835
12 h
16,29g
c. Scotussaarea,(pre-) 1989(CH VIII (1994) 283, pl. XXXIV. 9)

3,20 cm

[0 (a): up I., flaw betweenbadgeand internal`crescent'1 expandsto border,1. Flaw
betweenupperheadandbadgecircles.
R (c): legend1.startsbeneathankle].

0: Similar.

104.005 R97

R: Letters irregular, rough, Athena crude. Shield oval-shaped, aegis with small dots
Legs discernible through chiton, middlefold shorter. Helmet bowl small, with short cheek
pieces.
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 33)
16,90g
[R (a): pleat edgespoint downwards].

R98
105.005

12 h

16,86g1h3,40
a. BM E. H., p. 295, n. 2
cm
b. Toden L (1981,1983-4) 53
--[0 (a): flaws: between external 'crescent' 1 and badge, inner 'crescent' I and external
badge circle, I., on spaces 1,5-7. Also, diagonal flaw between 'units' 1,4 and badge;
between badge circles, up 1. Hair divided by curved flaw into two rows. Flaw between
pedum and badgecircle].

106.005 R99
a. MMAG 37 (5.12.1968) 179; Gorny 73 (11.10.1995)28
17,12g-[0 (a): expansionof flaw from badgecircles to emblem,l.; flaw lower, parallel to inner
circle in field, 1.

R (a): l., lateralbarson A concave.Up, signof tool throughhead].
107.005 R100
a. Scotussaarea,(pre-) 1989(CH VIII (1994) 283, pl. XXXIV. 4)
108.005 R101
a. G. Hirsch 15 (9.1977) 16
--b. Grabow (9-10.7.1930)309
17,01 g-3,1
[0 (a-b): new flaw from off noseto lower 1.emblem].
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cm

0 No R No,

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

109.005 R102
a. Peus313 (5.1985) 68

17,06g

[0 (a): flawsaroundemblemexpand;flaw behindpedumdownto drapery.
R (a): r., flaw betweenchitonandlowerbarof 1].
110.005 R103
a. S. Asia Minor, 1963:IGCH 1426(Boehringer, Chronologie 156.19,pl. 25), ex MMAG
L 417 (1979) 7--[0 (a): flaws between`units' 1,2,7 and badge;up r., horizontal flaw from `unit' 2 through
head;on badger., off nose,downwards.

R (a): I., breakparallelto diagonalbar on secondN andbelowI; also,breakalongborder;
r., betweenA andpleat].
**s

$*"

s*"

O: Starslarge,six-rayed Hair arrangedin tworows,flows downwards,threelockshang
from nape. Pedumemerges
from middlefolg heldupright.

111.030 R1040

R: Athena archaising,folds clearly delineated
Group 32
Specimens:1
Obverses:1
Die combinations: I
Reverses:1

a. MMAG L 419 (1980) 8
-[0 (a): flaws on spaces2,4; horizontal flaw from border of space6 through badgecircles
to level of eye. Diagonal flaw, from inner badgecircle off `unit' 2 to crown of head.
R (a): !, up, beginning of flaw off A; also, beneathI; r., diagonal flaw from betweenmain
figure and pleat's 1.end to upper 1.angle of monogram].
S..

*5*

*5*

O: Pedum emergesfrom betweenmiddle and upperfok4 moving awayfrom head Hair
locks arranged vertically and downwards. Shieldpattern different.- diameter of
star/crescents(0,6-0.8 mm), six-rayed stars, a ray added to nos. I and 2. Pedum: dot on
upper edge,small line prominent I.
R. Athena taller, holding shield directly in front of her. Ther. end of L pleat reachesleg.
A without vertical hasta Fall in middle. Cheekpieces shorter.
.

Group 33

112.006R105

Specimens:6
Die combinations: 4

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:4

a. Hess-Leu31 (7.12.1966), p1.12.264 (17,14 g); ex V176: J. Hirsch 13 (15.5.1905) 1178
(17,11 g)
17,11 g-b. Glendining (18-20.4.1955) 290
--[0 (b): flaw on `units' 2 and 6 and on space2; flaw from star rays through to crescentsof
`unit' 7. Flaw from nose downwards.
R (b): I., horizontal flaws beneath1, r; also, between legend and pleat, pleat and chiton.
Flaw beneathOY].
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

113.006 R106

a. Munich,1

16,98g (p) 6h16,58g--

a. SNG Tübingen, 1188
[0 (a): recut on nose.

16,93g5h-

b. Ariadne (15.9.1982) 55
[0 (a): two flaws starting from nose].
114.006 R107

R (a): r., flaw betweenfoot and1].
115.006 R108
a. Ciani (20-2.2.1935) 97
--[0 (a): flaw up r., off `unit' 2; also, on space3.
R (a): l., flaw on 1.lateral bar of A and aboveA; diagonal signs from lower border 1.
through 1.pleat to chiton].
##t

i#*

"it

O: Similar. Six-rayed stars, small ray added to 'units' 1-2,, law on 'unit' 5 expands;
horns diverge.
R: Similar.
Group 34

116.007 R109

[1-1]
Obverses:
6
Reverses:

Specimens:
8
Die combinations:
6

R: Legend letters crude, 'splayed' I Athena; helmet of different style.
a. Athens, Benaki Museum
--[0 (a): test cut on chin].

117.007 R110
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou, DM, no. 37)

b. MMAG 85 (11.4.1997) 59
[0 (a): flaw on spaces1-3; flaw on `unit' 5].
119.007 RI 11

16,75g
16,99g--

11h

-

R: Helmet with wide bowl and with a rich crest.
17,09g-a. Malter 1(9-11.11.1973) 86

119.007 R112

a. G. Hirsch30 (9-10.4.1962)100
--[0 (a): r., flaw betweenpedumandbadgecircles;also,on space4.

R (a): I., horizontal flaw between pleat and chiton and a vertical one, alongside 1. leg; r.,
betweenI and border].
120.007 R113
a. Poindessault-Vedrines,MBS (15.11.1991)145
16,88g
b. Glendining (13.12.1963)227
-[0 (a): diagonal flaw on space 1, from r. end of `unit' 1 through to badge circles; between
badgecircles, off space2; flaws on spaces1,4-5].
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ONO R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

121.007 R114
16,52g-a. Gorny (25-6.5.1982) 55
0 (a): diagonal flaw, from nose to badge circle, 1.;also, from chin to lower badge circle.
Expansionof existing flaws.

R (a): I., flaw between1.helmetcrestandfoot].
***

122.031 R115

***

***

O: Six rayed stars, crescents semi-circular. Head crude. Hair flows in straight thick
locks; upper and lower folds of drapery more prominent, pedum upright, emergingfrom
lower drapery.
R: Similar. Legend letters cruder; chiton sidefolds wider.
Group 35
Specimens:1
Obverses:I
Die combinations: 1
Reverses:1

1528
a. Münzzentrum53 (13-15.11.1984)
i*M

123.009 RI 16

"##

16,52g
"t"

O: As above.
R. Similar.
Group 36
Specimens:2
Obverses:[1-1]
Die combinations: 1
Reverses:1
R: Legend letters large, Athena crude. Helmet of different type.
a. SNGAshmolean,3258 (bt. Oman 1947)
17,06g5h3,3
b. ANS: SNG Dewing 1203 (ex Robinson collection)

cm

[0 (a): break on edge(2:30 h)].

0: Hornsparallel Smalldistancebetweenbadgeedgeanddraperyr.

R: Legend characters moderate in size. Athena tall. Large shield in front of Athena
Monogram lateral.
Group 37

124.009 RI 17

Specimens:
23
Die combinations:13

Obverses:[2-2]
Reverses:13

a. Glasgow 5: MacDonald, Hunterian, 340.4
17,08g2hb. SNG Dewing, 1204; Schlessinger,779
16,99g3h[0 (a): flaw betweenouter badgecircle and `unit' 4].
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ONO R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

125.009 R118
17,05g-a. de Luynes, 1698
[Poorly preserved.
D (a): new flaw on space4, betweenouter crescentand external badgecircle. Diagonal
flaw on badge.
R (a): curve from top through to shield].
126.010 R119
17,30g1h
a. BNF 1378
b. N. Syria, 1960:IGCJJ 1533 (Seyrig, Tresors, 14, no. 66)
c. Belgrade, V 269: V. Popovi6 (ed.), Tri numirmatieka legato Univerziteta Beogradu,
Beograd 1991,no. 23
16,24g-3,1
cm
[0 (a): signsof die wear on space1; diagonal flaw acrossbadgecircles, off'unit' 6. Recut
fold
from
beneath
flaw
flaw
from
downwards;
middle
on nose; small
pedum, starting
nose,
and developing alongsidepedum.

R (a): horizontaldie breakon r. border].
127.010 R120

16,81g
a. MMAGL392(1977)7
-b. G. Hirsch 14 (10-20.9.1957) 12
17,028g-c. S. Asia Minor, 1963:IGCH 1426(Boehringer, Chronologie, 155-7, no 20)
[0 (a): beginning of new flaw, on externalbadgecircle, off space3. Sign of tool on upper
end of 'unit' 6.
R (a): 1.,flaws: beneathN and from r. lateral bar of Y to helmet bowl; also, beneathr. end
of r. pleat].
128.010 R121

R: Athena crude.
12 h17,03g
a. Leiden, 3155
b. ANM 2; ex Kindyni coll.
3,20 cm
9:30 h
16,39g
12,283g9hc. Kavala,1635; ex Polyzona coll.
d. MMAG 6 (6-7.12.1946) 629
--17,05g-e. Peus284 (9-10.12.1974)203
£ Kricheldorf 4 (7.10.1957) 162; Gorny 40 (7.4.1988) 1058
16,95g-[0 (a): recut on nose. Signsof horizontal flaw acrossinternal badgecircle, off `unit' 6.
R (a): r., flaw betweenAthena and monogram].

129.010 R122

R: ends of vertical monogram bars not connected
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 30)
16,50 glh

[0 (a): horizontalflaw, startingfrom lower 'unit' 7, on space1; smalldiagonalflaw, from
hair to lowerpedum;smallflaw beneathdrapery.
R (a): chitoncorroded:portionof surfaceflakedoff; l., flaw continues1.endof helmet
crest;r., flaw from upperendof A].
130.010 R123

DM, no. 25)
a. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,
17,065g5h
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O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

(0 (a): flaws: from crescent3 through to space3; on space4; expansionof flaw beneath
pedum; beginning of a new one higher, off pedum].
131.010 R124
a. Hungary, Mayar Nemzeti, no. 13, Inv. No. 23A. 1912.2
16,92g7h
[R (a): shield different].

132.010 R125
a. Myers 11 (11.12.4.1975) 58; ex Coin Galleries L 11.1-2(1970) A 20
17,02g[0 (a): flaw on space3.

R (a): diagonalflaw between1.leg andborder].
133.010 R126

R: shield of triangular profile, helmet smaller.
a. ANM; ex Eretria, 1937 (IGCH 175,no. 21)

17,062g2h3,35
cm
in
[0 (a): poorlypreserved;flaw beneath
dot; 1,signsof overstrike:tridentr.
ends
pedum
R (a): 1.,flaw betweenlegendandborder;higher,horizontalflaw from borderto leg].
134.010 R127
a. MMAG 17 (7-8.6.1988) 165

17,00 g

[0 (a): flaws:on space4 andfrom `unit' 7 throughto space7.
NB: very badphotograph].
135.010 R128
16,10g-a. CNA MBS 21 (19.4.1990) 58
[0 (a): flaw on space 6, off lower 'unit' 7; also, from off `unit' 5 diagonally to badge
circles.
R (a): r., flaw from middle of border towards legend].
136.010 R129
a. G. Hirsch 68 (1-3.7.1970) 115; V 335: ex G. Hirsch 27 (17-19.5.1961)759
16,81S
-[0 (a): on badge,horizontal break and countermark on head; recut on pedum; die ready to
break between pedum and `unit' 3. In field, die breaks: across star 3, on space 4,
(diagonal) between`unit' 7 and head.

R (a): up l., dots].
S..

*5*

*5*

0: As above.
R. Similar.
Group 38

137.011 R130

Specimens:1
Obverses:[1-1]
Die combinations: 1
Reverses:1
R Small helmet with short cheekpieces.
a. Poinsignon-Pesce,MBS 4 (30.6.1987) 590 16,52 g
[0 (a): flaws on spaces1-2; scratchthrough 'units' 4-5. In field 1.,two flaws from chin to
lower 1.border, r., vertical flaw from lower pedum through to 'unit' 4.
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O No R No

138.020 R131

Weight

Provenance

O: Similar.
R. Similar.
Group 39
Specimens:2
Die combinations:2

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[2-2]
Reverses:2

a. SchweizerischerBankverein 6 (19.4.1980) 47
[O (a): 1.,flaw from lower 1.border and chin].

139.024 R132
a. Creditdela Bourse,FPC(3.1990)62

---

[0 (a): flaws: between nose and 1. border; between drapery and lower badge border and
from badge border to `unit' 4; flaw as upward extension of pedum; also, diagonal flaw
betweenpedum and inner border.

R (a): I., scratches
betweenhelmetandlegendletters].

Monogram 11 runs most of the Panheadtetradrachmsof this period. The obversesof groups 25-8
homogeneity
suggeststheir production
their
carefully
very
engraved
are
and
remarkable stylistic
by the samehand. The elaborateconstituentelementsof the punchespoint to an early date for this
27.
The
26
Groups
is
There
Athena
for
figures
crude
tendency
and
taller
on
group.
also a
of
limbs,
bulging
the somewhat
dies
Athena
Group
28,
the
with
of
reverse
workmanship
with an
on
issues
legend
holder
letters
these
helmet
approximate
and the crested
cruder
with an elaboratecrest
to Groups 8,9, and 37. Helmets with a higher helmet bowl, paired with taller Athenas,
been
have
follow.
different
A
to
the
that
occupied with the
characterise groups
engraver appears
obverse of Group 33, but the short Athena on the reverses of specimens 112-4 suggeststhe
first
issues
Some
these
the
the
signs of
with
samemonogram.
proximity of
early groups carrying
the engraver who continues with the reverses of period 2 are detected on the first specimen of
group 35 and on specimen 118, which only prepare us for the coinage struck on period II. A new
style is introduced with the obversesof Group 38, from which one die combination survives. The
large number of die combinations suggeststhe exhaustiveuse of the respectiveobversedies with a
number of reverses,even though few specimenssurvive from this combination. Finally, flatter but
heavier surfacescombine to yield the obverse of Groups 39-40, the last issueswith monogram 11
during this period.
The general absenceof reverselinks might indicate either the issue of these coins over a
longer period or the co-operation of more mint officials for an urgent issue. The second
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alternativemight be favoured by the stylistic homogeneityof the legend letters in most specimens.
In fact, a tendency for larger legend letters is observed on the issues with a crude Athena. A
preferencefor wider flans tallies with a tendency for larger headsof Pan, as in Groups 32 and 34,
but this need not determinethe chronological sequenceof the groups. A technical mistake of the
die-cutters may be observedon no. 88, which, apart from being pierced, is struck in such a way
that the obverseis concave and the reverseis curved. The otherwise excellent quality of the coin
might suggestthat this mistake might have occurred at the earliest stagesof operation of the mint,
if not during the piercing of the coin. Finally, nos. 96 (group 31) and 135 (group 38) have been
countermarked.
**$

*i"

tt*

Monogram 5L

0 No R No,

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

O: Modules smaller. Six-rayed stars, nos 1-3 with seven,no. 7 with eight rays. 'Units'
of smaller diameter. In centre, small elaborate head; horns r.; hair locks in teardrop
shape,flowing downwards. Threefold drapery, ending in curve. Pedum long, close to
head
R: Archaising Athena with long stylised pleated drapery.
Group 40
Specimens:I
Obverses:[1-1]
Die combinations: 1
Reverses:1
140.017 R133
17,09g-a. Corny 76 (22.4.1996) 122
[0 (a): poorly preserved. Flaws on spaces3,7. Curved flaw from 'unit' 2 through badge
to upper end of 'unit' 7. In centre, two flaws starting off nose, the former directed
horizontally to the badgecircle 1.,the latter towards chin.

R (a): flaw beneathI].

***

141.029 R134

***

0: Similar.
R. Similar.
Group 41
Specimens:3
Die combinations: 2

***

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:2

16,96 g
a. Hess 13 (1931) 369
[0 (a): flaws on spaces1,4-5. In centre, flaw from upper neck through to `unit' 5. Flaw
developsfrom anastole to upper head].
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

142.029 R135
a. Drouöt (19-22.6.1933) 175
-b. Peus318 (7-8.5.1987) 1229; ex Kricheldorf 32 (14-15.11.1977)43
17,05S
(0 (a): flaws r. and 1.of `unit' 7. (b): flaws develop on spaces.
R (a): recut: I., helmet beneathmonogram;r., signsof Monogram 11 erased. Flaw
developsfrom upper headto eyebrows. (b): 1.,monogram2, legenderased;r., fl erased
and corrected].

Monogram 11 L

O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

Group 42
Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:1

Specimens:2
Die combinations: 1
143.029 R136

a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 7)
16,80g3h
b. Kölner 38 (18-19.4.1985) 55 (17,08 g); ex Kricheldorf 9 (12.6.1961) 196 (17,075 g)
17,075g-[0 (a-b): flaws on spaces1,4-5 and from noseto lower badgeedgedevelop. Horizontal
flaw on upper hair lock

R (a-b): 1.,expansionof angularflaw off monogramto Y. Off-centre].

Monogram 9L

O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

O: Two concentric circles on edge,six-rayed stars Head small, horns diverge. Long
Curve
badge
dotted
flows
downwards.
hair
Pedum
inner
to
circle.
close
anastole,
betweenlower drapery and lower badgecircle.
J Characters small Athena short, stylised; long, stylised shawlpleats, with few folds
.
Shield large, decoratedwith aegis.
Group 43

Obverses:1
Reverses:I

1
Specimens:
Die combinations:I
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O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

144.032 R137
a. Kress 157 (1973) 27; ex Kress 137 (21.11.1966) 174
16,10 g
(Off-centre: in exergue,r. foot beyond flan; in field r., erasure].

A coarse issue with significantly smaller modules and designs also belongs to the first period of
the Pan head tetradrachms, as is suggested by the shape of the head and by the elliptic
star/crescents. Even if the downward-pointing, flame-like hair locks on the small heads diverge
from the linear hair of the first period, the drapery is curved and the pedum is very thin and close
to the head, alongsidethe main badge. The transition from the eight-rayed to the six-rayed starsis
also observedamong specimens140-2 and 143. These elements,paired with the taller figures of
Athena and with the style of the legend letters, assignthesegroups to the first period of Antigonid
coin production.

Technically remarkable is the successful attempt to fit the designs into

considerably smaller modules, contrary to the posthumous Alexanders, which are generally offcentre (cf above). Moreover, the reverse of no. 141, with monogram 5, has been recut on a coin
with a Makedonian helmet 1. and with monogram 11 r. This places the issues with the helmet
symbol before or, at least, alongside those with a monogram 1. Finally, the obverse link between
nos. 96 and 140-2, in addition to the progressionof the die flaw acrossthe anastole on the latter,
from the upper head to the eyebrow, establish further the chronological proximity of the two
issues.

In the absenceof firm hoardcontext,R W. MathisenassignstheMonogram1.Pansat the
beginning of the new type. He also explains the absenceof the helmet symbol from this variety by
the occupation of the related mint official with the Helmet Alexanders2. This suggestion
presumably originates partly in his conviction that the posthumous Alexanders ceased when
Gonatas' new types commenced and partly from his assumption that larger modules were
eventually preferred at Amphipolis. However, as has been argued elsewhere,the continuation of
the Alexander types parallel to the new coinage is not impossible (chapters 2.2.4,2.4.1,2.5).
Furthermore,the die study of the first period of the Pansreveals the random choice of smaller and
larger flans. The preferencefor smaller flans for special issues, such the Kalathosl'Bakchosas
2 Matteisen,Silver Coinages,

111, n. 49-9.
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Ring' variety, may be alternatively assumed. Finally, the recut reverse and the obverse link
betweenthe Monogram and the Helmet issue conclusively place the Monogram variety within or
its
helmet
from
The
helmet
Pans.
this
the
to
the
the
symbol
variety,
parallel
absenceof
seriesof
crude execution and the small flans may therefore alternatively be interpreted as an influence by
the special Athena r., Kalathos/'Bakchos-Ring' series, with which it might be regarded as
contemporary.

H. Athena r.

Kalathos/'bakchos-ring' 1.
Kalathosl'bakchos-ring' L- Monogram 12 r. 3

0 No R No

145.026 R138

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Eight-rayed stars; crescents nearly semi-circular. Head diademeg pedum held
upwards, nebris ties upon 1. end 7ivo concentric circles on edge; each star bordered by
two crescents.
R. BAI/AEQI L, ANTIroNOYr. Athena Alkidemos without aegis r., carrying thunderbolt
with her uplifted r. hand and shield with her L hand
Group 44
Specimens:I
Obverses:[1-1]
Die combinations: 1
Reverses:I
a. Florence: Svoronos,Athens, pl. 21.23
16,70g
-[0 (a): very worn, attemptedpiercing up r. on internal badge. Vertical flaw along hair;
secondflaw, from knob of drapery through to `unit' 5; third, vertically from r. end of 'unit'
5 through to lower border; horizontal flaw between'unit' 5 to external badgecircle.

R (a): 1.,flaw between0 andY].
"ti

iti

"#"

An engraving of a coin with the kalathos symbol and with monogram 12 on the reverse is mentioned in
Drouöt 1267,1229; cf. Greau, p1.11,1229;W. Froehmer, Chotx de monnaiesanciennes,1869, pl. W. 28.
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

O: Similar.
R: Similar, kalathos smaller.
Group 45
Specimens:7
Die combinations: 6

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:4
Reverses:3

146.031 R139
16,93
Leiden,
3158
g1ha.
b. Berlin, Imhoof-Blumer (1900); ex Hoffmann (11-15.11.1867),Greau,no. 1229;rev. in
16,66g9hGaebler,AMNG 111.2,pl. 34.2

[0 (a-b): developingflaw on space7; die breaks:across`unit' 1; between`unit' 1 and
4].
`unit'
downwards,
to
badge
from
1.
through
upper
endof neck
upper
edge;

147.031 R140
16,23g
a. Hess-Dietrich (27-8.10.1988)38
in
head;
from
`unit'
I
border
to
[0 (a): r., flaws from `unit' 2 to badge
through upper
and
badge,flaws off nose].
148.033 R141

16,29g

a. ANS 1944.100.13835

12h

[0 (a): flaw between`unit' 2 and external badgecircle; also, from nosethrough to `unit' 6.
R (a): 1.,flaw betweenend of r. pleat and figure].

149.034 R141
17,03g
a. Sternberg10 (1980) 73
[0 (a): flaw between`unit' 7 and external badgecircle.
R (a): 1.,vertical flaw down to 1.pleat end].
150.035 R141
16,92g3h3,20
cm
a. BM 1981-9-15-15(Baldwin)
b. SothebyZürich (27-8.10.1993) 442; ex NFA 25 (29.11.1990),lot 87
16,97g1h[0 (a): flaws on spaces1-2,5-7. Flaw betweenupper `unit' 2 through to head. (b):
3.
flaw
diagonal
2;
breaks,
I
space
on
expansionof
particularly on spaces and new
R (a): break on r. monogrambar].

Kalathos/'bakchos-ring' L- Monogram 13 r.

0 No R No,

Weight

Provenance

0: Similar, 'units' 4 andS closer. Off-centre.

Axis

Diameter

R: AN. T/rONOYI., BAIMEQI r. Shield smaller, held upright. Athena r., without aegis,
shawl binds round chestanndfoldsround arms. Dotted border.
Group 46
Obverses:I
Specimens:6
Reverses:I
Die combinations: 1
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ONO R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

151.035 R142
16,81g
a. BNF1381A
b. SNGAshmolean,3257
17,14S
17,11g
c. Leiden, 3157
d. SNG Cop, 1198
17,04g
e. North of Larissa, 1985: CH VIII (1994) 517, pl. XXM.
f. Berlin; ex Löbbecke (1906)

[0 (a): verticalflaw on upperheadof Pan].

16,73g

Ih
12 h3
12 h
12 h26

cm

12 h-

An important typological divergence from the main Pan serieswith Athena Alkidemos 1. may be
observedon a few elegant specimenscarrying Athena r. on the reverse,with smaller modules but
of a high artistic quality, and with different control marks. Of the eighteen specimensrecorded
from this variety, coming from five different obversesand all very well executed,the young Pan
might favour the assignationof thirteen tetradrachmsto the first period of coin production, leaving
those carrying a diademedhead of Pan with mature featuresto the third period (chapter 5.1). The
Makedonian shield on the obverse is more skilfully rendered, with eight-rayed stars, weakly
punchedon the metal. The border ends in two concentric circles, and the design is off-centre. The
reverse is occupied by an Athena facing r., stylistically similar to (but more natural than) that on
the early tetradrachms of Ptolemy I with the legend AAE=ANAPEIONnTOAEMAIOY /
AAE=ANAPEION
/ AAE_ANAPOY,dated to c. 314 BC4. Neither she nor her shield carries an aegis,
and the gorgoneion badge on her shield on the reverse has been replaced by the head of Pan.
Athena's shield breaks the legend r. on the reverse: AN-TIrONOY. A kalathos/'bakchos-ring' on
the left is combined with monograms 12 and 13, unknown from the main Helmet series.
The first die combination is obverse linked to the early issues of the Helmet group,
carrying monogram 11. Most specimensare below 17,00 g, and the dies are loosely adjusted.
The relation of this issue to the main Pan/Athena1. serieshas raised vivid discussion. In
fact, the careful execution of the tetradrachmswith Athena has been taken to imply
r.
either an
early issue date or a different mint, in or outside Makedonia. In the first place, the rarity and the
high artistic quality of these tetradrachms has led F. Imhoof-Blumer to
assumethat they were
earlier than those with Athena 1. and that they were struck immediately after the battle of
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Lysimacheias. His view is further supportedby H. Gaebler, on the grounds of (a) their thematic
similarity to the individual bronze issuesof king Antigonos Gonatas,with Athena/Panwith trophy,
and of (b) the substitution of the gorgoneion on Athena's shield by a head of Pan,which he relates
to the alleged epiphany of the god at Lysimacheia.
Radically departing from the generally acceptedMakedonian provenanceof this issue, I.
L. Merker suggestedin 1960 its production later, at a non-Makedonianmint. He reverted to the
by
Gonatas6.Firstly, through the
its
during
Athens,
these
occupation
minting of
siegeand
coins at
obverselink betweenthe helmet,Athena 1.seriesand coin no. 145 in our catalogue,from Florence,
he disproved that the Athena r. is earlier than the Athena F.variety. Secondly, he emphatically
helmet
1.
Finally,
Athena
is
image
Athena
taking
the
that
crested
pointed out
of
r. not a mirror
die
denote
the
Makedonian
the
to
the main
signatures of
symbol
mint and the monograms as
kalathos
in
he
Six
by
J.
P.
identification
the
to
the
as a sign of the mint
of
cutters charge, reverted
for
issue
Athens.
He
kalathos,
Athena
the payment of the
that
the
of
was struck
concluded
r.
Antigonid troops at the end of the Chremonideanwar at Athens and he interpretedthe obverselink
betweencoin no. 145 and the helmet group as a die transfer to the new mint (chapter2.5).
Recent discussion, however, reassigns this variety to Makedonia. Chr. Boehringer,
followed by Y. Touratsoglou7,allocates it to the beginning of the main Makedonian mint, along
with all the coins carrying rare symbols and monograms. Yet Boehringer finds it difficult to
explain the transition from the diademed head of Pan with the personal features of Antigonos
Gonatasto the undiademedhead of Pan in the Athena 1. issues. Alternatively, through the totally
different styles and monogramsof the variety with Athena r., R. W. Mathisen (from the study of
fourteen specimens,coming from ten obversedies) interprets the obverselink between the Helmet
4 Hazzard, Ptolemaic Coins, 23-4,72-3,
(1991)
69-70;
RN
33
'Numismatique
0.
Masson,
chypriote',
cf.
Merkholm, EHC, 64, no. 92.
s Imhoof-Blumer, MG, 129.
' This suggestionhad been
put forward by J. P. Six and by W. W. Tarn. The datesproposedby Six for this
variety, 266-55 BC, are those accepted at the time for Gonatas' siege of Athens: J. P. Six, `Tetrachma
Antigoneia', Armuaire de numismatique 6 (1882) 29-30; C. T. Seltman, 'A Synopsis of the Coins of
Antigonus I and Demetrius Poliorcetes', NC 9 (1909) 268; Tarn, AG, 174, n. 20.

7Touratsoglou,
DM, tableIII, n. 1.

1 Boehringer, Chronologie, 100,
n. 9. Boehringer questions the existence of the coin 'from Florence',
mentioned by Svoronos. He suspectsthat this specimen is a combination of merged casts from different
coins, the obverse coming from a coin from Athens, of which a plaster cast survives in the cast collection
from the Academy in Berlin (with code number: Athen no. 1620a),and the reversecoming from a specimen
from Berlin, no. 146b in our catalogue.
I have not been able to study the specimensfrom the Florentine coin collection. The reverseof the
coin mentionedby Svoronos is indeed identical to that illustrated in Gaebler,AMNG III. 2, pl. 34.2, but no.
1620a from Athens is a completely different specimen. Moreover, the obverse of no. 91a, from Athens
(IIiou Melathron Exh. I, 6 no 125 1898/99 Z, 2, room 3: 'Names'), is better preservedthan its Florentine
counterpart,with which it is obverselinked. I am therefore hesitant to deny at presentthe existenceof this
coin.
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and the Athena r. groups as a die transfer to a different Makedonian mint. He actually assumes
from the peculiarly reversed legend order on the reverse of -both these specimens and the
transitionalposthumousAlexandersthe production of the Athena r. variety at Pella, alongsidethe
transitionalAntigonid silver Alexandersand the Monogram Group of posthumousAlexanders.
The internal evidence favours the assignation of the Athena r. series to the main
Makedonianmint. In the first place, it has been argued that there is no reasonnot to assign the
transitional posthumous Alexanders to the main Makedonian mint. The reversed legend order
does not suffice to locate the mint of these celebratory issues, as the legends had been
simultaneouslyreversed at both mints in 291 BC, under Demetrios Poliorketes (chapter 3.2.1).
Moreover, the impression given by the very few surviving coins with Athena r., their careful
execution,their absencefrom hoards and the large and skilfully renderedlegend letters, is that of a
small special issue, with a limited circulation. The exclusive symbols and control marks of this
series distinguish them from the Makedonian posthumous Alexanders or from the Pans with
Athena I. However, the obverselink with the Athena 1.variety and the representationof an Athena
1. with an aegis on no. 152 from period III establish a connection between the two individual
Antigonid types (cf chapter 5.1). The obverse link with Athena 1., in particular, associatesthe
Athena r. variety with the main Makedonian mint, Amphipolis. As the changesin the size of the
modules have been argued not to determine the chronology of the posthumous Alexanders from
Amphipolis9, the small modules of the Athena r, kalathos variety are not incompatible with a later
date.
Insofar as the introduction of Gonatas' individual coinage has been disconnectedfrom the
battle of Lysimacheia (chapter 2.4.2),
the replacementof the gorgonefon by the head of Pan on
Athena's shield on the reverse

and the stylistic proximity of Athena on the reversewith that on the
early Ptolemaic tetradrachms require consideration. The thematic and stylistic similarity of
Athena to that on the Ptolemaic
tetradrachms,alongsidethe revival of the legendsregarding Pan's
critical roles in battles might identify the Athena r. seriesas celebratory, declaring the renewal of
the Antigonid political claims in the Aegean
againstthe Ptolemies. The capitulation of Athens and
either of Goers' naval victories over the Ptolemies, that
off Kos and that off Andros, would have
offered most opportunemoments for the launching
of celebratory issues. The impact of Gonatas'
oval victory off Kos, for
one thing, may be reflected upon the iooeiovq Ty6r. paid to the
Makedonianking by
the demesof Kos, Ios and Rhamnousin the mid-250s10. In view, as well, of
the consistentdemonstration
of power on the part of the Ptolemies, in the form of honorary coin

chapter2.4
o See
contraMathison,SilverCoinages,80.1.
p. 4, n. 11,
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issuesor of pentetericprocessions", Gonatasmay have launched celebratory numismatic isssues,
gold and silver, in order to manipulate this major naval victory, to reinforce his claims in the
Aegeanand to gain the trust of the Greek states.
4i#

3.2.3

#t"

t#i

Fractional denominations

Crested helmet L- Monogram 9 r.

Silver drachma

O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Anis

Diameter

O: Similar.
R: Athena with large, oval-shapedshield decoratedwith aegis. Infield r.. Alpha with
curved diagonal hastaeand without horizontal bar.
Group 47

Specimens:
1
Die combinations:1

152.001 RO1

Obverses:1
Reverses:1

Keady)
a. BM 1886-11-11-1(W.

4,02g1h1,9

cm

The single surviving drachma with the types of the Pan head tetradrachmsmay be associated
through its style and control marks to the silver tetradrachmswith a crestedhelmet and Monogram
9, and, in particular, Group 10 of this period. Its circumstan+ial issue may be assumedby the
absenceof more specimensfrom this denomination(cff, chapters2.4.2,2.4.4).

lt See
chapters2.4.2,7.
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4.0

Period II: From the Revolt of Alexander, Tyrant of Korinth to the Battle of Andros
(252/1-246 BC)
'Dramatic Style'

The second period of minting of Antigonid precious coinage may have been triggered by
diplomatic and military activities for the establishment of control over Greece and by naval
struggles in the Aegean. In the first place, the loss of key areas in the Makedonian garrison
network such as Megalopolis or as Korinth and Euboia (subsequentto the revolt of the garrison
commanderof Korinth, Alexander, son of Gonatas' half-brother Krateros, in c. 252/49 BC)1, not
only jeopardised the so-called Antigonid `Greek hegemony' but also deprived Gonatas of
important naval bases in the Aegean. Alexander's revolt, in particular, demonstrated the
importanceof the personalattachmentof the garrison commandersto the Makedonian king. Thus,
leaving military operationsaside,the pretendedcreation of marital links with Alexander's widow,
Nikaea, on the eve of the recaptureof Korinth was meant to diplomatically confirm the loyalty of
the commanderof Korinth, and in the long run to corroboratethe systemof Makedonian garrisons
that controlled entry and exit from mainland Greece3.
Gonatas' resort to diplomacy in order to regain Korinth and Euboia might suggest his
parallel engagementin other military activities. In fact, financial requirements may also have
sprung from military preparations for the effective supervision of the Antigonid realm in the
Aegean, culminating in the naval conflict between Ptolemies and Antigonids off the island of
Andros (246/5 BC) (chapter 5.0). Some indirect Ptolemaic instigation of the individual rulers'
independenceacts from the Makedonian king in Central Greecehas been speculatedas Ptolemy's
revengefor his defeat at the battle of Kos4. Thesereactionsto the Makedonian rule may have been
meant to distract Gonatas from the Aegean, just as minor revolts had effectively distracted
Antigonos during the Chremonidean war. New coinage would have been required in order to
cover the concomitant financial needsof the Makedonian king at all fronts.
***

***

***

The limited coinageof this period consistsexclusivelyof Panheadtetradrachms.The
designson both the obversesandthe reversesare spreadon the remarkablylargerflans and large
'P. Trog. Pro!. 26. For a dateto c. 252 BC, seeWill, HPMH I2,316; Gabbert,AG, 35.249 BC is favoured
by Hammond-Walbank:Macedonia III, 301, n. I (following Urban, Wachstuns Krise, 14 ff. ).
und
' P. Trog. Prol. 26; Plut. Arat. 17.2. SeeHammond-Walbank,Macedonia III, 296-303. Green,Alexander to
Actium, 148;F. W. Walbank, 'Macedonia and Greece', CAH VII. I2,221-56,
esp. 247; Gabbert,AG, 33-40.
Plut. Aral 17; Polyaen. 4.6.1. Gabbert,AG, 36.

' Labbert,AG, 55.
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heads, in high relief, occupy the central badge. Dramatic and dynamic profiles are drawn in
energeticcontrapuntal curves and are enhancedby the contrastsbetween light and shadow. The
tumbled hair locks are rendered in full and various curvilinear movement and chiaroscuro, the
fleshy lips are somewhatparted and the eye is distended,thus effectively adding to the inspired
personality of Pan. The hair locks are stylistically reminiscent of the Hellenistic baroque style, as
known from the headof the dying Gaul or from the figures of the Pergamenealtar. Little spaceis
left for the linear and upright pedum, which develops alongsidethe inner badge circle. The short
and thick neck ends in a very small drapery renderedin a concaveline. Remarkableis the return
to the eight-rayed stars, which are plastically rendered and confined by two-crescentunits each to
serveas decorationof the shield that frames the head. The figure of Athena on the reverseis taller
but much less skilfully rendered and it is characterisedby a more confused understandingof the
anatomy. Athena holds a large, oval, three-dimensionalshield in front of her chest and a smaller,
stylised thunderbolt with her uplifted r. hand. The impression of movement is more effectively
given through the folds of the chiton, which depart from the strict forms of the previous period. A
helmet with a conical bowl, a thin crest and small cheek pieces occupies the left reverse field.
Large angular legend letters with `splayed' Sigmasare also peculiar to the legendsof this period.
The weights of most of these tetradrachmsrange between 17,05 g and 16,96 g (figs. 2-3,
14). No fractional denominationssurvive from this period. All coins come from loose dies, as is
peculiar to the main Makedonian mint.

Twenty coins from this period come from securelydatedhoard contexts,as analysed
below (fig. 13). The late burial date of most of the above mentioned hoards sheds focus on
Pheral , 1938, Eretria, 1937 and Karditsa, 1929, in order to determine the approximate
chronology of the secondperiod. The suggesteddates for the first and third hoard, illustrating the
circulation pattern, respectively to c. 250-245 and 245-240 BC, and that of Eretria, 1937 to soon
after 245 BC tally with a tentative date of this period around c. 252-246 BC. They fail, however,
to establishfirmly its beginning.
In technical terms, only two of the recorded specimenshave been pierced and two are
broken. The surface of the metal flans is in some casesrough (i. e. nos. 1la-12a, 30a, 56-9),
culminating in no. 48a, in which the metal is deformed. The frequent combination of the same
obversewith reversescarrying various monogramsand letters contrastswith the few reverselinks
and the few specimenssurviving from each die combination. These may be taken to suggestthe
independentco-operation of various mint officials with the principal moneyer for an urgent issue,
as that required by the military and political circumstancesaround the 250s.

"Pierced specimens:nos. 7a, 43a; broken specimens:nos. 12a, 53a.
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NO.

HOARD

CAT.

GROUP

MON.

NO.

NO.

NO./LETTERS
R

22a

6

11

Pherai, 1937-8

46

16

15

2

Eretria, 1937

4b

2

9

3

Karditsa (Palaiokastro),

57b

21

Ti

la

Ph

lb

1937-8

c. 1929
4

Kassandreia,1985-7

23a

6

11

5a

Thes roti

1992

3a

2

9

5b

Thes roti

1992

6a

2

9

5c

Thes roti

1992

28a

7

11

Sd

Thes roti

1992

41a

12

11

5e

Thes roti

1992

44a

15

11

5f

Thes roti 1992

51a

17

16

5g

Thes roti

1992

52c-d

18

TI

51

Thes roti

1992

54a

18

TI

5'

Thes roti

1992

58a

21

TI

5k

Thes roti 1992

62a

23

TI

6

Hiia se Korbit 1982

Sb

2

9

7

S. Asia Minor, 1963

33b

10

1

8

N. S1970

49a

17

16

9

Mektepini, 1956

52a

18

TI

Fig. 13. Period II: Silver Specimensin Hoards.
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Weight (8)

10 11 12

123456789

17.3-17.26

13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 All

11
11

17.25-1721
17.2-17.16

11

17.15-17.11 111111129
17.1-17.06

211111I8
13

17.05-17.01 121111141
212111122

17.0-16.96
16.95-16.91

13
10

1111I311

16.9-16.86 11I3
16.85-16.81 11125
112

16.8-16.76

11

16.75-16.71
16.7-16.66

112
112

16.65-16.61
16.6-16.56

112
11

16.55-16.51
16.20-16.16
15.70-15.66
15.65-15.61
15.60-15.55
15.50-16.46
16.45-16.41
II2

16.40-16.36

11

16.35-16.31
16.3-16.26
16.25-16.21

1

16.2-16.16
16.15-16.11 1
16.10-16.06

1

16.05-16.01
16.00-15.96
15.95-15.91
15.90-15.86
15.85-15.81
15.80-15.76
15.75-15.71
I1

15.70-15.66

1

15.10-15.06

26

Specimens 5624443157241119531713

Fig. 14. Period 11:Pan Head Tetradrachms, Weight Table
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MINT A

4.1

Individual Types: Pan Head Tetradrachms

Crested helmet L

Crested helmet L- Monogram 14 r.

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

0: Makedonian shield with large, relief, eight-rayed star/crescents: Face with fleshy,
rounded forms and wide open eyes, surrounded by hair flawing in full and various
curvilinear movementfrom the crown of the head and hanging from the nape of the
short. thick neck. Drapery small, ending in curve. Pedumsmall, upright.
R: Athena taller, chitonfolds more energetic, characterssmaller. Shawlpleats shorter.
Group 1

1.001

RO1

Specimens:
5
Die combinations:
2

Obverses:
2
2
Reverses:

a. Monetarium Zürich 57 (spring 1992) 58; Superior Galleries, Auction & MBS, (1988)
1482
16,85 g-b. Superior Galleries, Chicago International Coin Fair (5.1980) 2114

16,11g-0: Badgelarger,headtendstofill badge.Hair in tumbledlocks,rich in movement
and
chiaroscuro,flowing from crown of headto napein two rows Lips somewhat
parted
fold drapery,pedumdottedandmoreelaborate.
eyeopenwide;two-.
R. Similar.
2.002

R02
16,87g
Il h
a. ANS 1944.100.13849
b. Drouöt (6-8.2.1956) 349
17,12g-c. MMAG 18 (21-2.9.1989) 618; ex Kricheldorf 21 (6-7.4.1970) 63; ex Naville-Ars
Classica,coll. W. H. Woodward 15 (2.7.1930) 527
17,04g-[0 (a): slight developmentof existing flaw, new flaw on space2; worn on 'unit' 4 and
on badgecircles. (c): developmentof flaws on space2, on 'units' 6-7, on space6 and on
the correspondingbadgearea.

R (c): 1.,signsof I beneathlegendletters:overstrike].

The five specimensfrom this group comefrom two die combinations,combiningtwo differentpairs of
dies.
"AA

*RA
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a**

Crested helmet L- Monogram 9 r.

O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

Group 2

3.001

4.002

R03

R04

Obverses:[2-2]
Specimens:10
Reverses:7
Die combinations: 7
O: Field/kmer. Head large, plastic.
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 19)
11h
17,01g
[R (a): module larger. Helmet, legend letters, Athena larger].
O: Similar. R: Shieldflatter. Horizontal bar of A very small.
17,09g9h
a. Berlin, old collection
b. ANM; ex Eretria, 1937 (IGCH 175, no. 15)
5:30 h
17,005g

3,15 m

[0 (a): diereadyto breakon badgecirclesoff `unit' 7. Beginningof flaw on space1.
Horizontalflaw between`units' 3 and4.

R (a): well preserved. In field r., beginning of flaw on lower horizontal bar of first 1j.
5.002

R05

R. Helmet with small bowl and short cheekflaps A with very small vertical bar.
a. Göttingen, Inv. Orig. 1988-9; Athena 2 (4.10.1988) 100

16,93g

11h

-

b. Hija se Korbit, 1982: CH VIII (1994) 299 (ShpresaGjongecaj, `Thesari i Hijes se
Korbit', Iliria 1 (1985) 167-93,esp.190.282,pl. 14.282)

28
c. Drouöt(20-1.3.1925)

---

[0 (a): die ready to break on badge circles off `unit' 7 and on nose. (b): beginning of
flaw from lower end of neck to badgecircles. Signsof flaw on spaces3-4.
R (a): portion of metal flaked off 1.,betweenY and lower field; flaw betweenr. end of I.
between
flaws
(b):
bar
1.
figure.
horizontal
flaw
R,
pleat and
r.,
of
pleat and
off upper
monogram].
6.002

R06

7.002

R07

R: Ends of r. pleat longer, letters more condensed Module karger.
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 18)
17,07 gllh
[0 (a): development of flaw on badge circles off `unit' 7; two flaws, respectively on
spaces4 and 6.
R (a): 1.,flaw betweenr. end of pleat and figure].
16,80g (p)

a. Madrid 3,6020/7.8

11 h3

cm

[0 (a): flaw from tie on lowerneckthroughbadgecirclesto `unit' 5. Flawon space3.

R (a): 1., diagonal flaw from 1. vertical bar of second N upwards (possibly sign of
overstrike)].
S. 002

R08

R legendspread wider infield
a. Christie's (7.9.1989) 27; ex Sotheby(3.5.1984) 53
17,20 g--

[0 (a): flaw on space3; signsof attemptedpiercingon space4. Flawoff nose. Worn on
cheek
R (a): up 1., signs of attemptedpiercing; r., diagonalflaw betweenmonogramand
figure].
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O No R No

9.002

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

R09
a. Lepczyk Auction & MBS 25 (28-9.4.1978)47
[Very bad photograph.
O (a): flaws on all spaces.Three breakson badgecircles, off space2, off `units' 5 and
6. Flaw on badgearea,off nose.

R (a): I., diagonalflaw from r. verticalbarof A downwards].

10.003 RIO

O: Double dots on either side ofpedum.
R. Helmet smaller.
Group 3
Obverses:3
Specimens:4
Die combinations: 3
Reverses:2

(11.1957)63
a. Drouöt-Bourgey

17,00g

b. Feuardent(18.6.1924) 82
--[0 (a): break on badgecircles (1 h). Flaws on crescentsof `units' 3 and 6. 'Unit' 5
struck twice.

R (a): 1.,diagonalflaw from legendtowardsextremeedge].
11.004 R11

0: Headsmaller,pedumlarger. R: head upperfigure smaller.

17,00g-3,2
cm
a. Schlessinger(4.2.1935) 781
[0 (a): developmentof flaw off `units' 1 and 2. Diagonal flaw betweenhair andpedum;
secondflaw betweenhair and `unit' 3. Also, betweennebris tie and `unit' 4.
R (a): r., flaw betweenr. pleat and chiton].

12.006 R11

0: Similar. R. Simile
a. Malloy MBS 16(7.2.1980)55

(b)
-

--

[O (a): in centre, flaws above head. Diagonal flaw betweenhair andpedum. Flaws on
spaces1-2 and 5 and on `unit' 6.
R (a): l., diagonal flaw acrosslegend and on exergue. On exergue,erasure. In field r.,
horizontal flaw on extreme1.end.
NB: Flan deformed].

Five different obversesare combined with reversescarrying Monogram 9. The very large but elaborate
and emotive heads of Pan on Group 2 give way to smaller but somewhat cruder obverseson the next
group. There is a tendencyto reducethe size of Athena and of the legend letters in order to amply fit the
designsinto the metal flans. The crestedhelmet symbol is of moderateto small shapewith a thin crest and
short cheek flaps and with the monogramengravedon the right beneaththe r. shawl pleat. 245 BC may be
suggestedas a terminus ante quernfor the issue of thesetetradrachmsthrough the specimenfrom Eretria,
1937 (chapter2.3).
"ti

"s!
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*#"

Crested helmet L- Monogram 11 r.

0 No RNo

13.002 R12

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

O: similar.
R. Shield held in front of chest. Athena taller, her r. arm bent and relatively low.
Legendscloser tofigure. Helmet beneathshawlpleats Monogram smaller.
Group 4
Specimens:6
Obverses:[2-1]
Die combinations: 5
Reverses:5

17,15S
a.Berk 41 (11.2.1986)103
[0 (a): flaws,on space7, from outercrescent1 diagonallyto the l.; also,on spaces3-5.
On badge,flaw from nosedownwards.
R (a): 1.,flaw betweenr. helmetcrestandfigure].
14.002 R13
a. J. Kirsch 30 (9-10.4.1911)474
--[0 (a): die ready to break on badgecircles off 'unit' 7; flaws on spaces4-6; 'unit' 2, star
4 possibly struck twice.

R (a): 1.,diagonalflaw from 1.helmetcrestthroughY to edge].
15.002 R14
a. NFA, coils. Cutler-Suthers-Ward-Tucker,Fall MBS (12.10.1990) 625
17,00 g-b. G. Hirsch 175 (9.1992) 242
16,94 g-[0 (a): new flaws on spaces6-7. On badge, new flaw from nose to circles I.; flaw from
neck through badgecircles to 'unit' 5.
R (a): up, signs of flaw above head;r., flaw off 1].
16.002 R15
a. Kress 143 (6.9.1961) 1416
[0 (a): flaw from `unit' 7 to 1.horn.
R (a): two diagonal flaws, above headand on exergue].
17.006 R16

O: Similar.
a. Cahn 60 (2.7.1928) 460; ex Drouöt (1910) 344
17,30 g--

[0 (a): flaw between'unit' 3 and outer badgecircle; also,on space3. Worn between
'crescents'7 andbadgecircles].
ii"

18.007 R17

*#s

*4.

0: Similar.
R. similar.
Group S
Specimens:4
Obverses:I
Die combinations: 3
Reverses:3
R: Athena more elaborate. Helmet with linear crest, longer than cheekflaps
E
17,08g
9h
a. SNGBYB, 352
b. Glendining (3.2.1993) 36; ex Glendining (7.3.1957) 37

17,01g
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'Splayed'

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

[0 (a): developmentof flaw on spaces1 and 2; also, from nosedownwards.
R (a): 1.,diagonal flaw from second0 downwards. R, curved flaw along edge].
19.007 R18

O: pedum thinner.
16,897g1h
a. SNG Klagenfurt, 578 (1250)
[0 (a): developmentof flaws on spaces1,2 and 6. On badge,horizontal break off chin].

20.007 R19
a. Rauch 32 (16-19.1.1984) 150
(0 (a): flaws on spaces1,6-7.

16,92g

R (a): flaws1.andr., on eithersideof legends].
iit

21.004 R20

ti*

O: Similar.
R: Similar.
Group 6
Specimens:6
Die combinations:4

"*#

Obverses:[2-1]
Reverses:4

a. Drou3t (29.9.1981) 4; ex Drouöt-Bourgey (12.3.1972) 30; ex Pozzi, 970
b. Schulten(5-7.10.1981) 28
17,03g-17,00g-c. Muller 36 (12.13.2.1982) 71

[0 (a-b): developingdiagonalflaw on space7. (c): flaw betweenhornsandupperbadge
circles;diagonalflaw betweenchin andlowerbadgecircle.
R (c): I., diagonalflaw betweenlegendandcoin edge.Not cleaned].
22.004 R21
a. Thessaly, 1938: T. R Martin, `A third-century B. C. hoard from Thessalyat the ANS
(IGCH 168)', ANSMN26 (1981) 64, pl. 13.533
9h
16,69g
23.004 R22

1985-7:CH VIII (1994)322,pl. 39.5
a. Kassandreia,
[0 (a): diagonal flaw developsalongsidehorns.
NB: very bad photograph].

24.008 R23
a. G. Hirsch 60 (1968) 86; ex P. G. Hirsch Miscellaneous Sales21 (5 Cervna 1935) 114;
ex Helbing FPC 16 (1934) 222; ex Helbing 70 (9.12.1932) 592
17,00 g-3,2
cm

[0 (a): developmentof flaw on space1; new flaw on space2 and on badge,from off
chintowardslowerbadgecirclesandup r., abovehair.

R (a): flaws on extreme 1.end and beneathlegend. Diagonal flaw betweenI and 1.pleat.

In field r., diagonalflaw from aegisto r. pleat].
ttt

ttt
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ttt

0 No R No

25.008 R24

Weight

Provenance

0: As above.
R: Similar.
Group 7
Specimens:4
Die combinations:4

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[3-2]
Reverses:4

a. Gorny 73 (11.10.1995)29; ex Müller 38 (25-6.6.1982)52
16,908
-[0 (a): flaw between 'unit' 6 and edge and on space6; also, from chin downwardsto
inner badgecircle.

R (a): r., flaw betweenedgeandlegend.
26.008 R25

R. legendletters smaller.
16,98g8h
a. Madrid, 2
[0 (a): flaw on space3 and on upper 1.badgecircles.
R (a): l., diagonal flaw 1.of Athena's face; r., flaw acrossB.
NB: very bad photograph].

27.005 R26

a. Berk 69 (22.1.1992)74

[O (a): flaw on space3 and off `unit' 7. On badge,flaw beneathchin.
R (a): flaws on outer side of both legends].
28.006 R27
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsog(ou,DM, no. 36)
16,85g1h
[0 (a): not cleaned.

R (a): distancebetween1.pleatendandhelmetsmaller].
***

***

0: Pan with shorter neck, crossed by diagonal line, longer lower locks reach the
drapery; hair arranged differently.
R: Caricature-like Athena, taller, head small. Middle fall starts from high up andfalls
with a number of diagonal free and rich sidefolds. L shawl pleat longer than the r.
Thunderbolt diagonal, stylised Shield in front of chest, with badgeprominent. Helmet
small, with thin (nearly linear) crest and crest ends at the same level as the short and
Infield r., charactersprogressively smaller. Legend letters large and
thin cheeks.
irregular. 'splayed' Sigma.
Group 8
Specimens:1
Obverses:1
Die combinations: I
Reverses:1
29.009 R28

a Stack's,F. S.Knoblochcoll., (10-11.6.1970)194
17,00g-[0 (a): diagonal flaws on spaces2,3,7. Horizontal flaw on upperpedum.
R (a): 1.,die worn betweenlegend and face].
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The progressionfrom larger to smaller headsand modules is analogousto that of groups 2 and 3
with Monogram 11, and the obverse links between these groups and those discussed here
confirm their simultaneousproduction. The helmet symbol is characterisedby a small bowl and
visor, thin and medium cheek flaps and by a long and thin crest; the length of the crest is
inversely proportionate to the size of the bowl. The monogram is generally
small and the
diagonal bars are not firmly joined with the vertical ones. Specimen29 from group 8 combines
a linearpedum with a somewhatcruder Athena and with less elaboratelegend letters.
#4i

0 No R No

#4"

Provenance

i*i

Weight

Axis

Diameter

Group 9

30.010 R32

Specimens:4
Obverses:1
Die combinations: 3
Reverses:3
0: Similar. R: Similar.
6:30 h
17,10 g
a. BNF, H. S. 440,1972/1340-1
b. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 31)
16,76g
1h
[0 (a): slightly chipped on edge (11:30 h). Die ready to break on badge circles off
star/crescent2. Signsof flaw betweeninner and outer crescent6].

31.010 R33
a. Gorey 60 (5.10.1992) 230; ex Peüs291 (30.3-1.4.1977)205 (16,99 g); ex Drouöt (67.5.1971) 69; ex Ratto (24.6.1929) 258
16,92 g-[0 (a): flaws: on spaces2-3,5-6, along badge circles off space3, betweenpedum and
hair.
R (a): flaws: 1., (signs) between coin edge and legend; r., (vertical) between legend and
edge;on exergue,beneath1.foot].
32.010 R34
17,15g
a. Peus332 (23-8.10.1991)275
[0 (a): developmentof the two flaws between chin and `unit' 5 and the tie of drapery
and `unit' 5 respectively.
R (a): r., two flaws, from A to field r. and from lower horizontal bar of i to beneath
exergue].
"*s

"*s

"r"

O: Pan with tumbled hair locksflowing from the crown and hanging from the nape of
the long, strong neck Neck long and thicker, with emphasison diagonal veins. Pedum
upright, with knobs around main area
R. Helmet short and stylised with medium crest very close to main bowl and at the same
level as the cheekpieces, very close to I pleat Lower hair short. Legend letters less
regular, the last three in BAF/AEOFprogressivelysmaller. Monogram small, relatively
high'
Group 10

Specimens:
6
Die combinations:
3

Obverses:1
Reverses:
3
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0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

33. Oll R29
17,12 g3h
a. ANS 13 1954.203.91;ex Weber, 2193
b. S. Asia Minor, 1963:IGCH 1426 (Boehringer,Chronologie, 156, p1.26.23)
34. Oll R30

R: helmet bowl shorter. Legend characters crude.
17,05g
a. ClassicalCoins 7 (4.5.1989) 56
[0 (a): horizontal flaw on spaces1-2.
R (a): 1.,flaw beneathfoot].

35. Oll R31
17,07 g-a. Sternberg11 (1981) 82
b. Klinker 93 (2/3.1991) 7; ex Klinker 71(10.1986)286
16,73g
-c. Kress 138 (17.4.1967) 299a; ex Pozzi 2934
[R (a): legend letters elaborate, with serifs, close to each other; flaw between upper
anglesof N and shield].
***

36.010 R35

***

***

O: Head tends to fill most of the emblem area Hair shape different. Neck long and
thick ending in circular drapery,following the badgeedge;diagonal line on neck.
R: Athena taller, thinner and more stylised; shield smaller, not upright, with badge
protruding; helmet with thin crest but with longer cheekflaps
Group 11
Specimens:2
Obverses:I
Die combinations: 1
Reverses:I
a. Eisen L 105 (1-2.1998) 23 (16,60 g); ex Eisen MBS 8 (19.10.1987) 54 (16,60 g); ex
Eisen MBS 7 (21.4.1987) 65
16,60 g
b. Glendining, C. W. Moss Sales,(1-2.12.1927)293
-[0 (a): diagonal flaw up, on badge circles. (b): flan larger. Diagonal flaw on space 1,
betweenbadgecircles (12-1 h); also on internal badgecircle, off `unit' 6.
R (b): flaw up, from off 1.hastaof A until above head;also, acrossT].

In the secondpart of the coins signed with monogram 9, the headsof Pan are larger and spread
beyond the badge, pushing the large star/crescentsout of the flans. Emphasis is attachedto the
muscles of the neck, which tends to be longer at the final stagesof function of the mint during
this period The pedum is also schematic, with a curved line developing alongside the inner
badgecircle.
The flans on Groups 9 and 11 become smaller. The slightly chipped edge of no. 33
(11:30 h) suggeststhe insufficient heating of the metal
when it was struck and hencehaste in its
striking. The flan is generally deformed.
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Crested helmet L- Monogram 8 r.
0 No RNo

Provenance

Weight

O: As above.
R: Similar.
Group 12
Specimens:7
Die combinations: 5

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[2-2]
Reverses:5

37.003 R37
a. G. Hirsch 15 (9.1977) 15; ex G. Hirsch 12 (25-7.4.1957)86

39.003 R38
a. G. Hirsch 182 (4-6.5.1994) 143; ex G. Hirsch 179 (21-5.9.1993)277
16,94 g
39.003 R39
a. Hamburger 7 (3-4.4.1933) 525

---

a. Cederlind L 102 (Fall 1995) 1182

---

40.003 R40

41.008 R41
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 51)
9h
16,61g
b. B Eisen L 40 (1.1982) 12; ex Eisen L 29 (2.1981) 6; ex Peus299 (6-8.5.1980) 139
(16,94 g)
16,93g

c. J. Eisen(6.3.1999)1310;J. EisenL 68 (6.1984)12
16,91g-"s+

s+s

O: As above.
R. Similar.
Group 13
Specimens:I
Die combinations: I

tsf

Obverses:[1.1]
Reverses:1

42.006 R36
17,09 g
a. Sotheby(7.3.1996) 88
[O (a): two horizontal flaws, on spacesI and 7. Dot on space3.
R (a): 1.,horizontal flaws above head].
. ".

*s"

O: As above.
X. Similar.
Group 14
Specimens:2
Die combinations: 2

+sr

Obverses:[1.1]
Reverses:I
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

43: 011 R42
a. Stuttgart (old coil.)
b. Leidenl 3156

16,85g(p)
17,11S
*s*

44.012 R70

#*t

0: Similar.
R: Similar.
Group 15
Specimens:1
Die combinations: I

12h
5h

*#i

Obverses:I
Reverses:I

DM, no. 35)
a. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,

17,00glh

[0 (a): beginning of flaw on space2.
R (a): I., flaw from A to head].

Crested helmet L- Monogram 15 r.

0 No R No

45.003 R43

Weight

Provenance

0: Similar.
R: Similar.
Group 16
Specimens:3
Die combinations: 3

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:3

a. Kölner 61 (17-18.11.1994) 80; ex D. Thirion L (autumn 1992) 9 (17,07 g)
17,05g
[0 (a): cheek scratched;also, flaw from end of drapery downwards. Flaws on spaces2,
6 and 7.
R (a): flaw above shield].
46.003 R44
a. Pherai, 1937-8 (T. R. Martin, `A third-century B.C. hoard from Thessalyat the ANS
(IGCH 168)', ANSMN26 (1981) 64, pl. 14.536)
17,12g
5h
(0 (a): flaws on spaces1,2 and 7.

R (a): flaws 1.andr., betweenlegendandcoin edge. Diagonalflaw betweenmonogram
and1].
47.003 R45

a. CederlindL 83 (winter 1989)44
--[0 (a): flawson spaces2-3,6-7. Also vertically,from lower chinto innerbadgecircle.
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

R (a): I., flaw betweenupper edgeand A and beneathY. In field r., signsof overstrike:
anchor].

Crested helmet L- Monogram 16 r.

O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

Group 17
48.009 R46

49.010 R47

Specimens:11
Obverses:[2-2]
Die combinations:4
Reverses:4
R. Similar. Athena rough, shield held in front of chest.
Il h
16,87 g
a. Berlin; ex Löbbecke
b. SNG Klagenfurt, 578a
10h
15,70g
[flan deformed.
R (a): flan curved beneath1.foot; diagonal flaw on exergue].
R: monogram larger.
a. N. Syria, 1960:IGCH 1533(Boehringer, Chronologie, 69); Coin Galleries MBS
(11.1975) 2031
16,98 g--

[0 (a): threeflaws,the first behindhead,the secondbetweeneyeand1.border,thethird
on badgecircles,off `unit' 6].
50.010 R48
17,02g
10 h
a. Myers 6 (1973) 100
[Bad photograph. 0 (a): die break off `unit' 4 and on space4; test cuts on either side of
'unit' 6].
51.010 R49
a. Thessaly, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 50) 16,63g

b. Müller 20 (20-1.5.1977)56

16,85g--

11 h

c. PoinsignonMBS 42 (6.1997) 607; ex Poinsignon MBS 41 (6.1996) 572; ex
PoinsignonMBS 38 (11.1994) 608
--d. CNA MBS 36 (23.7.1992) 4
17,05g-17,05g-e. Gorny 58 (9.4.1992) 260
f. Kress 140 (7-8.8.1967) 63
17,05g-16,81g-g. MMAG 26 (16-19.9.1996) 130
[0 (ad): flaws: up 1., along outer badge circle; on spaces 1-2 and 2-3. (d): flaw on
badge, from `unit' 7 to nose. Worn on lower r. field. (e): flaw diagonally, from Ih
through to 7 h, acrosshair and face. Flaw on space6. (/: scratcheson rays on 'unit' 3.
R (a): r., signs of monogram erased,signs of legend letters r. of BAIIAEC) and in field
1.: overstrike. (b): r., signs of mon 11. (d): monogram struck upon letters/monogram.
(e): vertical flaw/sign of tool from up to elbow].
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With the exceptionof no. 47, the metal flans of groups 16 and 17 are somewhatsmaller and the execution
of the designsis unrefined. The deformation of the flan of no. 48 may have been due to the use of a metal
instrument or to the insufficient heating of the metal surfacewhen the coin was struck.
"i*

"4*

"$*

Crested helmet L- TI r.

0 No R No

52.008 R50

Weight

Provenance

O: As above.
R: Similar.
Group 18
Specimens:6
Die combinations: 3

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:3

17,12ga. Schulman254 (1971) 3038
b. Mektepini, 1956:IGCH 1410 (Okay-Seyrig, Mektepini, 26, no. 693)
16,95gc. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 8)
12h
16,99g
d. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 14)
16,36g
11h

[0 (a): beginningof diagonalflaw from 1.endof `unit' 2 to outerbadgecircle; signsof
horizontalflaw on space7. (b): facecountermarked.

R (c): recut on r. end of 1.pleat?].
53.005 R51

15,09g (b)
a. Müller 34/5 (24-6.9.1981) 61
[0 (a): developmentof old flaws and of that on space2. Horizontal and diagonal flaws
respectively on spaces4 and 6.
R (a): I., flaw between r and end of pleat; horizontal flaws between 0 and N, 0 and Y.
Up, diagonal flaw between shield and head; r. of r. foot, above and on exergue. In field
r., diagonal flaw crossingthunderbold and B; at extremer. end, flaw r. of E].
54.005 R52

DM, no. 15)
a. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,
16,99g
11h
[0 (a): development
of flaw on space1; flaw between`unit' 7 andouterbadgecircle.
R (a): r., flaw between1.endof helmetcrestandchiton.
ass

ass

ass

Group 19

55.009 R54

Specimens:1
Obverses:1
Reverses:1
Die combinations: I
O: Similar. R: Simihp
a. MMAG 24 (23-4.6.1994)162; ex MMAG L 190 (5-6.1959) 12
16,94 g-
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0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

Group 20

56.007 R53

Specimens:1
Die combinations: 1
0: As above. R: Simillar.
a. Stack's (17-18.9.1980),lot 82
[Edge slightly chipped (12-3 h).

Obverses:1
Reverses:1
17,09g

0 (a): developmentof flaws offpedum and on space2. Flaw on chin. New flaw off
nose].

R (a): 1.,diagonalflaw 1.of legend].
***

*$*

***

O: Nose more curved upper side lock drapery pedum different.
,
R: Head small. Legend characters compact. Shield with large rim, held diagonally.
Hem endsin fine folds, middlefall shorter,

Group 21
Obverses:(1-1)
Reverses:4

Specimens:7
Die combinations: 4

57. Oll R55

17,12S
12 ha. Berlin; ex Löbbecke
b. ANM; ex Karditsa (Palaiokastro), 1929(IGCH 162,no. 7)

16,32g

[R (a): 0 openandfloating].

12h

3,30cm

Il h

-

58. O11 R56
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 9)

17,00g
59.011 R57
a. Bruun 349 (16-18.6.1976) 136
60.011 R58

16,98g--

R: letters of varied size.
a. Lanz 48 (22.5.1989) 198; ex Peus277 (1971) 89
17,04g-b. MMAG 15 (18-19.9.1985) 82
17,21 g-d. Kress 135 (15.3.1966) 165
-[R (a): dot on top of A. In field I., smaller crestedhelmet. On exergue. R (c): 'units' 13 struck twice.
"AR

AAA

"*A

Group 22
Specimens:I
61.012 R59

Obverses:[1.1]
Reverses:I

Die combinations:1
a. BM; ex Baldwin 4 (3.5.1995) 47
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17,07 g

11 h

3,5 cm

O No R No

62.010 R60

Weight

Provenance

Ails

Diameter

0: Shield stars similar, but head rougher.
R: Shieldprotects chest. Helmet bowl very small, with thin crests.
Group 23
Specimens:3
Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:2
Die combinations: 2
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 13)
16,55gllh

63.010 R61
a. Rauch6 (1971)22
b. G. Hirsch120(10-12.4.1980)
7

16,20g
16,01g

[0 (b): in field, flaw on space7; diagonal flaw from `unit' 7 through to nose].

The coins with the letters TI on the r. startedright before the transition from the wide flans with large Pan
headsto the smaller flans and heads. As above mentioned, no. 54 is similar in style to no. 29, carrrying
Monogram 11. The crude execution also of the obverse of no. 59, with the letters TI r. on the reverse,
might suggestthe issue of all three specimensat the last stagesof operation of the mint during period II,
possibly during an emergency.
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5.0

Period III: From the Battle of Andros to the Deathof DemetriosII (246/5-229BC)
'Portrait Style'

The new prospectscreatedfor Makedonia on the international political sceneafter the recovery
of the Akrokorinth, Isthmosand Euboia culminated in Gonatas'snaval victory over the Ptolemaic
fleet at Andros in the same year (246/early 245 BC). In fact, 246/5 BC has been taken to
in
both
Greece
desiderata
Makedonian
the
and
on peninsular
represent
accomplishmentof the
the Aegean:a status quo favourable to Gonataswas reestablishedin Greece,with a firm control
over Korinth, Peiraeus,Chalkis and Demetrias. Control over thesenaval basespresumablypaved
the way to the king's naval victory at Andros (246/early 245 BC), which considerablyrestricted
the Ptolemaic influence in the Aegean.
An examination of the historical context of this battle is a prerequisite to a better
assessmentof its impact. The wider context is set by the Third Syrian (Laodikean) war between
the new kings respectively of the Seleukid realm and Egypt, SeleukosII and Ptolemy III, during
(246-1
in
Aegean
his
favoured
Gonatas
defending
Seleukids
the
the
possessions
which
while
BC)2. Ptolemy's campaignagainstthe Hellespont and Thrace at the outset of this war has been
taken by Buraselis to have causedthis naval conflict between the Antigonid and the Ptolemaic
fleet. According to P. Trogus, Antigonos as commanderof the Makedonian fleet defeatedthe
Ptolemaic general`opronai4.

1 Buraselis, HM, 119-51,170-9; F. W. Walbank, 'Antigonus Gonatas: The Last Years', in HammondWalbank, Macedonia In, 306; Reger, Delos, 18-19,23-26,41; flaoXi&n, I7oaFi&ävtt Kai Avriyovol,
254-5. The date suggestedby Buraselisfor the battle of Andros (c. 246/5 BC) might be confirmed by the
stability in the prices of pitch, a product of Makedonianmonopoly, at Delos between246 and 169 BC: G.
Glotz, 'L' histoire de Delos d' apresles prix d' une denrde', REG (1916) 281-325; Merker, Studies, 7680; G. Reger, 'The price histories of someimported goods on independentDelos', in EconomieAntique,
Prix etformation desprix dons les economiesantiques, Entretiens d' areheologie et d' histoire, Saint1997,53-72.
Bertrand-des-CQmminges
2 Will, HPMH I, 248-61. Cf. F. W. Walbank, `Macedoniaand Greece', CAH V1112,239-43,248-9.
3 Buraselis,HM, 127,172-3.

4 P. Trog.Prot 27: Ut Ptolomaeus
Adaeumdenuocaptuminterfecerit,et AntigonusAndro proelionavali
Opronavicerit. Informationon the navalbattleis drawnfrom the followingsources:a) Plut.Pel. 2: 'Av-riyovoS 6y pwv 8rc vaupaXtiv Trtpi "Av8pov 11AXAty, tirrdvTOS Tivbc wS noXý rrAtiouS ai Twv
ROÄtNk.V Viltc tltV. 4i b' OJT6v, lyfl, Trp3c rr6oaS 6VTIOT4otlc; b) Plut. Mor. 183 c: MWwv Si
VavNaXtiV

17p6S TOÜS nTOXtpaiou

OTpOTrf

'OVS, tITTÖVTOS TOO KV3LPV6TOV

TTOÄV TTA[lovac

ilval

TBC

Twv rroAcp v vaüc, '&J Si', k(pn, 'a6rr6v napdvTa rrp6 ndaat 6vTrT6TflS;' Plut. Mor. 545 b: Kai
'AvTiyovoc 6 Sti, Ttpoc TýXAa ply ?jv &TUgpocKai p rpIoS, Iv S1 rj ntpi Kw vaupaXip Tiv6S
tinövior., 6o6X6p4c 8o(* nAtiouc tiaiv ai rro)Ipsai vr)tc: ' '&pI Si yc a6Tbv', tTnty, 'npk ndoac
avi rr&TTETc;'. c) P. Haun., p. 42-4; Chr. Habicht, 'Bemerkungen zum P. Haun. 6', ZPE 39 (1980) 1-5.
For a systematicdiscussionof the evidence,seeBuraselis,HM, 120-41 and F. W. Walbank, 'The battles of
Kos and Andros', Appendix 4, in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III, 587-95, with earlier bibliography.
For the identification of 'Opron', seeAl. N. Oikonomides, 'Opron and the SeaBattle of Andros, A Note in
PtolemaicHistory and Prosopography',ZPE 56 (1984) 151-2.
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Unlike the battle of Kos, whose result did not conclusively establish either king's
sovereigntyover the Aegean, the second Antigonid naval victory over the Ptolemies at Andros
had a major impact. This is proved not only by the fact that the recovery of Korinth by Aratos of
Sikyon in 243 BC was not manipulatedby the Ptolemiesin order to regain control of the Aegean,
but also by the extensivecelebrationsof its outcome. These included the establishmentof two
vase festivals'at Delos, the Soteria and the Paneias,and presumablythe introduction of a second
tetradrachmtype, the Poseidonhead(chapter2.4.3). The complianceof the Makedoniancities of
Amphipolis, Philippoi, Kassandreiaand Pella with the king's will and their recognition of the
in
in
243
BC
Kos
Asklepios
the
a
rise
also
echo
might
asylia of
at
priesthood of the sanctuaryof
the king's prestigein Makedonia, as a result of this naval victoryb.
The loss of Korinth to Aratos in 243 BC7, however, renewed the military worries of
Antigonos vis-a-vis his Greek hegemony in the last years of his reign and renderedthe conflict
between Aratos of Sikyon and the Makedonian king inevitable. Two opposing military blocks
were thus structuredin Greeceas, on the one hand, Ptolemy III was appointed hegemon of the
Achaian Confederacy `by land and sea's and Aratos made an alliance with Spartag,and as
Antigonos, on the other hand, made compacts both with the Aitolians to partition Achaia and
with Aitolia and Epeiros to partition Akarnania1°.
The unquestionedrise of Gonatas' son to the throne after the death of the `yipwv' in
240/39 BC" might imply that Demetrios II had already been appointed coregent, following the
by
Gonatas'
Monophthalmos
The
Poliorketes12.
thrust of
policy was maintained
example of
and
his successor. Demetrios II had to effectively tackle opposition on multiple military fronts

I Buraselis,HM, 141 ff.; Nachtergael,Galates, 180,295-414; F. W. Walbank, `Appendix 4: The Battles of
Cos and Andros', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III, 592-5; Bruneau,Delos, 557-64; cf. chapter 1.2.
6 Decreeof Philippoi for Kos: Hatzopoulos,Institutions II, no. 36,1.6-8,9-11,12-15 (ini TA cuvoip 7rA.
&I 'AvTiyovov uai T6P n6Aw T6V miAirrrrwv K01Toi,S 6AXouc "EAArlvat Kai MaKCTc rrpbc Tdp 00101A
66vaS, Soüvai Si Kai T6 1cp6vT6 tv Kwi äouAov, KQe6TT(puai 6 ßaasXciS 'AvTiyovoc npowpciTai... ).
Amphipolis: Hatzopoulos, Institutions II, no. 41, esp. 1.6-8,12-14. Kassandreia:Hatzopoulos, ibid., no.
47, L4-7.9-10,12-14. Pella: Hatzopoulos, ibid., no. 58,1.3-5,12.
7 Paus. 2.8.4,7.8.3; Index Stoic. Herc. col.
xv. Plut. Arat. 23.5-6; Athen. 4.162d; Polyaen. 6.5. For a
discussion,seeF. W. Walbank, 'Antigonus Gonatas:the last years', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III,
309, n. 1.
=Urban, Wachstumund Krise, 52-3; Walbank, ibid., 311, n. 1.
9 Plut. Arat. 13-15.
10Plb. 2.45.1; 9.34.7; 38.9; Just. 26.3.1; 28.1.1. Walbank, Commentary, 1.239-40. Also, F. W. Walbank,
'Antigonus Gonatas:The Last Years', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III, 311.
11Plut. Pel. 2: 'Aviiyovoc
6y pwv $TC vauNaXciv ncpi "AvSpov ficXXtv... On the death of
Gonatasin spring 239, seeEhrhardt, Studies, 140; Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III, 313, n. 6.
12Will
suggestshis coregencywith Gonatassince 257/6 and definitely by 240/39 BC: HPMH I2,344; F.
Walbank is more cautious, for lack of confirming evidence: 'Demetrius 11(239-229 BC)' in HammondWalbank,Macedonia 111,317-8.
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throughout his short reign: the Demetrian war (239-5 BC)13, for instance, against Aratos and
14,
Pantaloon,allied representativesof the Achaian and of the Aitolian Confederacyrespectively
Epeiros's,
the
Phthia,
to
Demetrios
counter
the
meant
of
were
princess
and
with
marriage of
he
Greece.
At
in
time,
Confederacies
Achaian
the
Aitolian
same
the
mainland
growth of
and the
Phyle
Eleusis,
influence
by
Athenians
the
and
them
to
the
command
of
attempted
assigning
Panakton,after his invasion of Boiotia (c. 236 BC)16. Moreover, the renewal of hostility between
Achaia and Sparta in the Peloponnesein view of the annexationof Megalopolis to the Achaian
Confederacy and of the rise of the young and ambitious Kleomenes III to the Spartan throne
however,
front,
On
their
in
foothold
Makedonians
the
the
western
the
to
areal7.
allowed
regain a
lost
Epeiros
from
Epeiros
independence
indirect
them
Akainanians'
to
the
only
support
move of
to the Achaian and to the Aitolian Confederacies18.
***

***

***

The wide scaleof the Antigonid military and diplomatic activities throughoutthis period,
both by seaand land, is reflected in the diversity of the types, style and artistic quality and in the
large quantity of the silver produced. The coinageconsistsof tetradrachmsonly, which may be
distinguishedinto the Pan head and the Poseidonhead individual Antigonid types. It is, in fact,
during this period that the Poseidon head type was introduced (chapters 2.4.2-3). The large
the
head
diversity
Pan
tetradrachms
possible
the
render
the
might
stylistic
numbers and
of
Demetrios
Gonatas,
features
Pan
to
the
of
successor
of
certain
of
groups with mature
assignation
II. This might then belie the alleged absenceof portraiture in the name of all the successive
Antigonids and reveal a deep conscienceof dynastic continuity in this dynasty, similar to that of
the Ptolemies and the Seleukids19.It is in fact odd that Demetrios, who conducted extensive
On
left
diverse
be
Greek
fronts,
coinage.
metal
precious
without
on
should
military campaigns
the other hand, the unquestioneddynastic transition from father to son subsequentto Gonatas'
death rendersthe striking by Demetrios II of coinage in the name of his father plausible. There
is Inaugurationof th war in the archonship
of Lysias,239/8:Syll 485,1.37. For an accountof the events,
see Will, HPMH I, 343-9; F. W. Walbank,'DemetriusII (239-229 BC)', in Hammond-Walbank,
MacedoniaIII, 321-9.
14On the alliancebetweenAratosandPantaloon,
seePlb.2.44.1;Plut.Aral. 33.1-2.
" Just. 28.1-4. For a discussionof this marriage, see F. W. Walbank, 'Demetrius II (239-229 BC)', in
Hammgpd-Walbank,Macedonia III, 322-3.
161GII 1299 Syll 485, esp.1.41-2,65-6.
11On the incorporation Megalopolis into the Achaian Confederacy, Plut. Arai. 30.3-4.
see
of

1=On Demetrios'
subsidyto the king of the Illyrian Ardiaeito assistthe Akarnanians
againstthe Aitolians,
seePlb.2.2.5-7-6;App.111.7.

19 R. Fleischer, 'Hellenistic Royal Iconography
on Coins', in Per Bilde et al., Aspects of Hellenistic
Kingship, 28-39. Also seechapter 8.0.
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are thereforemany good reasonsallowing for the possibility that some of this coinagewas struck
under DemetriosH posthumously,in the name of Gonatas.
Certain groups of the Pan head tetradrachms,nos. 1-3 and 23, are stylistically more
elaborate and in this sense diverge from the norm. The temporary typological changes
presumablyecho the celebratory atmosphereafter the battle of Andros, of which the foundations
of the Soteria and Paneia also formed part. As has been extensively argued above (chapter
2.4.3), the introduction of the Poseidonhead tetradrachmtype may also have formed part of the
same celebratoryrepertorium that renewedthe political discourseregarding the Antigonid naval
supremacyin the Aegean. The ideological burden of this secondtype suggestsits striking either
subsequentto the naval battle, for military payments,or in relation to the vase festivals, Paneia
and Soteria, and their periodical issue alongsidethesecelebrationsat Delos. The relatively brief
period of their production justifies the great similarity in the style of the obverses.
Monograms 9,11 and 22, which occur as secondarycontrol marks on both the Pansand
the Poseidons,associatethe two silver tetradrachmtypes (cf chapters2.2.4,2.4.3,2.5). In fact,
the presenceof no. 9 on the Poseidon head series and its disappearancefrom the Pans of the
same period suggeststhe transfer of a mint official until then engagedwith the minting of the
Pansto the striking of the new Poseidonhead tetradrachms,presumablyat the sameMakedonian
Similarly, no. 22, alongside the main monogram of a few Poseidons, establishes a
connection between the X. monogram 22 tetradrachmswith a diademed head of Pan on the
obverse. Insofar as these Pan tetradrachms were allegedly struck in order to celebrate the
mint.

outcome of the battle of Andros, the Poseidon with the same secondarycontrol mark may have
been launchedwithin the samecontext.
That the reconstructionof the Pansdoes not reveal a strict progressionof the size of the
modules casts doubt on the validity of Mathisen's tentative chronological arrangement of
posthumousAlexander tetradrachmson the basis of this criterion. It may, however, be argued
that smaller modules have been selected for the celebratory silver tetradrachmissues. Certain
specimensof a good quality have been pierced (ie. no. 10a, 19b, 22a, 72c), while others, of a
poorer execution, are broken (i. e. nos. 22a, 35a). A few Poseidon head tetradrachmsare also
broken (nos. 159a, 197c, 199a) or have been pierced (no. 199), and some have been cracked on
the edge,as a result of the insufficient heating of the flan. A test cut has also been performed on
no. 191, in order to confirm its validity.
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NO.

HOARD

CAT.

GROUP

OBV.

MON.

NO.

NO.

NO.

NO./LETTERS

la

S.Asia Minor 1963

3a

1

01

(trident)

lb

S.Asia Minor, 1963

49b

10

09

11

Ic

S. Asia Minor, 1963

67a

15

12

KT

Id

S. Asia Minor, 1963

109a

26

14

22

2a

Th

roti

1992

lOc

4

03

11

2b

roti

1992

16a

5

04

11

2c

Thes roti

1992

19c

5

04

11

2d

Thes roti 1992

26a

7

06

11

2e

Thes roti 1992

27a

7

06

11

2f

Th

roti

1992

28b

7

06

11

2

Th

roti 1992

61a

14

11

KT

2h

Th

roti 1992

64a

14

11

KT

21

Thes roti 1992

68a

16

11

18

2k

Thes roti

1992

81a

22

08

TI

21

Thesprotia, 1992

88a

22

08

TI

3a

Me

Ila

4

03

11

4a

Eretria, 1937

35a

8

07

11

4b

Eretria, 1937

36a

8

07

11

4c

Eretria,1937

41a

10

09

11

4d

Eretria,1937

42a

10

09

11

4e

Eretri

1937

43a

10

09

11

4f

Eretri

1937

109c

26

14

22

5

Meydangikkale,
1980

51b

11

02

15

6a

N. S1960

52a

12

02

1S

6b

N. Syria,1960

67c

15

12

KT

6c

N. S1960

72d

19

03

TI

7a

Hi'a seKorbi 1982

56a

13

10

KT

7b

Hi"a se Korbi 1982

82a

22

08

TI

8a

Gordion,1951

63c

14

11

KT

9a

Karditsa(Palaiokastro),
1929

79b

21

13

TI

10a

Larissa('Sitochoro'),1968

85e

22

08

TI

Ila

Pherai, 1937.8

99a

22

09

TI

ini 1956

191

I I
12a

'Pisidia', 1963

100.1'

1

23

114

Fig. 15a. Period III: Pan HeadTetradrachmsin Hoards.

NO.

HOARD

CAT.

GROUP

OBV.

MON.

NO

NO

NO

NO/LETTERSR.

1960

121c

31

20

25-M

12a

Per am

13a

Me

ini 1956

123a

31

20

25-M

13b

Me

ini 1956

150b

36

26

25

14a

Th

rod 1992

145a

36

25

25

14b

Then roti1992

155e

37

27

25

14c

Thos roti1992

174a

39

29

25

14d

Th

1992

194b

39

31

25

14e

Thesprotia,1992

197b

39

32

25

14f

Thesprotia,

198a

39

33

25

l5a

Kassandrei 1985-7

138a

33

21

25

15b

Kassandreia,1985/7

153a

37

27

25

16

Syria,1959

148a

36

25

25

17

Larissa 'Sitochoro'

174a

39

29

25

18

Oylwn H6yügü, 1989

180d

39

29

23

19

Asia Minor, 1947

189a

40

30

25

rob

1968

Fig. 15b. Period III: PoseidonHead Tetradrachmsin Hoards.
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Fig. 18a. Period III: PanHead Tetradrachms,Diagram of Die Links.
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Fig. 18b. Period III: PoseidonHead Tetradrachms,Diagram of Die Links.
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8202

MINT A
5.1

Individual Types: Pan Head Tetradrachms

L Athena Alkidemos L
Trident L
0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

0: Eight-rayed relief stars. Pan with bent, backwardpointing horns and with tumbled
locksflowing bakwardsand hangingfrom nape. Drapery folded ending in threepleats,
binding to front.
R: Hem with rich folds, the I. pleat end longer than the r. The 1.end of pleat attached
to leg. Head of Pan as emblem of shield which is not particularly elaborate. Trident
large, with short middle prong.
Group 1
Specimens:3
Obverses:1
Die combinations:3
Reverses:3

1.001 RO1
2.001

3.001

a. ANS 1967.152.209

16,97g9h

a. BM GIO-III-109

16,89g5h3

R02

cm

R03
a. S. Asia Minor, 1963:IGCH 1426 (Bochringer, Chronologie, 157, p1.26.56)

A small issue carrying a trident 1. on the reversemay be placed at the beginning of this period.
Small headswith bent horns and with untidy locks are surroundedby relief; eight-rayedstarsand
fit into small flans. A three-fold drapery covers the greatestpart of the neck and binds on the
front with a knob, while the pedum is different from that of the previous groups. A single
obverseis combined with three different reverses,and each die combination is representedby a
single specimen.
The trident symbol 1. on the reverseis smaller, with a shorter handle but with a longer
middle prong than that on the Poseidonhead tetradrachms(cf chapters2.2.4,6.2). It need not,
however, identify a dif Brent,small mint (cf chapter2.5). The tetradrachmfrom S. Asia Minor,
1963 has tentatively been dated by Chr. Boehringer to c. 240 BC20. Even though the late burial
20Chronolee, 157.
195

date of S. Asia Minor, 1963 allows for an alternative production date around 225 BC for this
group, its similarity in terms of style and legend letters to nos. 4 and 10-13 favours its placement
to the beginning of the third period, subsequentto the battle of Andros. The distinct control
mark is compatiblewith a celebratoryissueat the main 'Makedonian' mint.
"AA

RAA

AAA

Crested helmet L
Crested helmet L- Monogram 17 r.

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

D: Eight-rayed relief stars, with centreprominent. Pan headssimilar in shape to those
of group 1, but neater arrangement of locks than in group 1. Change in direction of
pedum, which is now curved following the diagonal line of the drapery.
R: Legend letters angular. Athena in chiton with fine diagonal folds, rich in movement.
Group 2

4.002 R04

Specimens:
2
Die combinations:
2

Obverses:
2
Reverses:
2

17,04g5h3,05
a. SNG Fitzwilliam, 2306
(0 (a): flaws: on space3; on badge,off nose,and from lower fold upwards.
R (a): horizontal flaw, above monogram. Flaw off pleat].
5.003

R05

cm

R: Similar, but pedum upright, alongside inner badgecircle.
a. Hess251 (7-8.5.1982) 35; Kurpf 1sischeMünzhandlung(9.5.1982) 27
16,80g-[0 (a): in centre, flaw from inner circle off 'unit' 2 through to hair. Also, from off nose
diagonallyto lower badgecircle and through to `unit' 5. Flaw on space2.
R (a): r., flaw from r. ankle to edge;lower, flaw from 1.end of r. pleat through monogram
to lower edge].

$*s

**"
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"a.

Crested helmet L- Monogram 11 r.

0 No R No

6.002

Weight

Provenance

O: As above.
R. similar.
Group 3
Specimens:4
Die combinations:4

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[1.1]
Reverses:4

R06
17,09g
a. Seaby693 (1976) A393
[0 (a): flaw on spaces2-4. Beginning of flaw on nose].

7.002

R07
17,04g-a. Peus279 (14-17.3.1972) 25
[0 (a): flaw between crescent7 and badgecircles. In centre, developmentof flaw from
lower fold upwards; beginningof flaw betweendrapery and lower badgecircle].

S. 002 R08
a. Sotheby(20.5.1986) 52
--[0 (a): flaw on badgecircles, off `unit' 2; on space3, betweenbadgeand `unit' 5].
9.002

R09

208
a. Feuardent(12-13.12.1919)

---

[0 (a): die break on badge,up r., off units' 2 and 7 respectively,also, off chin; between
'unit' 5 and badge;between'units' 3 and 4].
##"

*i"

"t"

O: Head spreadsover badge, nosepointed horns r. Two-fold drapery, from the middle
of which emergesthepedum. Wrinkleson neck
R: Legend letters regular. Athena short, stylised: pleats fall straightway, without many
folds L pleat slightly longer than r. pleat. Thunderbolt stylised Hem's middle fold
shorter. Helmet with rich crest, falling on either side of bowl; bowl small, with short
cheekflaps
Group 4
Specimens:6
Obverses:(1.1]
Die combinations:4
Reverses:4

10.003 R10
a. BNF 1377

16,94g (p)

b. MMAG 41 (18-19.6.1970) 92
16,90g-c. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou, DM, no. 38)
16,82 g3h-

(0 (a): flaw betweenoutercrescent7 andedge;also,on space1. (b): beginningof flaw
on nose,flaws:on spaces1 and3; betweenoutercrescent7 andedge;on badge,between
noseandinnerbadgecircle. (c): flaw off noseanddiagonally,from chinto `unit' 4.

R (a): 1., small flaws between legend and coin edge. Also, diagonal flaw between mon.
and r. edge,presumablyas a result of piercing. (b): Alpha without vertical bar, legend

197

0 No R No,

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

not carefully engraved. Athena crude, transparencyof drapery in lower half - legs
discernible. Athena on tiptoe, holding thunderbolt. Vertical lines on lower helmet; crest
elaborate. (c): 1.,flaw 1.of legendletters].
11.003 RII
a. Mektepini, 1956:IGCH 1410 (Okay-Seyrig, Mektepini, n. 690)
17,05g-[0 (a): 1.,developmentof flaw betweennose and inner badge circle; r., from off unit' 2
and hair; horizontal flaws on spaces2 and 4].
12.003 R12
a. Ahlström 51 (8-9.4.1995) 1622

---

(0 (a): developmentof flaws: betweennoseand inner badgecircle, betweentie of
draperyand inner badgecircle. Developmentof flaw betweenouter `crescent'3 and
edge.Flawson space1.

R (a): I., diagonal flaw between legend and coin end and between T and 1. pleat. R.,
diagonalflaw betweenlower horizontal bar of i and edge. Flaws on exergue.

NB: Off-centre].
13.003 R13
16,65g-a. MMAG 6 (30.9-1.10.1976) 124
[0 (a): developmentof existing flaws. New horizontal flaw on inner badge circle, off
pedum and betweenpedum and outer `crescent'3. Flaws on space3.

R (a): flaws,1.andr., betweenlegendandedge.Up, flawsabovehead].
"4M

14.004 R14

**t

"t"

O: Similar.
K. Similar.
Group S
Specimens:10
Obverses:I
Die combinations:6
Reverses:6
R: legend letters regular. Shield large, middle fall smaller, I. pleat slightly longer.
Helmet with rich crest, lower part larger, cheek,flaps small.
16,91g
11 ha. ANS 1944.100.13844
[O (a): recut on nose. Small horizontal flaw between nose and badge circles. Diagonal
flaw from beneathdrapery through badge circles to 'unit' 4; signs of flaw between`unit'
5 and badgecircles; two flaws between 'units' 5 and 6.
R (a): 1., flaw beneathr. bar of first N and between N and T; r., vertical flaw between
main figure and r. pleat].

15.004 R15
17,00 g-a. Vco (25.11.1996) 50
(0 (a): developmentof flaws between `unit' 5 and badge circles and from lower drapery
to `unit' 4.

R (a): up 1.,flaw fromupperheadto legend;lower,signsof flaw beneath1.crest. In field
r., horizontalflaw throughpleatendsto E].
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

16.004 R16

DM, no. 34)
a. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,

16,96g
5h
b. Coin Galleries,MBS (17.4.1975) 255
16,19g-[0 (a): developmentof previous flaws alongsidenew ones, between 'unit' 2 and badge
circles, and on badgecircles off 'unit' 3.
R (a): l., flaw between1. pleat and figure; also, beneathfirst 0; betweensecond0 and 1.
helmet crest. In field r., flaw beneath C), and between I and mon.; also, from 1. leg
downwards].

17.004 R17
a. Milan,2; ex Müller 8 (12.5.1973)9---

[0 (a): on badge, flaw between chin and badge circles 1. Developmentof flaw on space
5.
R (a): I., flaw between1.end of 1.pleat and last three legendletters].
18.004 R18
17,00g-a. G. Hirsch 55 (11-13.12.1967) 2105
b. Kress 136 (19.9.1966) 225
16,95 g
(0 (a): flaws on 'units' 1-3; new diagonal flaw between crescent6 and badge circles.
Flaw from upperpedum upwards.
R (b): 1.lateral monogrambar missing].
19.004 R12

R: Shieldprominent, curved Chiton with long pleats
970
64;
Pozzi
(7-8.8.1967)
Kress
140
(2.4.1973)
Kress
156
V27:
197;
ex
a.
ex
16,80g-b. Göttingen, AS 168-2
16,95g (p) 11 hc. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou, DM, no. 39)
Ih
17,01g
[0 (a): diagonalflaw on space7. On badge,flaw from nosedownwards.
R (a): up l., horizontal flaw from headto legendletters.

NB: Very badphotograph].
*s*

S..

*5*

O: Eight-rayed stars, smaller in diameter than group 5, all of approximately the same
size. Distance betweenbadge circles larger; additional rays on star 6 No distance
betweenlower badge circle and drapery edge. In centre, small horned head with curls,
short neck and a long side lock separating hair from face. Nosepointed slightly curved
downwards. Pedum attached to inner circle.
R. Middle hemfall startsfrom high up. Letters uniform, carefully engraved Athena
tall, transparency of drapery on second half - legs discerned middle pleat higher.
Thunderbolt, helmet small. Helmet with short lower bowl, short cheekflaps and crest at
samelevel as cheeks.
Group 6
Obverses:(3-1]
Specimens:6
Reverses:5
Die combinations:5

199

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

2b. 004 R19
a. Münzzentrum 66 (26-8.4.1989) 149; ex Münzzentrum39 (6.1988) 60; ex
MünzzentrumL 36 (6.1986) 104; ex Lanz 26 (1983) 183

17,10g

b. Münzzentrum 62 (4-6.11.1987) 116
16,70g-[0 (a): flaw between'unit' 3 and badgecircle; beginningof flaw between'units' 5 and 6
and outer badgecircle.
R (a): flaw from 1.foot to exergue. Up r., horizontal flaw betweenlegendand edge].
21.004 R20
a. MMAG L 379 (6.1976) 16
[0 (a): small flaws on spaces1,4 and 5.

17,04g

R (a): 1.,slightlybrokenon edge].
22.005 R21
15,75g (b) a. Dorotheum L 290 (13-16.12.1966) 110
[0 (a): developmentof flaws. Diagonal flaw from noseto 'unit' 5.
R (a): r., horizontal flaw beneathN].

O: Changeon spaces.Onefold drapery Pedumsmall,dotted

23.006 R22

R: Rough, short Athena Shield upright, with badgeprominent. Helmet with large bowl
and rich crest, long cheekflaps. On exergue. Chironfolds stylised

a.SNGLewis,539;ex Sotheby(2.2.1876)21 17,16g3h
[0 (a): flaw on spaces2,6.
R (a): 1.,diagonalflaws1.andr., fromupperendthroughchitondownwards].
24.006 R23
a. Kress 122 (30.5.1962) 319
--[0 (a): developmentof flaws; break on nose.
R (a): roughly cut, legend letters smaller but regular. In field I., vertical flaw above
shield;r., horizontal flaws].
*t#

tit

i*!

0: Triangular head; curved backwardpointing horns. Shawlpleats almost at same
length
R: Athena tall, helmet with very short cheekfaps.
Group 7
Specimens:13
Obverses:[1.1]
Die combinations:8
Reverses:8
25.006 R24
a. Button 101 (29.10.1957) 59

16,95g

200

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

26.006 R25
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 26)
16,68g9h[R (a): shield larger, not upright; Athena taller, crest endsand cheekflaps at samelevel,
distancebetweenI. pleat and helmet smaller].
27.006 R26
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 28)

17,06g
b. Hess202 (28.10.1930)2372

9h

17,10g--

(0 (a): signsof wear1. (a-b): flaws:off nosedownwards;betweenchinandlowerbadge
edge;behindhair;on space6.

R (a): distancebetweenhelmet and pleat larger. Helmet with higher bowl. Shield small,
round].
28.006 R27

17,07g
a. BM6 G10-111-110
b. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,
DM, 27) 17,00g
16,92g-c. Lanz32 (29.4.1985)172

Il h
11h-

3,2 cm

Il h

3,20 cm

29.006 R28
a. Drouöt-Bourgey (12.1928) 503
[0 (a): flaw from chin to lower badgeedge].
30.006 R29
a. ANM4, thou Melathron 1.6
b. Gorey 58 (9.4.1992) 259

16,97g
17,05g--

[0 (a): diagonalflaw from noseto 'unit' 6. Flawon space6].
31.006 R30
a. SternbergL5 (9.1993) 350
--[0 (a): developmentof flaw on space6; new flaws, on badge,off `unit' 1 and on spaces4
and 5.
R (a): 1.,scratchesfrom edgeto legend].
32.006 R31
a. ClassicalCoins 31 (9-10.9.1994) 154 (ex Dr. Frank J. Novac coll.)
16,97g
b. Glendining(7.3.1957) 36; ex Glendining(2.1957) 36

[0 (a-b): flaw 1.(6-8 h); also,acrossbadgecircles,off 'unit' 4, andon spaces.
R (a): 1.,flaw betweenr. helmetcrestandchitorr,r., wom].
4*M

"*i

201

"*t

0 No R No

33.007 R32

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

O: Seven-rayedplastic stars. 'Units' nearly semi-circular, more regularly distributed
around emblem. Untidy locksfow from crown. Side lock covers ear. Bulging face,
chin prominent, large neck crossedby diagonal line. Two-fold drapery.
R. Similar.
Group 8
Specimens:6
Obverses:I
Die combinations:5
Reverses:5
R: Helmet with wide bowl, short cheek pieces and rich crest. Legend letters large,
Omikron large. Athena short, with rich chilon.
16,95g3ha. Berlin; ex Knobelsdorf

[O (a): diereadyto breakon upperpedumandbeneathchin. Worn on space4].
34.007 R33

R. Athenaelaborate,stylisticallysimilar to no. 50. Crestholderhigh
(14.15.12.1970)
772
a. Schulman
---

[0 (a): flaw from 'unit' 6 to nose. Also, on spaces3-7. Die break on badge circles, off
'unit' 3.

R (a): 1.,flaw from edgedownwards.R, horizontalbreakfrom beneathI. armthrough
legendlettersto edge].
35.007 R34
a. ANM; ex Eretria, 1937:IGCH 175,no. 16 16,78 g (b)

2h3,10

cm

[0 (a): development
inner
break
horizontal
level
breaks
on
and
nose;
off
of
at
of mouth
badgecircle,off chin. Flawfrom beneathdrapelry throughto 'unit' 4.
R (a): Middle fall startshigher,endingin middlediagonalfolds. Pleatsat samelevel.
Helmetwith thin crest,smallbowl andshortcheekflaps. Smallstride. On exergue.
NB: Not cleaned].
36.007 R35
a. ANM; ex Eretria, 1937: IGCH 175, no. 17 16,972g5h2,95
cm
b. SQ (1986) 995; ex NFA 9 (10.12.1980) 183 (16,98 g); ex Frey (24-5.9.1954) 541
16,91g-[0 (a): developmentof existing flaws.
R (b): alteration at 8 h.
NB: Not cleaned].

37.007 R36
218
17,07S
a. MMAG 27 (10-11.12.1996)
[0 (a): development
of existingflaws. New flawson spaces.
R (a): 1.,diagonalflaw from draperyto endof legend].
"**

"i"
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0 No R No

38.008 R37

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

O: Shield pattern similar to no. 17, horns wary, head diademea pedum decoratedwith
dots and curved Threefold drapery. On badge,r., die break orpedum upright erased
R: Legend letters similar to no. 10. Athena short with peculiar drapery, helmet and
monogram bars small.
Group 9
Specimens:6
Obverses:I
Die combinations:3
Reverses:3
a. Coin GalleriesMBS (24.8.1970) 34

17,06 g

(0 (a): flaw on outerbadge,off `unit' 2, andbetweencrescents
of `units'3 and6.
R (a): l., flaw betweenpleatandhelmetcrest].
39.008 R38
a NumifranceMBS (2.6.1982)57; ex Sotheby(7.7.1974) 14
17,07g

b. SchweizerischerBankverein(Spring 1975) 144
17,08g
[0 (a): break betweenbadgecircles (11 h, 7 h, 8 h, 3 h).

--

R (a): horizontalbar of Alphahardlydiscernible;
r., flaw from edge(5 h) throughE andr.
pleat.(b): flanlarger].

40.008 R39

10h
17,20S
a. Leiden,3153
b. Peus316(5-7.11.1986)174(16,98g); ex Peus321(27-9.4.1988)150
16,97 g--

c. Florange-Ciani6 (1929) 98
--[0 (a): on badge,horizontal flaw from hair to inner badgecircle.

R (a): cresthelmetendsand cheekflapsat samelevel,distancebetween1.pleat-helmet
smaller.In fieldr., horizontalflaw acrosspleat].
O: Head larger, noseand chin reach badge edge. Pedumdecorated by small dots and
is slightly larger.
R Athena elaborate, small head and middlefall starting from higher up. Shield small
and horizontal, with protruding centre. Small helmet with medium bowl and rich crest.
Pleats at somelength. On exergue.
Group 10
Specimens:16
Obverses:I
Die combinations: 10
Reverses:10

41.009 R40
a. ANM; ex Eretria,1937:IGCH 175,20
b. G. Hirsch120(10-12.4.1980)
75
c. Schlessinger(4.2.1935) 780
d. MMAG 13 (23-4.6.1983) 169

17,085g7h3,13
16,01g17,1 g
17,09 g--

cm
3,1 cm

[0 (a): badlycleaned.On badge,flaw on neck. Die breakson spaces1,3 and around
space5.

R (a): horizontal flaw through legend,pleat, figure through to r. pleat].
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

42.009 R41
17,048g7h3,15
a. ANM; ex Eretria, 1937:IGCH 175,22
cm
[0 (a): horizontal flaw on spaces1,2 and 4. Developmentof flaws r.
R (a): I., wear betweenlegendand shield;beginningof flaw beneathr; r., flaw from r. bar
of mon. to 0. In exergue,vertical flaw].
43.009 R42

R: Athena taller
3,10 cm
16,98g
10h
a. ANM; ex Eretria, 1937:IGCH 175,19
b. Riechmann30 (11-12.12.1924)468
-[0 (a): developmentof flaws from head to upper badge end. Flaws on 'unit' 6 and
around 'unit' 7.

R (a): horizontalflaw abovehead. In field r., horizontalflaw connectingchilon to
horizontalbar of 1].
44.009 R43
a. Bourgey (14-16.5.1914) 55

---

[0 (a): flaw on spaces2 and4 andbetween'unit' 3 and badge;horizontalflaw across
'unit' 6 andbadgecircles.

R (a): 1.,diagonal flaw from 1.helmet crest through to edge; r., flaw from figure through
pleat and 1].

45.009 R44
a. GalataL (9.1979) 15; Tjetjen 58 (13.9.1989) 102
16,19 g

[0 (a): verticalflaw from endofpedumto 'unit' 4; also,from neckto `unit' 5 andfrom
`unit' 7 to horns.
R (a): horizontal flaw from middle of field, l., through TI to 1. pleat; r., from figure
through pleat to EC?].
46.009 R45
a. Coin Galleries,New Series1.1(1977) A98; ex BanquePopulaire du Nord - Credit de
la Bourse (4.1987) 112
16,33 g-b. MMAG L 360 (9.1974) 18
17,09 g
[0 (a): flaws on spaces 1,4 and 7. Horizontal flaw at level of eyes, through badge
circles. Scratcheson head. (b): developmentof flaw between spaceI and badge circles;
flaw on space6.

R (b): 1.,horizontalflaws;r., diagonalflaw betweenr. pleatandfigure].
47.009 R46

a. Drouöt-Bourgey(5.1950)59
--(0 (a): two flawsstartingfrom outercrescent2. Betweenheadandbadgecircles,small
flaws. Flawson edgesof `units'6 and7].
48.009 R47
17,20 g-a. Helbing 24 (24.10.1927) 1699
[0 (a): flaw off chin and diagonally from his chin to `unit' 5 (7 h).

R (a): verticalflaw from edgeto uppershield;r., flaw betweenr. foot andi].
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O No R No

49.009 R48

Weight

Provenance

Aids

Diameter

R. Athena taller, middlefall starts high and dispersesdiagonally. Omikron larger, r. bar
of Nu shorter; 1, flaw on r. bar of Nu.
a. Sotheby(15.5.1974) 25; ex Better 4 (Haifa) (1973) 300
16,99g
b. S. Asia Minor, 1963:IGCH 1426(Boehringer,Chronologie, 36, pl. 26.22)
[0 (a): horizontal flaw from 'unit' 6 to eye level. Second flaw from tie of drapery
through badgecircles to 'unit' 4. Recut on nose.

R (a): up, flaw from edgeaboveshieldto A; r., horizontalflaw fromedgethroughupper
horizontalbar of I to lowerchilon].
50.009 R49

R: Shieldfatter.

17,08g
a. CBNC2335
[0 (a): flaw from nosethroughto badgeedge].

10h

3,10cm

The exceptional care of Group 1 is continued on the obversesof the next two groups, carrying
respectivelymonograms 17 and 11. The elaborateheadswith short locks, neatly arrangedaround
the head, are combined with a curvedpedum. At the sametime, the small, crude Athenas,with
angular legend letters and with helmets having a small bowl and a long, thin crest are eventually
replaced by taller figures, regular letters and helmets with medium bowls and rich crests on the
reverses.

Monogram 11 is that with the longest duration, hence the obversescombined with this
control mark efficiently reflect the mainstream stylistic changesof this period. From group 4
onwards, the pedum develops alongsidethe inner badge circle. Groups 4-7 are characterisedby
small modules carrying small, elaborateheadswith short locks. Six obverse dies are combined
with various reverses, not closely interlinked with each other and carrying generally short
Athenas, bell-shaped helmets and neat, large legend letters. The earlier, oval-shapedheads of
groups 2-5 may have come from the samehand as the kalathos and Xi groups (see below). The
Pan of Group 7 is reminiscent of the head on the shield that has been engravedon a proxeny
decreefrom Gonnoi. This decree,honouring Alexandros son of Admetos from Arkynia, dates
from betweenthe end of the third and the middle of the secondcentury BC (plate 49.3)21.
21 Chr. Habicht, 'Epigraphische Zeugnisse
zur Geschichte Thessaliens unter der Makedonischen
Herrschaft', Archafa Makedonia 1, Thessaloniki 1970,265-79, pl. 75; Helly, Gonnoi II, 13-4, No. 12;
Liampi, MS, 61, p1.6.1. The date of the decreeneednot also determinethat of the shield on the stone: an
type of shield may have served as a prototype, particularly as the honoured had also participated at
older
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Group8 marksthetransitionfrom the smallerheadsto thosecombiningheaviersurfaces.
The first signs of a strong, thick and high neck already occur in 008, and they are paired with
heavier surfaceson the face, but the result is smoothenedby a prominent diagonal nerve across
the neck. The innovative introduction of the two-fold drapery round the neck setsthe precedent
for the consistentuse of a two-fold drapery on the silver tetradrachmsof a `mature style', that
follow. On the reverse,a helmet with a thin crest and with thin cheek flaps is associatedwith a
cruder Athena, but with carefully engraved legend letters. Omega, in particular, is
characteristically engravedwith two dots on either side of a curve. The two specimensfrom
Eretria, 1937 date this group around 245 BC.
The headswith mature featuresintroduced with Group 9 are compatible with the attribute
assignedto Gonatasafter Andros, `yfpwv'u. The forehead,nose and chin expand towards the
inner badge circle. The head is characterisedby heavy circular forms, and by a dewlap beneath
the chin. The style of Athena on the reverse is natural, characterisedby smaller headsbut by
regular diagonal folds. A smaller shield is held in a nearly upright position, at the samelevel as
her shoulder. A bell-shaped helmet 1. is also characteristicof this lot. The specimensfrom
Eretria, 1937 indicate the simultaneousproduction of this variety with the coins of the earlier
group, thus betraying the parallel operation of two different engraversin the samemint during
this period.
ss*

"ss

**t

Crested helmet I. - Monogram 15 r.

0 No R No

51.002 R50

Provenance

Weight

O: As above.
R. Similar.
Group 11
Specimens:2
Die combinations:1

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:1

16,79g-a. Peus324(5-7.4.1989)123
b. Meydancikkale,1980:CH VIII (1994)308 (Davesne-Le
Rider,Medan Akale,2588
[Amphipolis])
17,12g--

[0 (a): more worn than in no. 6; flaw off nose.Cut on space7, badger. worn (signs of
upright pedum beneathcurvedpedum). Flaws on spaces.

R (a): diagonaltestcut on figure. (b): flaw prolonging1.crest].

"Seen.! i.
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0 No R No

52.003 RSI

Provenance

Weight

O: As above.
R. Similar.
Group 12
Specimens:6
Die combinations:4

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[3-3]
Reverses:4

a. N. Syria, 1960:IGCH 1533(Seyrig, Tresors,22-4, no 68)
16,96g
1h
b. Tanz 38 (24.11.1986)242
17,06g-17,14g-c. Italo Vecchi 1(1-2.2.1996) 243

-

[0 (a): flawson spaces2 and3 andbetweenbadgecirclesoff 'unit' 2, on spaces5 and6.
(b): breaksoff spaces1,2,5 andoff 'unit' 7. Crude.

R (a): 1.,diagonal flaw from abovehead to lateral bar of A. (b): 1.,flaw betweenlegend
and 1.pleat. Also in exergue,beneath1.foot).
53.004 R52
a MMAG 10 (15-16.3.1938) 221; SNG Wulfing, 162 (17,12 g)
17,10g
12h
CO(a): diagonalflaw, from noseto 1.outer badgecircle; signsof flaw on space1; also, on
`crescents'6.

R (a): 1.,diagonalflaw from A to edge.Flawbeneath1.foot].
54.004 R53
a. BM 19114-9-280 (Rollin)

17,04g7h2,98

cm

55.008 R54
a. G. Hirsch 135 (19-21.1.1983) 185; KurpfhlsischeMünzhandlung22 (17-19.5.1982) 27
16,62 g-(0 (a): on badge,horizontal flaw off nose;second,diagonal, flaw from mouth to spaceS.
Diagonal flaw from tie to 'unit' S.
R (a): flaw on exerguej.

All four obversescombined with monogram 15 are linked to the previous varieties of the same
period, and their degree of wear generally confirms their production alongside monogram 11.
The terminus ante quem offered by no. 51b, from Meydanfikkale, 1980 for 003, c. 240-35 BC,
and the good condition of the coin, are not incompatible with the dates suggestedfor the related
issues,245-39 BC.

Thetestcut on thereverseof tetradrachm
52amayhavebeendueto its lowerweight.
Me"

"M"
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CrestedhelmetL- KT r.

O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Ails

Diameter

0: Head large. Hair locks flow towardsface, deeply set eye; two wrinkles on neck
Pedum large and dotted
R: Legend characters 1. smaller than those r. Athena crude, holds small thunderbolt
and small round shield Small helmet, with crest ending very close to mainfigure.
Group 13
Specimens:7
Obverses:1
Die combinations:5
Reverses:5

56.010 R55
L 84 (292 (1995)25; ex Münzzentrum
a. BM G0514(Graves);ex Münzzentrum
30.11.1995)17
16,40g--

b. l-l'ija so Korbit, 1982: CH VIII (1994) 299 (ShpresaGjoncecaj,Iliria I (1985) 190, no.
283, p1.XIV)
---

16,40g
c. Müller 71(26-7.6.1992)111
[0 (a): flaws: on spaces1,2,5; off nose,off 'unit' 6. On badge,breaksoff noseand
chin. (b): flaw developsfrom 'unit' 6 throughto nose.

R (a): up l., flaws: above shield, beneathNTI, between secondN and edge, pleat and
figure. In field r., flaws betweenr. pleat and TI, B and edge. Beginning of flaw between
A and E. (b): flaw between 1. foot and r. helmet crest. (c): r., flaw between E and
chilon].

57.010 R56
a. ANS 1977.158.168
[0 (a): new flaw off 'unit' 5].

17,07 g8h

58.010 R57
a. NumismaticaArs Classica,Auction A (27-8.2.1991) 1371
17,07 g
(0 (a): flaw on inner badgecircle, off space2).
59.010 R58
16,91g-a. Schulten(1-3.4.1987) 118
[0 (a): developmentof old flaws, new flaw on `unit' S. Horizontal flaw off 1].
60.010 R59

17,08g
3h
a.SNGBYB,356
[0 (a): newflaw between'unit'2 andbadge.Flawon space3.
R (a): flaws:1.,betweenlegendlettersandedge;r., legendandfoot recut].
r.

"

"5*

"5*

0: Similar.
R. Similar
Group 14
Specimens:16
Die combinations:4

Obverses:I
Reverses:[4-11

208

O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

61. Oll R60

DM, no. 41)
a. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,

16,965g7hb. SNG BYB, 355; ex MMAG L 510 (5.1988) 11; ex Pilartz 7 (1-3.10.1964) 45
5h
17,14g
17,08gc. Spink Zürich 20 (6.10.1986) 203
d. Cahn (6.5.1930) 197
--"
16,83ge. Lanz 78 (25.11.1996) 234

3:30 h
f. Helbing4 (20.3.1928)198
17,10g
g. Glendining(10.3.1965)244
--h. Glendining11(5.11.1980)23
--[0 (a): flawson spaces
4-5. (n: flaw on space1, between`unit' 2 andbadgecircle].

62. Oll R56
17,06g3h
16,92 g

a. ANS22 1944.100.13853
b. Schulten(24-5.5.1983) 46

[0 (a): angularflaw on space3. Flawbetweenbadgecirclesoff space2. (b): flaw on
space6; on badge,betweennoseandbadgecircles].
63. Oll R61
16,86g
a. Leiden, 1946/15
b. Seaby680 (1975) A239; Waddell L 36 (") 30

11 b

c. Gordion, 1951: IGCH 1406 (Cox, Gordfon 8, pl. IV. 53)

d. Seaby-Glendining
(1-2.12.1927)295
[0 (a): developmentof flaws].

16,62g-3,0
---

cm

64.011 R62
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou, DM, no. 42)
17,03g1h
b. Schlessinger(4.2.1935) 777
17,00g3h
[0 (a): flaw developsoff space2; signsof new flaw on space6].
*s*

**s

*$s

0: Headkarger,with deeperface lines.

R. Athena crudely modelled of moderatesize, chiton with elaboratefall in middle.
Legend characters small.
Group 15

65.012 R63

Obverses:I
Reverses:
3

9
Specimens:
3
Die combinations:

17,07g
11h
a. NFA 33 MBS (3.5.1994) 133
b. Kölner 41(1-8.4.1986) 59; Coin GalleriesMBS (18.7.1973) 206; Ratto L4 (1971)
16,89g-206
c. Drouat (21-2.1.1992) 58
--[0 (a): worn on spaces1-3].
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O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

66.012 R60
a. BER19 Berlin, 7780/1957
b. Cahn 1(4.1911)152
c. Seaby(9.1979) C890
(R (b): flaw on `units' 1,3- 4,7].

17,03g
17,30g16,43g-

12 h

67.012 R64
a. S. Asia Mnor, 1963:IGCH 1426 (Boehringer,Chronologie, 156, no 25); ex Pozzi,
971
--b. G. Hiirsch 14 (4.1977) 13
17,044g--

c. N. Syria,1960:IGCH 1533(Seyrig,Tresors,22-4,no 59; MMAG L 331 (2.1972)6;
Miller 34/35(24-6.9.1981)60
16,98g-[0 (a): countermarkedon cheek.
R (a): worn; 1.,flaw beneathletters A-N].

Even though Groups 13-15 occur in much later hoards, their stylistic proximity to the second
period and their epigraphic adjacenceto the third period might favour a date around the 240s.
The letters K and T on the reversemay stand either for a single mint employee or for two cooperating ones. The use of the sameobversealongsideletters IT and the first occurrenceof the
combination TI during this period might indicate either a co-operation of mint officials or the
independentfunction of officials with similar names.
*$*

***

S..

Crested helmet L- Monogram 18 r.

O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Ails

Diameter

0: As above.

68. Oll R65

R: Similar to no. 63, but shield larger, helmet smaller. Many folds on lower chiton.
Group 16
Specimens:2
Obverses:[1-1]
Die combinations:1
Reverses:1
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou, DM, no. 49)
16,385g
b. Berlin; ex Dannenberg
16,96g

210

Il h

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

[0 (a): development
of diebreakoff spaces2 and3].

The lighter tetradrachm from Thesprotla, 1992 presumably circulated widely before its
deposition.
*+t

"**

"+"

Crested helmet L- TT r.

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Diameter

Aids

O: Semi-circular crescents. Horns upright. Lower locks parallel with each other. One
curvedfold on drapery. Pedum constituted by small dots. Horizontal flaw, from nose to
1.

K Helmetlarger,shawlpleatsthin; helmetshort,with small cheeks
IT.
Group 17
Specimens:2
Die combinations: 1

On exergue,

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:1

69. Oll R66
a. Droubt (13-14.11.1980)32; ex Peus283 (14-16.5.1974) 87
16,55g-b. MMAG 5 (2-3.12.1975) 77
16,96g-[0 (a): developentof flaw off space2. New flaws starting from nose].
*

70.003 R67

***

O: Simikn wrinkle on neck
RR pleat longer.
Group 18
Specimens:I
Die combinations:I

s**

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:1

a. Brussels;ex coll. de Hiirsch,no 116
[R flaw 1.of crest].

211

17,08 g

11 h

3,1 cm

The letters IT approximatethesegroups. This is further supportedby similarities in the style and
in the engravingof the legend letters.
**$

"#i

"ti

Crested helmet L- TI r.

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

O: Diagonalline on neck,cheekbones
prominent.

71.003 R68

R. Letters not regularly arranged shield and helmet small.
Group 19
Specimens:10
Obverses:[1-1J
Die combinations:5
Reverses:5
a. Sotheby(9-10.10.1995) 73
b. Baudin (1920) 69

17,03 g
-

[0 (b): strucktwice].
72.003 R69

12 ha. Berlin, ex Sperling; ex Fried- v. Sallet, 38617,09 g
b. Canessa(22.5.1922) 401
14,30 g-13,14 g (p) 11 hc. Munich, 5
d. N. Syria, 1960: IGCH 1533(Seyrig, Tresors,22-4, no. 58)
16,72g
12 h-

73.003 R70
a. Burgan (22.12.1990)25; ex Burgan (24.5.1986) 312 (17,02 g)
16,98g
11 h

3,1 cm

74.003 R71
a. Miinuetrum Lagerkatalog II (Summer 1995) 24; ex Münzzentrum 77 (13-14.4.1994)
78
17,OOg--

75.003 R72
a. SNG Blackburn, 517
b. NFA 7 (16.12.1979) 109

17,09g
17,09 g

[0 (a): 1.,flaw betweenedgeandstar/crescent
7].
S..

5*5
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*5*

Il h

0 No R No

76.004 R73

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Two wrinkles on nose. Pedum decoratedby two dots No wrinkles on neck
R: Athena taller and stylised aeglAead on shield discernible.
Group 20
Specimens:2
Obverses:[1-1]
Die combinations:2
Reverses:2
a BM 1911-4-9-279(Rollin)

17,15g7h3,12

cm

77.004 R74
11 h16,90g
a. SNG NewnhamDavis, 169
[0 (a): high degreeof wear in space1 and betweenstar/crescent2 and badgecircles.
Flaw between star/crescent5 and badgecircles. In badgearea,flaw from noseto badge
circles.

R (a): 1.,diagonalflaw betweenr andpleat;r., horizontalflaw frombetweenIA andedge
andfromlower horizontalbar of i andmainfigure. Beginningof flaw betweenfeet].
S..

"5*

v+"

0: Similar.
R. Athenafigure shorter, shield large.
Group 21

Obverses:1
2
Reverses:

Specimens:
6
Die combinations:
2

78.013 R75

a. Grose,McClean, 3593

17,01g

11h

30,5cm

79.013 R76
17,06g-a. Peus313 (5.1985) 67
b. ANM: Karditsa (Palaiokastro), 1929:IGCH 162, no. 8
3,10 cm
16,535g
11:30 h
c. NumismaticaArs Classica,Auktion A (27-8.2.1991) 1370;ex Coin GalleriesMBS
(14.11.1984) 313; ex Coin GalleriesL 11.3 (1970) B24; ex V256: J. Hirsch 25
(21.11.1909) 546 (17,00 g); ex V265: Sotheby(24.4.1907) 99, p1.IV (Delbeckecoil.)
[17,042 g]; Florange6 (-) 97
16,965g
3,1 cm
d. J. Hirsch 33 (1913) 668
17,05 g
2,6 cm
e. CNA MBS 35 (18.6.1992) 44; ex Droubt (6-8.2.1956) 346 (17,08 g)
17,07g[0 (b c): worn on badge,off'1 `units' 7 and 3.
R (b): signsof dotted border from r. end of exergueupwards. (c): r., two signsof
attemptedpiercing].

Group 22
80.009 R77

Specimens:48
Die combinations:21

Obverses:[2.2]
Reverses:21

a. Glasgow6: MacDonald,Hunterwn,no. 5 16,92g-2,9

213

cm

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

81.008 R78
11 h
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, 16) 16,745g
b. Leiden, 3152
16,92g
12 h
c. ClassicalCoins 27 (29.9.1993) 454; ex Burgan (30.6.1987) 276; ex Burgan
(24.5.1986), 311
16,99 g
d. Superior Galleries85,2106
17,00g-e. Sotheby,Haughton collection (30.4-1.5.1958) 106
17,06g-f. Helbing 70 (9.12.1932) 594
---

[0 (a): light scrapebeforechin,corrosionon cheek;(b-c): flawson spaces1,3,5,7].

82.008 R79

a. Hiija se Korbit, 1982:CH VIII (1994) 299 (ShpresaGjongecaj,'Thesarifies S6
Korbit', Iliria 1(1985)167-93,esp.190.281,p1.24)
83.009 R80
a. Kress 127 (23.10.1963) 377
[R (a): letters more regular. Shield prominent].
84.008 R81
a. Kress 142 (22.1.1968) 92

17,00g

a. BNF 1376
b. Spink15(15.5.1981)35

16,77g
17,04g--

c. Riechmann30 (12.1924) 467
d. Riechmann37 (14.9.1926) 6---

---

85.008 R82

11h

e. Larissa('Sitochoro'), 1968:IGCH 237(Price,`TheLarissa,1968Hoard(IGCH 237)',
in Le Rideret al.,Kran
Essays,
235,
46.15)
pl.
-Morltholm
17,44g
11h
[0 (a): flaw up 1.,scratchup r., abovethunderbolt. (b): developmentof flaw off units
betweenbadgecircles off unit 7. (e): worn].

86.008 R83

0: Mediumsized regular legend letters. Oval shield held upright. Note bar of X
helmet with very short cheekflaps. In exergue.
R. Many folds on chiton. Helmet symbol large. Shield oval, horizontal.

60
a. Sternberg8 (16-17.11.1978)

17,13g

a BNF H. S. 1973.75

17,10g

87.008 R84
88.009 R85
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou, DM, no. 17)
16,955g3h
b. Dombrowski Lagerkatalog 63 (4-1975) 106
17,00g
[0 (b): worn betweenbadgecircles; flaw on chin].

214

10h

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

89.009 R86
a. G. Hirsch 177 (10-13.2.1993)214

16,42g-

a. Numismatic Auction 3 (1.12.1985) 75

17,03 g--

90.009 R87

[0 (a): on badge,flaw betweenhairlocksandupperpedum.Flawson spaces1.3 and7].
0: As above.
R Crude Athena holding shield on level of shoulders,badgeprominent. Small, round
shield Helmet with long crestsand short cheekpieces, long pleats awayfrom helmet
but close to 77,r.
91.009 R88
a. ANS 1944.100.13850
b. Schulman(5.1973) 1154

17,09g
16,99g

12 h

Münzauktion4 (22-3.4.1974)
97
c. Münzzentrum19(6.1974)21; Numismatica
17,01g

d. Stack's (6.1969) 133
-16,99 g-e. Schulman256 (28-30.5.1973) 1154
f. Seaby-Glendining(1-2.12.1929) 294; ex Seaby-Glendining(1-2.12.1927) 295;
[0 (ej): flaw on space5.

R (efl: flaw betweenchitonandshield;also,off Y. (n: recuton nose].
92.009 R89

a. Peus340(11.1994)321

17,01S

--

93.009 R90
a. Ashmolean(Godwyn); ex Cahn (14.10.1931) 290
17,07g
b. MMAG 26 (16-19.9.1996) 129
17,15g-c. Stack's (10-11.6.1970) 64
--d. G. Hirsch 142 (25-7.6.1984) 24
16,50g--

11 h

3,2 cm

94.009 R91
17,08g-a. Burgan (22.12.1992) 28
b. NFA 11 (8.12-1992) 95
16,94 g
[0 (a): developmentof flaw betweenhair locks and upperpedum,
and from noseto inner
circle. In field, off `units' 1-3, flaws from nebris through to inner circle].

95.009 R92
a. Maher 34 (13-15.12.1986) 24
b. Müller 71 (26-7.6.1992) 112
c. Spink-GMG (10.10.1977) 165
d. GalataL (3.1978) 8-

16,87g
16,40 g
16,92g

[R (cd): I., flaw off Y andr., off AE].
0: Drapery,peAm smaller.

96.009 R93

R Small, round shield Letters medium-sized Athena tall.
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

a. Gorey 31 (1985) 89; fliistorical Coin Review BBS 10.5 (19.7.1985) 413
17,01g-b. Schlessinger(4.2.1935) 782
17,00g3h
97.009 R94
a. Peals282 (11.1973) 95

16,99 g

a. Leiden, 3151
b. Lanz 42 (23.11.1997) 186
c. Spink 25 (24-5.11.1982) 60

17,08g
16,80 g----

98.009 R95
11 h

[0 (b-c): flaw from r. angleof neckthroughto unit 4 andfrom unit I to badgecircle(7
h). Also, from neckthroughto badgecircles. (c): flaw in innerbadgecircle,off chin].
99.009 R96

a. Pherai,1937-8(T. R Martin, 'A third-centuryB. C. hoardfrom Thessalyat the ANS
(IGCH 168)',ANSUIV26 (1981)64, pl. 14.538)

11h
17,08g
b. Gorey 46 (30.10.1989) 134 (16,76 g); Kricheldorf 16 (1-2.7.1966) L 74; Stack's
(6.1969) 133; Dupriez (11.1912) 1357
16,76g-16,96g-c. G. Hirsch 97 (23-5.3.1976) 6
d. Glendining (9.3.1931) 1006
17,06g-[0 (d): flaw off nose to inner badgecircle.

R (a-b): horizontalflaw r. (3 h), throughB-A to edge.(b): 1.,worn I. of N].
0: Curvedwrinkleon neck Crescents
morecircular/regular.

100.009 R97

R: Legend characters moderate. Small helmet with thin crest and short cheekflaps,
Shield small.
a. Kress 132 (8.2.1965) 137

16,85g--

The parallel existenceof two styles is also observedon the tetradrachmssigned with TI r. on the
reverse. Of the five different obversesutilised in this group, only 013 is exclusively utilised with
the letters M. Tetradrachms79b, from Karditsa, 1929, no. 99a, from Pheral, 1937-8, nos. 8a,
88a from Thesprotia, 1992 and 82a, from Nija se Korbft, 1980 are not incompatible with the
issue dates of this period. The worn state of no. 72d from Northern Syria, 1960 suggeststhe

long circulationof thecoin by thetime of its burial.
t.

"

! *t
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Crested helmet L- no Monogram r.

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

O: Eight-rayed start Homed heu4 dfademed with hanging ribbons Nebris binds in
front of neck sceptrecurved
R: Similar.
Group 23
Specimens:1
Obverses:1
Die combinations:1
Reverses:1

°100.1.014 R98
a. 'Pisidia', 1963:IGCH 1411(Boehringer,Chronologie,177.8,p1.35)
11:30h
17,10g
-

[0 (a): more worn than nos. 106-9, from group 27.
R (a): signsof monogramr.]

This specimen is distinguished by an elaborate head wearing a diadem (cf. groups 24-6) and
23
The nebris binds three-quarters
2-3)
(cf
carrying a curved pedum on the obverse
groups
.
facing to the front of the neck. The forward-pointing horns differentiate this head from the rest
of the coinage struck during this period and set a precedentto the heads of period IV. The
corpulent headmay have been influenced by Ptolemaic headson contemporarycoinages24,
while
Athena is depictedr. She is more stylised and the shield is held in front of her chest.
The obverselink betweenthis specimenand group 27 with the letter Xi 1.on the reverse
disproves Merker's assignation of the Xi group of Pans to a mint different from that of the
Helmet group and favours the striking of this variety at the main Makedonian mint,
Amphipolis2S. The diadem on the head of Pan and the different direction of the sceptreclassify
this group among the small celebratory issuesof `king Antigonos'. These featuresmight favour
the issue of this group later than Boehringer's c. 270 BC, possibly within the context of a naval
victory, such as Andros.
###

###

###

2' Merker,SilverCoinage,39-52,
Chronologie,
52.
Boehringer,
177.8,
esp.
pl. 35.
24

Hazzard,Ptolemaic Coins, 28-33; Morkholm, EHC, 107-9, no. 316.
23Contra Boehringer, Chronologie, 177.8,
who identifies the main Makedonian mint with Pella (chapter
2.5).
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II. Athena r.

Kalathos? LKalathos? L- Monogram 19 r.

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

O: Three concentric circles on edge of shield In middle, head of young horned Pan
with diadem, nebris (round the neck) and pedum at shoulder. Horns lean backwards
Crescentswith three elliptic circles. Betweenthe two concentric circles round emblem.
BAI/AEQI ANT/rONOY(in very small characters).
R: BAI/AEQF l., A-NT/rONOY r. Athena r., without aegis, brandishing thunderbolt.
Oblong shield Dotted border.
Group 24
Specimens:I
Obverses:1
Die combinations:I
Reverses:I

101.015 R99
MS,
front
Liampi,
Tarn,
AG,
34.1;
a. Berlin;Gaebler,AMNG 111.2,185-6.1,
cover;
pl.
front cover
16,99g (p)
Il h
-

[0 (a): small flaw on r. end of 'unit' 1; also, on spaces2-3,7. On badge,horizontal
flaws on either side of head.

R (a): r., beginningof flaw off noseandoff shield].

AAR

AAA

AAA

IIL Athena Alkidemos L

Kalathos? L--r.

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Asia

Diameter

0: Similar.
R. BAI/AMI L, A-NTIrONOYr. Athena Alkidemos L wearing aegis, shield with large
border decoratedwith aegis and head in centre. Dotted border.
Group 25

Specimens:
I
Die combinations:
1

Obverses:
(1-1]
Reverses:1
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0 No R No,

Weight

Provenance

Axis
"

Diameter

102.015 R100

a. Schulten(26-7.3.1981)26; ex SchultenL (11.1980)34
16,35g--

[0 (a): diagonalflaw on spaces14,6; r., horizontal flaw betweenI and border.
R (a): l., diagonalflaw beneathpleat; r., horizontal break from border to F].

#*i

*#i

#i#

N. Athena r.
Kalathos? L- Monogram 20 r.

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Similar.
R. BAI/AEOF 1, A-Nr/roNOY r. Athena Alkldemos r. without aegis, brandishing
thunderbolt with her uplifted r. hand and holding large shield with her I. hand Horned
head of Pan in centre of shield
Group 26
Obverses:I
Specimens:3
Die combinations:3
Reverses:3

103.016 R101
3h
17,08g
a. ANS 1975.212.1
(0 (a): diagonalflaw from `unit' 7 to border r., also, worn betweenspaceI and border.
R (a): BA-iIAE[O1] r].

104.016 R102
a. ANS 1965.77.7

16,92g

12 h

[0 (a): poorly preserved.Curvedflaw from 1. endof `unit' I via upperbadgeend to
'unit' 7; diagonalflaw on space6.
R (a): up r., worn].
105.016 R103
16,83 g
a. Elsen L 117 (7.1989) 16
[0 (a): on badge 1.,diagonal flaw between nose and lower 1. border also, diagonal flaw
from 'unit' 1 through badgeto no. 6].
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The maturefeaturesof the diademedheadof Pan on thesevery well executedspecimens,in small
been
have
kalathos
distinguish
from
the
their
them
group, which
counterparts of
modules,
assignedto the first period of Antigonid coin production (chapter 3.2.1). Thesemature Pansare
characterisedby an elaborateMakedonian shield on the obverse,carrying eight-rayedstars,each
surrounded by three elliptic `crescents'. The 'star/crescents' are identical with those on the
Makedonian shield from Dodona26.The name and royal title of Antigonos (in small characters)
that surround the emblem on nos. 101-5 (Group 26) are reminiscent of the legend around the
badgeof the Makedonianshield from Vegora27.
W. W. Tarn saw in the featuresof Pan the first portrait of king Antigonos, wearing a
diadem28. Specimen 102 is the only specimenfrom the kalathos variety with Athena facing 1.,
is
left
kalarhos/'bakchos-ring'
A
her
the
back
on
carrying an aegis across
and on the shield.
helmet
The
from
19-20,
the
excellent quality
series.
main
combined with monograms
unknown
h.
1
12
dies
between
is
by
the
and
this
the
of
group also confirmed
consistentalignment of
***

***

***

V. Athena Alkidemos L
XL

XL- Monogram 22 r.
0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Diameter

Axis

0: Eight-rayedstars. Hornedheaddiademedwith hangingribbons. Nebrisbindsin
front of neck,sceptrecurved

106.014 R104

R: BAFIAEQFr., ANT/rONOYL Shield diameter, legend letters larger.
Group 27
Obverses:[1-1]
Specimens:6
Die combinations:4
Reverses:4
R: legend letters larger.

16,73g
a. Berlin;ex Sperling
[0 (a): dot on internalbadgecircle,off hair].
26Liamp4

12h

1.2 (S 2); cf chapter2.1.
Pl.
,

n plate49.2;Liampi,MS, pl. 1.3(S 3); cf chapter2.1.

28AG, 174, 20; cf. 250, 106. C. T. Seltman, `A synopsis the
n.
n.
of
coins of Antigonus I and Demetrius
Polorketes', NC (1909) 268; Imhoof-Blurner, MG, no. 70. Nachtergael assigns the issues carrying
diademedheadsof Pan on the obverseto either Gonatasor Doson and considersthem contemporarywith
the introduction of the Delian Paneiaand Soteria: Galates, 180. On the diadem as one of the royal signsin
the Hellenistic period, seeLe Bohec, AD, 202-3.
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O No R No

107.014 R105

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

R. X-monogram 23, corrected to monogram 22. Athena figure taller and thinner,
diameter of shield smaller.
17,17 g
12 ha. Berlin; ex Löbbecke 1905
17,00 g
Il h
b. SNG Fitrwilliam, 2307
[0 (a): dot between hair and internal circle, as in previous specimen. Flaw on space3;
die break 1.of horns. On space5, star: overstrike?

R (a): flaws,up r. andr., betweenA andmonogram].
108.014 R106
12h17,10g
a. Leiden, 3154
[0 (a): diebreakon spaces3 (startingfrom crescent3) and7].
R (a): r., flawsthroughlegendletter0sEQ.
NB: off-centre].
109.014 R107

R: BAIJAEQFANTIrONOY. Helmet with high crest. Athena tall, thunderbolt elaborate.
156,
Chronologie
(Boehringer,
IGCH
1426
Munich,
pl.
S.
Asia
Minor,
1963:
4;
a.
ex
25.18)
11:30 h16,84 g
b. Warsaw, 567110
17,00 g-3,00 cm
5:30 h
17,08 g
c. ANM; ex Eretria, 1937:IGCH 175,18

[0 (a): flaws: on space5; off 'unit' 1, betweeninner badgecircle and crescent;also,
betweenbadgecircle and 'unit' 3; recut on 1.end of crescent4. On badge,two small
verticalflaws,off noseandoff chin.
R (a): r., beginningof flaw on r. endof pleat].

A special issue with a stylised Athena facing 1. but with different control marks might be
consideredin the same context. I. L. Merker's'assignation of this issue to the mint of Chalkis
through the letter X, which occurs 1. on the reverse,is disproved by an obverselink betweenthis
group and the helmet series(c£ Group 23). The associationof the Xi variety with a Makedonian
mint is further supportedby the presenceof the letter Xi on posthumousAlexander issuesfrom
Uranopolis29. In fact, the small size of this issue, in addition to the presenceof a diadem and to
the reversedpedum on the badge, may indicate its production under circumstancesanalogousto
those that createdthesechangeson the Athena r., kalathos variety of the first period (see chapter
3.3). The inclusion of a tetradrachmfrom this variety in the Eretria, 1937 hoard indicates 24540 BC as a terminus ante quem for its striking.
".

"

"*"

Seealso chapter 2.5.
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PLATED COUNTERFEIT TETRADRACHM,

THIRD CENTURY BC

Crested helmet L- Monogram indiscernible r.
O No R No

01.

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

ANM 7 (depot 1910/ 11, AA7, donation K. Karapanos)
10,95g (p1) 8h2,9
g
[Obversecrude. Disfigured by corrosion on the reverse,so that the monogramcannot be
read].
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5.2

Poseidon Head Tetradrachms

Monogram 24

O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

O: Bearded head of Poseidonr. in wreath of reeds; hair locksflow from crown downwards
Dotted border.

R: BAFIAE0rup, ANMONO Ydown,on prowfacing 1. ArchaisingApollo holding bow,
seatedonprow.
Group 28
110.017 R108

Specimens:4
Die combinations: 1

Obverses:1
Reverses:1

a. Kress 143 (1968) 252a
b. MMAG L 19 (5-6.6.1959) 403
c. Sotheby(3-11.7.1911) 140
d. SNG Cop, 1204; ex Rollin

17,00g-17,07g---16,17g

12 h-

[Flanrough,flaw off noseandr., from hairdownwards.Also,off 1.foot. Diagonalflaw on
prow, from 0 to 1.,downwards.
0 (a): beginningof flawson levelof eye,off noseandmouth. (b): monogram.
R (c): progression
of flaw from toesof r. foot downwards.(d): veryworn).

tt*

"i"

S..

Monogram 25 - Monogram 9

O No R No

Provenance

Weight

O: Similar.
R: Similar.
Group 29
Specimens:17
Die combinations:8

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[3.11
Reverses:8

111.017 R109

16,59S
11h
3,02 Cm
a. CBNC5683
b. AesRude(7-8.4.1978)95
[0 (a): flanrough. Flawsfrom noseoff eyeoutwardsandfrom middleof noseoutwards;
also,from mouthoutwards.Flawoff hair.

R (a): flaws: betweenarm and prow:,1.of prow, from r. foot to lower field. In field up r.,
letters, BA/graffito erased. Monogram 9 above monogram 11. (b): developmentof flaw
beneath1.foot].
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

112.017 R110 R: Flan rough.

(3-4.4.1933)
7
38;
Hamburger
(25-6.11.1976)
Sternberg
Weil
(15-16.11.1994)
11;
ex
a.
ex
17,11g-524

b. Numismatic Review & Coin GalleriesFPL 5.1 (1964) A 25
14,95S
-16,60g
c. R. Ball (5.12.1932) 2013
-113.017 Rl ll
a. Gorny 40 (7.4.1988) 137

[0 (a): development
of flaw off eyeandnose.

R (a): developmentof flaw from r. foot downwards.

114.018 R112
16,48g-17,11g
16,85 g-16,99 g--

a. SB 28 (17-19.9.1991) 91
b. BER26; ex Löbbecke (1906) 902
c. Lana Graz 5 (1.12.1975) 145
d. NFA 6 (27-8.2.2979) 155

12 h

16,90g
e. Peus334(4.11.1992)360
[0 (a): flan rough. In field1.,flaw neardottedborder,horizontalflaw alongsidelocks.

R (a): flaw on edge,beneath1.foot].
115.018 R113

17,09g

a. ANM 1610b

11:30 h

3,20em

116.018 R114
16,83gI1h3,2
cm
a. BM 1947-4-6-192
b. ClassicalNumismatic Group MBS 43 (24.9.1997) 287
16,56g
[0 (a): 1.portion of metal flaked off cheek. (b): flaw off noseand behindhair locks.
R (b): flaws r. of prow, horizontal flaw beneathlegs].

117.018 R11S
3,1 cm
a. Stack's (1979) 74; ex Hess 6 (1931) 368 16,70g
b. KurpfXsische Münzhandlung45 (12.1993) 45
[0 (a): flaw off nose.
R (a): horizontal flaw from Apollo's headto edge;scratchbeneath1.foot].
0: Hair ends in two locks Wreathsimilar.
R. Similar. Bow diagonal.
118.019 R116
Wuing,
SNG
(17
(15-16.3.1938)
(14-15.11.1912)
MMAG
222;
J.
Husch
32
467
10
g);
a.
16,98 g
163
Il h

#*R

A#A
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Monogram 25 - Monogram 11

0 No R No

119.017 R117

Weight

Provenance

O: As above.
R: Similar.
Group 30
Specimens:I
Die combinations:I

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:1

a. Seaby-Glendining(1-2.12.1927) 291; HesperiaArt 26 (-) 12
[0 (a): flan rough. Progressionof flaws on nose and off mouth. Monogram 9 corrected to
monogram 11].

"*t

"e"

"5*

Monogram 25 -M

O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

0: Similar. Linear border.
R: Similar.
Group 31

Specimens:
10
120.019 R118

Obverses:[2-1]
Reverses:5

Die combinations:5
a. NFA März (1975) 94

16,87 g

0: Similar. Hair ends In three lockL Linear border.
R. Simikir. Apollo archaising.

121.020 R119
a. LEID 4755 (coll. Rode);Arethuse 1(1929) 198

17,09g
"
b. Hess-Leu(24.3.1959)174(17,17g); Jameson,1008

12h

-

17,15g
12h
c. Pergamon, 1960:IGCH 1303 (Hochringer, Chronologie, 163, no. 10)
d. Schlessinger(4.2.1935) 774
17,10 g
[0 (a-c): flaw on upper lock of hair, also, on cheek.

3,1 cm

R (ate: flaw from 1.foot to 1.endof prow, also,from r. foot to end of Mu. Monogram
recut. (n: development
of flawson eithersideof r. foot].
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O No R No,

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

122.020 R120
17,01g
12 ha. Madrid 6, Mus. Arq. Nacional
b. Kress 140 (7-8.8.1967) 62
17,00g-[R (a): scratchesup, off head,r. of figure; below I., off I. foot and at level of prow. Below
r., signsof tool. (b): flaw from 1.foot to the 1.end of prow].
123.020 R121
a. BM PayneKnight (1824): RPK, 2, p. 174; ex Mektepini 1956:1GCH 1410(Okay-Seyrig,
Mektepini, no. 699); Droudt (7-8.9.1977) 62 16,67 g
3,1 cm
12 h

[0 (a): worn up r. andon forehead.Flawon cheek.In field r., curveoff brow. Off-centre.
R (a): flawson top of head;off prow; between1.foot andprow. Alphawithouthorizontal
bar,the r. lateralline shorterthanthe 1.].

124.020 R122

a. BNF AF 1328
b. Sotheby(27-8.10.1993)
446
[0 (a): development
of flaw on cheek].

***

***

17,07g
17,12g

12h
11h

***

Monogram 25 - Monogram 22

O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Group 32
Specimens:2
Die combinations: I
125.020 R123 0: As above. R. Similar.
L Numifrance (2.6.1982) 58
b. Hamburger 165,219

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:(1-1]
Reverses:I

A number of specimenswith an archaisingfigure of Apollo on the
reversemay tentatively be placed
at the beginning of the Poseidonhead tetradrachms. The obverseheadsare very well executedand
fit into the small modules. Signs of dotted borders on particular
specimensindicate care in the
execution of this issue. The first specimen of this series, no. 110, is signed with a distinct
monogram. The obverses of the next specimenshave been combined with reversescarrying a
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secondmonogramalongsideno. 25, which runs most of the series. The secondarymonograms,nos.
9 and 11, establish some connection between the Pan head and the Poseidon head tetradrachms
(chapter 2.2.4, figs. 4,7). The correction of monogram 9 to monogram 11 on specimen 111, in
particular, confirms the approximately contemporaryoperation of thesetwo officials, who are also
attestedon Pan headtetradrachms.The occurrenceof the official signing with monogram 9 on these
specimensand not on the Pan head tetradrachmsof this period may indicate that this experienced
official was assignedto the executionof the new celebratorytype.
The only specimens from securely dated hoard contexts are nos. 121c and 123a,
respectively from Pergamon 1960 and from Mekiepini, 1956. Insofar as the late burial date of
these hoardsand the worn stateof the related specimensfail to provide clues to the introduction date
determined
been
has
this
beginning
their
group,
primarily
tentativeplacementat the
of
of this series
by the archaising style of the Apollo and by the angular and crudely engravedlegend characters

(with splayedSigmas)on thereverse.
The seriesbegins with small modules and the designsoften spreadbeyond the flan. The
designs have been struck on rough flans on a number of specimens(i. e. nos. 114a, 119a). The
monogram hasbeenrecut on a number of coins (i. e. no. 121a).
ta"

"a"

"s"

Monogram 25

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Poseidon in different wreath Dotted border.
R. Similar

Group 33
126.021 R124

Obverses:1
Reverses:14

Specimens:54
Die combinations:14
a. BM G10-III-106, G0526
b. Glendining(18-20.4.1955)291
c. Kress 132 (8.2.1965) 135
d. Sotheby(4.1992) 59
e. Sotheby(30.3.1997) 381
E Gorny 46 (30.10.1989) 136
g. NFA 28 (1992) 648
h. Egger (28.11.1904) 627
[(c): bad photograph].
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17,08g

12h

3,2 cm

16,805g-17,17 g-17,10g-16,83g-16,47g-3

cm

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

127.021 R125
a. Drouöt-Bourgey (11.1957) 65; ex Feuardent(18.6.1924) 80
17,00g-b. Peus288 (30.9-3.10.1975) 145
17,13g-17,20g-c. Müller 60 (20-1.1.1989)45
d. MMAG L 320 (2.1971) 11
17,10g
-[0 (a): r., die ready to break betweenforeheadand side lock. Edge slightly deformed(4 h).
Beginningof flaw on border (8 h).

R (a): diebreakfrom loweredgeto legs].

128.021 R126
a. Monetarium 3 (19-20.4.1985) 164; ex MMAG 47 (30.11-1.12.1972) 458; ex MMAG 4
(1.10.1935) 648
16,88g-b. Coin GalleriesMBS (11.1988), lot 151
17,04g-16,84g-C.Peus305 (12-15.10.1982)57
d. NFA 462 (14.12.1989)463
16,86g-[R (a): flaw on monogram].
129.021 R127
a. MMAG 27 (10-11.12.1996)219
(0 (a): flaw off eye].
130.021 R128
a. ANS 1977.158.172;ex Sotheby(1894) 14 17,06g
b. Hess-Leu31,265; Frankfurt am Main, 1 17,16g
3,1 cm
11h
(p)
c. Private Collection L. C. 8-d. SNGAshmolean,3266 (ex Robinson)
3,1 cm
11 h
16,98g (p)
16,84ge. Burgan (22.12.1992)?
f. NFA MBS (12.10.1989)463
16,86g-17,04g-g. VedrinesMBS (27.3.1990) 28
[0 (a): developmentof flaw off eye; also diagonally, from dotted border (6 h) downwards.
(d): developmentof flaw off nose,on dotted border (6 h). Off-centre.
R (a-c): flaw starting from end of flan 1.towards prow, from prow's lower end to legs. (d):
L, flaw beneathprow.
NB (n: very bad photograph].

131.021 R129
17,05g-a. Peus270 (10.12.6.1969) 65
b. Aufll1Auser
(5-6.10.1989) 76
17,19g-c. Kurpfälsische Münzhandlung(9.1971) 48; ex MMAG L 320 (2.1971) 11
17,10g-d. MMAG L 294 (1969) 11
17,30g17,30g-e. Müller 58 (3-4.6.1988) 38
f. Drou6t (17-18.5.1984)48
--[Flan surtäcerough
0 (a): flaws on nose and on beard

R (a): flaw along1.leg;from 1.foot to the flan's1.end;from r. foot to monogram.Die
breakson end].
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

132.021 R130
a. Ritter Lagerliste 27 (9.1988) 305
[0 (a): developmentof existing flaws.
R (a): reverserecut bow held horizontally, legendletters recut].

133.021 R131
a. Lanz26 (5.12.1983)187

17,05g

11h-

b. Coin GalleriesMBS (13.11.1991) 93; ex Coin GalleriesMBS (9.11.1988) 90
17,189g
--

134.021 R132
a. G. Hirsch 187 (19-23.9.1995) 312; ex Peus340 (11.1994) 322 (17,05 g); ex G. Hirsch
185 (15-18.2.1994) 175G;ex G. Hirsch 190 (16-19.5.1990)212; ex Coin GalleriesMBS
(9.11.1988), lot 60 (17,073 g)
17,01g-b. Dorotheum L 285 (3.6.5.1966)132
16,90g-c. Aufhäuser4 (5-6.10.1989) 76; ex MMAG L 190 (1959) 11
17,19g
d. Coin GalleriesMBS (14.4.1993), lot 224 17,04g-17,10g-e. Milner 62 (19-20.5.1989)49
f. Kurpf$lsischeMainzhandlung2 (9.1971) 48
--16,57g-g. Baranowsky(1931) 449
[0 (b-c): r., developmentof flaws off nose and eye.
R (b): broken on edge(5 h). (c): scratchesfrom feet to lower end of flan].

135.021 R133
a. Sotheby(13-20.6.1911)134

b. G. Hirsch 161 (22-4.1989) 176
17,02g
17,189g
c. Coin GalleriesMBS (23.5.1990), lot 96
d. VedrinesMBS (25.3.1988) 33
17,27g-17,07g3he. Athena GMBH 1(8.10.1987) 70
f. Waddell L 16 (3.1985) 12
16,88g-[0 (a): new flaw off nose. (b): recut off nose;new diagonalflaw from noseto end (3: 30 h)
and from beardto end (5 h).

R (a): diebreaksfrom endtowardsmainfigure(3 h, 6 h, 7:30-9:30 h)].
136.021 R134
a. Hamburger (27.5.1929) 206

137.021 R135
a. Athena 2 (4.10.1988) 101; Monetarium L 50 (autumn 1988) 83
17,19 gb. J. E1senMBS 9 (6.2.1988) 35
17.09g17,17gc. Monetarium L 52 (autumn 1989) 51
d. Ahlström 30 (27-8.10.1984)1966; ex Schlessinger(4.2.1935) 775
17,00 g3h
17,10 g
e. Rauch41(5-8.6.1988)147
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0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

138.021 R136
a. Kassandreia,1985-7(CH VIII (1994) 322, pl. 39.6)
[0 (a): recut r. of foreheadand nose].
139.021 R137
a. G. Hirsch 11 (1956) 132
--[0 (a): r., new flaw from middle of nosethrough to edge].

The archaisingfigures of Apollo on the reverseare henceforthcombined with a single monogram on
the rough flans of this group. The monogram has been recut on nos. 135b, 138a. The worn
tetradrachm from Kassandreia, 1985-7 provides a terminus ante quem for this group around 225
BC.

Monogram 26

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

0: Similar: Dotted border.
R: Similar.
Group 34

140.022 R138

Specimens:
3
Die combinations:
I

Obverses:1
Reverses:1

16,97g
12 ha. Berlin (Fox)
b. BNF 1697
17,06g-16,97g
c. Berlin (LÖbb.)
12 h[0 (a-c): diagonal flaws off forehead, off side lock; also, diagonally from eye to cheek.
Development of existing flaws. (a-b): developing flaw from cheek through 1. eye to
anastole. On upper end of flan, flaw crossing end of wreath. (b): small breaks on edge (6
h).
R (a-b): flaw on r. foot; also, between1.foot and end of prow f law on 1.heel.
Flan rough].
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A distinct monogram and the tall archaisingApollo seatedon a higher prow characterisethis group.
The details of the head and the beard locks on the obverseare renderedin lines. A flaw reachesthe
end of Poseidon'scheekthrough the eye's edge. The monogramis larger.
*R"

AA"

A*A

Monogram 25

O No R No

141.023 R139

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

O: Wreathof different type. Head 1.
R: Figure more comfortably seatedr. on prow, head leansforward String close to bow.
Group 35
Obverses:1
Specimens:1
Reverses:1
Die combinations:I

a.NFA Gans2 (1960)255

---

This circumstantialchangein the direction of the designson both the obverseand the reversein this
legend
fact
is
by
is
that
the
die-cutter.
This
on
the
group presumablya mistake of the
also suggested
the existing specimencannotbe read.
A*R

0 No R No

142.024 R140

*RA

**"

Weight

Provenance

O: Poseidonr.
R: Apollo 1.
Group 36
Specimens:43
Die combinations:11

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:3
Reverses:11

a. BNF AF 1065;SNG Delepidrre, 1065; ex Hirsch 15 (1930) 524
17,02g
6h
b. Kress 152 (5.7.1971), 104
16,90g-16,99g-c. Sig. Haughton, 105A
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

d. SNG Klagenfurt, 579 (1251)
[ (c): found in Asia Minor, 1947/8].

16,822g

a. G. Hirsch 135 (19-21.1.1983) 184

16,62g--

Axis

Diameter

12h-

143.025 R141

144.025 R142
a. Cambridge:Grose,McClean 3591; ex Sotheby(11-13.12.1894)127
12 h14,72g
10 h14,97g
c. SNG Blackburn, 518
d. ffirsch 82 (1973) 51
16,74g-16,99g-e. Monetarium L 57 (spring 1992) 59
f. G. 1-irsch 71(8-12.3.1971) 78
16,98g

[R (a): uprightscratch/flawat r. endof prow. (a-b): on string,flaw].

145.025 R143
a. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou,DM, no. 52)
17,05g
b. Vmchon (2-3.12.1975) 51
16,85g-c. Cederlind94 (Fall 1991) 34
--d. Aufhäuser5 (9-10.10.1990) 80
17,06g--

lIh

146.025 R144
a. Leiden, 3149 (17,09 g); Kress 127 (23.10.1963) 379
17,00g
b. NFA 7 (6.12.1979) 110
16,85S
17,09g-c. MMAG 85 (11.4.1997) 60
d. SB 24 (23-5.1.1990) 29
17,08g-

11h

3,1 cm

--

147.025 R145
16,91g-a. Schulman262 (1975) 1049
b. Brussels,coll. du Chastel(acq. 1899)
16,90g6h3,4
12 h17,08S
c. ANS 1966.75.27:SNG BYB, 367
d. Superior Galleries(1907) 4072; Peus332 (23-8.10.1991) 176
17,07g-[R (d): diagonalflaw acrossprow and bowl.

cm

148.025 R146
a. Syria, 1959:IGCH 1535 (Boehringer, Chronologie, 159.11,pl. 27.11)
b. Lanz 76 (18.5.1996) 184
17,01g
11 hc. Kricheldorf 26 (19-21.2.1973) 57
d. NFA 22 (1.6.1989) 462
16,97 g-e. SothebyL (27-8.10.1993),lot 445 (17,11 g); ex NFA 18 (Summer 1987), lot 125
17,06g5hf. Peus338 (4.1994) 433
17,04g-[R (d): flaw r. of monogram].
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,_O

No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

149.025 R147
h
Il
16,27
SNG
Sweden
W.
Spiegelthal)
It
(F.
1143
g
a.
b. DrouOt (6-8.2.1956) 344; ex G. Hirsch 34 (5.5.1914) 299 (16,75 g); ex Merzbacher
3,0
16,72S
(15.11.1910)409
cm
[0 (a): flaw r., off nose.

R (a): flaw 1.,besideupperprow].
0: Similar.
R. Similar.

150.026 R148
a. Berlin; ex Ratto (1909) 1965; ex Gansauge(1873)
16,70g-b. Mektepini, 1956:IGCH 1410 (Oka)r-Seyrig,Mektepini, 694)
17,02g31
(10-12.11.1986)
42
Kölner
K61ner
(10-11.4.1989)
34;
48
c.
ex
17,02g-16,66g-d. Cahn (27.2.1933) 181
151.026 R149
a. Peus333 (6-11.5.1992) 240
b. SNG BYB, 367
c. SNGKlagenfuri, 579
d. Superior Galleries(1985) 2107
[0 (a-b): flaws behindhead.
R (a): diagonalflaw from prow through bow.

17,06g17,08g
16,822g
17,00g-

a. Tradart (18.11.1993) 67
b. SB 38 (1995) 115
c. Leu 2 (25.4.1972) 173
d. I. Hirsch 13 (15.5.1905) 1174
[0 (a): flaw off nose.
R (a): vertical flaw from elbow to prow].

17,10g
16,49g-17,06g
--2,95

12 h12 h-

(b): break on edge (1 h)].

152.026 R150

***

fr*

11 h12 hcm

**Ik

O: Similar,hair locksmoredenseandregular,r. hair lockshorterthan1. Wreathmadeby
border.
Dotted
branch
branch
branches
flowers;
the
twine
with main
a main
side
with

153.027 R126

R: Prow larger, figure upright
Group 37
Specimens:16
Die combinations:5

Obverses:I
Reverses:[5-1]

a. Kassandreia,1985-7 (CH VIII (1994) 322, pl. XXXIX. 7)
[R (a): flaw aboveprow, monogramlarger, 01 floating].
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

154.027 R151
17,05g-a. MMAG 54 (26.10.1978)196
b. Kölner 38 (18-19.4.1985) 56
17,06g-c. Gorey 60 (5.10.1992)131; ex Gorey 58 (6-7.4.1993) 262

d. Gorny48 (2.4.1990)263
[0 (a): beginningof flaw on nose].

---

155.027 R152
a. Boston 715,77; Kricheldorf 17 (8.5.1967) 77
b. Kricheldorf 22 (12.2.1971) 54
--c. Sambon(1889) 309
--d. Superior Galleries(1988) 1484
17,08g-e. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 53)
11h
17,085g
[Flan rough. 0 (e): flaw acrossnose.
R (a): similar. Similaritiesin engravingof legend. Monogram larger].

-

156.027 R153
9.36;
Babington,
(A.
Monophthalmus);
(Leake
282)
p.
Cambridge:
SNG
Fitzwilliam, 2309
a.
h12
Thomas
16,89
1142
g
ex
collection, no
Il h
b. SothebyZürich (5.1975) 90
17,02g
[R (a): flaw abovehead; smalllegendletters. Worn].
157.027 R154
a. ANS: SNG NewuhnmDavis, 97; Coin Galleries2.3 (1961) A570; NFA 18 (summer 1980)
12 h229; NFA 11 (8.12.1982) 97
17,03g
b. NFA 38 (1990) 33
17,11g-c. Ahlström 32 (26-7.10.1985) 1972
--d. Poindessault-VedrinesMBS (15.11.1991) 146
[R (a): flaw from toes of 1.foot downwards. Recut on monogram. (d): die breaksup (12
h), r. (2-4 h)].

The figure of Apollo on the reverseis more comfortably rendered:the god leanson a prow, his head
leaning forward. The embolon is larger. The border of the upper prow endsbefore the upper bar of
Sigma. The date for no. 153, from Kassandreia,approximatesthe dating of this group to 225 BC.
##i

#$w
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###

No R No
-O

158.028 R155

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Head with two long hair locks and beard arranged in two level& His wreath made of a
reed ending in a 'thyssanos';four f lowersand side branchesattached Dotted border.
R: Similar.
Group 38
Specimens:75
Obverses:1
Die combinations:16
Reverses:16
a. Berlin; ex Rauch
b. MMAG 7 (3-4.12.1948) 434
c. SNGManchester, 739
d. Sotheby(9-10.10.1995) 75
[0 (a): beginningof flaw on nose.

15,53g (b)
16,93g17,11g
17,12g-

11 h
Il h

R (a): flaw r., circular,from prow upwards].

159.028 R156
11 h
16,99g
a. Leiden 3262
[0 (a): die ready to break off forehead. Diagonal flaws on lower field.
R (a): flaw diagonally.1.of 1.foot. Flaws around monogram;also r., beneathprow].
160.028 R157
17,02g-a. DrouBt (6-8.2.1956) 345
b. Christie's (13.3.1990) 49; ex Christie's (28.2-1.3.1989) 1276
17,00g-16,53g-C.VedrinesMBS (4.11.1992) 31
d. Ahiström 28 (22-3.10.1983) 1914
--17,11g-e. Spink-GMG (15-16.2.1977)48
f. Spink 15 (15.5.1981) 36
17,13g-[0 (a): dots behind headand off nose; also, beneathbeard. (b): developmentof flaw behind
head.
R (a): flaw on end (12 h); r., sign of tool. Beginning or flaw betweenuplifted arm and prow.
Flaws on both feet. Beginning of flaw (dot) r. of r. foot. (b-d): development of flaw
between1.toes and prow. (d): vertical flaws 1.and r. of prow].
161.028 R158
a. ClassicalCoins 16 (16.8.1991) 107 (16,97 g); ex ClassicalCoins 14 (20.3.1991) 72
16,96g--

b. Schulman
(29-30.6.1922)
16,74g-25
[0 (a): development
of thoseoff
of flaws acrossneckand alongbeard;also,development
forehead,noseandbeard.Flawon cheek].
162.028 R154
a. MMAG 15 (18-19.9.1985) 83; ex NFA 11 (8.12.1982) 96
16,95gb. SNGBYB, 369
17,12g
10h
c. SNG BYB, 370; ex G. Hirsch 159 (9.1988) 221
17,03g
10h
d. Gorey 44 (3.4.1989) 245
17,11 ge. KurpfblsischeMünzhandlung47 (12.1994) 47
f. Superior Galleries(1988) 1485
17,10 g17,10 gS. Vinchon (17.11.1990) 19
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ONO R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

h. Elsen L 116 (5-6.1989) 40
17,13g-[0 (a): new diagonal flaw continuing side lock. (ej): diagonal flaw across side locks; also,
off forehead. Developmentof diagonalflaw from noseto edge.
R (a): flaw off prow, also, r. of prow upwards. (e): monogramserasedbeneath1.foot].
163.028 R159
a. Drouöt (11-13.4.1988) 357; ex Ars Classica,Genf (1929) 204
16,84gb. Schulman254 (1971) 3039
16,06g-c. Numismatica,Münzauktion 13 (9-11.11.1976) 133
17,00g-d. BM101
3,2 cm
12 h
17,09g
e. CNA MBS 36 (23.7.1992) 4; ex CNA MBS 29 (8.8.1991) 30; ex Ratto (13.3.1912) 649
16,61g-f. KurpfälsischeMünzhandlung46 (9-10.6.1994) 51
15,27g-17,00g-g. Dorotheum 244 (24-7.10.1961)439
h. Superior Galleries(1987) 302
17,01g-i. Superior Galleries(1990) 6800
17,03g-j. Sotheby(3.2.1909) 438
16,977g-k. Jenkins,739
--1.MMAG 25 (17.11.1962)391
17,02g-m. CederlindBBS 115 (14.4.1999) 1207
--[0 (a): l., horizontal flaw off head. Beginning of flaw (dot) on forehead. (b): flaw behind
head.
R (b): r., diagonalflaw between1.arm and prow. (c): two diagonal scratcheson upper field.
Flaws, up and off 1.foot diagonalflaw across1.foot. Also, vertical flaw 1.of prow].
164.028 R160
a. MMAG 23 (17-18.6.1993) 300 (17,08 g); ex MMAG 6 (6-7.12.1946) 628
17,07g
-b. Myers 12 (4.12.1975) 128
16,91g-[0 (a): flaw behind head (b): developmentof existing flaws. Two new flaws, the first off
foreheadand the secondstarting from end of neck].

R (a): signsof flaw r. of prow. (b): flaw l., r. of prowupwards].

165.028 R161
a. NumismaticsArs Classica(7.1929) 203; ex Sotheby(5-15.7.1909) 118
16,98gb. Drouöt (19-22.6.1933) 174
--17,09g-c. Drouöt (24.11.1969) 117
[0 (a): flan rough. Development of diagonal flaw on neck and of flaws off nose. New
diagonalflaws acrossneck. Developmentof curved flaw besidehead].
166.028 R162
a. MMAG 22 (8-9.11.1989) 209
b. Kress 140 (7-8.8.1967) 61
c. Sotheby(9-10.10.1995) 75
d. Sotheby(9.1976) 35

16,96g17,00 g-17,12 g-16,84g.
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ONO R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

e. Kurpfälsische Munzhandlung 42 (2-3.6.1992) 155; ex NFA (12.10.1988) 209 (Brauer
coll.); ex Lugano 26 (13-1.5.1988) 70; ex MMAG L 315 (8.1970) 20 (17,15 g); ex Dupriez,
112bis(1913) 70
17,02g-f. Peus274 (29.10.1970) 1577
17,01g-14,64g (b) 11 hg. Madrid 1972/66

[Flanrough. 0 (a): development
flaw
from
hair
locks
head;
beside
flaw
new
upwards.
of
Flawoff locks. (e): diebreakbehindforehead.

R (d): flaws around monogram and above head, 1. Legend letters 01 floating. (J): flaws
from end of prow to edge and from lower arm upwards; below, flaw from dot through
monogram;horizontal flaw from 1.foot to monogram].
167.028 R163

R. Monograms larger, legend letters small but regular.
a. Drouöt (4-5.6.1991) 77
--b. Coin Galleries3.6 (1962) F54
17,00g-c. Sotheby(4.4.1991) 46
--d. Berlin; ex Prokesch-Osten,1875
17,18g6h3,1
e. Drouöt (Vinchon) (14-15.3.1989)90; ex Drouöt (21-2.6.1979) 43
17,03g
f. Leiden; ex Rede, 4754
17,10 g5h17,05 g-g. J. Hirsch 19 (1907) 182
h. Hess-Leu 31 (7.12.1966), pl. 12.265
17,16 g-i. Druuüt-Bourgey (11-12.3.1980) 61
16,95 g-j. Myers 13 (9.12.1976) 113; ex Myers L (15.5.1972) 21

cm

--

16,93g-k. Mygind L6 (3.1992) 54; ex Mygind L4 (2.1991) 61 (17,02 g); ex Mygind L2 (2.1990)
91
16,97g-I. NFA, Fall MBS (12.10.1988) 209
17,02g-[0 (a): signsof flaw behindhead. Sign of flaw off end of nose. (b): developmentof vertical
flaw from circular flaw to hair locks.
R (b): 1.,flaw from 1.end of prow to 1.foot. Dots in field up r. ]
168.028 R164
3,05 cm
12 h
16,82g
a. SNGAshmolean,3265 (Bodleian)
b. J. Hirsch 20 (13.11.1907) 255
--C.Ratto (4.4.1927) 728; ex Egger 13 (1906) 208
17,40g-[0 (a): developmentof flaw besidehead. Horizontal scratchoff forehead.
R (a): up 1.,flaw. Letters nI higher.
NB: flan rough].
169.028 R165
16,90g-a. Rosenberg(1914) 90
b. MMAG 17 (7-8.6.1988) 166
17,08g-[0 (a): recut in front of foreheadand nose. Development of flaw besidehead. (b): I., flaw
beneathcircular flaw.
R (a): flaw between r. foot and monogram. Break on lower edge, 1. (b): flaw above string
of bow, below, 1.and r., circular flaw beneath monogram].
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Dotted border.
170.028 R166 R: Figure smaller. Legend letters smaller.
15,93g-a. G. Hirsch 166 (16-19.5.1990)232
b. ElsenL 182 (6.1996) 16
17,05g-c. Braunschweig3 (1927) 289
--d. Gorey 22 (25-6.5.1982) 56; ex Glendining(7.4.1971) 43
17,17g-[0 (b): up 1.,die break (10-12 h). (c): developmentof flaw besidehead.
R (b): 1.on edge,signsof tool. (b): r., flaw. (d): very worn. Diagonal flaw.
NB: Surfacerough].
171.028 R167 R. Flaw on r. toes, his 1.foot not at end of prow.
118
(9.5.1904)
Sotheby
118;
(5-15.7.1909)
Ars
Classica
Sotheby
(7.1929)
203;
ex
a.
16,98g-b. Drouöt (11.1909) 117
17,09g-16,92g-c. Ratto (4.4.1927) 728
16,70g-d. CNA MBS 21 (19,4.1990) 59
172.028 R133 R: A without horizontal bar, Sigmas`splayed
10:30 h
16,90g
a. Zürich, 1896.1
[0 (a): 1.,new flaw beneath1.hair lock.
R (a): monogramrecut; flaws r. and I., off prow and on lower prow.
NB: Flan rough].

3,10 cm

173.028 R168
16,95g-a. Drouöt (11-12.3.1980) 61
b. Sternberg8 (16-17.11.1978)61
16,95g-17,05g5hc. Lanz 32 (29.4.1985) 173
[0 (u-b): developmentof existing flaws. (b): new flaw 1., from attempted piercing to hair
lock. In field r., flaw continuing lock. (c): new flaw from nosedownwards.
R (b): flaws starting from feet and monogram].
***

***

***

0: Simile
R Edge of prow higher, more elaborate. Legend characters smaller.
Group 39

Specimens:
41

Obverses:1

Die combinations:11

Reverses:[11-1]

174.029 R169
a.Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou, DM, no. 56)
5h
16,77g
b. ANS 1966.75.27:SNG BYB, 368
17,06g
12 h
c. Coin GalleriesMBS (18.7.1995), lot 2108; NFA 18 (summer 1980) 14
5h
17,06g
d. G. Hirsch 165 (14-16.9.1990) 218
17,00g
16,49g (p) 11h
e. Munich 6
f. SNG Norman Davis, 96
16,71g
12 h
17,05g
g. Leu 53 (21-2.10.1991) 78
-
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O No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

h. Leu L 20 (10.1995) 10
16,85g-i. Gorey 46 (30.10.1989) 135
17,10g
-j. Waddell L 38 (-) 36; Waddell L 36 (-) 31 17,14g-k. Larissa('Sitochoro'), 1968:IGCH 237 (Price. `The Larissa, 1968 hoard (IGCH 237)' in
Le Rider et al., )&aay Morkholm Essays,235.20, pl. 46)

5h
16,80g
[0 (b-c): flawsr. of nose. (b): flaw behindhead.
R (b): flaw 1.of 1.foot andlow in field. (b): 1.,scrape1.of prow; r., vericalflaws].
175.029 R170
17,00g-a. Button 101 (29.10.1957) 58
b. Hariga (8.2.1992) 32 (17,10 g); ex Sotheby(4-5.10.1990) 85 (17,04 g); ex Drouöt (1719.6.1959)285
17,02g--

176.029 R171
17,17g
a. EisenL 106 (3.1988) 31
[0 (a): flaw behind headand in front of nose].
177.029 R172
a. Leu 38 (13.5.1986) 73; ex Merzbacher2 (2.11.1909) 2800 (17,08 g)

16,86g

12h

3,2 cm

[0 (a): two die breaks,the former on foreheadand the latter continuing the side lock].
178.029 R173
a. Sotheby(1907) 97 (Delbeke)
b. Sotheby(6-7.3.1900) 216

17,13g
-

a. BNFAF 1329A
b. BNF 1973 1.74
c. NumismaticaArs Classica4 (1974) 96

16,97g
17,19g

179.029 R174
12h
12 h-

-

17,10g
-d. MMAG 73 (17.10.1988) 144; ex MMAG 72 (6.10.1987) 579 (17,10 g)
16,94g--

lot 2104(andcolourplate);ex Stack's(12.1989),lot 3094
e. Stack's(8-10.6.1994),
17,08g-e. Eisen 32 (11.12.1993) 57; ex Eisen 26 (12.9.1992) 188

[0 (a): progressively
largerdiagonalflaw on forehead.In field l., horizontalflaw off hair].
180.029 R175
a. NFA (18.10.1990) 626
b. Hungary, Mayar Nenueti 8
c. Kress 91 (1951) 55
d. Oylum Hüyügü, 1989 (ICHAA,

16,85g
17,02 g
17,10g
45-49, no 80)

17,00g
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12 h--

12h

3,4cm

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

181.029 R152
16,88g-a. NFA 9 (10.12.1988)208
b. Glendining(6.1992) 57
--c. Burgan (30.9.1994) 336; ex NFA (1990) 626; ex ClassicalCoins 5.6 (9.12.1988) F 59; ex
MMAG 20 (8-9.11.1988)272; ex Seaby-Glendining(1-2.12.1927)292
16,85g-d. Burgan (22.12.1990) 26; ex MMAG 18 (21-2.9.1989) 620
17,03g-12h
16,70g
e. NFA22(1.6.1989)269
f. Gorny 50 (24.9.1990) 265
17,07g-17,09g-g. NFA 9 (10.12.1980) 184
[R (b-d): vertical flaw from elbow to prow].
182.029 R176
16,51g-a. NCirc 43.1 (2.1985) 17
b. Maher 47 (4.2.1992) 80; ex SB 2 (27.10.1977)305; ex Coin Galleries(9.3.1956) F 59
16,88g-183.029 R177
a. Drou3t (24.11.1969) 117

17,09g

184.029 R178
3,40 cm
Il h
16,93g
a. CBNC 5682
b. Troxell, Davis, 96
12 h
16,71g
c. Gorny 52 (6.11.1990) 204; ex Athena (15.5.1990) 100
17,09gd. Gorey 52 (6.11.1990) 203
17,14g[0 (a): vertical break on forehead. Diagonal flaw off nose.
R (a): vertical flaw from upper field to upper prow; scratchesup r, In field I., horizontal
scratchoff embolon. (c): flan rough].
sss

185.030 R164

***

0: Similar, wreath different.
R. Similar.
Group 40
Specimens:57
Die combinations:13

***

Obverses:3
Reverses:[13-2]

12 h
16,93g
a. BNF AF 1327
b. Glendining 11 (5.11.1980) 24; SantamariaNMS (10.1951) A. 442
17,05g16,90gc. Kress 142 (22.1.1968) 91
d. DrouOt-Bourgey(20-1.12.1929) 24
17,10g-e. Sotheby(4-5.10.1990) 84
f. MMAG 76 (19-20.9.1991) 699
17,12g[R (a): r., `splayed' Sigmas. (b-c): flaw behindr. foot. Monogram large].
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

186.030 R179 R. vertical line on upperprow.
h
Il
3,12 g
17,07
CBNC
5681
g
a.
b. Burgan (5.11.1993)56; ex Vico (8.3.1990) 121;ex SuperiorGalleries(1989) 2534; ex
Bourgey (12.1929) ?
16.93g-)
Coll.
Classical
Dawley
(Jay
1841
Coins
36
(5-6.12.1995)
c.
17,00g-12 hd. Hess-Leu49 (27-8.4.1971) 140
17,02g
e. MMAG 8 (22-3.3.1937)259; ex Weber,2191

16,92g-[R (b-c): verticalflaw r.]
187.030 R152
a. Glendining(11.12.1974)31

---

a. Feuardent(26-7.5.1914) 195
b. Glendining(1943) 37
[0 (a): flaw off nose].

-----

188.030 R180

189.030 R181
a. Asia Minor, c. 1947:IGCH 1451; Sotheby(30.4.1958) 105A
17,00g-b. Glendining(13.12.1963)228
--c. Bourgey (20-1.12.1929)24
--[0 (a-b): progressionof flaw continuing sidelock and behindhead].
190.030 R182
a. Münzzentrum66 (26-8.4.1989) 150;ex Monetarium 7 (27-9.4.1987) 182;ex Peus308
(19-21.10.1983)121; ex Waddell (11.12.1980) 130;ex Peus290 (5-7.10.1976)94
14,16g(b) -[Test cut on edge(6:30 h). 0 (a): flaw off nose;also,from upper lock to edge].
0: Similar.
R. Similar.
191.031 R183
a. Glendining(2.1972)154; ex Sotheby(24-5.6.1914)69; ex J. Kirsch 20 (2.1907) 256
16,912g-b. Drouöt (6-8.2.1956)344
16,72g-c. Coin GalleriesMBS (16.2.1994)90; ex Aufhäuser(1-9.10.1966)32 (17,00 g)
16,89g-d. Berlin; ex Drouöt (20-2.5.1959)454; ex Drouöt (20-2.2.1935) 101
17,00g-e. Leu 61(17-18.5.1995)111; ex Leu 54 (28.4.1992)91
17,02g
f. Sangiorgi Strozzi (1907) 1495
S. SNG LucktU, 1527
[0 (a-b): r., horizontal flaw.

12h

--16,86 g9h-

R (a-c): flaw l., off prow. Monogram corrected;r. of monogram,flaw].
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

192.031 R184
h
11
16,76
ANS:
SNG
(Robinson)
Dewing,
1206
g
a.
b. Hess3 (30.4.1917)701
17,06g 10h
c. Kricheldorf 26 (19-21.2.1973)57
--d. MonetariumL 47 (spring 1987)27
17,02g-17,00ge. Authäuser2 (21-2.10.1986)32
f. MMAG 23 (17-18.6.1993)78
17,12g-(b)
6h
15,96
Munich,
42
g
g.
h. Vinchon (20-2.5.1959)454; ex Drou8t (20-2.2.1935)101; ex Feuardent(12-13.12.1919)
17,00g-207; ex Ciani
17,15g-i. Kricheldorf 10 (1962) 77
j. Leu 42 (1987) 205
16,97g-k. KurpfalsischeMünzhandlung51 (12-13.2.1996)75
17,05g-1.Gorey 60 (5.10.1992) 132
17,05g-16,98g-m. Lanz 50 (27.11.1989)168
16,23g-n. NFA 16 (1985) 147
o. PoinsignonMBS (14.12.1985) 103
---

(0 C-k):diebreakon edge(9 h)].

193.031 R185
1057
Frey,
1276;
(28.2-1.3.1989)
Christie's
Christie's
(13.3.1990)
530;
ex
a.
ex
16,53g-b. Lanz Graz 10 (3.12.1977) 105
15,84g-194.031 R186
a. Kurpfälsische Münzhandlung 18 (20-2.5.1980) 39
b. Thesprotia, 1992 (Touratsoglou, DM, no. 54)

16,75g

12 h

195.032 R187
10h
17,08g
a. ANS 1966.75.26:SNGBYB, 361
b. Sotheby(27-8.10.1993)444; ex NFA 25 (29.11.1990)88
12 h16,99g
17,05S
c. Spink 71 (11.10.1989)62
-d. Aufhäuser8 (5-6.10.1993)61
17,22g-e. Ball 1(9.2.1932) ---f. J. Hirsch 20 (13.11.1907)256
--[R (a): monogramfarther than foot; in field, flaw].
196.032 R188
a. Seaby713 (1978), C16
b. DrouOt (15.1.1882) 872

--17,00g
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0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

197.032 R189
a. SNGAshmoJean,3263 (Christ Church,310)
3cm
15,63g1(b, p)llh
b. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 54)
12 h16,75g
10h
17,05g
C.ANS 1966.75.19.SNGBYB, 364
d. BanquePopulairedu Nord-Credit de la Bourse (10.1986)669; ex BanquePopulairedu
Nord (6.1984) 66
17,06g-e. Aufhäuser5 (9-10.10.1990)80

***

198.033

R176

***

***

O: Similar, the wreath wider, the knobson wreath larger; a thinner branch discernible
further up in wreath. Thedistancebetweenthe outer 1.lock and the circumscribing lines
larger. Thethird row of beard smaller, madeby elliptic circles. Direction of locks in last
row different. Neck endsin curve. Dotted border.
R: Legendcharacterssmaller.
Group 41
Specimens:40
Obverses:2
Die combinations:10
Reverses:10
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 55)
16,885g5h
b. BM T. C. p. 106,No. 1
17,13S
12 hc. Leiden 3148
d. ANS 1966.75.22:PUS31: SNGBYB, 365 16,98g
12 h12 he. ANS 1966.75.18:PUS32: SNG BYB, 366 17,02g
f. MMAG 37 (5.12.1968)621; ex MMAG 22 (16-17.6.1992)210
16,92S
-g. Berk 40 (10.12.1985) 53

-

---

h. Hess257.1 (2.11.1986)94
16,90g-[0 (crc): I., flaw behindheadand r., as extensionto side hair lock, also, from nose. Cut up

r.
R (a): 1.,below, badly cleaned.

199.033 R190
17,16g-a. MonetariumL 61 (spring 1994) 37
b. Malter 51 (2.6.1993) 46; ex Lepczyk 50 (26-7.11.1982)920
17,02g-c. Gorny (14.5.1991) 178;ex Gorny (24.9.1990)266; ex Gorny (20.4.1990) 144; ex
SchweizerischerBankverein21(24.6.1989) 50
17,09g-d. Pilartz 7 (1-3.10.1964)44
17,17g-[0 (a): flaw behind head; r., developmentof flaw from side lock onwards. (c): r., curved
flaw from side lock to dotted border, also, behindhead.
1Not 15,03
g, as in SNGAshmolean.
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

R (a-b): r., horizontal flaw off head. Also, flaws beneath feet. Monogram erased and
1.
1.
head
1.
foot.
Flaw
beneath
foot.
of prow;
1.
(c):
also,
of
r,
up,
engravedr. of
monogram
alsobelow, 1.of 1.foot and r. of monogram].
200.033 R191 R: Similar. Prow wider. Monogram larger.
h12
17,01
Munich,
22
g
a.
b. Gorny 64 (11.10.1993)93
--17,00g-c. SpinkNY (7.2.1995)2052
d. Berk 41 (11.2.1986) 102
17,15g
17,05g-e. Leu-Spink 187 (26.9.1987)95
[0 (a): developmentof flaw starting from r. hair lock. Also r., off nose, and up, from side
lock to coin edge. Badly cleaned].
R (a): monogram larger, flaw off I. toes and heel and on r. edge of monogram. Badly
cleaned].
201.033 R192
a. SNGLewis, 541; MN (1960) 39 ff.; ex Subhi(1978) 1139
12 h
17,06g

202.034 R193

O: Wreathinterrupted by twoflower branches.
R: Bow small. Monogram smaller, legend characters more elaborate, with QFfloating,
and with an open Omega
a. SNGAshmolean,3264 (Bodleian)
b. Lanz 62 (26.11.1992)222
c. MZA 66 (26-8.4.1989) 151
d. Lanz 68 (6.6.1994) 125
e. Spink 87 (9.10.1991)44
f. Burgan (18.7.1995) 18
[0 (a): flaw betweeneye and brow].

17,20g
17,13g
16,91g--

12 h
12 h-

16,73g----

203.034 R194
a. Drouöt (1910) 343
b. Kress 120 (30.11.1961) 163a
16,96g-c. Ratto (4.4.1927) 729
16,90g-d. MZA 84 (29-30.11.1995) 18
17,14g-e. Monetarium 49 (spring 1988) 33
f. NFA 29 (13.8.1992)92; NFA 32 (8.12.1993)46
17,05g
g. HesperiaArt 12 (1960) 17
--h. HesperiaArt 28 (1963) 61
--j. SNG Dewing, 1207; ex Baranowsky,1931 16,49g
k. Ygne (9.1987) 350
16,99g-[R (b): r., flaw from end of prow towards monogram].
204.034 R195
a. Münzzentrum53 (13-15.11.1984) 1529
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16,94g--

12 h-

3,05 g

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

205.034 R196
a. Gans 16 (1960) 259
b. VedrinesNMS (23.6.1993)30

16,95g-17,12g--

MBS (4.12.1985)104
a.Poinsignon

---

206.034 R197

207.034 R198
a. NumismaticaArs Classica,Auction A (27-8.2.1991) 1372
17,02g
b. Lanz 38 (24.11.1986)244
17,13g
***

***

***

O: Wreath with a single reed ending in a thyssanos. The wreath is decorated by two
flowers in the middle; a side branch rises in its upperpart. Hair ends in two side locks and
a third shorter, one hangsr. Dotted border.
R: Apollo seated comfortably, cross-legged on prow whose upper part is shown by a
letters
Legend
back.
hair
face,
line.
the
Hair
locks
at
rest of
straight
on either side of
bars
Horizontal
Sigmas.
border;
'splayed'
but
lower
monogram
regular, close
on
prominent.
Group 42

208.035 R199

Specimens:28
Die combinations:8

Obverses:1
Reverses:8

17,06g
a. ANS 1977.158.172
[0 (a): flaws right besideupper head.
R (a): flaw off 1.foot; abover. arm; on upper prow].

12 h-

209.035 R200 0: Dimple on cheek
17,10g-a. Warsaw 106553
b. Monetarium 63 (1995) 69; ex Sotheby(18-19.4.1994)491
17,01g-17,13g-C.MMAG L 510 (5.1988) 12
d. NumismaticsArs Classica2 (21.2.1990) 149
17,16S
-17,13g-e. Eisen 15 (3.2.1990) 36
f. Drou8t-Bourgey (4.1934) 18
--g. BanquePopulairedu Nord-Credit de la Bourse (1987) 111
h. NumismaticReview & Coin GalleriesFPL 62 (6.2.1965)B58
i. CederlindL 90 (autumn 1990) 19
--j. SuperiorGalleries(1993) 1675
16,60g-[0 (awl): flaw behindhead. (ý): r., diagonalflaw from noseto edge.
R (ad): flaw at end of prow, dots on r. foot. (n: flaw behindhead,also, flaws aboveand on
r. end of prow, betweenr. arm and main figure; below, 1.and r., beneathfoot. Bow larger].
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0 No RNo

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

210.035 R201
a. Sotheby(20.5.1986)53; ex Hamburger(21.11.1910) 140
b. MMAG L 309 (1970) 160;ex Kricheldorf 4 (7.10.1957) 160
16,71g
[0 (a): flaw besidehead,a little higherthan wreath. (a-b): flaws off nose.
R (a): flaw 1.of end of prow].

211.035 R202
a. Glendining(2.1983) 39
--b. NumismaticaArs Classica,Auction A (27-8.2.1991)1373
17,06g
212.035 R203
h
12
16,26
Royal
Ontario
5
Museum,
g
a.
b. Auihäuser8 (5-6.10.1993)61; ex Aufhäuser7 (7-9.10.1992)44

3,12 cm

17,22 g-17,03 g-c. MMAG 66 (22-3.10.1984) 80
d. G. Hirsch 162 (8-10.5.1991) 180; ex NFA 20 (1988) 683

d. NFA 5 (23-4.2.1978)88
e. NFA 25 (29.11.1990) 192
f. ClassicalCoins 26 (11.6.1993)256
[0 (a): flaw on neck.
R (a): flaw on r. foot. 0 floating].

16,83S
17,13g-16,80g-17,06g--

215.035 R204 Ras V121
a. SchultenL (8.1989) 22
--b. NFA 35 (1988) 33; ex NFA 30 (1992) 59 (16,99 g)
16,93g

216.035 R205

0: Similar.
R: Prow and Apollo figure larger. Apollo archaising.
a. Gans(1960) 259; ex Kricheldorf 2 (28-9.5.1956)993
17,00g-b. NFA 25 (29.11.1990) 193
16,74g-17,10g-c. Cahn(26.11.1930) 1246
[O (a): flaw behindheadand in front of nose.
R (a): monogramrecut].
217.035 R206
a. Münzzentrum 47 (10-12.11.1982)44
16,27g-b. Sotheby(20.12.1920)98
16,84g-[0 (a): 1.,scratchesalong hair. Flaw off nose].
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--

12h

-

The bulk of the `Poseidon' from this period are signed with monogram 25, which runs throughout
this series. The chronological distance between the burial dates of the hoards with Poseidons and the
beginning of this series thus confines the distinction of particular groups through the different types
of wreaths, which occur on the obverses, the posture of Apollo and the type of the prow on the
reverse. In fact, only a vague terminus ante quem c. 225 BC is broadly established through the
specimens from these groups, which occur in hoards. Thus a wreath made of reeds with five side
branches on Group 36 is combined
with smaller figures of Apollo, naturally leaning on the small
This type of wreath gives way to that with side branches twining around the main branch,
which ends in a thyssanos in the next group and with taller Apollos on the reverses, leaning on larger
prow.

ships. Group 38 is characterised by larger modules, decorated by dotted borders on the obverse, and
a circular die break beside the head of Poseidon facilitates the arrangement of the obverses. A
different type of wreath is introduced
by
is
Group
40.
This
type
a reed
characterised
wreath
with
twining around the main branch, which ends in a thyssanos.
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6.0

Period IV: Antigonos Doson (229- 221/0 BC)
'Expressive Style'

New financial requirementsemergedfrom the multiple military fronts, both in the North and in the
South, created for Makedonia after the unexpected death of Demetrios H. Parallel to the
Dardanians' invasions from the North, the Aitolians and the Boiotian and Phokian Leaguetook
advantageof the temporary vacuum of power in Makedonia. The Aitolians therefore temporarily
had
Thessalian
Boiotians,
League',
Aitolian
already shown
the
annexed
who
while
areasto the
signs of independencefrom Makedonia2,and the Pholdansjointly made an alliance with the
Achaian Leaguein Central Greece,at a time when the Kleomeneanwar (late 229/8 BC) between
Sparta and the Achaian League was raging in the Peloponnese;. The infant Philip (V), the
legitimate heir to the Makedonianthrone, was thereforetemporarily substitutedby the nephew of
Gonatas,Antigonos Doson, who was appointed&niiponoc of the young king and of paTgyöc, in
order to tackle effectively the diversechallengesto the Makedonianrealm°.
The new Makedonian irri rponoc is credited with the first significant naval enterprisein
BC),
(227-5
East
Karian
Gonatas,
by
the
the
expedition
the Antigonids after
undertaken
founded
despite
in
Makedonia
the
his
firm
newly
and
presumably subsequentto
establishment
Roman protectorate on the Adriatic coasts. Even though the itinerary of this trip is well
documented6,its motives are obscure. Countering Ptolemy III in the Aegean, an agreement
between Attalos and Doson for the division of the Seleukidpossessionsin Asia Minor, a coup d'
been
have
in
Karia
bases
kingdom
to
the
Pergamon
all
the
arret
expansionof the
creationof
and
of
if
Karian
Even
documentation.
but
the
is
firmly
by
the
considered,
none
surviving
supported
last
the
in
Karia,
did
this
Doson's
was admittedly
expedition
not entail
solid establishment
ambitious Makedonianmaritime enterprisein the East.

I Just. 28.3.14. F. W. Walbank, `AntigonusDoson (229-221B.C.)', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III,
338-40, with earlierbibliography.
2 Thespiaeand Thebeshad
W.
F.
IG
VIII.
1737-8,2405-6:
her
liberation:
for
loans
Athens,
to
alreadygiven
Walbank, `AntigonusDoson (229-221 B. C.)', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia 111,341,n. 4.
3 Plb. 1.13.5,2.46.1-7,2.56.2.
4 Liv. 40.54.5;Athen. 6.251 d; Paus.2.8.4,6.16.3,7.7.4,8.8.11; Plb. 20.5.7. Plut. Aem. 8.3: irthporrov Kai
oTpoi y6v.
s PIb. 20.5.11:
T6V lTpOKEIptVOV&TA C, nXOOVEISTf V 'Aoiav; P. Trog. Prot 28:... in Asia Cariam subjecit.
Cf. chapters 1.2,2.4.3-4.

6 On Doson's itinerary, see F. Walbank, `Antigonus Doson (229-221 B. C.)', in Hammond-Walbank,
Macedonia 111,343-4;Le Bohec,AD, 327-35.
7A more detaileddiscussionin Le Bohec,AD, 336-42,
with earlierbibliography.
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The end of this expedition permitted to Antigonos to turn to the Peloponnese,in order to
organise an interstatealliance betweenMakedonia and the Achaian, Epeirote, Phokian, Boiotian,
Akarnanian and ThessalianLeagues(224 or 223/2 BC). This was a new version of the Hellenic
League set up by Antigonos I and Demetrios I in 302 BC, serving as the basis for Makedonian
control of Greece$. It is this alliance, along with the military defeat of Cleomenesof Sparta at
Sellasia(222 BC), that consolidatedthe realm bequeathedto Doson's successor,Philip V9.
###

###

###

Financing the military operationof Doson's short reign presumablyrequired the useof old and the
minting of new coinage. To the old individual tetradrachmtypesin the nameof Antigonos are now
drachma
is,
fractional
denominations,
Attic
that
drachmae
a
added
weight and a silver pentobol,
of
fractions
introduction
Egyptian
The
drachmae.
is
Attic
linked
of
to the
of
weight which obverse
has been related above with the financial requirementsof the Karian expedition in Asia Minor,
where silver drachmaewere extensivelyutilised in everydaytransactions(chapter2.4.4).
The distinction of these tetradrachmgroups from those of the third period of Antigonid
in
based
their
it
is
presence
coinage remains tentative, as
on stylistic criteria and on
primarily
hoards, and as some groups of the third period may be potentially added to it, thus proving a
prolific coin production under Doson. The winged helmet symbol 1.,linking thesesilver drachmae
with the first two groups of Pan headtetradrachms,favours the assignationof thesetwo groups to
the time of the Karian expedition. The stylistic similarity of the obversesof thesegroups to the
following nine groups may be taken to suggestthe chronological proximity between these two
issues,which we have beentemptedto date to the time of Doson. A late date for thesegroups is
is
by
hoard
in
220s
The
this
from
BC:
hoards
their
variety
the
confirmed
with
earliest
presence
Thesprotia, 1992, which is dated to 227-5 BC. Sophikon, 1893, with Antigonid silver drachmae
carrying a winged helmet symbol 1.on the reverse,is also late (fig. 19; cf. chapter2.3, fig. 9).

$ Plb. 2.54.4,4.9.4.
9 On the battle Sellasia, Plb. 2.54.5-71;2.22.5; 20.5.12;Plut. Cleom. 23-32.1;Aral. 45-56; Philop. 6;
at
see
Tacit., Arse.4.43.4. For a more detailedaccountof this period, see,for instance,J. Briscoe, `The Antigonids
and the Greek States,276-196 BC', in Garnsey-Whittaker,Imperialism, 145-57.
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Pan 4D

NO.

HOARD

GROUP

CAT. NO

OBV. NO

MON. NO/LETTERS

NO
1a

Kassandrei 1985/7

4a

2

01

KT

lb

Kassandreia,1985/7

13a

2

04

KT

2a

Thes roti

1992

8a

2

03

KT

2b

Thes roti

1992

13b

2

05

KT

2c

Thes roti

1992

22a

5

10

Ti

2d

Thes roti

1992

25a

5

10

Ti

2e

Thes roti

1992

27a

5

10

TI

2f

Thes rot

1992

42

10

12

11

3

Hja seKorbit 1982

35a

7

10

11

4

`Pisidia', 1963

48a

11

13

11

Pos 4D

NO.

HOARD

GROUP

CAT. NO

OBV. NO

MON. NO/LETTERS

25

NO
5

Syria, 1959

50

12

14

6

S 'a? 1962

61

16

18

trident- mon. 22

7

lum HO '',

62a

16

18

trident-mon.22

1989

Zeus D

NO.

HOARD

8a

So hiko

8b

CAT. NO

GROUP NO

OBV. NO

MON. NO/LETTERS

1893

66a

18

20

Ti

So hiko

1893

68f

18

20

Ti

8c

So hiko

1893

72

18

20

TI

9

Drama, 1989

66c

18

20

TI

Fig. 19. Period IV: Silver Specimens[Tetradrachms(4D), Drachmae(D)] in Hoards.
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MINT A
6.1

Individual Types: Pan Head Tetradrachms
Athena AAddemos L

Winged helmet L

WingedhelmetL
O No R No

1.001

RO1

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

O: 'Star/crescents'nearly semi-circular. Nebris ties in front of neck.
R: Legendletters moderate,regular. Athena with elaboratefall in middle of hem. Shield
smaller, upright.
Group 1
Specimens:I
Obverses:I
Die combinations:1
Reverses:1
a. Berlin; ex Imhoof-Blumer

17,11g

12 h

[R (a): r., tracesof letters erased].

iii

**"

"t#

Winged helmet L- KT r.

O No R No

2.001

R02

Provenance

Weight

0: Simile Drapery binds in dot.
R. Similar:
Group 2
Specimens:27
Die combinations:12

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[5-1]
Reverses:11

a. SNG Cop, 1201(Reutze274); Oldenburg23 (11.3.1989) 32; Rooke (16.2.1994)77
16,82g
12 hb. Berliner MünzkabinetL9 (29-30.11.1979)27 (16,88 g); ex Coin Galleries(19.11.1973)
187 (16,96 g)
16,88g-c. Christie's (20.9.1988)37
17,00g-[0 (a): countermarkon face: caduceus.
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

R (a): flaw from upper end of coin towards head].
3.001

R03
a. Münzzentrum67 (7-9.11.1989) 1339;Muller 58 (3-4.6.1988)37
16,90g-

4.001

R04
a. Kassandreia,1985-7:CH VIII (1994) 322, p1.39.3

5.001

R05
16,76g-a. G. Hirsch 176 (19-20.11.1992)168
b. Münzzentrum67 (7-9.11.1989) 1340;ex Schlessinger(4.2.1935)778 (17,00 g)
16,97g-c. Kopapt Tpou-MEVTEoiSr,Böiov, pl. 34
--[0 (a): flaw on lower badge,off `unit' 5.
R (a-b): flaw from field (5 h) to centreof chiton; worn r. Horizontal breaksfrom 1.to neck
and to 1.badgeaccordingly;(a-b): flaw from below (7 h) to lower badge.

6.002.

7.003

R05

R06

0: Differencesin nebris binding, upper hair locks,pedum shape,dot on edgeof nebris
12 h
16,99g
a. Berlin; ex Knobelsdorf
12 h
b. ANS 1948.78.1
17,07S
0: No wrinkles on neck; neck locks more curved, dove-tail pleat edges. Infield r., Alpha
dots
Pedum
in
bar.
Hair
two
many
with
without vertical
rows.
arranged
R: Athena stepson 1.leg; folds richer, middlefold longer.
12 h17,09g
a. ANS 1977.158.169
b. Peus265 (1963) 272; ex Cahn65 (15.10.1929) 129; ex Cahn60 (2.7.1929)460
17,30S
-16,81g-c. SuperiorGalleries(1987) 300

8.003

R07
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 44)
16,73gllh
b. Berliner Münz-kabinet9 (29-30.11.1979)27
16,88g16,88gc. Klinker 23 (30.9-2.10.1992)43
[0 (c): countermarked:caduceusor 0].

9.003

R08

R Helmet with long and thin crest ends,very short cheekf aps Letters regular and small,
17,11g
llh
a. ANS 1944.100.13852
[0: flaws on badge, under drapery and betweenpedum and inner badge circle, between
badgecircles].

10.003 R09
a. Lanz 14(18.4.1978)60
b. Gorey 78 (13.6.1996) 111

17,01g
16,89g
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0 No R No
-77

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

11.003 RIO
17,06g-a. Lanz 38 (24.11.1986)243
b. Schulten(27-9.3.1990)79; ex Schulten(20-1.10.1988)126
16,87S
12.004 Rl l
a. Kassandreia,1985-7:CH VIII (1994) 322, p1.39.4
3,05 g
12 h
b. SNGAshmolean,3261
17,06g
16,72g (p) 4h
c. BM R.P.K., A
d. Coin Galleries(19.11.1973) 187
16,96g-[0 (a-c): die break on edgebetweenbadgeand `unit' 2. Start of flaw on badge,r.].
13.005 R12
a. Bartholt-Baudey(22-23.6.1983)76 (16,84 g); ex Monetarium38 (4.1982) 60 (16,93 g);
ex Coin Galleries3.3 (1962) C31 (16,93 g) 16,84g-b. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 43)
11 h16,68S

R##

i#"

*i"

Crested helmet L
Crested helmet L- KT r.

0 No RNo

14.001 R13

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Group 3
Specimens:4
Obverses:3
Die combinations:3
Reverses:3
R. legendcharacterslarger.
17,04g5h
a. Jenkins,734; SNGManchester,734
b. JNFA 1.2 (2-3.1971) 274
17,01g-[0 (b): developmentof flaw from upper badge,r., and on spaces2,4,6].
0: Spacestend to becomesemi-circular Eight-rayed relief star&
R. Similar.

15.006 R14
a. ANS 1967.152.210

16,92g
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12 h

Diameter

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

16.007 R15
54;
32
(11.12.1993)
Eisen
37;
(7.1995)
L
Eisen
173
L
(7.1991)
Elsen
134
46;
ex
ex
a.
ex
EisenL 138 (12.1991)49; ex EisenL 129 (1.1991) 21
17,09g-[NB: no die links: forgery?].

17.008 R16

*t*

tti

##t

0: Similar.
R: Similar.
Group 4
Specimens:4
Die combinations:3

Obverses:2
Reverses:3

a. SNGBYB, 357
[Overstrike, undertypeuncertain].

18.009 R17

3h

0: Head smaller, not carefully engraved:hastyproduction?
R: Heavy fall in middle. Medium-sizecl;regular legend characters. Oval shield, held
upright, helmetwith very short cheekj7aps. In exergue.
a. Münzzentrum 47 (10-12.11.1982)43
[0 (a): horizontal flaw from tie to `unit' 6].

19.009 R18

17,05S

17,06g

R: Helmet with one cheekflap in middle of bowl,
14,23g
a. Cahn68 (26.11.1930) 1247
b. Seaby-Glendining(1-2.12.1927)296; Ratto (4.4.1927) 731
17,10g-[0 (a): flaws off `unit' 2 and off nose].

Ten obversedies are combinedwith various reverses,yielding forty-one specimenssignedwith the
letters KT. The winged helmet, with which the first two groups are signed, also occurs on the
silver fractional denominationsof this period and on bronze specimensof the Athena/Panwith
trophy and of the shield/helmettype. The letters KT r. on the reversealso occur on a group from
the third period The order of the letters, as opposedto the letters TI, might either representa
single official or betray the co-operationof two different officials signing with theseinitials, K and
T. It is remarkablethat specimensfrom this variety are absentfrom earlier hoards. Their presence
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in Kassandreia, 1985-7 and in Thesprotia,1992 confirms an issuedate for thesecoins around225
BC.
***

***

***

Crested helmet L- TI r.

0 No R No

20.002 R19

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: As above.
R: Athena tall, shield large. Helmet with very short cheekflaps. Medium legend
characters.
Group 5
Obverses:2
Specimens:12
Reverses:8
Die combinations:8
a. Myers 1(18-19.11.1971) 89; ex Coin GalleriesMBS (25.11.1969) 1036
17,02g-b. ClassicalNumismaticReview 19.3(1994) 51
17,07g
-[0 (a): flaws on spaces4-7].

21.010 R20
a. Berlin, ex Löbbecke

17,11gIh

22.010 R21
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 10)
17,065gllhb. SNGBYB, 359
Il h
17,02g
[0 (b): die break on badgecircles, off 'unit' 1, on spaces2 and 3.
R (b): 1.,flaw beneathA and r., beneathTI].
23.010 R22

-

R Similar, shield upright; pleats longer. Letters small, regular. Middle fall shorter.
17,14g-a. MMAG L 329 (11-12.1971) 170

b. Klinker26 (9-11.3.1994)108
[0 (a): flaw on space5].

17,00g-

24.010 R23
a. Aes Rude (3-4.11.1978) 140
--b. SuperiorGalleries,ChicagoInternationalCoin Fair (5-1980)F61,150
17,00g-(0 (b): developmentof existing flaws; horizontal flaw on space4.
R (b): 1.,abovelegend,worn; flaw 1.of legendletters. Flaw between1.pleat and chiton].
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

j010
25.
R24
a. Thesprotia, 1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 12)
16,73g
[0 (a): diagonalflaw on space6].

11h

26.010 R25
a. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 11)
16,75gllh

[0 (a): flaw from space3 to space4. Flawbetweencrescents
of `unit' 3].
27.010 R26
a. Spink-Taisei241 (1992) 20

16,96g

[0 (a): diagonalflaw acrossbadgecirclesthrough`unit' 31.
tt#

28. Oll R27

"t"

0: Similar.
R: Similar.
Group 6
Specimens:5
Die combinations:4

###

Obverses:2
Reverses:4

17,03g
a. Drouat (6-8.2.1956)347
[0 (a): flaw on nose.
R (a): betweenhelmetand Athena,vertical flaw on knee].
29.008 R28

R: Figure and legendletters elaborate.
3,08 cm
11:30 h
17,10g
a. CBNC 5680
b. SNGBYB, 358
11h
17,05g
[0 (a): more worn than no. 40. Developmentof flaws on spaces1 and 3. Flaw off
nose. Scratchon face].

30.008 R29
17,08g
a. MMAG 54 (26.10.1978) 195
[0 (a): developmentof flaw off nose. Also, on spaces1-3 and 5.
R (a): signsof flaw from upper end towards face].
31.008 R30
a. Spink USA 4 (10-11.11.1983)534; ex Phillips (18.6.1981) 53; ex RCCA-SSCC(1980)
2113
17,07g
-[0 (a): on badge,diagonalflaw offpedum. Flaw on space3].

**s
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***

Crested helmet 1." Monogram 11 r.

ONO R No

32.010 R31

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

0: Changein depiction of shield: crescentunits tend to becomesemi-circular, spacesand
head different.
R. Middle fold spreadsnicely with diagonal,free sidefolds
Group 7
Specimens:10
Obverses:[1-1]
Die combinations:5
Reverses:5
R: Athena shorter, head smaller, withfulmen more stylised monogramand helmetsmaller
and more elaborate. Legendletters more elaborate.
a. Frey (1.1957) 21
--(0 (a): curved flaws on spaces2,4-6].

33.010 R32
a. Ahlström 51 (8-9.4.1955) 1623
--b. Coin GalleriesMBS (19.11.1971)48; ex Ball 8 (5.12.1932) 2014; ex Ball 6 (9.2.1931)
210
---

34.010 R33
a. Berk 40 (10.12.1985)54
b. Waddell (12.9.1987) 114

-16,47g-

35.010 R34

R: legendspread Helmet larger, with short cheekflaps.
a. I-iija s6 Korbit, 1982: CH VIII (1994) 299 (ShpresaGjongecaj,lliria I (1985) p. 190, n.
284; pl. XIV)
-[0 (a): flaws: off nose,beneathchin, on spaces1-2,5-7, off 'unit' 3].

36.010 R35

R: Head smaller, legendcharactersmore regular.
a. Coin GalleriesNum. Review L 5.6 (1964) F58; Coin GalleriesNum. Review L 6.4
(1965) D35
--b. Ahlström 2 (Hede) (1991) 331
17,05g-3,2
cm
17,02g-c. Ratto (4.4.1927) 730
d. Desvouges(18-19.3.1910) 101
--[0 (a): new diagonalflaw from badgecircles off space6 through to neck. Flaw on space5.
(b-c): `units' 1-2,6 worn.
R (c): 1.,scratcheson edgeof legendletters: ANTif; smallscratcheson 1.and r. edge].

*M"

s*"
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s*$

O No R No

37. Oll R36

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

O: Similar.
R:fegend letters larger, irregular. Athena small, middlefall startsfrom high up.
TheI. pleat slightly longer. Helmet small, with short cheek,f Lapsand long thin crest.
Richfolds
Group 8
Obverses:I
Specimens:3
Reverses:2
Die combinations:2
12 h
17,06g
a. SNGBYB, 351
b. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 40)
16,925g1h
[0 (a): die readyto break on inner badgecircle, off space2. (b): flaw on spaces2-3;
also, off noseand off chin.

R (b): flaws:betweenlegendsandedges,underexergue.
NB (b): modulelarger].
38. O11 R37

17,02g
a. Mainzzentrum53 (13-15.11.1984)1527
[0 (a): flaw between`unit' I and internalbadgecircle; also, on spaces2,4.
R (a): flaw betweenA and 1.edge].
O: As above.
R: Similar.
Group 9
Specimens:2
Die combinations:1

Obverses:1
Reverses:I

39.008838
a. NFA 16 (29.3.1985) 146;MMAG 18 (21-2.9.1989)619
17,03g
b. Proschowsky(6-9.3.1970) 571
16,94g
[0 (a): signsof flaws on spaces3-4.
R (b): flaw acrossB; 1.up, scratches;r., erasure].
RAf

*AR

O: As above.
R: Similar.
Group 10
Specimens:10
Die combinations:7

AAA

Obverses:2
Reverses:7

40.008839
a G. Hirsch 123 (20-3,26-8.1.1981) 2065; ex Rosenberg64 (19.6.1928) 1426(17,10 g)
16,95g-b. Oldenburg34 (3.1988) 33
[0 (a): progressionof flaws. (b): badgepiercedup 1.
R (b): 1.,flaw].
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O No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

41.008 R40
16,00g--

a. Kress 137 (1966) 175
42.012 R41

a. Thesprotia,1992(Touratsoglou,DM, no. 32)
16,32g3h
43.012 R42
16,88g

a. G. Hirsch 157 (24-6.2.1988)90
[0 (a): flaws on spaces4-5,7].
44.012 R43

16,84g-a. Schulten6 (2-4.6.1982) 109
b. Lanz Graz 10 (3.12.1977) 104
16,81g-[0 (a): developmentof existing flaws, new flaw off nose. 0 (b): worn; test cuts on R:
11:30h, 4h].
45.012 R40
15,94g-a. Peus292 (25.10-16.11.1977)5046
b. Hamburger5 (29.5.1929)242
16,65g-2,85
cm
[0 (a): diagonalflaw from space2 through `unit' I to `unit' 7; also on spaces2-3,5-7.
R (a): very slight differencefrom previousdie combinationin the position of the monogram,
as opposedto the legendin field, r.].
46.012 R44
a. Feuardent(19.12.1921)89
--[0 (a): developmentof flaw off nose;also, from tie to `unit' 5. Diagonal flaw on space4,
off `unit' 5.
R (a): 1.,flaw from 1.crestto Y].
ºii

47.013 R45

#ii

O: Similar.
R. Similar.
Group 11
Specimens:3
Die combinations:3

###

Obverses:1
Reverses:3

a. Monetarium L 39 (12.1982) 64
--[0 (a): horizontal flaw on space6; diagonalflaw on space7; flaw on nose].
48.013 R46
a. S. Asia Minor, 1963:IGCH 1426(Boehringer,Chronologie, p1.26.24)
[0 (a): developmentof flaws on and off nose,on space7].
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0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

49.013 R47
a Kurpf lsischeMünzhandlung42 (2-3.6.1992) 154;ex Kress 132 (8.2.1965) 138
17,00g
[NB: very worn].

Large headsof Pan with mature features,carrying small, dotted pedums occur on the obverses.
Plastic starsdecoratethe shield, the legendletterson the reverseare large and spreadover the flan.
The shield `units' tend to become semi-circular and the distancebetweenthe two badge
circles is larger. The head of Pan is considerably smaller and more elaborate,with very small
horns, and thepedum is reminiscent
is
hair
The
the
suchthat the main
of
arrangement
of a sceptre.
head is separatedfrom its lower r. locks.
Athena on the reverseis of moderatesize, with a middle fall starting from her chiton and
with stylised folds. The thunderbolt is smaller and the round shield is held diagonally in front of
her chest. The crestedhelmetis characterisedby a large bowl, short and thin cheekflaps and a thin
crest, whose edgeshardly reachthe level of the cheekpieces. The legendletters are very carefully
engraved. The monogram is small and the diagonal bars are not joined with the vertical ones. A
specimen from this variety occurs in Hya so Korbit, 1982, dated to 250-25 BC. A second
specimencomes from IGCH 1426 from SouthernAsia Minor, dated to 210-200 BC (cf. chapter
2.3).
***

***

***

PLATED COUNTERFEIT TETRADRACHM, THIRD CENTURY BC

Crested helmet L- KT r.

0 No R No

01.

Provenance

Weight

ANM 6
13,80g (pl)
[disfigured by chiselcut through `unit' 7 to nose].
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Axis

12 h

Diameter

3,10 an

6.2

Poseidon Head Tetradrachms
Monogram 25

O No R No,

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

O: Poseidon head r., in wreath of marine pkmts, side branches with buds spring
heraldically from main branch. Neck endsin curve. Dotted border.
R: BAI/AEQI AN r/rONOY (in two rows), on prow looking I. On prow, Apollo seated
I cross-legged(the r. leg backwards), leaning on his 1. hand and holding with his
protruding r. hand bow (with string up); his hair behind his ears, with two long locks
hanging on chestand on the back of his neck In fiela below l.. trident.

Group 12
50.014 R48

Specimens:13
Die combinations:4

Obverses:I
Reverses:4

17,15g6ha. BNF Armand Valton 324
b. VedrinesMBS (29.12.1990) 10; ex V. Gadoury,Monte-Carlo (13-15.10.1980)193;
ex Syria, 1959: IGCH 1535 (Boehringer, Chronologie, 158-61, p1.17.9); ex MMAG
52 (19-20.6.1975)132;ex Kricheldorf 8 (2.11.1959)82
17,01g-17,05g-C.Tkalec-Rauch(11.1987) 72
d. Hess-Leu28 (5-6.5.1965) 161
Il h
16,97g
17,09g-e. Marseille 1; ex coll. Vermi, 391
f. NFA 22 (1.6.1989)462
16,97g-17,06g-g. Gorny 48 (2.4.1990)262
[0 (a): r., flaw.
R (a-c): 1., flaw through to foot; also, up 1. (g): 1., monogram erasedbeneathfeet;
flaws beneathmonogram].
51.014 R49
17,07g--a. Eisen 24 (14.3.1992)94
b. Tkalec (26.3.1991) 89
17,17g-c. Bloesch, Winterthur, p1.72.1624;ex 0. van Lennep; Imhoof, Bernhard
17,06g7h3,19
52.014 R50
a. Glasgow: MacDonald,Hunterran, 340, no. I
17,07g8h

53.014 R51
a. Hess-Leu28 (5-6.5.1965) 161
b. Gorey 44 (3.4.1989)246

#i#

###
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16,97g
17,11g

###

Il h

cm

Monogram 25 - TI underneath - Star r.
ONO RNo

54.015 R52

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Similar. Hair locks shorter, beard constituted by irregular locks. Wreath
composedof five branches,.ending in flowers, which are formed by dots The whole
endsin aflower madeby many dots. Dotted border.
R: Similar. No starr. Dot/flow on upperflan; surfaceof coin uneven. Die break
on r. upper coin edge. Stucktwice. Prow smaller. Flan larger.
Group 13
Specimens:2
Obverses:2
Die combinations:2
Reverses:2
17,08g2h
a. Leiden 3150
[0 (a): flaw off head,1. Flaw (or worn) on nose].
***

ass

ass

0: Similar. Hair locks fow downwards. Two little edges on upper lock Small flows
on forehead Five wreath branches, with two intermediate flowers on middle and on
upper wreath. Locks shorter than neck. Dotted border.

55.016 R53

R: BAF/AEC)IANT/rONOY (in two rows), on prow looking L Prow more elaborate.
Apollo more elaborate, leaning to front, head to front. Legend letters smaller and
more regular; floating Omega, 'splayed' Sigma.
a. BM 1896-7-3-193(Bunbury)

***

12 h-

17,04g

***

***

Monogram 25 - OI underneath - Star up r.

0 No R No

56.016 R54

Provenance

Weight

0: As above.
R. similar.
Group 14
Specimens:I
Die combinations: 1

Diameter

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:1

a. SothebyZürich (4-5.4.1973)344

###

Axis

"#*
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17,03g3h3,2

t*"

cm

Monogram 25

0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Similar.
R: Similar.

57.017 R55

Group 15
Specimens:3
Die combinations:2

Obverses:I
Reverses:2

a. ANS 1964.79.6

17,05g

12h-

17,02g

10 h-

a. ANS 1948.78.2

17,17g

12 h

a. ANS: SNGBYB, 363

17,02g

10h

b. ANS 1966.75.20
58.017 R56

59.017 R57

AAA

"*"

-

AAR

Trident - Monogram 25
0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter
on=

O: Poseidonhead r., in wreath of marineplants. Dotted border.
R: BAIIAMI ANTIrONOY(in two rows), on prow looking l On prow, Apollo seated
1. cross-legged(the r. leg backwards), leaning on his I. hand and holding with his
locks
long
his
behind
hair
his
two
bow
hand
(with
ears, with
protruding r.
string up);
hanging on chestand on the back of his neck Iniela below L, trident.
Group 16

60.018 R58

Obverses:I
Reverses:4

Specimens:6
Die combinations:4

17,07g8h-

a. Glasgow3
61.018 R59

(1962)
443
25
1531;
V11:
MMAG
IGCH
NFA
(6.1992)
Syria?
1962,3:
41
77;
a.
ex
16,96g-b. Coll. Comte de D. (1889) 55
[0 (a): flaw off nose,betweenthe two lower hair locksR (a): flaws 1.and r., respectivelyoff prow and on prow's edge.]
62.018 R60
a. Oylum Höyilgü, 1989: 7CMAA, 45-49,81 17,05g
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9h

2,9 cm

ONO R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

63.018 R61
17,05g (p)
a. BNF de Luynes, 1696
17,14gb. Weber 2190
[0 (a): flaw betweenr. hair lock and end of neck].

***

***

6h

***

Letters IE - Trident L (horizontally)

ON oR No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

O: Similar, but the distancebetweenthe two side locks is different and the wreath
branchesare shorter.
R. BAI/AMI ANTIrONOY(in two rows), on prow looking 1. On prow, Apollo seated
L cross-legged(the r. leg backwards), leaning on his 1. arm and holding with his
hanging
lock
long
behind
hair
on
(with
hand
bow
with
ears,
string up);
outstretchedr.
chest. In fiek4 below, letters IE in middle, under 1.foot; trident 1.(horizontally).
Group 17
Obverses:1
Specimens:3
Reverses:2
Die combinations:2
0: Poseidonhead r. in wreath of marineplants with many branches.
R: Similar, letters IEl. beneathprow.
64.019 R62
a. Berlin (Imhoof): Imhoof-Blumer,MG, 123.64,p1.D. 9; Gaebler,AMNG 111.2,
17,07g-187.4,p1.33.25
17,02g4h
b. Brussels2
65.019 R63
16,93S

& Leu 13 (29-30.4.1975)141
[0 (a): flaw off nose].

12 h

Certain groups of the Poseidonvariety, carrying elaboratebeardedheadswith rich hair locks
on the obverses,may tentatively be placed at the fourth period of Antigonid coin production.
The headsare crowned with wreathsmadeby a main branch ending in a thyssanos;a number
of side branchesending in flowers heraldically spring from the main branch, and they become
progressivelymore prominent in Groups 13-17.
The taller figures of Apollo leaning forward are combined with long and elaborate
prows on the reversesof Groups 16-17. The legend letters are regular, they do not occupy all
266

the spaceavailable for the legend in the first dies but they tend to become larger in the last
groups. Groups 13-15 are characterisedby the addition of a star symbol up r. and of letters,TI
in Group 13 and (DI in groups 14-5,beneaththe main monogramon the reverse.
The very carefully engravedGroups 16-17,characterisedby small flans and carrying a
trident symbol on the reverse,are worthy of particular attention. The designsare in high relief
and they may be assignedthrough the rendering of the hair and beard to a later date. The
obverseof specimens64 and 65 is stylistically similar to that on silver pentobolsof Kos, dated
..
to the early secondcentury BC (pl. 48.9-11)1.Apollo on the reverseis shorter,leaning forward
and holding a curved bow. The seawavesdepictedon the prow indicate care in the execution
of the related reverses. The legend letters are progressively larger and angular, with a
`splayed' Sigma protruding up- and downwards. The letters IE on these specimensmay be
taken to representinitials of mint officials, the minting date, eponymousarchons,or the first
two letters of the surnameof Antiochos Hierax.
Merker's tentative assignationof the Poseidonheadgroups carrying the trident symbol
to the mint of Korinth is rejected by Boehringer and Touratsoglou,who reassignthesegroups
to Makedonia. Touratsoglou,in particular, associatesGroup 16 through its control marks with
the Pan head tetradrachmscarrying a trident and monogram 22 on the reverse2. Moreover, he
considersthe obverseof the samegroup to be the iconographicprototype for the Poseidonon
the Makedonian silver tetradrachms of the first arpis (Poseidon r./Artemis Tauropolos).
Merker's tentative date around 224 BC is adoptedby Touratsoglou and is not incompatible
with the terminusante quemprovided by the Syria? 1962 hoard, datedby Boehringerc. 225-0
BC (chapter2.3).

###

###

#**

1J. Kroll, `The late Hellenistic
tetrobols of Kos', ANSMN 11(1984) 81-117, esp. 83-4.
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63

Fractional Denominations

Silver Drachmae

Winged helmet L- TI r.
O No R No

66.020 R64

Weight

Provenance

remis

Diameter

0: Bearded head of god r., in wreath. The neck ends in a curve. The beard locks
arranged in four rows.
R: BAI/AEQF r., ANTIrONOY L of Athena brandishing winged thunderbolt with r.
hand and a shield held horizontally with 1.hand Infield l., winged helmet, r., letters:
77.
Group 18
Specimens:31
Obverses:4
Die combinations: 10
Reverses:10
a. ANM; ex Sophikon, 1893:IGCH 179(Svoronos,JUN2 (1899), 289-96, no. 774)
1,7 cm
3,85 g
11 h
b. Kress 159 (3.4.1974)397; ex Kress 154 (21.3.1972)158; ex Kress 147 (5.5.1969)
125
3,80S
-c. Drama, 1989:CH VIII (1994) 403
--[R (b): two cuts on chiton and on horizontal bar of T].

67.020 R65
a. SNGFitzwillicmt, 2308 (Leake,Kings, p.13.2); ex Till Sale655
11h
3,70 g
b. Superior Galleries(30.5.1995)7896
-c. SNGAshmolean,3262 (bt. Oman 1947)
3,60 g
11h
d. J. Hirsch 25 (29.11.1909)548; ex J. Kirsch 13 (15.5.1905) 1177
3,60 g3,65 g
12 h
e. Israel, Eretz 2
R (a): Flaw aboveshield, on end of lower bar of T. Worn].
68.020 R66
a. BM 15 (3,90 g); Spink 71 (11.10.1989)61 3,84 9
b. Authäuser 6 (9-10.10.1991)68
3,56 g-3,80 g-c. Gorny 56 (7.10.1992)261
d. Leu 13 (29-30.4.1975)140
3,84 g
e. Waddell L 73,36
--f. Sophikon, 1893:IGCH 179 (Svoronos,ibid., no. 775)
2,93g
[0 (a): diagonalline on hair.
R (a): difference in chiton's central pleat].
NB (0: badly cleaned].

Il h

a. BNF 1382

12 h-

12 h-

12h

69.020 R67
3,91 g

2 Towatsoglou,DU 81.
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1,5 cm

0 No R No

Provenance

Weight

Axis

Diameter

70.020 R68
3,74 g
12 ha. BM 5762H.M. 22 (Ticanis 15)
b. Berlin (Fox)
4,13 g
12 hc. ANS 672; ex MMAG 19 (5-6.6.1959)402 3,86 g-d. Gorny 62 (20.4.1993) 143
4,25 g-d. Berlin; ex Prokesch-Osten
3,61 gIh3,91 g
11 h
e. Madrid, DNM 70CII/42/41
f. J. Hirsch 17 (2.1907) 1207
3,93 g-[0 (a-e): flaw on top of wreath. 0 (a): cut betweenhair and back of neck; also, on
hair and on wreath (roughly in middle).
R (a-e): flaw 1.of 1.foot; also, r. of r. leg].
71.020 R69
a. Berlin; ex Glendining (12.1981)35; ex Löbbecke
3,73 g

12 h-

72.020 R70
a. Sophikon,1893: IGCH 179 (Svoronos,ibid., 776)
2,95 g6h1,7
[0: in centre,test cut].

cm

73.021 R71
& CBNC 3971
b. Sternberg27 (11.1994) 145
c. Cahn 8 (14.10.1931)291

4,27 g
4,13 g-3,82 g--

9:30 h

1,7 cm

0: Bearded head of gad r., in wreathfrom laurel leavesand flowers with three dots.
His neck endsin a curve. His nose is curved The beard locks arranged in four rows.
Theheadspreadsbeyondtheflan.

74.022 R72

R: BAF/AEQF r., ANT/rONOY L of Athena brandishing winged thunderbolt with r.
hand and a semi-circular shield held horizontally with I. hand In field I, winged
helmet; r., letters: 77

3,71 g-a. MMAG L 227 (11.1962) 454
b. SNG Lockett 3,1526
3,38 g
3,43 g-c. Weber 2192
[0 (b): recut off nose. (c): flaw on nose;below, countermark.
R (a): flaw aboveshield, (b): I., flaw. (c): 1.,flaw on diagonalbars of Alpha; badly
cleaned;bad photograph].
75.023 R73
3,60g
a. SNGCop, 1203
b. Cahn 4 (1928) 461
3,26 g-c. Glendining (2.1958)1394
[0 (b): diagonalcut acrosshead.
R (a): dot beneathr. vertical bar of N, which is shorter].
*s*

***
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9h

-

Silver Pentobols

ONO R No

76.023

R73

Provenance

Weight

Specimens:2
Die combinations:1

Axis

Diameter

Obverses:[1-1]
Reverses:[1-1]

2,46 g9ha. Berlin (Fox)
b. Berlin 392/1872
2,27 g (b) (pl) 3h1,5
[0 (6): worn.
R (b): up r., portion of metal flaked off betweenhelmet and legend].

cm

A few silver drachmaein the
name of `king Antigonos', carrying a bearded head on the
obverseand Athena Alkidemos 1. on the reverse,are associatedthrough the control marks on
the reverse,a winged helmet symbol 1.and the letters TI r., with the Pan headtetradrachmsof
this period. The two specimensfrom Sophikon, 1893 (IGCH 179) and that from Drama, 1989
fix a terminusante quem for thesedenominations
aroundthe 220s BC. For a commentaryand
for the significanceof thesedrachmaein dating the Panheadtetradrachms,
seechapter2.4.4.
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Illustr. 1. Hija se Korbit, 1982(ex Eggebrechtet at, Albanien, 260).
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7.0

The Context of Production and Transmission: Coinage, Money and the Economy

A clearer picture of the internal structure of the Antigonid precious metal coinages constitutes
the basis for a better observation of their numismatic behaviour within a broader Hellenistic
context. The main Antigonid silver tetradrachm types have been distinguished into those with
Alexander types and into those
with Gonatas' individual designs, `Pan head on shield' and
`Poseidon head'. Both Gonatas' individual tetradrachm types have been related to financial
requirements caused by military enterprises or/and by religious celebrations. Thus the exact
dating of the transitional Alexander-type tetradrachms `of king Antigonos' during the first
period of Antigonid coin production remains uncertain, but the introduction of the Pans relates
to Gonatas' financial requirements during the Chremonidean war. The iconography of the
latter refers to the Celtic invasion of the early 270s. It is only during the third period of coin
production that the Poseidon head tetradrachms were introduced alongside the Pan heads,
presumably in order to celebrate the culmination of Gonatas' naval aspirations in the Aegean
after his naval victory over the Ptolemaic fleet at Andros. Both the Pans and the Poseidons
continued to be produced until the reign of Antigonos Doson. They are supplemented by very
few silver fractional denominations, an early drachma
with the same types as the Pan head
tetradrachms, thirty-three drachmae and two pentobol with the head of Zeus on the obverse
and Athena AUddemos 1. on the reverse. A few rare transitional Alexander-type gold staters,
alongside certain silver Pan head groups, have been defined through their distinct control
marks and style as celebratory.

The distinctive monogram that runs through most of the

Poseidon series might also indicate the launching of this issue on a celebratory occasion. A
summary of the gold and silver issues, with a detailed reference to the numbers of obverses
and reverses, to the number of die combinations and specimens included in each may be seen
in fig. 22.

By contrast to the posthumousAlexander tetradrachms,carrying three control marks
on the reverse,the number of control marks on the new Antigonid issueshas been limited to
one on the transitional Alexanders and to the bulk of the `Poseidon', and to two on the Pans
and on some Poseidonhead varieties. Even so, the helmet symbol and certain monograms
common on both the posthumousAlexander and the Antigonid silver suggesttheir consecutive
or contemporaryproduction at the main Makedonian mint. In fact, the obverselink and the
control marks shared between the transitional Alexander-type tetradrachmsin the name of
`king Antigonos' and the Makedonian posthumous Alexanders establish more closely a
connectionbetweenthe posthumousAlexander tetradrachmsand the Antigonid issuesstruck at
the main Makedonian mint. In fact, the loose dating of the hoards with these posthumous
Alexander varieties allows for the issue of these Alexanders
alongside the Pan head
tetradrachmsand reveals that the Antigonid economy was far more complicatedthan initially
thought.
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Thus, in the first place, the economicframe within which the Antigonid gold and silver
coinswere producedrequiresdefinition. In fact, the natureof the royal economyin Hellenistic
Makedoniamay be better understoodin the light of the definition of economy in Aristotle's
Oeconomicus.Though originally an analysisof the structureof the fourth century BC Persian
economy,the text may be applied on a generallevel to the Hellenistic kingdoms'. The royal
economyis describedas one of the four main types of the economy, Suvapivrl -r6 KaWXou,
and it is distinguishedinto the following categories:rrEpi<To> vöpiopa, n¢pi Tä i aycäylNa,
ncpi Tä eicaywyt. a, u pi Tä 6vaA6paTa2. The policy related to coinage (nepi <TO>
decisionsconcerningthe type of coinageto be validated at a particular
v6plapo) encompasses
momentand the appropriatetime for the confirmation of its validity (Ilo ov Kai rt6, c [Tiiiov ij
Füwvov] noirlitiov). The `importations'/`exportations'refer to the appropriatetiming for the
redistribution of the goods received by the regional administrators(nöir¬ Kai -riva rrapä Twv
oaTpanwv Jv Tayrl IKaaßöv-n arc AuorrOO6a¬i&larieEoem). Finally, decisions on the
nature of the expensesat a particular moment and on the form of payment,in coins or goods,
are related to royal policy on expenses(nepi Tä 6vaA6iaTa)3.
Comparedto Aristotle's other types of economy,satrapal,civic and private, the royal
economyis describedas N¬YioTriand &rrXouath rrl. It is the role of the king as regulator of
the (re)distribution of goodsthat accountsfor its simplicity. The royal economyhas an effect
on the function of the other three types and it is reciprocally affected by their individual
functions: in other words, interaction betweenthe four typesis inevitable'.
The structure of the Antigonid royal economy has been elucidated by the recent
discussion of the surviving literary and epigraphic evidence by Hatzopoulos'. The
Makedonian king is presentedin the relevant documentationas an administrator of public
property (ßaoIXIK&/patrimonium),namely of land (agricultural land, forests,groves), harbour
duesand mines6. Royal land was often grantedto individuals or groups as & pc ; the mines,
the collection of harbour dues and the revenuesfrom the royal land were leasedto contractors
for a fixed sum.
The bulk of the raw material for the production of the royal precious coinagescame
from the royal mines', but estimationsof the annualincome from this are highly speculative.
1Martin, Sovereignty,266-70.
2 Arist. Oec.2.1-2.
3 Arist. Oec. 2.2: rupf Si Tä &VaXwpaTa
TIVQ ncplalpETioV Kai TI6TC,Kai TTöTapovSoTiOV V6pIONa
cic TäC.San6vac Fj vii vopioia roc wvla.
Arist.
&K6CTi

Oea

2.1: ITTIKOIVWVEIV

ou}IRavtI,

TaVTa

iTTio

piV

Tq n0ÄÄ&
rrr&V

&XM)

aic dIVayKaIOV

toTIV'

ÖCa bi

pC XICTa

SIB 06TWV

9JiV &oTIV.

' Hatzopoulos,Institutions, 431-42.
6 Hatzopoulos,Institutions, 433,
who also considersin this context the referencein the Suida: oü Tä
&(I.
6010 Tnc ßaciXtiaS KT1jNara.
On the Makedonian silver mines around Damasteion,Mt. Dysoron, Pangaion and Cholomon, see
Billows, Kings and Colonists, 7; Borza, In the shadowof Olympus, 53-5; id., `The natural resourcesof
early Macedonia', in Adams-Borza,Macedonian Heritage, 10-12. Cf. Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 1148, with earlier bibliography; Tarn, AG, 187-8,on the royal sourcesof income. Le Rider speculatesthat
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Through a calculation of the size of the preciouscoinagein the name of Philip II, G. Le Rider
(Diod.
from
income
Philip
II
Pangaion
(annual)
Diodorus'
the
of
that
that
concludes
report
16.8.6-7)was 1000 talents is exaggerated. He suggeststhat the 1000 talents mentioned by
Diodorus were not calculatedin gold but in silver and that the sum amountsto approximatelya
hundredtalentsin gold$. This figure in fact tallies with the generalagreementthat only half of
the reported annual income of the entire Makedonian kingdom under Perseus(which was
approximately 200 talents) came from the mines. This confirms Mathisen's conventional
assumptionthat the annual royal income from the mines under Gonatas amounted to 100
talents'.
Later literary referencesto royal money (Liv. 45.29.1), and to paymentsto the king
(Liv. 45.18.7,29.4,29.11; Diod. 31.8.3), which presumably ended up in the ßaaiXIK6v
from
To
the
regular royal revenues
Taliciov, might also echo earlier economic practices.
taxation, including dues on the transport of goods1°,may be added casual sources,such as
booty sharedbetweenthe king and his men or taxes on the manumissionof slaves". On the
finance
to
hand,
in
other
new coinage, addition to the existing coin supplies, was required
military payments,public works and religious festivals. With the exceptionof certain groups,
whose distinct features suggest that they were celebratory, the silver posthumous and
transitional Alexanders and the Pansmust have generally been meant to finance the military
been
have
to
Poseidons,
Gonatas12.
meant
The
type,
the
may
tetradrachm
needs of
second
mark a special,political or other, occasion(cf. chapters2.4.3,7.3).
Admittedly, the use of gold and silver Antigonid issues in transactions within
Makedonia is only attested by the presence,in generally large proportions, of Pan head
195.5,
),
('Perge
BC:
Verge
in
five
187-68
hoards,
260
dated
between
tetradrachms
c.
and
Thessalonike,1978, Kassandreia, 1985-7, Makedonia?, 1927-8, Drama, 1989. The hoard
evidence,however, is not supplementedby any other referencesto the use of theseparticular
issueswithin Makedonia. There is admittedly no definition of the issuing authority of the gold
dated
from
in
deeds
Amphipolis
to the
land
in
house
the
the
sale
purchaseof a
of
coins
and
mid-third century BC. This is opposedto the explicit use of gold philippeioi in equivalent

booty and gold imported from Asia Minor were additional sourcesof income for Philip U: Monnayage
et Finances,76.
e Monnayage et Finances, 75-7. His calculations, however, are based on Carter's equations of
estimatingancientcoin production,which are not reliable (cf chapter7.1).
9Plut. Aenc, 28.3, cf. Liv. 45.18,29; Mathisen,Silver Coinages,114-5, n. 62.
lo Information on taxation on private property under the first Antigonids is drawn from a metric
inscription from Beroia, recognisingthe tax exemptionthat had beengrantedon a housesincePhilip U.
A second inscription suggeststhat the priests of Asklepios were also granted &Tisua, which was
extendedby the regent Demetrios to the priests of Herakles Kynaigidas in 248 BC: Hatzopoulos,
Institutions, 433, n. 6,440.
11Hatzopoulos,Institutions II, no. 93.
12 M. Austin, `Hellenistic kings, war and the economy', CQ 36 (1986) 450-66; cf, however, Chr.
Howgego, `Why did ancient statesstrike coins?', NC 150 (1990) 1-25 contra M. H. Crawford, 'Money
and exchangein the ancientworld', JRS 60 (1970) 40-8.
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transactionsof the fourth century BC". As for the silver issues,the referencesto 6npgTpie1o,
SpaXpai on the accountsof the priests of Beroia from the secondhalf of the third century BC
are worthy of particular attention. Ratherthan denoting specific objects and as thereis no need
SpaXpai have been taken to
to assign these drachmae to Demetrios I, the SgprITpIE101
representthe unit of weight valid in Antigonid Makedonia under Demetrios II and thus to
demonstratethe role of the king as regulator of values in Antigonid Makedonial`. The
reference to `demetrian drachmae' in Makedonian documentsis opposedto the T¢Tp&XNQ
avTiyövcia mentioned in the inscriptions from the Athenian Asklepieion from the mid-250s,
where referenceis clearly made to objects dedicatedto the god and, in that sense,withdrawn
from the circulation pool". The 8npn-rpivoi SpaXNaias a conventionallyvalid unit of weight
in the 230s and 220s, alongsidethe variegatedcontentof Makedonianhoardswith silver issues
from the same period16,apparently belie the exclusive use of Antigonid issues within the
Makedonian realm.
Makedoniainstead.

They indicate the plurality of the circulation pool in Hellenistic

An awarenessof the limitations of the evidencehighlights the specific economicfields
that the numismatic behaviour of the precious metal issues is capable of elucidating. The
study of the precious metal Antigonid issues, comprising silver tetradrachms,very few
drachmaeand a silver pentobol, along with a few gold staters,inevitably confines our scopeto
large-scale transactions, predominantly state payments. Thus recovering the rhythm of
precious metal coin production in Antigonid Makedonia, as well as the range of the
distribution of thesecoins reveal patternsof long-distance(rather than local) exchangeduring
the secondand the third quarterof the third century BC.
The rhythm of production of the silver issuesin the name of `king Antigonos' may
now be tentatively recoveredvia a closer observationof the number of obversedies utilised in
every period of the royal coin production. In obtaining a fuller picture of the potential of the
Pans and Poseidonsto cover financially the needs of the state during the second and third
quarters of the third century, our perception of the economic system, of which these types
formed part, should be enhanced.

13Hatzopoulos,Institutions II,
nos. 91 (Amphipolis, mid-third century), 31 (Beroia, 239-29 BC). Cf
ibid., nos. 88,90 (Amphipolis, 350-300BC).
1' Hatzopoulos,Institutions II,
no. 82 I, 1.6, II, 1.14,21,40 = SEG 40 [1990] 530, with earlier
bibliography. Cf. V. Allamani-Souri, AA 39 (1984), Meletai 205-31, esp. p. 215-7. Cf
calyx-cups and
kylixes inscribed with their weight in Attic drachmae in the `royal' tomb at Vergina: Andronikos,
Vergina, 157-9;Price,Alexander, 39, n. 1.
15Aleshire,Asklepieion, 261-3,269. Cf
chapter2.4.2.
16Ehrhardt,Studies,79.
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7.1

The Rhythm of Production: the Evidence of the Obverse Dies

The number of obversedies struck in each of the four periods of Antigonid coin production
(cf chapter2.1), when consideredin relation to the known number of specimens,is likely to
Antigonos
in
did
(a)
the
the
of
coinage
name
to
silver
provide someanswers questionssuchas,
And
third
finance
the
during
third
Makedonia
the
century?
of
quarter
the secondand
suffice to
(b) would the issue of the Poseidon-headtetradrachmsat the time of Gonatashave been
superfluous?
Even though caution has been recommendedwith regard to calculations of ancient
coin production", the Antigonid precious metal coinagesprovide a sample large enough to
allow for credible estimations on the basis of probability theory. They also offer an
opportunity to test the accuracyof the formulae generatedby the statisticiansCarter, Esty and
Good, which have beenrecognisedby S. E. and T. V. Buttrey as reliable when applied to large
18.
samples
More specifically, with d= the number of known obverse dies, n= the number of
recordedspecimens,D= the original number of obversedies, Carter calculatesthe number of
1.

the obversedies,k', with the aid of the following equations:

If2d<n<3d,

k' = nd / (1.214n - 1.197d).
k'=nd/(1.124n-1.016d).

If n> 3d,

k' = nd / (1.069n- 0.843d).

Ifn<2d,

Esty's mathematicalrevision of the above Carter model has resulted in the following
equations,in order to estimatethe size of a coinage:

2.

(1)

An equal-outputestimate(k') is obtainedby the equation
k' = [k2"+(n / 2)] / [1+(n / (2d))] (2),

17S. E. Buttrey-T. V. Buttrey, 'Calculating ancient coin production,again', AJN SecondSeries9 (1997)
113-35,contra F. de Callataji, 'Calculating ancient coin production: seekinga balance', NC 155 (1995)
289-311, and F. de Callatay-G. Depeyrot-L. Villaronga, L' argent monnayd d' Alexandre le grand d
Auguste, Brussels: Cercle d' Etudes Numismatiques, Travaux 12,1993; T. V. Buttrey, 'Calculating
Ancient Coin Production: facts and fantasies', NC 153 (1993) 335-52; id., 'Calculating Ancient Coin
Production,II: why it cannotbe done', NC 154 (1994) 341-52.
le 'We agreethat the formulae generatedby Carter, Esty, and Good on the basis of probability theory
can provide credible solutionsunder the right circumstances,but they are not fruitful in the caseof very
small samples': S. E. Buttrey-T. V. Buttrey, 'Calculating ancient coin production, again', AJN Second
Series 9 (1997) 115. Cf. W. S. Esty, 'Estimating the Size of a Coinage', NC 144 (1984) 180-3; id.,
`Estimationof the size of a coinage:a surveyand comparisonof methods',NC 146 (1986) 185-215. Cf
de Callatay,Recueil, vi-ix.
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wherer=n/d
(2)

and k2= 2n / [r-4+(8r+r2)1n].

The approximateconfidenceequal-outputintervals are obtainedfrom C2,as follows:
C2 =(d+n/2)/(k2+n/2),

whereC2 = output of dies of observedvarietiesand k2' = k' +n (k'-d)/(pd), with p=2.
3.

Thirdly, Good's method of estimatingthe coverageof a samplehas beenbasedon the
following equations:
(a) C'= I- (Nj / n),
where C' = coverageestimatorand N1= the numberof varietiesobservedexactly once,or

(b) C'= I- (NI / n) + 2N2 - (2N2/ (n (n-1)),
where C' = coverageestimatorand N2 = the numberof varietiesobservedexactly twice.
Confidence intervals (basedon equal-die outputs) for die-number estimatesare given

by
C± (2 /n) [N1+2N2-(N12/n)]"2.
The application of these three methods to the sample of the Antigonid coinage yields
the results shown in fig. 23. The obverse dies linking two or more groups of the same period
are considered only with the first group and the virtual number of obverses in the other groups
are represented in brackets, as follows: [number of obverse dies - obverse dies linked to
previous groups].

The figures obtainedreveal inaccuraciesin Carter's method of calculating ancientcoin
production, especiallywith regard to the smaller coin issues. Thus greater faith will be placed
in the calculations of the size of the silver tetradrachmissuesand, more specifically, in the
calculationsby Esty and Good basedupon the existing sample. The estimatedobversedies, on
the basis of the 99 observedfor Antigonid silver tetradrachms(75 for the Pans, 24 for the
Poseidons)are with Carter's formulae c. 82 obversesfor the Pans(with 75 observed)and c. 89
obversesfor the Poseidon, of which only 24 havebeentraced. This disproportionateestimate
of obversesof Pansand Poseidon, paired with the inordinately high number of the expected
obversedies of transitional gold staters(294 v. 5 observed)and silver Zeus drachmae(c. 58.9
v. 1 observed),castdoubt upon the validity of Carter's calculations.
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Firmly determiningthe exactduration of the four periods of Antigonid coin production
in order to estimatethe rate of annual production adds to the conventional nature of these
calculations. Bearing this in mind, the 39 obversesestimatedvia Carter's method for the first
period, ranging from 268/7 or 266/5 to between 261/0 and 255 BC, may have been utilised
within an average period of nine years. 10.19 obverse dies are assignedto the six years
between 252 and 246/5 BC of period H. Finally, approximately 120.38 obverse dies are
expectedfrom the 53 obversesof Pans and Poseidons,which have been assignedto the 25
years between 246/5 and 221 BC. The numbers acquired from the estimated annual
production for this period are therefore4.333 obversesfor period I; 1.698 for period II; 4.815
for periods III-N. Thesenumbers,as opposedto the averageproduction of ±28 obversesper
year estimated with the same method for Philip II", are disproportionateto the increased
financial needscreatedby the military, religious and other activities undertakenprimarily by
Gonatas. The annualrate of 1.698obversesfor period II, for instance,is as inappropriatefor a
period of intensemilitary preparationsas are the 4.33 obversesper year for period I. These
numberscan neither representthe military expenditurein responseto the revolt of Alexander
of Korinth and the battle of Andros, nor that during the Chremonideanwar and the battle off
Kos, respectively(seechapters3,5). Similarly, the continuousengagementof the Antigonids
in warfare in Central and Southern Greece, alongside the Karian expedition undertakenby
Antigonos Doson during periods III-N, would have required larger coin issues than those
representedby 4.815 obversesper year. The picture obtained via Carter's formula is partly
emendedby the results obtained from Esty and Good (fig. 23). However, a comparisonwith
the large amounts of silver required under Philip V20, for instance, reveals that the silver
required for large enterprises in the late third century BC by far outnumbered the total
estimatesfor the individual silver issuesin the name of `king Antigonos'. Therefore,it cannot
be arguedthat the launching of the secondtetradrachmtype in the name of king Antigonos
was superfluous. As it would be hard indeed to assumethe maintenanceby the Antigonids of
small military and naval units during this period, alternative sourcesof coin or transaction
practices must be considered. Prior to this, the distribution pattern of the hoards with
Antigonid issuesis worth investigating.

19Le Rider, Monnayage
et Finances, 77; Callatay, Recueil, 96-104.

20A. Mamroth, "Die Silbermünzendes Königs Philippos V. von Makedonien'. Z,JN 40 (1930) 277-30.
Markholm, ERC, 135-6; N. G. L. Hammond, `The defeat of the Macedonian army and the Roman
settlement(197-196B. C.)', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III, 460-8.
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7.2

Distribution

The rangeof the transmissionof the preciousmetal coinagesof `king Antigonos' may also be
partly recoveredthrough their distribution around the Mediterranean..The hoards with these
coinages('in chronological order') have beenmappedby Y. Touratsoglou,who proceedsto a
comparisonof the distribution patternsof the silver Pans(a priori assignedto `Gonatas'),the
Poseidon (assignedto `Doson') and the silver coins of Antiochos Hierax. His accompanying
remarksmay be summarisedthus:
(i) The Pansfirst occur in hoardsof 270/60 BC, mainly after 260 BC, from mainland Greece.
They continueuntil the end of the third century. With the exceptionof two hoardsfrom South
Asia, SouthAsia Minor, 1976 and Meydanfikkale, 1980, it is only during the 220s that they
first occur in Asia Minor, in the Middle and Near East and Egypt.
sporadicallyto circulate in Syria, in particular, until 138 BC21.

They continued

(ii) The long circulation of the Pans in Greece contraststo their rare presencebeyond the
Balkans,where Gonataswas presumablyengagedin military activities. This is explained by
the use of later Makedonian posthumous Alexanders in North and Eastern Makedonia.
Touratsoglou expands Mathisen's alleged issue of these Alexanders in the early reign of
Gonatasby suggestingtheir continuedproduction until Philip V and the existenceof common
or similar monograms among Pans, Poseidonsand the issues of Philip V, but without any
further argumentation22.
(iii) Contrary to their rare presencein the Balkans (227-225 BC), the Poseidonsare attestedin
high proportions in hoards of the 220s from the Eastern Aegean and the Eastern
Mediterranean. This is presumably becausethey were meant to finance Doson's Karian
expedition of 227-5 BC.
(iv)

The Poseidonsare contemporarywith issues of Antiochos Hierax from Alexandreia
Troas. The concentration of hoards with the earliest issues of Alexandreia Troas and
Lampsakosin the Balkans and Asia Minor and of thosewith the latest issuesfrom Asia Minor
and Syria is explained by the transfer of these coins from Karia to the Balkans by the
Makedonians,as boot?.
Criticism of thesesuggestionswill be focusedon the following points:
In the first place, the use of Alexandersin transactionsin Thrace and the Danube is
indeed a considerablepossibility, particularly as the hoardsfrom Verge, Kilkis and Jabukovac
(respectivelyIGCH 455,445 and 447), containing later Makedonian posthumousAlexanders,
are probably of a later date (cf chapters2.3,2.4). Moreover, the continuity among these
Alexanders,the Pansand the Poseidon, is establishedthrough the monogramsthat they share
(cf chapter2.2.4). Thus Ehrhardt's assumptionbasedon the absenceof silver issues`of king
21Touraisogiou,DM, 76.
22Touratsoglou,ibid., 82.
23Touratsoglou,ibid., 85.
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Antigonos' from Thraceand the Danubethat Gonatashad no influence in this areaand that he
did not recruit mercenariesfrom Thrace should be treated with caution24. Similarly, the
alleged absenceof Pans in the Black Sea area earlier than the 220s is now offset by an
Alexander silver tetradrachm from Mesembria, dated to the mid-3rd c. BC, which was
overstruckupon a Pan tetradrachm2'. The absenceof Antigonid issuesfrom Thrace and the
Danube might be explained by the application of the closed Ptolemaic monetary system in
local transactionsduring the Ptolemaicpresencein Thrace sincethe late 240s 26.
The hoards with Pans postdate 260 BC. The reservations against the dating by
Touratsoglouof the first lot of the deposition hoard North of Larissa, 1985 to c. 270 BC and
the shift of the date of the Karditsa, 1985-7 hoard to c. 245-240 BC have been discussed
elsewhere(seechapter2.3).
It is worth noting that the absenceof Pansfrom hoardsfrom Asia Minor contrastswith
the recent documentationsuggestingGonatas'presencein Karia in 268 BC27. Moreover, it is
remarkablethat, with the exception of the S. Asia Minor, 1976 and the Meydancikkale, 1980
hoard, neither the Pansnor the Poseidonsare representedin hoards from Asia Minor between
240 and 220 BC. Furthermore,the return of the Makedoniansfrom Karia prima facie might
have entailedthe arrival of the early issuesof Hierax in the Balkans as booty. It certainly does
not explain, however, the remarkable rarity of the Poseidonsin the Balkans. For, had the
Poseidonsbeen meant to finance the Karian expedition, as Touratsoglou argues,one would
expect their presencealongsidethe Hierax issuesin most hoards from the Balkans containing
thesecoinages. This, however, is not the case.
The distinction between `circulation' and `deposition' hoards (chapter 2.3, fig. 9),
alongsidethe die study of the Antigonid preciousmetal coinages,revealsthat it is the issuesof
the first period that circulated widely in Asia Minor, the Middle and New East and that occur
in late, most often depositional,hoards. The introduction of the Poseidonscan thereforenot be
determinedby the relative wear of the Pansand Poseidonsthat coexist in Easternhoards,for
the particular Pan head specimensmay antedatethe Poseidon series altogether (cf. chapter
2.3)28.
A more careful considerationof the historical context is likely to elucidate peculiar
featuresof the hoard distribution. The concentration,for instance,of issuesof the first two
Ptolemiesin hoards from the Peloponneseand (in smaller proportions) from Northern Greece

24Ehrhardt,Studies,79-80,
who points out that Athenian silver coins are also rare in this region during
this period; cf. F. W. Walbank, `Antigonus Gonatas: The last years (251-39 B. C.)', in Hammond Walbank,Macedonia IlL 314.
25Price,Alexander, 183,no. 1005.
26Will, HPMH 0,250-61.
27Seechapter2.4.2.

28Doubtson this criterionfor datingthe
respectivetypeshavealreadybeencastby Chr. Ehrhardt:

Studies,
77-8.
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after 246 BC is in stark contrastto the rare presenceof issuesof Ptolemy III from theseareas'.
This might be taken to indicate the withdrawal of the lighter Ptolemaictetradrachmsfrom the
circulation pool in Greece after the naval defeat of the Ptolemies at Andros and their
concomitantretreat from the Aegean(chapters 1.2,2.4.3,5). The rare presenceof precious
coinagesof Ptolemy III in the Balkansis thus more convincingly explainedthan by the alleged
arrival of Ptolemaic coins in Greecethrough commercial transactions,via Karia or through
Ptolemaicgifts to the inhabitantsof the Peloponnese30.
Our suggestionis further supportedby
the fact that, as the hoards involved comprise silver coins on two different weight standards,
Attic and Ptolemaic,they cannot reflect the contemporarycirculation pool in the given areas.
Similarly, the absenceof both Pansand Poseidonsfrom hoards from Thrace and Asia Minor
between240 and 220 BC coincideswith the general dearth of hoards with silver coins from
theseareasstruck on the Attic standardduring this period". This might be interpretedby the
expansionof the Ptolemaicpractice of `recycling' silver in Thrace in the late 240s and on the
coastal areas of Asia Minor, over which they gained control during the Laodikean war32.
Therefore, the absence of the Poseidon from Asia Minor before the 220s does not
conclusively determine their chronology. In fact, some form of exchangeon the Ptolemaic
weight standard is attested by the silver Zeus pentobol, identified as an Egyptian weight
drachma,coming from the samepair of dies as the silver drachmaestruck on the Attic weight
standard. This anomalousdenomination must have been struck in view of Doson's Karian
expedition and indirectly confirms our suggestion(c£ chapter2.4.4).
Unlike the Antigonid silver tetradrachms,the hoard evidence is not sufficient to
reconstruct the distribution of the transitional posthumousgold Alexanders and of the silver
Zeus fractions.

There survives only a single hoard with a transitional gold stater,
Poteidaia/Kassandreia,1984. Two hoardsincluding silver drachmaeare also known, Drama,
1989 and Sophihon,1893 (cff,chapter2.3).
By and large, the respectivedistribution of the Antigonid silver issuespredominantly
local
preferencesin transactions.The extensiveuse of the posthumouslater Alexander
reflects
silver issuesin the North perhapsexplains,to an extent,the absenceof hoardswith Pansfrom
this area. Pans, however, are popular in the direct Antigonid realm, that is, Makedonia,

29R Ashton notes the presenceof tetradrachmsof Ptolemy III in IGCH 175,179 and 237 from the
Balkans: Review, l0.
30As Touratsoglou,DM, 85-6, who invariably identifies all the related hoards as 'circulation' hoards.
He notes that 'the individuality of the coinage of the Lagids and their closed economic policy with its
well known protectionism of their currency aimed at preventing any mixing of Ptolemaic tetradrachms
with others of the Attic standard'. Yet he does not distinguish betweenthe hoardswith coins on both
standardsand thosewith specimensstruck on the sameweight standard.
31Except IGCH 869-71, including royal silver issues. The absenceof Athenian tetradrachmsfrom
Makedonianhoardsduring this period hasbeennoted by Ehrhardt: cf. n. 24.
32Will, HPMH 12,251. On the conquestof Thrace during the Laodikean
war (246-1 BC), seeOGIS 54.
Cf. Bagnall, Administration, 159-68. On the administration of Asia Minor in the given period, see
Bagnall, ibid., 89-116. On the coinageand on its circulation in the Ptolemaic realm, seeBagnall, ibid.,
176-212,esp.210-12.
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Thessaly,Epeiros and Eretria. They cluster in the period between250 and 227 BC and they
occur more rarely in depositionalhoardsbetween220 and 190 BC. No hoards are recorded
from SouthernGreece,despitethe Antigonids' engagementin military expeditionsin this area
throughoutthis period.
The absenceof Antigonid preciousmetal issuesfrom Egypt is certainly not surprising,
as a letter from the Zenon archive reveals that the mint of Alexandreia normally restruck
foreign coin into Ptolemaic coin for `foreigners who came here by sea, the merchants,the
forwarding agentsand others'". As for the EasternMediterranean,with the exception of a
depositional hoard from the temple of Artemis at Sardeis and of the hoard from
Meydanqikkale,which presumablyreflect the circulation on the frontiers betweenthe Seleukid
and the Ptolemaic realms, the Pans are absent from Asia Minor until the 220s. This may
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" P. Cairo Zenon 59022; cf. W. Schubart, `Die ptolemäische Reichsmünze in den auswärtigen
Besitzungenunter Philadelphos',Zf V 33 (1922) 74-82; Merkholm, EHC, 104; c£ C. J. Howgego, `Coin
circulation and the integration of the Roman economy', JRA 7 (1994) 5-21, for Roman examples. The
Delta 1927-8 board, dated to the early secondcentury BC, is the only known hoard with Antigonid
silver issuesfrom Egypt: cf chapter2.3.
" Cf., for instance,the Gordion, 1961 hoard (chapter2.3).
35Wi11,HPMH I2,256-61.
31 Touratsoglou,DM, 78.
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7.3

Economic Systemsat the Time of the Antigonids

The low annual production rate of silver Antigonid obversedies (fig. 23) confirms that the
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Makedonian coinage, as was done from 305 BC in Egypt and in Pergamon,for instance,
during the second century BC37. Only six of the forty-six recorded hoards with Antigonid
silver issuescome from Makedonia.
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Indirect ways of meeting military costs, such as booty, taxation from Makedonia and
from the Antigonid strongholdsin Greece,might prima facie have significantly reduced the

" Seen. 16.
3eF W. Walbank, `The end of Antigonus' reign', in Hammond-Walbank,Macedonia III, 314-5.
" On the practice of constructingbuildings as a form of accumulation of surplus at controlling Grecomakedoniancentres,seeG. Shipley, `Distance,development,decline? World-systemsanalysis and the
`Hellenistic' world', in Per Bilde et al., Centre and periphery, 276. Cf. K Bringman, `The king as
benefactor: some remarks on ideal kingship in the age of Hellenism', in Bulloch et al., Images and
Ideologies,7-24; chapter 1.2.
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In fact, common monograms among the Antigonid issues,the posthumous Alexanders and
those of Demetrios Poliorketes and Lysimachosmay be taken to suggesttheir consecutiveor

40For the finance of the army, seeLe Bohec,AD, 310-21.
G. Shipley, ibid., 275; cf. Preaux,Monde Hellenistique, 309-10.
'Z Cf. the reconstruction of Gröningen's theory regarding the royal monopoly of coinage in Martin,
Sovereignty,266-70.
43Katerini Liampi, 'Zur Chronologie der sogennannten'anonymen'
makedonischenMünzen des späten4.
As. v. Chr.', JNG 36 (1986) 41-65, pl. 4-6,2. Price,Alexcnder, p. 116-30.

" CommoncontrolmarksalsoexistbetweenMakedonian
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andthosestruckin AsiaMiinor.G.
Le Rider,'AntiochosII ä Mylasa',BCH 114(1990)543-57.
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simultaneousproduction at Amphipolis`s. Some PosthumousLysimachi, in particular, may
have beenstruck in the context of the vaguely known military activities of Gonatasin Thrace
Antigonid
issues
Hellespont46.
Moreover,
three
these
that
the
the
share
with
and
monograms
bronze coins might unravel the extremely complicated numismatic pattern in the region.
Finally, that the construction of a completely sui generis numismatic systemwas not among
Gonatas'intentions is also confirmed by the few Antigonid silver fractions. Their rarity might
imply the use of other coinages,silver and bronze, for smaller scaletransactionsand possibly
their introduction for a particular purpose, such as Doson's enterpriseto Karia (cf chapter
2.4.4).
The low production rate of Antigonid coinagesis admittedly incompatible with the
Antigonids' intensemilitary and other enterprisesduring the secondand the third quarter of
the third century BC. It may thus be tentatively assignedto local preferencesin transactions,
alongsidea greater flexibility in the acceptanceof other coinagesstruck on the Attic weight
standard. Antigonid practice is also in stark contrastto the remarkablevariety and quantity of
the contemporaryPtolemaic issues,military, celebratory and other, in gold and silver. The
abundant coinage produced by the Ptolemies results from' the limitations of the closed
Ptolemaicmonetary systemand predeterminesits brief duration47. By contrastthis indirectly
in
benefits
from
the
a market
the
coinages
the plurality of
underlines
potentially exchangeable
basedon the Attic weight standard,as that of Makedonia,mainland Greeceand Asia Minor.
Thus Antigonid practice obviously reflects attitudes developed within a cosmopolitan
Hellenistic environment, rather than an insufficient use of the mines and the lack of other
resourcesin Antigonid Makedonia.
As for the distribution of the Antigonid precious metal coinages, it may be argued that
the well established economic, political and military network between Greece and Asia Minor,
based on the Attic

weight standard, would ultimately seem to contradict the alleged
is
East.
It
in
Poseidons
Asia
Minor
Pans
in
Balkans
the
the
the
the
concentration of
and
and of
true that the concentration of hoards with Antigonid silver issues in the direct Antigonid realm
contrasts with their absence from Thrace and Asia Minor between the 240s and the 220s.

45 Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 98-9, table 12;
cf. chapter 2.2.4. Price assumes(through common
monograms)the striking of the silver issuesof Kassanderand those of Lysimachos at the samemint:
Alexander, 130-1.
46 The assignationto Keraunos the
silver Lysimachi with the elephant scalp and the lion head
of
symbols legitimises Gonatas' continuation of posthumousLysimachi. The terminus post quern for
thesecoins (281 BC) coincideswith Gonatas' intensified activities in Thrace and the Hellespont prior
to his rise to the Makedonianthrone: W. Hollstein, Münzen des PtolemaiosKeraunos',SNR 74 (1995)
13-25. Cf. Mathisen, Silver Coinages, 108-9 ('thunderbolt' and Triton' Alexanders assigned to
Keraunos); Price, Alexander, 131, no. 503 (Alexander drachma with thunderbolt, from the reign of
Poliorketes,assignedto Keraunos).
47 C£ Bagnall, Administration, 211-12: 'The
many variants and differences noted, especially the
cleavagebetweenthe monetaryzone and the other possessions,must to a large extent reflect the results
of Ptolemaicpower and its limits. Two questionssurely governedthe royal decision about treatmentof
a subject area or city: was it desirable(that is, profitable to the crown) to impose a monetary zone of
isolation; and was it possibleto do so'.
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However, a distinction between `circulation' and `depositional' hoards with Antigonid issues
reveals that our picture of their representation in hoards has been fragmented by the interaction
of diverse economic practices in the periphery of the Antigonid realm. Such was the alleged
expansion of the Ptolemaic practice of `recycling' silver on Thrace, the Danube and on the
coastal areas of Asia Minor after the 240s, as a result of their occupation by the Ptolemies.
These more `peripheral' areas show, in this case, what has been termed the `negative effects of
imperial dynamics' in the Eastern Mediterranean.

Some final remarksmight be addedin regardto the nature of the Pansand Poseidons.
Both types have been related to the increased military expenditure in view of Gonatas'
enterprisesboth in peninsular Greece and in the Aegean. It has also been shown that the
Poseidons would not have been superfluous to the existing Antigonid coinage. Their
concentrationin hoardsfrom Asia Minor, the Middle and Near East might not be unrelatedto
the naval connotations in their iconography, in particular to their reference to naval
sovereigntyand to Delos.
It has been argued that the new type was introduced in order to celebrateGonatas'
naval victory over the Ptolemies at Andros. Renewing the Antigonid naval tradition after
Andros meant not only a demonstrationof power analogousto the processions,the honorary
coin issues,and the festivals at Delos organisedby the Ptolemies. It was also part of Gonatas'
repost to the Aitolian policy in the mainland (cf chapter2.4.3)49.However, this coin issueby
far outnumbers the groups denoted as celebratory. Could this have had a particular
significance?
It is possiblethat the Poseidonswere minted for the paymentof Antigonos' navy after
Andros. Given the strong Antigonid naval tradition in Asia Minor stretching back to
Monophthalmosand Poliorketes,the distribution of this coinagein the Eastmight be explained
by the return of the membersof the crew to their homelands. The similarity of Apollo to that
on contemporarySeleukidtetradrachmsis thus comprehensible.
Alternatively, one may consider this special issue as somehow compatible with the
celebrationsthat followed this secondnaval victory. This is favoured by the elaboratefeatures
of the Poseidons,by the distinct monogramand by the naval connotationsof the iconography.
It is possible that the secondtetradrachmtype was periodically struck, on the occasionof the
celebrationof the Soteriaand the Paneia(cf chapter2.4.3).
To conclude,the supplementaryrole of the new coinagein military, religious and other
finances and in international markets effectively illustrates attitudes adopted within a

" G. Shipley, 'Distance, development,decline? World-systemsanalysisand the 'Hellenistic'
in
world',
Per Bilde et al., Centremid periphery, 277. Cf. Bagnall, Administration, 211.

49E. Will, who
HPMH 12,323.
relatesthem,though,with Pan'sroleat Lysimacheia:
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cosmopolitanHellenistic environment. It thereforeshifts the burden of the impact of the Pans
and Poseidonson the large-scaleeconomyprimarily to an ideological sphere.
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8

Concluding Remarks

To recapitulate,the precious coinagesin the name of `king Antigonos' add a missing link to our
knowledge of the Makedonian macroeconomyand policy betweenthe Temenid dynasty and the
last two Antigonids. The introduction of both their individual silver tetradrachmtypes, Pansand
Poseidons, has been reassigned to Gonatas. Their continued production through to Doson
demonstratesa strong senseof dynastic continuity among Gonatas' successors,similar to that in
the other Hellenistic dynasties'. The dearthof the Antigonid silver issuesrevealsthat they were not
utilised predominantly for commerce. This limited exercise by the Antigonids of pro-active
economic and administrative control, contrary to the Ptolemies,may be assignedto their use of
other precious coinagesfollowing the Attic weight standard2.It may therefore be arguedthat the
introduction of the Antigonid individual issues was determined by political rather than by
economicforces.
Politics (and religion) largely determined the iconography of the individual Antigonid
types. In fact, establishing links with the major Greek sanctuariesat Delphi and Delos, the
Antigonids aimed at the effective manipulation of local mentalities, in order to ultimately coordinate the regional diversities in the Makedonian stateand mainland Greece. It has beenargued
that the first Antigonid tetradrachmtype, the Pan head, echoesthe Panhellenic defence of the
Delphic sanctuary during the Celtic attack of 279 BC, possibly with particular emphasis on
Makedonia's role in this as a `shield' for the Greek peninsula. The participation of Gonatas'troops
in the Greeks' collective resistanceto the Celts at Delphi, possibly together with his personal
victory over the Celts at Lysimacheia,effectively advertisedMakedonia as an integral part of the
Greek world. Similarly, the resumptionof the naval claims of Monophthalmosand Poliorketesand
the protection of the Antigonid fleet by Apollo were advertisedon the Poseidons,after Gonatas'
victorious naval battle against the Ptolemaic fleet at Andros (246/5 BC) and the concomitant
decline of the Ptolemaicnaval claims to the Aegean.
The emphasisthat the Antigonids attachedto their Hellenic identity and their demonstration
of piety at the two main sanctuariesof Apollo addressedthemselvesto two main recipients: firstly,
the Ptolemies,the main rivals of the Antigonids for control of the Aegean until the emergenceof
Rome. Secondly,the Greek states,whosecontrol was a prerequisitefor the Antigonids' more active
engagementin international affairs. The ex silentio addresseesof these individual types were
primarily the Aitolians, who aimed to control Delphi and admittedly played a key role in the

1 Cf. chapter2.1.

ZForthe Seleukids
andthePtolemies,c£ G. Shipley,ibid., 283.
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formation of political attitudes towards Makedonia in Central Greecethroughout the third and the
early secondcenturiesBC.
Creating links with the history of Greek sanctuariesmeant the return of the Antigonids to
the mos majorum set out by the Temenids(especially Philip II). Philip's deliberateiconographic
connectionswith Olympia and Delphi on his gold and silver issuesset a direct precedentto this. On
the other hand, the motif of the `Greeks' collective resistanceto a barbaric invasion' echoed that
developed in Greece after the Persian wars, during the Pentekontaetia(479-31 BC). Under
Alexander III, the Persianexpedition (and the concomitantdepartureof the hoplites from the Greek
states,as a result of Philip's policy) had effectively minimised the opposition of the Greeksof the
mainland to Makedonia. As an aggressivepolicy of this kind was no longer realistic, Gonatas
revertedto the `defenceof Greecefrom the barbarians'and, at a later stageand to a smaller scale,to
the projection of his naval power, continuing the tradition of his ancestors,Monophthalmos and
Poliorketes. The adoption of thesemain lines enhancedhis assimilationto the military and political
`debates'in mainland Greece,but it did not firmly establishthe Makedonian sovereigntyover the
old and diverseGreekpolitical entities.
The military themes on the Pans a priori relate the bulk of this coinage to military finance,
but special gold and silver issues, possibly also the Poseidons, presumably celebrated peaks in the
rivalry between Antigonids and Ptolemies for control over the Aegean. There is no need to assign
them to a different mint, as various control marks had signed issues of the main Makedonian mint
during the interregnum prior to Gonatas. Should this mint be located, Amphipolis emerges as the
most plausible candidate.

In terms of chronology, a clearerpicture of the coinagesminted under Antigonos is obtained
until Gonatas'naval victory at Andros (246/5 BC). With the exceptionof certain issues,presumably
meant to celebratethis naval victory, it is more difficult to 'render unto Caesarwhat is Caesar's'
between246/5 and 221 BC, when both types were presumably struck parallel to each other. With
regard to the size of the individual Antigonid issues,the calculations basedon the existing sample
suggestthat the individual issues of `king Antigonos' could not cover all the military activities
undertakenby the Antigonids throughout this period. This insufficiency leads us to speculatethat
the posthumous Alexander silver tetradrachmscontinued alongside coins in the name of 'king
Antigonos', initially with the types of Alexander and later with his individual types. Rather than
indicating poverty, this may be taken to reflect the complexity of the lingua franca in Antigonid
Makedoniaduring the third century BC. In other words, the bulk of foreign currencyin hoards from
Antigonid Makedonia and mainland Greece presumably indicates the easy acceptanceof foreign
money in transactionsfollowing the Attic weight standard. This contrastswith the wide range of the
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coin issueslaunched by the Ptolemiesduring the sameperiod, due to the closed monetary system
applied in their realm since306 BC.
Much needsto be addedto the history and the economyof Makedoniaand Greeceduring the
third century BC, which is admittedly a period prolific in coinage but not in other forms of
documentation. The size of the later Makedonian posthumousAlexanders, for instance,must be
calculated and the processesof the incorporation of other coinagesin the contemporaryeconomic
market remain unexplored. At the sametime, a systematicdie study of the bronzeissuesin the name
of `king Antigonos' is desired. The reconstructionof the Antigonid preciouscoinagesfrom Gonatas
through to Doson has shown,however,that stability in Antigonid Makedoniawas attainedthrough a
return to the political and ideological principles set out by the Temenids and reflected on the
numismatic iconography. On economicterms, the macroeconomicprofile of the Makedonian state
was largely prescribed by its full integration into the more flexible market of the Eastern
Mediterranean,basedupon the Attic weight standard.
Under Philip V and Perseus,the iconographicrepertory of the silver coinageswas adaptedto
the status quo created by the addition of Rome to the opponents of Makedonia. However, the
economicnetwork among Makedonia,Greeceand Asia Minor had already paved the ground for the
eventualtake-overof the EasternMediterranean`periphery' by Rome, the new `core-like' area.
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Appendices

9.1

Ancient Imitations

L Pan Head Tetradrachms

Crested helmet L- Monogram 11 r.

0 No RNo

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Elliptic star/crescents,Pan head barbaric and very small. Neck endsin curve.
R. Large and irregularly placed legendletter.. Athena crude, with diagonal pleats on
hem,smallfigure, monogram11.
MNM10: Hungary, Mayar Nenueti, no. 14, Inv. Nr. 7A. 1917.6
15,95g9h2.

Spink 71(1989) 60

14,79g--

3.

BNF 1381

15,23g

5:30 h-

4.

Munich, 2

14,37g

7h

***

***

-

***

IL Poseidon Head Tetradrachms
Monogram 25

0 No R No

5.

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Diameter

0: Simil a; wreath (/ tainia?) wider, decoratedby two knobsof five dots. Headflatter.
R: Prow shorter andflatter. Legend letters elegant and elaborate, the edgesof Q being
high up and distant Larger distancebetweenbow and string. Apollo archaising.
Hirsch 33,667
--
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0 No R No

Weight

Provenance

Axis

6.

Cahn (27.2.1933) 182;Helbing 3,2860

15,008

--

7.

SNGManchester,738

16,98g

12 h

8.

a. Hirsch 14 (1905) 310; Cahn 84 (17.11.1933)260

Diameter

b. V315; V184: Cahn 61 (1928) 80
16,20g-[0 (a): flaw r. of nose and mouth; also, behind head. Beside Poseidon'shead, signs of
overstrike.
R (a): in field up r., circular object (7): metal flaw between Apollo's 1. foot and lower r.
edge; on various parts of field, on 0 and R. Also, beside Apollo, circular badge. Die
repaired along horizontal lines that form the embolon of the ship. Two scratchesthrough
Apollo's r. arm].

9.

10.

0: Similar, but brancheswith flowers (knobs-fivedots), springfrom thinner wreath.
Dotted border.
R: Apollo larger, monogramedgesprotrude.
a. Hirsch 58 (1968) 3095
-(b)
-[0 (a): die break starting from eye].
a. Milan 18
--b. SNGLockett, 1527;Glendining (12.2.1958) 1395
16,86g

***

9.2

***

9h

-

***

Modern Imitations

L Pan Head Tetradrachms

0 No R No

1.

2.

Provenance

Weight

Ashmolean,Forgeriescollection, Christ Church
12,59g

Axis

12 h3

Diameter

cm

R: r., monogrwn ! 0.

BNF, Forgeries collection
[Technique: cast].

12,27 g
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12 h

2,9 cm

0 No RNo

3.

Weight

Provenance

Axis

Ashmolean,Forgeriescollection, Christ Church
12,65g

12 h3

4.

Ashmolean,Forgeriescollection

11 h

5.

Brussels,Forgeriescollection, inv. 1180482(don Francheschi)
9,73 g7h2,5

12,72g

Diameter

cm
3,1 cm

cm

6.

GeorgeHill, part I, p. 66, pl. HL 50
[Forger: Becker].

7.

Ashmolean,Forgeriescollection
[Metal: Mus (silver). Technique:cast].

14,21g

10 h

3,0 cm

8.

Fitzwilliam
[Technique:cast].

14,44g

Il h

3 cm

9.

Ashmolean,Forgeriescollection, Christ Church
13,13g

10h

2,9 cm

10h

2,9 cm

---

[Obverselinkedto nos.10-11].
10.

11.

12.

Ashmolean,Forgeriescollection, Christ Church
12,06g

Ashmolean,Forgeriescollection, H. de S. Short Bequest,1975
13,01g
10h

2,9 cm

BNF, Forgeriescollection (cast trade 1969,Bartin 1)

***

***

***

IL Poseidon Head Tetradrachms

0 No R No

13.

Provenance

Weight

0: Locks of hair.
R. Apollo holding bow on prow.
BNF, Forgeriescollection
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Axis

Diameter

ONO R No

15.

0: Poseidonheadr. in wreath.
R. Apollo holding bow on prow.
BNF, Forgeriescollection
BNF, Forgeriescollection

16.

BNF, Forgeriescollection

17.

BNF, Forgeriescollection

18.

BNF, Forgeriescollection

19.

Ashmolean,Forgeriescollection

14.

Weight

Provenance

Axis

14,71g6h2,9

296

Diameter

cm
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